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Executive summaryThe aim of the Danube Port Development Strategy and Action Plan is to provide a detaileddiagnosis of the current “flaws and virtues” of the Danube port industry, determine its placein the future transport and supply chains, and to define the development (strategic) objectivesand the accompanying implementation measures. Being a “crown” of the entire project, theDanube Ports Development Strategy and Action Plan (hereinafter: Strategy), encompassed theinputs from all other work packages and activities through the definition of objectives andmeasures, as well as their justification.This Strategy, covering the period of 8 years (2020 – 2027) is divided into an analytical partand a part containing individual strategic objectives and implementation measures for eachobjective. The SWOT analysis of the Danube region port industry, being an analytical part ofthe Strategy, was performed using a triple layer – that of individual ports (first layer)participating in the analysis, national port industries (second layer) and an entire Danuberegion port industry (third layer). A total of 21 ports in the Danube region were subject toSWOT analysis. Based on these 21 SWOT analyses, a country wide SWOT analyses of portindustries in Austria, Slovakia, Hungary, Croatia, Serbia, Romania and Bulgaria wereelaborated, reflecting the current situation of the respective port industries, taking intoaccount the internal (with respect to the port industry) strengths and weaknesses andexternal threats and opportunities. In order to facilitate a provision of the harmonized inputsfor the Strategy, a “Common SWOT analysis” was created involving the most importantstrengths, weaknesses, threats and opportunities of the entire Danube area port industry as asingle “entity” with a single “voice”.Ports in the Danube area need to build their future development on the fact that they arelocated along an important European multimodal transport corridor, officially titled as the“Rhine-Danube Core Network Corridor”. This creates a significant number of opportunitiesfor growth and for important financial injections needed for infrastructure developmentthrough the European Commission funding. All Danube ports are directly connected with theseaport of Constanta, acting as a gate, or the “Rotterdam of the East” for virtually all Danubecountries. This gives them a comparative advantage over other transport routes in terms ofcost efficiency, generalized transport costs and even cost of externalities. Corporatization ofport authorities is also seen as one of the strengths on which future development directionsshould be built, as this port management model provides sufficient flexibility to portauthorities to react on market dynamics and changes in demand for different port operatingservices, including the value added services.Thanks to the growing reintroduction of industrial production in the ports or in theirimmediate vicinity, Danube ports have the opportunity to exploit this phenomenon and use itto their own advantage, by offering the industry a quick, competitive and reliable service andthe benefits of the economies of scale offered by inland waterway transportation. This impliesthat the ports efforts are combined with the efforts to improve the navigability, especially inthe critical sectors on the Danube and Sava, and thus increase the overall reliability of inlandwaterway transportation in the Danube area.
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Unfortunately, apart from the above mentioned strengths and opportunities, Danube portshave a number of weaknesses which will need to be neutralized, minimized or completelyeliminated when and if possible. Most notable weaknesses focus around the excess capacityor low utilization of the available capacities, as well as lack of resources for provision andimprovement of high quality road and rail connections of ports with the rest of the network.Insufficient lobbying for the common interests of ports is also seen as one of the commonweaknesses of the entire Danube port industry.Port industry in the Danube area is faced with a number of threats which are external to portsthemselves, but which anyway call for measures to mitigate or remedy such threats. Mostimportant threats for the Danube area port industry are still persisting navigation hindrancesalong the Danube, overall economic situation in Southeast Europe and fierce competition ofroad and rail sectors feeding the hinterland in the Danube region directly from nearbyseaports in the Adriatic and Aegean Sea, and even from the North Sea ports.Based on the carefully identified and analysed strengths, weaknesses, opportunities andthreats of the national port industries, the project team has identified strategic developmentobjectives and adequate development measures needed to ensure the implementation of theobjectives. Both objectives and development (implementing) measures are identified on adual level – national (based on the “Cumulative” SWOT analysis) and regional (based on the“Common” SWOT analysis) level. The latter is applicable to the entire port industry in theDanube Region.In Austria, most of the development objectives are focused on the connection of ports with thenew transport corridors from the Far East (China), or the so called “Belt Road Initiative”, aswell as the improvement of the railway connections, coupled with synergies with the railcargo business. International (joint) lobbying for the continuous improvement of navigationconditions on the Danube, environmental management systems in the ports and optimizationof the use of existing infrastructure are also seen as important objectives. All these objectivesrequire adequate measures, including strong cooperation with national and local authorities,marketing inventory and programs for specific company settlement and implementation ofthe concept guidelines for industrial development in ports, amongst others.As for the Slovak Republic, development objectives are centred around intentions to improveexisting port services, attraction of new companies with new users in ports, increased numberof public-private partnership (PPP) initiatives in ports, improvement of multimodal facilitieswith the goal of increase of combined transportation and increase of reactiveness to publicfunding opportunities. In order to implement these objectives a number of measures havebeen developed, including promotion of lease of unused land and facilities, increase ofawareness of ports for local economy, introduction of minimum requirements for efficiencyof port operators, use of alternative fuels and training and education.Development objectives in Hungary include specific port training of existing and future portworkers, attracting industries in port areas, increase of container and Ro-Ro business in ports,introduction of self-regulatory elements of the market to assure transparency and faircompetition, innovative funding schemes, clear national strategy for port development and
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alike. Hungarian partners proposed to implement the objectives by training and employmentstandards for ports, increased sharing of good practices, joint promotion and marketing,prioritization of investments in ports, including multimodal investments, etc.Most important objectives of the port development strategy for Croatian ports focus onsolving of ownership problems and clear separation of port authority functions and portoperating functions, more efficient utilization of available funds for port construction andmodernization, elaboration of high-quality port development plans as a basis for concessionsand other PPP schemes and increased flexibility of concession agreements. These objectivesare coupled with the following measures: finding suitable models and financial schemes forland issues and expropriation, prioritization of port investment projects, preparation ofrealistic master plans, facilitation of demand-based concession agreements, etc.When Serbian ports are concerned, their most important strategic objectives are creation ofconditions for fair competition and equal market opportunities (level playing field),facilitation of settlement of industry in the immediate hinterland of ports, introduction ofports as substantial parts of logistic chains, training of specialized workforce, rehabilitationand modernization of infrastructure and sustainable investments in port infrastructurethrough efficient PPP schemes. These objectives can be achieved by further licensing of portoperators, introduction of single window procedures as much as possible, active participationof port authorities in elaboration of spatial planning documentation, further digitalization ofuser friendly tools for multimodal transportation planning and port operations, knowledgesharing, promotion of concession-based port development, equipment modernization, moreefficient utilization of external funds (EU co-financing) and joint promotion.In case of Romania, objectives of port strategic development are concentrated aroundinitiatives to attract maritime cargo from the Asia-Europe route to the Danube maritime ports,increase of container transhipment in the seaport of Constanta as a Danube region gate,improvement of port infrastructure, elaboration of port master plans, market based strategicdevelopment and development of port community. These objectives are planned to beachieved by implementing measures such as:  investment in multimodal and transshipmentlogistics, participation in EU Integrated Maritime Policy projects, master plansimplementation, enhancing the value of corporatized port management model, HR strategy aspart of the contractual obligations to concession to port operators and active participation inmaritime spatial planning in order to be harmonized with port development, inter alia.Development objectives of Bulgarian inland ports are focused on improvement andmodernization of port services, further development of port concessions in order to increasethe efficiency of ports, attract non-public investments and private sector know-how,modernization of infrastructure enabling it to attract additional cargo flows, improvement ofintermodal transport coordination in ports, keeping highly qualified port specialists in theport industry and introduction of an integrated transport system. Implementation of theseobjectives is planned to be facilitated by completion of concession procedures for remainingriver ports, incentives for port modernization, tailor-made modernization measures for eachport, realistic forecasting, specialized education and training for ports, integration of RIS
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services in Bulgaria with new and existing information/management systems in varioustransport modes, etc.From the aspect of common development of the entire port industry in the Danube area, thefollowing objectives, inter alia, have been agreed on multinational level: connection of portsto “Belt Road Initiative”, increased use of EU funds for port development and hinterlandconnection, further “greening” of ports and port operations, focus on multimodality,expansion of scope of services, optimization of land, facilities and available space, reductionof bureaucracy, mitigation measures to combat market volatility, creation of long-term portpolicies, fostering co-opetition between ports and attraction of new markets. Measures aimedto facilitate the realization of these objectives include, inter alia: investigation of options forconnecting the Danube ports to the corridors running from China, via Port of Constanta,increase of project maturity to increase the odds for obtaining the co-funding from EU funds,identification of business and market segments where ports can cooperate for the commongood, create joint commissions with spatial planning institutions in order to ensure that theport land is extended and that the land becomes available for industrial and logistic operators,apart from port/terminal operators, introduction of new services in ports, developingconcepts of “flexible” inland ports and “flexible” concessions, harmonization of documents forships and cargo, formulation of flexible strategies, functional and active association for portnetworking, application of IWT/Port Single Window Systems, promotion of ports as strategicobjects of national transport infrastructure and protection of public interest and publicdomain in ports.Since their third generation, ports are extending their service portfolio towards the wide arrayof logistics and value added services for vessels and cargoes.  By doing so, ports are integratingthemselves into supply chains. Integration of ports into supply chains is done throughintermodality and organisational integration. Intermodality is known to simplify cargohandling and reduce damages, losses and dwell times, altogether leading towards faster, morereliable and more cost efficient transport.Since many successful ports count on various level of industrial and logistic activities in oradjacent to port areas hence this report contains various approaches on how to attract moreindustrial and logistic activities. These activities need to be either integrated in port activitiesor to be very closely correlated with them in order to benefit from synergies, concentration ofvehicles and cargoes, intermodal options for cargo distribution, as well as from the spatialconcentration of production, transport and logistic activities.It is very important to avoid a common mistake of comparing the Danube ports with the Rhineports when defining the Danube port strategy. Many Rhine region ports are largely focusedon container traffic to/from main gateway ports in the North Sea. Quite the contrary, regularcontainerized cargo flows converging in the Danube ports from IWW are virtually non-existent. Different geographical distribution of cargo flows, different levels of quality oftransport infrastructure of various modes, including the capacity of the hinterland access,have a crucial role in development of inland ports. Therefore, no Europe-wide one-size-fits-all
strategy for inland ports development could be really useful since the differences in regional
effects, geography and trade patterns remain fundamental. Unlike the Rhine ports, only a few
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of the Danube region ports are focused on container logistics. Even these ports handlecontainers flows mostly from rail (and partly road) transport to/from North Sea and Adriaticports, while currently no Danube port handles containers flowing in/out of ports using regularliner IWT services on the Danube. Consequently, the Danube port authorities should adapttheir planning and land use in such way to secure enough space to attract and accommodateintermodal terminals which are primarily rail-road intermodal (bi-modal) terminals, offeringthem the necessary space, but also a direct access to the waterway as a value added. However,in order to prevent the occupation of the berth line with the cargo which uses only rail androad transport, such terminals should be equipped for handling any compatible type ofconventional cargo at the same berth line. Facilitating the intermodality in such way isexpected to trigger the spatial concentration effects and thus attract containerized cargo intoports and thereafter, when/if the critical mass is reached, to trigger the demand for inlandwaterways transport of containers in those ports from/to which such transport iseconomically justified.Globalization and the modern age have put a tremendous pressure on port authorities. Inorder to survive and thrive, port authorities should become less static and think “out of thebox”. This means that port authorities should widen their scope beyond that of the traditionalfacilitator with the centuries old focus on the provision of basic and operational infrastructureand facilities for transshipment and storage. Modern waterborne logistics, transportation andport operations dictate that ports should have a new strategic role to play in land use planning,facilitation of the relocation of production, manufacturing and logistic facilities in or near portareas, supply chain integration, information systems and intermodality/multimodality. Thisrole requires networking, not just between ports, but also between ports and other nodes,operators and market players. Although it may not be a universal panacea for ports, goingbeyond the limits of the port area in terms of physical interventions and organisationalcapabilities along supply chains stands good chances to gain competitive advantage for portsin the medium and long run.New roles for the Danube ports can be fulfilled by implementing the objectives and measuresdeveloped in this document.
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1 IntroductionThis report represents the comprehensive outcome not just of the Work Package 6 “DanubePort Development Strategy and Network Formation” of the Danube Ports Network (DAPhNE)project, but also of the entire project, since it encompasses the findings of virtually all workpackages of the project.Due to various economic, geo-political and political reasons, the Danube region port industryis, putting it directly, lagging behind its counterpart in the Western Europe. True, the situationin the port industry largely reflects the overall economic situation. Nevertheless, the portshave the insufficiently used potential to become engines of growth of the regional economies,instead of just “serving” the economy. For this reason, this potential needs to be thoroughlyinvestigated, analysed and accompanied with a set of measures conveniently designed in suchway to turn this growth generating potential of ports into tangible results. The mostappropriate way for making use of the unexplored potential of Danube ports is to prepare theDanube Port Development Strategy and Action Plan (hereinafter: Strategy) which can be usedboth on individual (national) level and on the regional, or “common” level.The Strategy is prepared for the period of 8 years (2020 – 2027), in order to convenientlymatch the next financing period of the European Commission’s Connecting Europe Facility(2021-2027). The Strategy is divided into two complementary parts: an analytical partcontaining the “triple layer” SWOT analyses and a part containing individual strategicobjectives and implementation measures for each objective in each participating country andin the entire Danube region.The information gathered in other work packages, such as, inter alia, info on the portlegislation specificities in the Danube region, the public funding aspects, the administrativeissues as well as the port development issues, were used to prepare the first layer of SWOTanalysis of the Danube region ports, on the basis of the representative sample of 21 inland andseaports. Based on these 21 SWOT analyses, a country wide SWOT analyses of port industriesin Austria, Slovakia, Hungary, Croatia, Serbia, Romania and Bulgaria were elaborated,reflecting the current situation of the respective national port industries, taking into accountthe internal (with respect to the port industry) strengths and weaknesses and external threatsand opportunities.  These national port industries SWOT analyses represent the second layerof the SWOT analysis. Thereafter, the third and the final layer of the SWOT analysis iselaborated, containing the elements common for the entire Danube region port industry.National and regional (or “common”) SWOT analysis were used as a diagnostic tool and as aninput for the Danube Ports Development Strategy and Action Plan on both national andcommon levels, respectively. The “triple layer” approach for the SWOT analysis is arguablythe most convenient way to obtain a fairly accurate picture of the current situation andpossible development vectors of the ports in the Danube region.Well identified strengths, weaknesses, threats and opportunities in the Danube region portsserve as an excellent basis for the definition of relevant strategies, or strategic objectives,which are then accompanied with adequate implementation measures needed to achieve thegiven objectives. Objectives need to be defined in such way to enable the ports to use their
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internal strengths to take advantage of opportunities and to use their strengths to minimizethreats. In addition to this, smart strategies contain objectives which use the opportunities toimprove the weaknesses, while at the same time including measure to eliminate weaknessesand thus avoid threats.Moreover, the contemporary age, globalization and the regional distribution of trade patternsunder the conditions of fierce competition from the road and rail transport in the Danuberegion, even for the traditional mass cargoes being transported in the region, put an enormouspressure on port authorities. Cosy assumption of the role of trade facilitators for century oldsupply chains of coal, ores, wheat, steel products, oil products and fertilizers is no longerenough, as other modes have long ago taken the lead in innovations and are taking over everlarges shares of traditional inland waterway transportation (IWT) cargoes. In order “surviveand thrive”, Danube ports need to adapt not just to the roles being imposed by contemporarytrade, but also to assume new roles in such way to be the proactive drivers of the change,instead of just responding reactively to ever changing conditions in inland waterwaytransportation and intermodal/multimodal transport chains. The main goal of this strategy isto provide the objectives and implementation measures suitable to enable the Danube portsto assume such roles.Last, but not least, the successful Strategy needs to be prepared by the ports for the ports. Thisdocument is written taking this approach into account from the beginning to the end.
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1.1 Structure of the reportThe report consists of nine chapters. First chapter is an introductory chapter brieflyexplaining the place of this study within the Daphne project and introduces the reader to theanalytical and strategic setup of the strategy, including the new role of the Danube ports.Second chapter deals with the SWOT analysis as a basis for development strategies and as adecision making tool. The third chapter contains the SWOT analysis of the national portindustry of participating countries, while the fourth chapter deals with the common (regional)SWOT analysis of the entire Danube region port industry as a whole. Chapter five, elaborateson the prospects for ports in the Danube region, analysing the current position of seaports andinland ports, as well as the new role of ports in the globalized and digitized supply chains. Thesixth chapter briefly explains the methodology for the identification of strategic objectives,while the seventh chapter dives deep into the identification of objectives and developmentmeasures necessary to be implemented in order to achieve the identified objectives for allriparian countries. Chapter eight defines the common (regional) mission, vision, core values,objectives and measures of the entire Danube region port industry. Finally, the ninth chaptercontains the concluding remarks.
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2 SWOT Analysis as a basis for development strategies

2.1 Introduction to SWOT analysis as a decision-making toolThe SWOT analysis is a frequent analytical tool used for the formulation of strategies. It usesboth internal and external perspective or influencing factors of the subject under analysis.Internal perspective focuses on the appraisal of strengths and weaknesses within anorganization or institution under analysis, whilst an external perspective focuses on threatsand opportunities in an environment in which the analysed organization or institution works.The analysed organization (or even entire industrial sector), obviously, has different degreesof control of an internal and external perspective. External environment is therefore less“controllable” due to its dynamic and largely unrestricted nature and thus has a seriouscapacity to hamper the process of detailed strategy planning. On the other hand, internalperspective, or internal factors, are more “controllable” and therefore tend to be easier tomanage by the organization under analysis.The SWOT analysis has a clearly identifiable, strategic goal, meant to reveal outsideopportunities and threats that have a potential to influence the future of a port or entire portindustry. Once identified, these opportunities and threats may suggest potential remedial ormitigating measures that could be applicable under certain conditions. On the other hand, aninternal analysis or a port’s strengths and weaknesses is intended to highlight determinedstrategies that the port can exploit and, especially, to spotlight certain practices that the portmay need to correct.The four elements of a SWOT analysis undertaken as part of a wider strategic planning in portindustry are presented in the following figure.

Figure 1: SWOT elements as inputs for development strategies

A strengtha resource or capacity the port (or portindustry) may use effectively to achieveits objectives
A weaknessa limitation, fault or defect in the portpreventing it to achieve its objectives

An opportunityany favourable situation in the port'senvironment (hinterland, foreland,country, region, community...)
A threatany unfavourable situation in theport’s environment that is potentiallydamaging to its current operations ordevelopment plans

Inputs for the
Strategy
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The four elements of the SWOT analysis suggest the following actions to be taken in a portdevelopment strategy:
 Bolster strengths and build on them.
 Neutralize or eliminate weaknesses.
 Exploit and make use of opportunities.
 Mitigate or remedy the effects of threats.The SWOT analysis is used to spotlight the dominant and determining factors, both externaland internal in relation to the port or port industry (country-wide) under analysis, whichwould probably have influence on the success of the port. In addition, this tool is used as asource of guidelines for development strategies by linking the port to its environment. TheSWOT analysis’ aim is to provide the high level of input information and therefore reduceuncertainties in the process of strategy drafting and implementation planning.All SWOT analyses are highly contents-sensitive and need to be thoroughly developed if theywant to be used as a useful tool in strategic planning within the port industry. This is why it isvery important that the SWOT analyses are not of purely academic nature, but that they arean empirical, facts-based exercise. Therefore, the overall strategy formation process will befacilitated as a top-down, systematic and rational process. Following a process of strategyformation, a stage of implementation and actions becomes triggered.Every SWOT analysis faces a problem of the right balance between external and internalfactors. This, inter alia, includes a problem of an honest, straightforward and thoroughinternal analysis of a single port or a national port industry, as well as a whole array ofunforeseen difficulties and uncertainties related to external factors. If these uncertainties arerelated to the current situations and various consequences of different potential strategicchoices, the uncertainty in any strategic choice is a usual characteristic of the analysis process.In this case, the strategist can work only with conditional alternative actions. This, again,makes the importance of a thorough, honest, fact-based and straightforward SWOT analysisall the greater. This is why the output 6.1 “Danube Port Development Strategy and ActionPlan” will involve making strategic planning and implementation a more inter-woven processwhere both strategy and action plan will be parts of a single interactive process.Port development strategies of a single port or of an entire port industry of a country or evenof the port industry in a region of a continent should always be formulated objectively.However, the objectivity of the action plans for the implementation of the drafted strategyoften depends on the person or organization implementing the strategy. This is why the entireprocess of strategy making and strategy implementation should be consensus-oriented asmuch as possible. A process organized like this, would make the action plan for strategyimplementation (decisions on how, and by what means the strategy should be implemented)a level-playing field where subjectivity and objectivity meet for the common goal.In general, the following figure demonstrates the “golden rules” for any SWOT analysis aimedto be an input for the development strategy and its implementation plan.
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Figure 2: Golden rules of SWOT analysis

(Source: https://www.professionalacademy.com/blogs-and-advice/marketing-theories---swot-analysis)

2.2 Learning function of SWOT analysisStrategy formation is a continuous learning process of “learn by doing”. Strategies aretherefore subject to revisions and periodic updates, with consequent adaptations of actionplans for strategy implementation. Let us assume that the particular learning process withinthe strategy formation consists of four stages: experiencing, reviewing, concluding andplanning, and that they are mutually supportive. It is therefore clear that a strategic planningprocess cannot simply consist of performing a SWOT analysis and its implementation. Insteadof that, port sector development is seen as reiterative process of analyses, reassessments andevaluations, as well as implementation including its relevant updates. This approach enablesus to have useful insights into the strengths and weaknesses within the port developmentprocess itself.
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Once the SWOT analysis is undertaken having its learning function in mind, theimplementation of the SWOT (in the development strategy and its accompanying action plan)should include the following stages:
 Inventory of the development strategy: identification of the major trends and setbacksthat might influence the prospects of the development of a port or port sector as awhole through consideration of a variety of legislative, strategic, planning, operational,geographical, managerial, administrative, financial, technological, traffic, logistic andtrade aspects of port management, operation and development.
 Identification of possible actions.
 External analysis of opportunities and threats, including a list of factors of theenvironment in which ports are working and which are not under direct control of portauthorities but which can exert a strong influence on further development of a port orentire port industry in a country.
 Internal analysis of strengths and weaknesses, including a list of parameters which areat least partially under control of a port authority and which can either boost or restrictthe port development.
 Identification and inventory of possible actions.
 Assessment and evaluation of a strategy resulting in a portfolio of activities, includinga programme of interventions which, on the one hand, build up on strengths andexploit opportunities, and, on the other hand, mitigate weaknesses and combat threats.These interventions need to be places along two directions: internal feasibility,strengths and weaknesses and external environment, opportunities and threats.

2.3 Rationale for the applied method of port industry analysesThe SWOT analysis of the Danube region port industry, being an analytical part of the Strategy,is performed using a triple layer approach – that of individual ports (first layer) participatingin the analysis, national port industries (second layer) and an entire Danube region portindustry (third layer). A total of 21 ports in the Danube region were subject to SWOT analysis1.Based on these 21 SWOT analyses, country wide SWOT analyses of port industries in Austria,Slovakia, Hungary, Croatia, Serbia, Romania and Bulgaria were elaborated, reflecting thecurrent situation of the respective port industries, taking into account the internal (withrespect to the port industry) strengths and weaknesses and external threats andopportunities. In order to facilitate a provision of harmonized inputs for the Strategy, a“Common SWOT analysis” was created involving the most important strengths, weaknesses,threats and opportunities of the entire Danube area port industry as a single “entity” with asingle “voice”.
1 Group of authors (2018), Danube Ports SWOT Analysis, Daphne project, WP6, Deliverable D.6.1.1
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This document will contain only the second (national SWOT analysis) and the third (theDanube region port industry SWOT analysis, or the “Common SWOT analysis) layer, while forthe SWOT analysis of individual ports the reader is referred to the Deliverable 6.1.1 “DanubePorts SWOT Analysis”, of the Daphne Project.
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3 SWOT analysis of the national port industries

3.1 Country-wide SWOT analysis of the Austrian port industryThis section contains the overall aspects of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threatswhich are more related to the national level, rather than solely to the local, port level, thusforming a nation-wide SWOT analysis of Austrian port industry.
Table 1: SWOT matrix for the port industry in Austria

Strengths Weaknesses
 Economic situation
 Good location
 Heart of Europe (TEN-T network)
 Bridgehead function
 Logistic competence
 Hinterland hubs
 Modern standards
 trimodality/intermodality
 Local traffic connections
 Transnational connections
 Qualified personnel
 Containerized business
 Experience in demand driven development
 Austrian Danube navigability
 via donau as successful waterway administration

 Low capacity utilization
 Capital intensity
 Business models
 Lack of expansion space
 Public economic situation
 Railway infrastructure
 Railway bottlenecks in Austria
 Low investment capacity of vessel owners
 Small market sector
 Insufficient lobbying for ports and IWT
 Dislocation of heavy industry
 Small strategic dimensions
 Slow business development

Opportunities Threats
 Decarbonisation
 New markets
 Eco-footprint philosophy
 New city logistics
 Alternative fuels
 Real estate industry
 E-commerce
 Physical internet
 Rail cargo attractiveness
 Agricultural focus
 Regionalization of supply chains
 One belt - one road
 Containerization of cargo
 Short distance alternatives
 Modal split shift
 Infrastructure flexibility
 New industrial clusters

 Problems with Danube navigability
 Stricter environmental regulations for ports
 Road & rail competition
 Containerization of cargo
 Vessel owner community
 Bureaucracy
 Emigration of industry
 Relation with the neighbourhood
 Outdated laws
 Decentralized production
 Public economy
 Lack of skilled workforce
 International (global) economy
 Overcapacity
 Rail bottlenecks

(Source: Ennshafen OÖ GmbH and Hafen Wien)
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3.1.1 Strengths
Economic situation: high developed industrial country Austria, good manufacturing sector,heavy industries, automotive industry.
Good location on national level: optimal geographic location of the ports in Austria; closedistances to the well-developed regions and industrialized centres; good economic regionalsurroundings.
Heart of Europe (TEN-T network): Austria has got strategic preferred location and position inthe center of Europe, all the ports are located directly along the trans-European axis TEN-T –Rhine-Danube, Baltic-Adriatic, Balkan-Eastern-Med).
Bridgehead function: bridgehead function of Austria to eastern and south-eastern Europeancountries, IWW-connections of the whole region to ARA ports and Constanta; preferablelocation of international headquarters in general.
Logistic competence: very high logistic competence within the whole commercial sector: a lotof well-known international logistic companies are settled in Austria or have established theirheadquarters, even the whole infrastructure sector has high competence at international bestpractice level.
Hinterland hubs: Austria has got several important hinterland hubs of European intermodallogistic and traffic network
Modern standards: ports of Austria are well developed and provide very good and moderninfrastructure standards with sufficient capacity installed (huge investments in the lastdecades), even intermodal terminals with great capacities are installed
Trimodality: excellent modal split is developed; trimodality is state of the art in Austrian ports(rail-road-IWW); proximity and good connections to international airports (Europeanregional hub Vienna).
Local traffic connections: ports have got very good external connections to regional road andrailway network (each high level); competitiveness of inland waterway.
Transnational connections: very good connections to seaports in Europe in the north and westrelations, also to black sea region and Adriatic seaports; in general Austrian has got a verygreat potential to direct connections in the middle section of the New Silk Road (one belt oneroad) in the eastern part of the country (new detailed plan just started recently) as well as thesouth section of this strategic corridor via the Danube axis.
Qualified staff: high level qualified logistic experts and workers of all levels are available inAustria; specialized education in this sector is provided.
Containerized business: well developed in the region (great affinity to containerizedintercontinental business and logistic hubs for consumer goods).
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Experience in demand-driven development: Austrian port sites have been developed overdecades by “organic growing“ in close connection with general business development &growing meaning that; so the ports have not been standalone elements of infrastructure butdirectly integrated in business circles.
Austrian Danube navigability: the river Danube is well maintained in Austria and performswith “higher upright phases” (low water problems, looks, …) compared to other ripariancountries; high navigability rates over the whole year can be reached due many power stations(some small problematic zones east of Vienna).
via donau as successful waterway administration: this Austrian agency is one of the leadingperformers of European waterway companies facilitating improved navigational conditionson the Danube in Austria and helping other national waterway administrations to developtheir activities of common interest.
3.1.2 Weaknesses
Low capacity utilization: low capacity utilization factors of installed waterside infrastructure;excess capacity for water-side transshipment is available and the port is facing a decreasingwater cargo statistics in Austria; even the whole Danube in Austria is still used to a quite smallrate compared to the river Rhine.
Capital intensity: high financial efforts for port investments in general and long payback ratesfor these huge investments; high financial thresholds for new investments and long capitalbinding periods lead to economic pressure.
Business models: business models for water transshipment are old and do not support todaysdynamic demands of the relevant market and client needs; due to public ownership the portsare faced with relatively complex decision processes and supervising structures.
Lack of expansion space: expansion space is scarce and critical in most port areas.
Public economic situation: new great investments are a challenge according to actual economicand financial situation of public sector in general in Austria.
Railway infrastructure: cargo transport by rail has good growing rates compared to IWW (splitand/or backup strategy of customers because of navigability problems) and requests forimprovement of rail systems in ports – often problematically due to lack of needed corridors/ lengths.
Railway bottlenecks in Austria: some critical points and bottlenecks in Austrian railwaynetwork led to additional cost (crossing the Alps – Phyrn Schober, Semmering, only one trackto Koper, …).
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Low investment capacities of vessel owners: vessel owners (as very important businesspartners of the ports) are under economic pressure, low financial power for new investmentsand modernization of equipment.
Small market sector: port business in general is a small market and acts in a narrow niche, fewmarket partners, small competition – no boosting and booming market situation with intrinsicimprovement and dynamic processes.
Insufficient lobbying for ports and IWT: lobbying for IWW business and ports isunderdeveloped in Austria compared to rail or road (market shares of cargo transport andemployment figures).
Dislocation of heavy industry: some of the Austrian heavy industries are far away from Danube(compared to Rhine region); broken transport is not favourable for water transport.
Insufficient strategic dimensions: port areas (including industrialized zones) have insufficientdimensions in relation to master planning items; new dedication of areas is very problematic(neighbourhood, distances to others, special zones – Natura 2000, Seveso, …) – processindustry as a huge mass driver needs great spaces.
Slow business development: port business is a sector with slow technological development,long modernization cycles, no dynamic intrinsic innovation and technology shifts – thereforeonly low level of market attractiveness.
3.1.3 Opportunities
Decarbonisation: urgent needs for decarbonisation and low carbon transport in general anespecially for the transport sector (even NOx and fine particles) - due to recent climate changeregulations in Europe and the whole world – IWT could be a substantial part of the futuresolution to this problem, new approaches and written targets in relevant papers (e.g. newgovernmental principle paper of Austria).
New markets: new markets and cargo for the future (biomass, building materials – hugemarket in Austria, high & heavy, fuels, renewables, recycling, cold ware, … specialized formsof contract logistics); shipping energy wood, pellets, chips, round wood from Austria toGermany can bring a substantial market in the upcoming years.
Eco-footprint philosophy: increasing (marketing) relevance of ecological footprint in businesslogistics (e.g. eco-labelling of consumer products) or end user demand will bring awarenessto the whole transport chain and may bring up bottom up pressure to organizers of transportchains in order to switch to IWW; green logistics; change from industrial use of fossil fuels torenewables can bring further improvements and expansions of business specializations.
New city logistics: hubs for city logistics next to urban areas; distribution centers incombination with low emission / zero emission logistics and not available free spaces andtransshipment areas in city regions (high prices will force alternatives).
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Alternative fuels: ports are perfect areas for hubs and transshipment centers for modern fuels(alternative fuels, e-mobility, battery business, …).
Real estate industry: growing “immobility business” of the port companies itself (suprastructure, leasing constructions, PPP, …).
E-commerce: online business has high growing rates and will influence the logistics of muchmore other goods in future; therefore, a new demand for logistic facilities with low distancesto terminals and perfect battery limit infrastructures (roads, railway connections) and high-level core nodes (TEN-T); Danube ports “as pearls of a line” in tight settled areas may fulfilthis demand quite well.
Physical internet: physical internet may lead to new production factories/systems where rawmaterial supply plays an important role (and therefor new positioning of ports in futureprocesses may come up).
Rail cargo attractiveness: rail-attracted business can be boosted in ports development due toexisting basic infrastructure with block train options (e.g. for car cargo business).
Agricultural focus: agriculture and forestry are good economic sectors in Austria (includingthe second/third stage of value added) and may have dynamic future perspectives, includingindustrial settlement or development (e.g. biotech, feedstuff, …).
Regionalization of supply chains: supply chains may develop not only global in the future buteven more to a regional level due to the actual approach in the direction of “supply chainagility”, supported by continental and not intercontinental logistic processes; in this conceptshorter logistic cycles could be much more relevant with my be better handled within theDanube ports.
One belt - one road: close connection of the Austria Danube to the New Silk Road, especiallythe middle range via railway connection to eastern part of Austria and southern part via BlackSea.
Containerization of cargo: container business will grow and bring new options for growing ofAustrian ports which are still engaged in container business, even empty containermanagement in Europe by IWW.
Short distance alternatives: search for alternatives for short distance transport (200-400 km)in order to reduce traffic on highways and rail lines (new water shuttle system development).
Modal split shift: modal split from road towards IWW can be supported by eliminationnegative effects on navigability on the Danube.
Infrastructure flexibility: creation of multipurpose transshipment infrastructure.
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New industrial clusters: formation of special industrial clusters in the port hinterland leadingto additional cargo.
3.1.4 Threats
Problems with Danube navigability: problems with navigability of Danube, supply chains maybe interrupted for long parts of the year (especially due to problems outside of Austria) –frequently lead to loss of customers or cargo.
Stricter environmental regulations: laws will bring stricter regulations and more cost for ports(especially precipitation water and pre-treatment equipment – “water frame regulations”).
Road & rail competition: strong competition of these two sectors, cargo shift towards road(cheap drivers) and rail (strong market pressure in combination with insufficient navigabilityperformance).
Containerization of cargo: decreasing of break bulk economy in future years may lead tonegative scenarios for IWW and transshipment figures; cargo in containers shows stronggrowing rates  and other types of cargo will go the way into the container if cost system canbe optimized by this way (containers will not be processed on water)
Vessel owner community: vessel owners will not recover from economic low performing andwill not be able to invest in modernization and innovation of their fleet equipment; no chancefor modernized and environmental friendly engines with alternative fuels
Bureaucracy: too much bureaucracy for IWW in general (e.g. customs, no sense for “one river– one rule”, …) lead to increasing cost and decreasing competitiveness of IWW and ports
Emigration of industry: relocation of heavy industry from (parts of) Europe to locations withcheaper production cost (energy regions of the world, sea coast regions, …)
Relations with the neighbourhood: problems with neighbourhood of ports, claims, complaints,… about noise or dust emission, much traffic, or other items (e.g. Natura 2000)
Outdated laws: great demands of owners of old rights (e.g. fishing law) may lead to very highcost for port business in general
Decentralized production: internet of things may lead to a development direction of decreasingcargo in general in the world; production may be done directly in the regions of populationand cargo flow may dramatically change (central Europe is not a region with increasingpopulation)
Public economy: public financial and economic systems are still under pressure in comingyears and faced with needs of saving cost; very limited possibilities for fresh money to bringup new huge investments in the ports in general
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Lack of skilled workforce: lack of workforce in several levels in Austria force industry andcompanies to go away and in consequence of this leads in general to decreasing cargo flow /transshipment in Austria
International (global) economy: international economic crises may bring systems in Europeunder pressure and lead to depression scenarios with low cargo flows.
Overcapacity: overcapacity of specialized infrastructure (e.g. terminals for container) andrelocation of industries to the hinterland; emigration of industry from Austria due to high cost
Rail bottlenecks: closure of freight terminal accessibility by rail.
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3.2 Country-wide SWOT analysis of the Slovak port industryTable 2 contains the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats identified as thecommon ones for the entire port industry in the Slovak Republic.
Table 2: SWOT matrix for the port industry in Slovakia

Strengths Weaknesses
 Strategic geographic location in relation to thelocation of potential customers’ connection to anetwork of inland waterways of internationalimportance
 Shipping costs
 Supporting the development of water transportby the European Union

 Long transport times in water transport lowtransport capacities of an existing fleet
 Weak awareness of the possibilities of use ofwater transport by logistics operators inSlovakia need for multiple transhipment

Opportunities Threats
 Growing trend in logistics and internationalgoods transport
 Increase production of cars and consumer goodsin Slovakia
 Orientation of the economy of the SR mainly onexport

 The direct competition of rail transport
 Dependence of the use of water transport onweather and hydrological conditions
 Increased use of rail and road transport
 the development of  Port of Koper as the mainlogistic hub for Slovak car factories in maritimetransport

(Source: VPAS)

3.2.1 StrengthsStrategic geographic location in relation to the location of potential customers can positivelyinfluence the port industry by creating new opportunities in transhipment and transport.Connection to a network of inland waterways of international importance affects the industryof ports by creating possibilities to transport goods and passengers on different waterways.Shipping costs in water transport are cheaper than costs of other modes of transport. In thispoint of view in the port industry is more costs effective for using water transport than rail orroad transport.Supporting the development of water transport by the European Union. On the basis of thesupport of European Union and creating conditions for eliminate CO2 and establishing ofconditions for environmentally friendly transport is the industry of ports the most supportedfield of industry and transport.
3.2.2 WeaknessesLong transport times in water transport could negatively affect the water transport and portindustry. The rail and road transport are more time effective.
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Currently the existing fleet of vessels in Slovakia is providing low transport capacities.Slovak logistics companies are using more road and rail mode of transport than watertransport. It is important to make the water transport awareness.Multiple transhipments are required in order to increase the use of inland waterwaytransportation (IWT).
3.2.3 OpportunitiesDemand for Transport and logistics of goods is growing, and this is the possibility to developthe water transport and port industry.Slovakia is one of the world leading countries in car production. This is the opportunity to usethe port industry in the transport of the cars.
3.2.4 ThreatsThe port industry and water transport are in the direct competition to rail and road transport.Currently the rail and road transport are more used.Weather and hydrological conditions can negatively affect the use of water transport. In caseof ice in the river stream or a low depth of the river it is impossible to use the water transport.
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3.3 Country-wide SWOT analysis of the Hungarian port industryCommon strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the Hungarian port industryare given in Table 3.
Table 3: SWOT matrix for the port industry in Hungary

Strengths Weaknesses
 Good and guaranteed loading and unloadingstandards
 Regular service outside of working time (moreflexible than in the western countries)
 The geographic location of the ports islogistically mostly favourable
 The majority of ports are trimodal
 Modern technologies and high capacity loadermachines
 Small staff
 General terms and conditions

 Road and rail links are cumbersome in mostcases
 The amount of loadable goods depends on thewater level of the Danube; in very low waterconditions there are loading problems
 There is a limited number of sheltered loads
 No equipment suitable for container loading(only in Budapest)
 Need of dredging (some ports are not affected)
 Decisive role of price

Opportunities Threats
 EU resources are available for portinfrastructure development in Hungary
 Increase storage capacity
 Introduction of businesses/industries into ports
 Development of road-rail connections
 Construction of covered loaders
 Designing modern equipment for handlingcontainer traffic
 Training of port professionals, training of labourforce suitable for any port
 Taking advantage of free loading capacity
 Improving shipping conditions (Danubewaterway)

 Lack of labour supply
 Clients can avoid water transport due touncertain water levels, and may change to road /rail transport modes
 Development of road infrastructure (roads,bridges) near the ports can divert part of thetraffic

(Source: HFIP)

3.3.1 StrengthsOne of the strengths of the Hungarian ports is that they have good and guaranteed loading andunloading standards which guarantees a certain service level to their customers. Also, mostHungarian ports provide regular service outside of working time and are more flexible thanthe Danube ports in the western countries, for example in Austria or Germany. Logisticallyfavourable geographic location typical at the majority of Hungarian ports, and can bementioned as a strength, also the majority of Hungarian ports have connection to rail and road.Most ports apply modern technologies and high capacity loader machines which makes themcompetitive on the market, and most ports can operate with small staff, which means astrength from economical point of view. The general terms and conditions (established by
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HFIP in 2015) which applies to transactions between companies (port operators and clients)can also be mentioned among the strengths.
3.3.2 WeaknessesAlthough most ports are trimodal, the road and rail links are cumbersome in many cases,which is a weakness and an opportunity for development. Most of the Hungarian ports’operation is influenced by the water level of the Danube, which determines the amount ofloadable goods; in very low water conditions there are loading problems in many cases. It isalso a weakness of the Hungarian ports, that there are limited possibilities of covered loading,so they cannot load vessels in rain or snow; covered loader only exists in Budapest. Lack ofequipment and technology suitable for container loading is also representative at theHungarian ports, therefore, only Port of Budapest has container traffic. Generally speaking, itis a weakness that most ports need regular dredging which means increased operational costs,however some ports are not affected. Typical weakness at the Hungarian market, that thecustomers take high importance on the price of the services, and there is a significant pricecompetition among the ports.
3.3.3 OpportunitiesOne of the most significant opportunities for ports in Hungary, that EU funds are available forport infrastructure development. Ports could be also developed by increasing their storagecapacity, however they should take the market demand into consideration. Anotheropportunity is to settle industrial companies into the ports which could generate a regular andbalanced level of cargo. In most cases there is a need for development of the road-railconnections, which would be a great opportunity to increase the traffic at the ports, as well asconstruction of covered loaders or designing modern equipment for handling containertraffic. From the human resource point of view, there is a great opportunity in training of portprofessionals as there are not many relevant potential employees or port managers in thelabour market. Also, an opportunity to consider is taking advantage of free loading capacities.The Hungarian Federation of Danube Ports in cooperation with The University of Dunaújvároshas already established a training course for port professionals, which could help in qualifyinga labour force suitable for any ports. Construction of a sluice and passage channel thateliminates the need for dredging could be a great help for most of the ports. Last but not least,the improvement of shipping conditions on the Danube needs to be mentioned among theopportunities as it would provide better conditions for operation at all Hungarian ports.
3.3.4 ThreatsOne of the main threats concerning the Hungarian ports is the lack of labour supply, andtherefore the challenge of finding suitable people in the labour market for companiesoperating in the port area. However, there are already some solutions (e.g. port operatortraining established by HFIP) which could help solving the human resource problem on a longterm. Further threats are related to the competition, especially with different transportmodes: clients can avoid water transport due to uncertain water levels, and may change to
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road / rail transport modes, also, development of road infrastructure (roads, bridges) nearthe ports can divert part of the traffic.
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3.4 Country-wide SWOT analysis of the Croatian port industryTable 4 contains the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats identified as thecommon ones for the entire port industry in Croatia.
Table 4: SWOT matrix for the port industry in Croatia

Strengths Weaknesses
 All of the Inland Ports (Including Vukovar andSlavonski Brod) are defined as of State interestwhich guarantees State investments
 Public interest is protected in public ports by lawand port authorities
 All port users have the same terms in publicports (port dues and accessibility)
 Experience in EU projects
 Good networking with other inland navigationand port administration institutions along theDanube
 Association of Inland Port Authorities

 All of the Inland Ports (Including Vukovar andSlavonski Brod) are defined as of State interestwhich guarantees State investments even forports that have no development (or that are of alower) perspective
 There are no clear criteria for inland portsdevelopment needs and plans
 There are no clear criteria of port categoriesdefining
 Infrastructural projects are not prepared for EUfunding
 Staff in Ministry and port authorities is noteducated for big investment projects preparationand implementation
 Land within the ports has different ownerswhich demands lots of financial means to solve it
 Association of Inland Port Authorities needs aredefinition of activities

Opportunities Threats
 Good position of ports Vukovar and SlavonskiBrod and good connectivity with mail roads andrailways
 Good planning of inland ports development
 Navigability in Vukovar port for 365 days a year
 Accessibility of EU funds

 Lack of the clear strategies and developmentplans
 Investment projects are not prepared and notready for the EU funds
 Canal Danube – Sava project feasibility
 Economic situation in the Eastern part of Croatiareflects on the port development
 Some of inland ports have problems withnavigation and accessibility for vessels
 Port operators depend on economic situation –they are not stabile

(Source: Port Authority of Vukovar)

3.4.1 StrengthsAll of the Inland Ports (Including Vukovar and Slavonski Brod) are defined as of State interestwhich guarantees State investments for all of them. At the same time, we consider it to be aweakness. Port of Vukovar and Slavonski Brod are good positioned and connected with roads
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and railways. Public ports are accessible for all users under same conditions, port dues aresame for every user of port (although they can differ between ports).Port authority staff is experienced in EU projects management and implementation (softprojects).Vukovar Port Authority has good contacts with other similar institutions and inlandnavigation administrations along the Danube.Association of Inland Port Authorities is established in Croatia and it can be a lever for bettercooperation between port authorities and development of inland ports and inland navigationin Croatia.
3.4.2 WeaknessesAll of the Inland Ports (including Vukovar and Slavonski Brod) are defined as of State interestwhich guarantees State capital investments even for ports that have no perspective due tonavigability, traffic absence. Clear criteria for inland ports development needs and plans fordevelopment should be defined by the national strategies and regulations and they should bemeasurable. There are no clear criteria of port categories defining. Those criteria have tomeasurable by the cargo volumes and other important inputs.  Infrastructural projects needgood and detailed preparation for EU funding and staff needs education for implementationof such projects.Land within the ports has different owners which demands lot of financial means to solve it.Association of Inland Port Authorities needs a redefinition of activities, it has to cooperatewith maritime ports, with international organizations, to participate in EU projects and to bemore proactive in general.
3.4.3 OpportunitiesPorts of Vukovar and Slavonski Brod are both good positioned and connected with main roadsand railways.  Vukovar port is navigable during the whole year. EU funds are accessible forport development.
3.4.4 ThreatsStrategic documents and inland ports development plans are not in line with each other andthey contain some projects of doubtable purpose (like Danube-Sava Canal). The feasibilitystudy for the Danube – Sava Canal is still under the public procurement procedure. Agency forInland Waterways is in charge for this activity. It is also questionable for this Study should itbe done only from the inland navigation point of view (Canal has also agricultural significance)etc.Economic situation in the eastern part of Croatia reflects directly on the port development innegative sense. If the economic situation would be better, the traffic volumes in ports would
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significantly increase. Port operators are also dependant on the economic environment andthe situation reflects directly on their work and stability.Some of the inland ports have permanent problem with navigability (Slavonski Brod) so theiractivities are more oriented on port area “other economic activities”.
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3.5 Country-wide SWOT analysis of the Serbian port industryTable 5 contains the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats common for the entireport industry in Serbia.
Table 5: SWOT matrix for the port industry in Serbia

Strengths Weaknesses
 Port management model
 Good strategic position
 Good connection with national and internationalroad and rail network
 Railway tracks along the quay wall
 Experienced and flexible Port Operators
 Multimodality
 Navigability of the Serbian section of the riverDanube

 Port infrastructure
 Old equipment
 Lack of equipment for waterside handling ofcontainers and heavy weight cargo.
 Lack of storage space for agricultural products(silo)
 Focused mostly on agricultural products orcertain industry in the hinterland

Opportunities Threats
 Rhine Danube Core Corridor Network
 One belt one road
 Redevelopment of industrial production.
 Containerization
 Modal shift
 Ecological awareness

 Danube navigability
 Unstable market and demand for port services
 Road & Railway transportation
 Different custom area
 Lack of qualified stuff
 Global economy

(Source: Port Governance Agency – PGA)

3.5.1 Strengths
Port management modelLandlord model of port management is implemented in accordance with the law. Propertyissues are resolved. Land is owned by the state, and Ports are managed by the Port GovernanceAgency. Infrastructure is partly owned by the state, and partly by private operators.Stable management and solved property issues are the bottom line for further investments inPort.
Good strategic positionBeing centrally located on the Balkan peninsula and along the middle section of the navigableriver Danube, Serbian ports have good strategic position. Most of ports are located directlyalong the trans-European axis Rhine-Danube on the intersection with road/rail corridor X,which enables direct connection with Adriatic, Ionian, Black Sea and North Sea ports.
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Good connection with international road and rail networkAll ports in Serbia are well connected with the national road network and most of them areconnected with the rail/road Trans European transport corridor X (Budapest – Belgrade –Thessaloniki, or Ljubljana – Zagreb – Belgrade strech).
Experienced and flexible Port OperatorsMost of licensed Port Operators are companies with extended experience in the field of PortOperations. Lack of modern equipment is usually compensated with the better organisationof work process. Due to unstable market, sometimes there is necessity for fast transition toother types of cargo and adjustment to the user needs.
MultimodalityMajority of Serbian ports has railway tracks along the operational quay walls.
Navigability of the Serbian section of the river DanubeRelatively good navigable conditions of the Serbian sector of the river Danube. Thanks to theDjerdap I and II dams there are no navigation problems due to low water level on the lowersection. Critical sectors on the stretch from Belgrade to Bačka Palanka are identified andworks are ongoing. Despite several critical sectors, high navigability rates over the whole yearare reached.
3.5.2 Weaknesses
Port infrastructureMajority of port infrastructure is constructed 50 (or more) years ago. Dominant wharf designwas with sloped quay wall, which is slowing down loading/unloading operations during theperiods of low water level. At some ports only small part of the infrastructure was built (only100m of quay, no railway tracks etc.).
Old equipmentLow productivity due to the aged portal cranes and other equipment. Market conditions(limited cargo volumes) and sustainability of port operations in past 25 years are the mainreason for no investment in this field.
Lack of equipment for waterside handling of containers and heavy weight cargo.With the exception of the Port of Belgrade and Port of Prahovo, all other ports are limited withthe portal crane lifting capacity (27t or less) for handling containers. Handling of heavy weightcargo is limited for the same reason. Also, there is no RoRo ramp in any Serbian port.
Lack of storage space for agricultural products (silo)Considering the seasonal character of agricultural products, appropriate storage space inports in Vojvodina region is missing. Coordination and planning of vessel loading/unloadingoperations in high season would be more convenient if the goods are already in port.Similar situation is with other ports which are predominantly constructed to serve certainindustry in the hinterland. Now, when they are open to public, there is lack of storage space.
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Focused mostly on agricultural products or certain industry in the hinterlandDue to diverse reasons (i.e. dry season, bad harvest, low market price, industry failure etc),port throughput can decrease roughly, if the port is focused only on certain product orindustry. This is directly affecting Port financial sustainability.
3.5.3 Opportunities
Rhine Danube Core Corridor NetworkPosition on the Rhine Danube Core Corridor Network could enable ports to attract newmarkets and further investments for port sector development.Considering that Serbia has signed trade agreements with Russian Federation, EU, China, USA,Kazakhstan, Turkey, Belarus, CEFTA, EFTA etc., Ports on the Rhine Danube Core CorridorNetwork can serve as regional logistic centres.
One belt one roadSerbia is part of “16+1 initiative” where priority areas for economic cooperation are set for:infrastructure, high technologies, and green technologies. Some infrastructure projects likerailway rehabilitation are already ongoing and are expected to create new trading routes.
Redevelopment of industrial production.Development of industrial production can generate growth of cargo suitable for inlandwaterway transportation, and consequently higher demand for quality logistic services.
ContainerizationLow level of cargo containerization could be improved with the industrial development of thecountry. Higher demand on the domestic market, together with the increase of transit routesdue to infrastructure development could result in container transportation by inlandwaterways.
Modal shiftReliable and permanent safe navigation condition on the River Danube could increase shareof IWT and shift transport from roads to inland waterways.
Ecological awarenessRaising demand for greener logistics will bring logistic service providers to inland waterways,but at the same time alternative fuels (LNG) should be considered for ship propulsion as wellas renewable energy sources for ports.
3.5.4 Threats
Danube navigabilityAbility to provide year round safe navigation conditions of the river Danube is key for thegrowth of IWT. Otherwise, the existing cargo can be lost.
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Unstable market and demand for port servicesDemand for port services depends on the level of national and international trade, as well asindustrial and commercial development of the port hinterland.Road & Railway transportationStrong competition of this two sectors can be expected.
Different custom areaSerbia is surrounded with EU countries on Danube borders. Custom procedures are timeconsuming and are slowing down port operations.
Lack of qualified staffHuman recourses are always sensitive issue where special training and specific knowledgeare required.
Global economyGlobal economic crises are always affecting ports first. Less trade means less cargothroughput. Port management must be very flexible to overcome crisis effects on port andmaintain sustainability.
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3.6 Country-wide SWOT analysis of the Romanian port industryThe main results of internal and external diagnosis of the national port industry in Romaniaare presented in the below table.
Table 6: SWOT matrix for the port industry in Romania

Strengths Weaknesses
 The use of corporatized port managementmodel, which allows for development inaccordance with market requirements
 Diverse connections with hinterland (road, rail)
 The availability of a wide range of ship andfreight services
 An active member in international and Europeanorganisations
 Conditions for the safe operations of ships
 The existence of modern waste receptionfacilities
 Developing partnerships between port operatorsand the local authorities for port development
 Port development projects in progress
 Maritime and river ports
 Rail connection: both European & Russian gauge
 Strategic position at the Eastern border of the EU
 Located on the Pan-European Corridor VII Rhine– Main – Danube of the TEN-T network
 Existence of Free Zone
 Proactive management for promoting thedevelopment projects and applying the principleof partnership at the Port Community level

 The lack of a port community-integrated ITsystem which would allow for the fast andefficient exchange of information between thecompanies and the public and private sectors
 The lack of a coherent port community, capableto answer promptly to the market request
 The lack of logistics centres in the port area
 The port infrastructure requires significantdevelopment investments
 Lack of a masterplan for the port development
 Limitations on conditions of navigation in thecommon sector Romanian-Bulgarian at certaintimes of the year
 Limited supply of logistics services
 Insufficient connections to hinterland
 APDM does not have access to the RoRIS system
 Insufficient dredging system for keeping waterdepth in port

Opportunities Threats
 Port location on the Silk Road - Europe - AsiaFreight Route
 Location on a major European transport corridor
 Existence of European funds for thedevelopment of transport infrastructure
 Regional European policies regarding theDanube and Black Sea
 Exploitation of the opportunities for cooperationwith the port of Constanta

 High delays in the development of the roadinfrastructure in Romania
 Insufficient attractiveness level to invest
 Additional costs generated by the transit of theDanube-Black Sea Canal
 Low levels of Danube during periods of drought
 Navigation restrictions on the Danube during theperiods with negative temperatures
 Low predictability legal and economicframework
 Decline in industrial production on the region
 Critical conditions of navigation on the LowerDanube, and on the River Danube
 Competition with other ports

(Source: MPAC and APDM)
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3.6.1 Strengths

a. Corporatized port managementOn November 30, 2011 Emergency Ordinance no. 109 on Corporate Governance of PublicEnterprises, subsequently amended by Ordinances no. 26, 29, 51 of 2013 and no. 2, 10 of 2015,was adopted in Romania, being then approved by Law no. 111 of 2016.Having these regulations implemented, all national companies with a port management astheir main activity have adopted a corporate management.The intention was to generate favourable legislative and administrative conditions for anincreased efficiency of the economic operators.
b. Hinterland connectionsConstanta port has vast connections with the Central and Eastern European countries throughrail and road, and Rhine – Danube Corridor (inland waterway), to which it is linked by theDanube-Black Sea Canal. The Danube – Black sea canal is an alternative route from the BlackSea ports to the Danube ports of Central Europe, thus saving about 400 km.Constanta port rail network is connected to Romanian and European rail network. All portterminals have rail connections.Constanta port road network is connected through the highway A2 to the national andEuropean road network. The total length of roads in the port amounts to 100 km.The Port of Constanta has connections also by means of pipelines.The port of Galati has the advantage of having two railway systems: broad – gauge railway(1520 mm) used in the Moldova, Ukraine and Russian Federation countries and the normalrailway (1435 mm) used in European countries.
c. Availability of a wide range of ship and freight servicesConstanta Port, the largest Romanian port, with a vast number of vessels that moor hereannually and with all kinds of goods operated, has led to the development of all ship and cargoservices. There are currently more than 1000 companies that are authorized to provideservices in the Port of Constanta. These services include:- ship and cargos services: loading/unloading, ship and cargo agents, inspection andclassification societies etc.-ship service: towage, pilotage, mooring/unmooring, ship repairs, ship supply, etc.- cargo services: stowage, storage, freight forwarding, container stuffing/un-stuffing, landtransport etc.
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d. International and European organizations membershipThe Maritime Ports Administration Constanta is a member of different organizations dealingwith ports and has signed cooperation protocols with ports from Europe and other continents.the ports situated on the Danube are members of European organizations.The presence in associations, as well as the protocols concluded with other ports, isprerequisites for the relations development of the Port of Constanta and for the improvementof its transport routes.
e. Safe operation of shipsIn Constanta, the Maritime University and the Naval Academy are providing specialists with ahigh level of training in the field of shipping and port operation. “Ovidius” University also hasshipboard and port equipment departments. All these institutions, together with vocationaleducation and training providers, are able to provide a large number of specialized personnelfor port activities.Port operators take all measures to ensure that ships are operated safely. No accidents onships or port workers have been recorded in the last period during the operations in the Portof Drobeta-Turnu Severin and Port of Giurgiu.
f. Modern waste reception facilitiesRomanian ports provide high performance facilities for the collection of waste and residuesgenerated by the vessels.During 2012-2015 the ports situated on the Danube River implemented projects related to

receiving and processing of residues from ships and for intervention in case of pollution on the
Danube, financed under POS-T programme. The main objective of the projects was to increasethe quality of services for the collection and processing of ship waste and pollutionintervention by acquiring ships, installations and equipment, as well as for carrying out theinfrastructure works necessary for taking / processing the residues from the river ships.

a. Partnerships between port operators and the local authoritiesRomanian ports have managed to involve the local administration in its development. Giurgiumunicipality has been involved as a shareholder in the Giurgiu Free Zone Administration, butalso as part of the development projects, such as the Project High Performance Green Port
Giurgiu.Port management and port operations influence and are influenced by stakeholders in thePort Community and beyond. The term "interested actor" can be defined as any person orgroup of persons who may influence or are influenced by the operations, actions andperformance of the port.
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Galati and Constanta Port Administrations take into account the different interests andstrategic objectives of stakeholders, particularly with regard to port development, to ensurean open, integrated port community. Members of the Port Community together with a numberof external institutional actors have formalized a collaboration platform in the form of aRomanian River Transport intermodal transport cluster.
b. Maritime and river portsThe main advantage of a maritime and river port is the fact that it allows both the access ofthe sea going and the inland waterways vessels, ensuring a faster transfer of cargoes fromseagoing vessels to hinterland transport networks.Romanian maritime and river ports, Tulcea, Galati and Braila, located on the maritime sectorof the Danube, have also access to the Black Sea through Sulina Canal and Danube-Black SeaCanal.Braila, the furthest port located upriver, can accommodate seagoing vessels up to 8,800 dwtfully loaded or 15,000 dwt partially loaded.  This limitation is generated by the restricteddepth at Sulina Canal entrance.
c. Rail connection: European Standard and Russian StandardGalati Port is the only South Eastern European port that has both a broad-gauge railway (1520mm) and normal railway (1435 mm). This is a strategic asset, especially in terms of proximityto countries with broad gauge railways. Taking advantage of this benefit, Galati Port canbecome an important transit point for goods coming from, destined or transit throughcountries such as Ukraine and the Republic of Moldova but also Caspian countries.Corroborating this strength with the one presented above, Galati port has the advantage ofbeing a point of connection between two railway systems (1520 mm and 1435 mm), whilehaving direct access to fluvial-maritime and road transport.
d. Strategic position at the eastern border of the EUConsidering the geographic position of Romania at the eastern European Union border, itsports are positioned as a land and sea entry point in the EU. This generates freight flowstransported between EU countries and the former Soviet Union countries and the Caspian Seaarea.
e. Located on the Pan – European Corridor VII Rhin – Main – Danube waterway, of the TEN-

T network plantMost of the Romanian ports are part of TEN-T core  and comprehensive network on the Rhine-Danube corridor and this is a significant opportunity since the EU's transport objectives aim
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at completing the TEN-T corridors by 2030. Also the ports can benefit from non-reimbursablefunding through programs funded by European funds.
f. Existence of Free ZoneThe legal framework setting up the activity of Free Trade Zones in Romania is represented byLaw no.84/1992, concerning the regime of free zones in Romania, the Romanian GovernmentUrgency Ordinance no.31/1997, concerning the regime of foreign investments in Romaniaand Law no. 332/2001 regarding the promotion of FDI with significant impact on theeconomy.The activities which may be carried out within Free Trade Zones are: handling, storing,sorting, measures, packing, conditioning, processing, assembling, manufacturing, testing,auctioning, buying, selling, hiring and concession of land and buildings (concession may bedone for a period up to 50 years), the quantitative and qualitative control of goods, surveying,repairing, dismantling, exhibitions, stock's exchange operations, commercial-financialoperations, inner or international transports or forwarding, brokerage, agency and shiphandling services, as well as other free zones' specific activities. For all of these activities andfor the goods entering or leaving the free zone, all documents, requested by Romanian laws inforce, are necessary to be issued. All mentioned any natural or legal persons, foreign, mightcarry out activities or Romanian, on grounds of a license issued by the Free Trade ZoneAdministration.The existence of the Free Zone that offering tax relief can be an important factor in thedevelopment of production activities in the port area given the circumstances that thecustoms duties and VAT are exempt from payment for cargoes imported for processing,storage or trading.Free Zone was established in order to promote international exchanges and to attract foreigncapital for the introduction of new technologies, as well as to increase the possibilities of usingthe resources of the national economy, while both the location and the existence of some userswith an extended industrial activity give it a special distinctiveness.
g. Proactive management for promoting the development projects of the ports and applying

the principle of partnership at the Port Community levelThe ports administration management established under corporatized principles organizesworking meetings with operators involved in port activity to discuss potential portdevelopment opportunities. For the big investments, the port administration signed protocolswith private operators in order to develop specialized terminals.A main objective is to identify and promote a range of joint investment projects, to promotethe development of a cluster-oriented industrial policy, to strengthen cooperation betweenthe various players in the river ecological transport sector and to promote innovation and
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entrepreneurship in sector. Members of the Port Community in Galati together with a numberof external institutional actors have formalized a collaboration platform in the form of aRomanian River Transport intermodal transport cluster.
3.6.2 Weaknesses

a. Port community integrated IT systemThe evolving digitization of all economic activity fields has long highlighted the need for anintegrated IT system for port communities, meant to enable a dynamic and efficient dataexchange between private companies and public authorities.Information flow in ports is not computerized at the Port Community level that should connectthe economic agents involved in the port activity (operators, charterers, ship’s agent) andauthorities (Customs, Border Police, Port Captain) and the automated security and safetysystems.The ports do not have such a system, although both port management analyses and manyprojects implemented in the area, assessing the existing situation, have shown the need forsuch a system.
b. Port communityPorts that have recorded a dynamic economic development have always relied on a well-structured port community capable of contributing to business development and improvingthe economic and regulatory environment in the port by means of a proactive participation.Except for the organisation of port operators’ union within the Port of Constanta, there are norelevant evidence of structuring the port community.Although steps have already been taken in this direction, the development practices ofmaritime clusters have not yet demonstrated their expected efficiency.
c. Port infrastructureThe ports in Romania were build and developed to serve the economy of Romania, centralizeduntil the end of 1989. Since then the economy was changed a lot and not so much investmentwere done in the infrastructure of ports situated on the Danube. The infrastructure needsupgrades (especially from the sloped quays to vertical ques) and analyses are carried out bythe port management for the identification of opportunities and for financing infrastructureprojects deemed as significant for the port development.
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Given the historical decreasing trends in the activity volume of the steel industry, Galati portwas forced to reorient to the service of other types of goods. The analysis of infrastructure andsuperstructure in Galati port has highlighted that existing port facilities, although functional,do not support the operation of the new types of goods under efficient conditions. One of themain constraints faced by Port of Braila is related to the port infrastructure that is currentlynot adapted to the demand. A problematic aspect in order to ensure the economic feasibilityof the APDM investments in the port infrastructure is also the limited involvement of the portoperators in carrying out some investment projects that support the increase of the maritimetraffic. The analysis of infrastructure and superstructure in Tulcea port has highlighted thatexisting port facilities, although functional, do not support the operation of the new types ofgoods under efficient conditions. At present, the vast majority of the quays are sloped quayand the lack of specialized equipment for cargo handling does not allow direct ship-to-shoreoperations.
d. MasterplanNo specific masterplan has been drawn up that clearly highlights the short, medium and long-term development plans, except for the Port of Constanta and the Port of Galati.
e. Limitations on conditions of navigation in the common sector Romanian-Bulgarian at

certain times of the yearThe Romanian-Bulgarian Danube Joint Sector is characterized by large variations in waterflows and water levels during the year, which makes critical shipping points due to shorelineerosion and alluvial transport appear in some sectors.Conditions for navigation in the Joint Sector are met in about 280 days / year.
f. Limited supply of logistics servicesAt present Galati, Braila and Tulcea ports do not provide logistical services such as qualitycontrol, repackaging, customization, assembly, testing, repair and reuse, etc., which would addvalue and generate additional revenue.
g. Insufficient connections to hinterlandAt present, rail and road connections to the hinterland do not comply with the requirementsof Regulation 1315/2013 and the Rhine-Danube Corridor Study. The lack of adequatehinterland connections leads to increased transport costs for goods that could be transportedthrough the port of Galati, thus reducing the attractiveness of the port. Although the portbenefits from a strategic geographic position, the lack of efficient hinterland connections cancancel this advantage.
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Very similar situation is met in Braila and Tulcea ports, where lack of efficient hinterland cancancel the advantage gained.
h. APDM does not have access to the RoRIS systemAPDM cannot access the RoRIS system, which prevents the effective exchange of informationwith supervisory and control organizations, involves additional time to collect necessary datafrom port customers and prevents the implementation of customer-quality objectives.
i. Insufficient dredging system for keeping water depth in the portAt present, the dredging maintenance works and other hydro-technical works carried out byAPDM are entirely financed from their own sources, being not subsidized from the statebudget.The works are carried out according to the annual maintenance programs based on historicaldata on port traffic by subcontracting services from a few specialized suppliers to the market.Thus, the current system allows for the provision of adequate mooring and port handlingconditions only for trafficked berths. This affects the use of other areas in the port whereadditional freight flows could be handled, with a negative impact on port competitiveness.Given that cargoes traffic in Braila port has fallen in recent years, the APDM currently providesmaintenance and dredging required only for junctions where traffic flows are sufficient tocover expenses. The dredging program for minimal depth is made annually, in consultationwith port operators, based on historical traffic flow data.At Tulcea port, the works are carried out according to the annual maintenance programsbased on historical data on port traffic by subcontracting services from a few specializedsuppliers to the market. Thus, the current system allows for the provision of adequatemooring and port handling conditions only for trafficked berths. This affects the use of otherareas in the port where additional freight flows could be handled, with a negative impact onport competitiveness.

3.6.3 Opportunities
a. New Silk RoadThe Port of Constanta is located at the crossroads of the trade routes linking the markets ofthe landlocked European countries to Transcaucasus, Central Asia and the Far East. So far,many of the countries on this route have shown their interest in making significantinvestments for its development into one of the main cargo transport routes on the East-Westroute.
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The Port of Constanta is also located at the end of Rhine-Danube Corridor. This Corridorprovides the main east–west link between continental European countries, connecting Franceand Germany, Austria, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria all along the Main andDanube rivers to the Black Sea by improving (high speed) rail and inland waterwayinterconnections. The countries that have first been aligned with the project are the CzechRepublic and Slovenia.
b. Major European transport corridorStarting with January 2014, the European Union has a new transport infrastructure policy thatconnects the continent between East and West, North and South. This policy aims to close thegaps between Member States' transport networks, remove bottlenecks that still hamper thesmooth functioning of the internal market and overcome technical barriers such asincompatible standards for railway traffic.It promotes and strengthens seamless transport chains for passenger and freight, whilekeeping up with the latest technological trends. This policy is vital for Europe to re-boost itseconomy and to generate new jobs.
c. European and national fundsAn estimated EUR 500 billion of financial investment is required for projects necessary for theimplementation of the TEN-T in the current EU programming period, 2014 to 2020. By 2030,the completion of the TEN-T Core Network Corridors alone will require approximately EUR750 billion worth of investments. The largest percentage of this amount will come from thenational budgets of Member States. EU grants will form another significant contribution.Grants continue to play a key role financing the TEN-T, particularly for projects deemedessential to the successful implementation of the network as a whole, but which cannot offerthe levels of profitability sought by investors.Transnational cooperation programmes like the Danube Transnational Programme (DTP) arefunding instruments contributing to the realisation of different EU policies and strategies,including macro-regional strategies. Yet, for either policy or (macro-regional) strategy theyare only one instrument among further funding opportunities.The website EuroAccess Danube Region lists the most relevant sources of funding from EUprograms in the Danube Region and it provides important information on current calls forproject proposals.In Romania, European funds for development of port infrastructure were available throughthe Sectoral Operational Programme for Transport for the period 2007 – 2013 (POST 2007 –2013). For the period 2014 – 2020, European funds for port infrastructure development is
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available through the Large Infrastructure Operational Programme (POIM 2014 – 2020) andConnecting Europe Facility (CEF).
d. Regional European policiesOn 20 January 2011 the European Parliament (EP) adopted a resolution calling for an 'EUStrategy for the Black Sea' to enhance the coherence and visibility of EU action in the region.The first EU regional strategy drafted by the Commission concerned the Baltic Sea region. Thedocument enjoyed a strong support from EU Member States situated in the Baltic region andfrom various regional organisations, including notably the Council of the Baltic Sea States(CBSS).Another comparable case, the EU’s Danube Strategy, is focused on a river basin – not a sea –region, composed of countries which are either EU Member States or aspire to join the EU.The Danube River itself is a major TEN-T Corridor. However, it is used way below its fullcapacity. Freight transported on the Danube is only 10%-20% of that on the Rhine. As inlandwaterway transport has important environmental and efficiency benefits, its potential mustbe sustainable exploited. There is particular need for greater multi-modality, betterinterconnection with other river basins modernising and extending infrastructure intransport nodes such as inland ports.
e. Exploitation of the opportunities for cooperation with the port of ConstantaGiven the natural characteristics of the three ports and the development of shipping toincreasingly larger vessels, there is an opportunity to initiate a collaboration between theGalati, Braila and Constanta ports on different market segments.Thus, with deep depths of up to -19 m, Constanta can focus on large and very large vessels thatgenerate efficiencies from economies of scale, while Galati and Braila can receive smallervessels.Such a sustained policy at the level of the Ministry of Transport would also generate benefitsfor both ports, in line with the "competition through cooperation" development trends thatare encouraged at the level of the European Union.

3.6.4 Threats
a. High delays in the development of the infrastructureThe Port of Constanta is the only one connected with a highway and through this with thenational and European highway network. However, it should be noted that in Romania thetotal highway length is shorter than 750 km, very little in comparison to most European
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countries, and the development projects, which amount to more than 8,000 kilometres, havebeen long delayed. In 2017, only 15.4 km of highway were put into operation.
b. Insufficient attractiveness level to investAlthough there are favourable conditions for investments in the Constanta Port Area and itshinterland, apparently investors are not attracted to make significant economic developmentinvestments in factories producing or assembling consumer goods which would ensure aneconomic growth in the area and a significant positive evolution of the port traffic.A number of clear incentive policies for investors could be developed and abided by over arelevant period of time so that, along with an efficient publicity, they may ensure are launchof investments in the area.The last period of time has been one in which some investments in economic objectives havebeen made in the area of the Port of Giurgiu. However, the results are far from the potential ofthis area.There still is a positive impact of investments in the area of the capital city on the developmentof port traffic, but much more dynamic steps are needed in order to promote investments inthe area of the Port of Giurgiu, which will contribute to its development.
c. Transit of the Danube-Black Sea CanalThe access of river vessels to the Port of Constanta is made after the transit of the Danube-Black Sea canal, including 2 locks at the ends of this canal. The necessity of recovering theinvestment made for the construction of this canal has caused the Romanian authorities to setfees for its transit and for the locking system.This leads to increased costs and shipping times, which are sometimes likely to weaken theinterest in using this transport route
d. Low levels of Danube watersAlthough all the Danube navigation surveys show that during periods of drought there aresectors where the water level is very low, which makes navigation of many of the convoysimpossible, this has not yet been solved.
e. Periods of time when the Danube waters are frozenAnother limitation of the navigation periods on the Danube is when, due to low temperatures,the Danube is frozen.
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For the goods the delivery term of which is a critical issue, as well as for ship owners, who areexposed to additional risks and costs, periods like this lead to a low level of attractiveness forinland waterway transport.
f. The legal and economic frameworkThe recent political changes in Romania have led to legislative modifications, many of whichalso affecting the economic framework, as is the case of the amendment of the Fiscal Code.Such changes often reflect in the evolution of market prices and foreign exchange rates.Generally, entrepreneurs are looking for a high predictability level of the legal and economicframework, so that they may establish medium and long-term strategies and partnershipsenabling them to work with low profit margins under significant competitive conditions.
g. Decline in industrial production on the regionIn recent years, important industrial enterprises in the big cities of Romania, some energy-intensive ones, have reduced their activity, leading to a significant decrease in the industrialproduction which affects also the traffic of Romanian ports. The former industrial plants overBraila – Galati region have now smaller production quantities and some of them had beenclosed during the last years.Thus, the raw materials utilized for the production of final products are no longer needed orare needed in smaller quantities, leading to a decrease in port traffic.
a. Critical conditions of navigation on the Lower Danube, and on the River DanubeNavigation conditions in the Lower Danube stretches do not fulfil the official technicalrequirements related to the necessary depths for tug-boats and especially barges and this factlead to increased costs for the IWT cargo and finally in the reduction of the cargo flows on theDanube, affecting the ports.
b. Competition with other portsPort of Constanta is one of the main competitors on the segment of draft vessels up to 7.5 m,which has taken over the last few years some of the freight traffic of the Galati port. While bothports share the same hinterland, Constanta harbour is better connected and benefits frommodern operating facilities. Also, the depths of the port basins are higher, which allowstransport on large vessels and, implicitly, reduction of transport costs.All over the Danube Lower Region, the IWT cargo is more or less the same for all ports locatedon this area. As well, the distance between the main river and sea-going ports located in themaritime stretch of the Danube (Galati, Braila and Tulcea) is not so long (15 km between Galatiand Braila and 80 km between Galati and Tulcea).
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Therefore, the difference among these ports is to be given only by the port infrastructure andsuperstructure status and by the port services offered by the private port operators.
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3.7 Country-wide SWOT analysis of the Bulgarian port industryCommon strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and strengths for the Bulgarian inland portsindustry are summarized in Table 7.
Table 7: SWOT matrix for the port industry in Bulgaria

Strengths Weaknesses
 Very favourable geographic location of thecountry;
 Dense transport infrastructure – ports, roads,railways;
 Good competition level;
 Ongoing measures for port development;
 River information system functioning;
 Traditional local cargo flow that could not bedeviated to competitors;
 Free capacity for port services;
 Highly qualified personnel.

 Unsatisfactory condition of the portinfrastructure and the connecting infrastructure;
 High handling capacity for cargo types that areconstantly decreasing;
 Intermodal transport not developed enough;
 Low percentage of goods transported by river(both domestic and international);
 Unsatisfactory coordination between differentmodes of transport and lack of integratedtransport systems;
 Lack of satisfactory number and condition of thecovered and specialized port warehouses;
 Limited role of the private sector in terminalsnot granted on concession;

Opportunities Threats
 Optimization of the Danube waterway andincrease in domestic and international rivertransport;
 Good opportunities for attracting transit cargofrom Western Europe and the Middle East, Westand Central Asia;
 Establishment of economic zones. Developmentof clusters to boost competitiveness; attractingforeign direct investment to increaseemployment;
 Concession of terminals that are not currentlygranted on concession;
 Modernization of the handling facilities and portinfrastructure;
 Improving security and safety systems in ports

 Significant decrease in the overall river transportin Bulgaria
 Risks connected with the active competition ofneighbouring states in which transport projectsare carried out - alternative to the routesthrough BG river and sea ports
 Outflow of qualified port personnel
 Potential new cost of implementationenvironmental legislation, negative publicattitudes of the population on the territory of thearea regarding the construction of wastetreatment facilities.
 Insufficient investment in port infrastructureand new handling technologies
 Lack of resources for maintenance and repair.

(Source: BPICO)

3.7.1 StrengthsS.1: There are FIVE trans-European transport corridors passing through Bulgaria - No IV, VII,VIII, IX and X. This is a key geographic position ensuring transport link between Central andWestern Europe, the Middle East, Western and Middle Asia. The transport sector in Bulgariatakes important place in the national economy. Bulgaria has all modes of transport – river, sea,road, automobile, railway and air.
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Figure 3: Position of Bulgaria in Europe
(Source: https://bulgaria-in-pictures.alle.bg)S.2: Bulgaria disposes of about 4 300 km railway network, about 20 000 km road network,where routes I-st and II-nd class prevail, and 6 motorways with about 800 km length. On theBulgarian stretch of the Danube there are 15 river port terminals with national

importance, 20 terminals with regional importance and 3 special purpose river ports.Burgas and Varna are the two biggest Bulgarian sea ports on the Black sea.S.3: Although it is a threat to each port, the high number of terminals competing with eachother creates good marketing environment where clients and their requirements are put onthe first place. No matter whether the port is managed by a state-owned or private company,terminals are obliged to keep their competitive advantages at a good level.S.4: Another strong side of the port industry in the country is that there is a strategic approachand steps taken towards development of the port system. Lot of terminals of nationalimportance are already granted on concession. Concessionaires accomplish their annualinvestment programs for maintenance and renewal of the port infrastructure. Procedures areforeseen for ports that are not given under concession. There are new berths, new silos, newmachinery bought, etc. Concessionaires also pay the state annual concession paymentaccording to permanent and changing indicators of the port activity.S.5: For the first time in Bulgaria in 2017 the Single Window river information system startedits productive operation. The system gives opportunity for electronic document processing,
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meeting in one point the ship owners and agents from the one side, and Customs, BorderPolice and Bulgarian Ports Infrastructure Company, on the other.S.6: Apart from the high competition level, there are commercial cargo flows that aregeographically stable, and could not be attracted by competitors. Such cargo flows are createdby the local heating plants, importing coal, metal processing factories that are importing rawmaterial and export their production. Having such traditional flows ensures the stable activityand incomes for port terminals.S.7.: Bulgarian river ports have free capacity for handling additional cargo volumes and havefree space for further development. This is a good strength when looking for new potentialinvestors or when attracting new cargo flows. Ports could immediately meet more cargotraffic within their technological abilities.S.8: Bulgarian port industry has a rich historical background. The long experience has createda good base of expert personnel that puts its efforts in maintaining and development of theports. Periods of economic transition from planned economy to market oriented, economiccrises, etc. have made long-term professionals adaptive. In addition, there are professionalschools and universities that prepare specialist in the port sphere.
3.7.2 WeaknessesW.1: In connection with the unsatisfactory condition of the port infrastructure, it could becommented that there is a historical lack of investment for maintenance and development.Most of the ports were built in the beginning of the last century.  Usually the reason for thebad infrastructural characteristics is the high amount of resources required to renovate andbuild new transport facilities. At the same time the state budget for port infrastructure isinsufficient and the public-private partnership is still in process of development. The longpayout period makes such investments unattractive. With regard to the connectinginfrastructure – extremely low or high water levels of the Danube River are very problematicfor the entire port sector. During low water levels, the cranes with short booms cannot handleships in a safe and effective way. Connecting roads are usually passing through populatedareas, there are lot of road section with traffic close to their full capacity. The percentage ofroad accidents is high. The railway network is in bad condition – with limited speed andlimited carrying capacity in many sections.W.2: The good characteristic of free capacity and space has also a negative side. Some cargotypes that used to be main volume generators are currently decreasing and cannot be replacesin the same scale. Coal, coke, metal products, grain, inert materials are still handled inBulgarian river ports, but in smaller quantities. In addition, there are cargo flows that havedisappeared after the economic transition – cargo flows from and to the former Soviet Unionand other. As a whole, the Bulgarian economy has changed and the structure of produced andconsumed cargo types is different. Due to low capacity of the Bulgarian economy, ports haveto compete for transit cargo, which for the current moment is not very effective.W.3.: There is no specialized intermodal river port terminal in Bulgaria. This is a majorweakness in adapting to the European cargo flow trends. For Bulgaria, the inbound and
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outbound point for containers is the sea. The river cannot supply sufficient conditions,especially for waterborne intermodal units. It seems that the relatively bad condition of therailway transport also plays a negative role in development of this segment.W.4: Bulgarian river port industry takes narrow share in the total volume of transportedgoods. The table below shows the distribution by transport mode in % from the total ton-kilometers for the country.

Figure 4: Modal split of transports in Bulgaria

(Source: http://eea.government.bg/bg/soer/2014/transport/transport)Automobile transport takes the leading position for the period of research. It is faster andmore reliable in comparison to the slow handling and low business attractiveness of the river.The limited capability of adaptation of ports to the fast changing market environment also hadits negative impact on port activity.W.5: There is no one and single information/ coordination system for all transport modes inBulgaria. Each participant in the logistic process makes his own transport coordination. It isoften the case, for example, of missing of trucks which have to deliver cargo to or to load cargofrom ports. There is also lack of cargo wagons during busier periods. On the other side, badweather conditions or other reasons could lead to late arrival/ handling of a ship. All of theexamples cause long waiting times and additional costs to the logistic chain.W.6: Current market demand for cargo storage requires clean, safe, air-conditioned, certifiedand specialized storage areas. Most of the universal port warehouses have to be adapted (ifthey are not already) in order to meet the legislative and market conditions.
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W.7: Terminals operated by state owned companies have their own commercial andmanagement policy. According to the Bulgarian legislation, the port operator is the onlyorganization that can perform port services. There is no current practice of building andfunctioning of (private) manufacturing enterprises within the port area.  Limited privateparticipation slows down port development to some extent.
3.7.3 OpportunitiesO.1: Reaching the required navigational parameters of the Danube River in the Bulgarian –Romanian section would increase the speed and carrying capacity of the ships. Betternavigation conditions are the precondition for increase in the river cargo traffic.О.2: The strategic geographical position of the country creates opportunities for attraction oftransit cargo. In order for a European funding scheme to be approved, the priorities mustmatch those of the EU. The key geographical location gives Bulgarian river ports a goodprerequisite for attracting external financing from this point of view. Moreover, in Ruse arelocated a port and a railway junction, which are part of the EU transport core network.O.3: Port development is directly linked to the pace of economic growth. Creating goodeconomic environment – such as the enlisted economic zones, clusters, etc. would influenceport activity in a positive way.O.4: As a result of the successful completion of the concession procedure, it can be expectedthat the technical condition of the port infrastructure, facilities and equipment will besubstantially improved and the quality of the port services performed will increasesignificantly. This will lead to shortening ship and cargo handling time, reducing freighthandling losses, etc., which will increase the overall level of competition between ports in theregion.O.5: Independent of the degree of ports concession, port operators and the authoritiesresponsible have to ensure step-by-step modernization of port infrastructure and handlingfacilities. That would give opportunity to gain back lost cargo flows or to attract new traffic.O.6: One of the strategic priorities in the port sector is creating conditions for bringingBulgarian ports in line with EU requirements in the field of environmental protection,increasing the level of safety and security. This will create opportunity to attract more cargofrom and to Central and Western Europe.
3.7.4 ThreatsT.1: Main threat for the river port industry is significant cargo traffic decrease and reducingthe overall importance of the river terminals for the economy. Decrease could be caused bymany factors – bad condition of the fairway, economic crisis, disasters, terrorist acts etc.Regardless of the reason, lower or missing cargo traffic would have very bad impact on theriver industry in Bulgaria.
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T.2: On the basis of published information (news, press releases, web sites) it could beconcluded that there is active development in the field of transport (and ports) in countrieslike Romania, Greece, Turkey, etc. Bulgaria is threatened to fall behind the regional transportdevelopment and thus important routes could escape its territory. The national budget couldfail to co-finance the activities of the European funds and this also could lead to exclusion ofBulgaria from the transit flows. This important threat could be overcome by taking welltargeted measures within the entire national transport system.T.3: Having in mind that ports provide services, qualified personnel is of utmost importancefor delivery of high quality port services.  Threat exists for losing interest from the side ofyoung people to work in ports. The negative demographic tendencies and the lack of activeriver port development in Bulgaria also create risk of decreasing of the number of qualifiedport workers.T.4: Another possible threat could be the negative attitude of the local population to new portdevelopments.T.5: As it was stated in this analysis BPICo. and port operators take measures by investing innew infrastructure, renewal, repair and maintenance of the existing facilities. The highamount of resources needed leads to limited investment activity in the sphere. There is threatof insufficient investment in comparison to development paces on European and internationallevel.T.6: Another risk, connected to some extent to the previous one, is to have a situation wherefunds are allocated to more important project than these in the river ports sphere.
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4 Common SWOT analysis of the Danube port industryThis section contains a “Common SWOT analysis”, as agreed by participating project partners.In the “Common SWOT analysis”, all strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats whichare, in most of the cases, common to the entire port industry on the Danube. The “common”SWOT will serve as a basic input for the Danube Port Development Strategy & Action Plan as.In addition to the “Common SWOT analysis”, Annex I contains a “Cumulative SWOT analysis”for all participating countries’ port industries, with certain rearrangements of strengths andweaknesses as internal factors to ports and opportunities and threats as external factors. The“Cumulative SWOT analysis” is used for national port development strategies which areincluded in this document, in addition to the “overall” Danube ports industry “Common SWOTanalysis”.Table 8 contains a “Common SWOT analysis” for the entire port industry in the Danube region.
Table 8: Common SWOT analysis for the entire port industry in the Danube region

Strengths Weaknesses
 Dense network of ports and transport infrastructure –ports, roads, railways in the region;
 Connections with the maritime transport
 Shipping costs and low level of emissions related tothe volume of cargo transported
 Experienced and flexible Port Operators and logisticcompetence
 Good competition level;
 Multimodality. The majority of ports are trimodal
 Proactive management for promoting thedevelopment projects and applying the principle ofpartnership at the Port Community level
 Experience in demand driven development
 Good planning of inland ports development
 The availability of a wide range of ship and freightservices
 Experience for development of projects and ongoingmeasures for ports development
 Qualified personnel
 Consolidated port management models (includes: Portmanagement model; The use of corporatized portmanagement model, which allows for development inaccordance with market requirements)
 Member in international and European organisations
 Waterway administration established and in chargefor ensuring good navigation conditions.

 Low capacity utilization of available facilities in ports
 Public economic situation
 Old infrastructure and superstructure in many ports;old handling equipment and many ports do not haveequipment for container handling
 Needs for investments in the rail and road connections
 Lack of inventory of realistic development needs andplans
 Lack of long term port policies and port developmentstrategies
 Unsatisfactory coordination between different modesof transport and lack of integrated transport systems;
 Lack of Port Community Systems (PCS)
 Slow business development
 Intermodal transport not developed enough
 Insufficient lobbying for ports and IWT
 Long transport times
 Too strong competition from road and rail linksto/from nearby ports for container transports, interms of distances, prices and regular services.
 Lack of resources for maintenance and repair.
 Insufficient investment in port infrastructure and newhandling technologies.

Opportunities Threats
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 Introduction of businesses/industries into ports
 Existence of European funds available for thedevelopment of transport infrastructure
 Taking advantage of free capacity
 Modal split shift
 New industrial clusters / Development of clusters toboost competitiveness
 Support of the European Union for the development ofwater transport
 Alternative fuels / Eco-footprint philosophy/Decarbonizing strategy
 Regional European policies regarding the Danube andBlack Sea
 “One belt one road” – new transport routes to/fromFar East
 New markets (biomass, LNG, high & heavy, Ro-Ro,containers, etc.)
 Improving shipping conditions (Danube waterway,CEF projects)
 Exploitation of the opportunities for cooperation withthe port of Constanta as a gate seaport for all Danubeports.
 Training of port professionals, training of labour forcesuitable for any port
 Research and design of modern equipment forhandling in ports and for container traffic
 Modern standards and technology for transhipment inAustria and Hungary as an opportunity for know-howtransfer to other countries.
 Co-opetition between ports

 Problems with Danube navigability / hydrologicalconditions
 Occurrence of bottlenecks on the fairway (insufficientdepths) or in the road / railway connections
 The direct competition of rail transport, as well as ofthe road transport
 Competition between ports
 Unstable market and demand for port services
 Low predictability for traffic demand and economicframework
 Bureaucracy
 Dislocation of heavy industry
 Emigration of industry / Decline in industrialproduction on the region
 Economic situation in the Eastern Europe and globaleconomy
 Economic situation of the port operators and serviceproviders
 Stricter environmental regulations for ports /Potential new cost of implementation environmentallegislation,
 Insufficient investment in port infrastructure and newhandling technologies
 Lack of labour supply
 Risk of delay in the implementation of largeinfrastructure projects
 Small market sector

(Source: iC based on inputs from APDM, BPICO, EHOO, MPAC, MT, PAV, PDR, PGA, PoV, VPAS)
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5 Prospects for ports in the Danube regionBoth seaports and inland ports, in spite of their differences, represent the main and importantgateways and nodes of the Trans-European transport network, respectively. Theirmanagement and operation, although very similar in general, have their own peculiarities andspecificities.
5.1 Current position of seaports and inland ports in the Danube regionWhen seaports are concerned, the Danube region basically has one main seaport having adirect link with the Danube waterway – the seaport of Constanta. Nevertheless, it is not theonly sea “gateway” to the Danube region. In fact, fierce competition for the same hinterland(Danube riparian countries) comes from the Adriatic and Aegean seaports, and, to a certainextent, even from the North Sea ports. Adriatic (Trieste, Koper, Rijeka, Bar) and Aegeanseaports (Thessaloniki, Piraeus) do not have direct IWW connection with their hinterland inthe Danube region countries. In spite of that, their competitiveness and, in many cases,comparative advantage over the port of Constanta which does have direct IWW hinterlandconnection, lays in the fact that those ports have more direct maritime transport lines with,say, Far East – the origin of the most of overseas imports into the Danube region. In addition,rail and road services from these ports, and even from the North Sea ports, are verycompetitive in terms of transit time and cost, when compared to barging services (when theyexisted) from Constanta and back. This situation refers mostly to high-value and unitised(containerized) cargoes. On the other hand, when conventional cargo is in question, theseaport of Constanta is very competitive when compared to other ports.Due to their size, physical limitations for vessels and their geographical position away (mostlydeep inland in the continent) from the maritime trade routes, inland waterway ports areplanned, managed and operated in a different way from seaports. Operationally, inland portsfunction pretty much like seaports: ships are arriving to port, loading/unloading takes place,cargo is thereafter being handled in the handling yards and/or in the storages, warehousesand transit sheds, or directly delivered to/from land transportation means (trucks and/orwagons). In addition, value added services are being offered for both cargo and ships.Most of the EU inland ports development strategies and policies are based on the challenges,issues, trade patterns and transportation geography of inland ports of the Western Europe.This can be easily noted upon having a quick glance at any position papers of various IWWand inland port organizations/associations on any policy/regulatory document of theEuropean Commission, as many of them are almost always focused on intermodality andunitised cargoes and optimisation of their flows to/from main gateway ports in the North Sea.Quite the contrary, containerized cargo flows converging in the Danube ports from inlandwaterways are virtually non-existent. Reasons for that are numerous and beyond the scope ofthis report, but the main issues of the lack of success of any regular container flows on theDanube and its navigable tributaries are the following:
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Factors causing the non-existence of Danube-based intermodal services along the waterway
 Lack of proper waterway maintenance (critical shallows on the Bulgarian-Romaniancommon sector, unstable fairway axis in the Apatin sector between Serbia and Croatia,etc.);
 Pure geographical reasons;
 Low level of containerisation of cargoes;
 Strong competition from rail, and even trucks from Adriatic ports and even North Seaports, in terms of freight rates and transit time;
 “Two container layers cover the costs, the third one makes money” - attitude of shipowners;
 Lack of large multi-modal logistic parks in ports;
 Lack of vertical and horizontal integration in shipping and port industry;
 Lack of adequate barge operators;
 Lack of modern and dedicated intermodal facilities in ports;
 Maritime trade patterns changed;
 Lack of attractiveness of port/shipping sector;
 Lack of government stimulation policies;
 Cumbersome border procedures along the Danube (Serbia) causing delays;
 Extremely long distances from Constanta seaport as a gateway (Belgrade – 900 km,Vukovar – 1100 km, Budapest – 1400 km, Bratislava – 1630, Vienna – 1680,Regensburg – 2130 km, etc.), especially in comparison with the container linershipping on the Rhine where the farthest port from, say, Rotterdam as a sea gateway,is Basel (900 km);
 Complicated and costly back up haulage options in case of navigational hindrances;
 Negative experiences with previous container liner services operating on the Danube(Bulgarian River Shipping / Jugoagent and Helogistics / Jugoagent).In this view, it is necessary to assess what might be the prospects for Danube ports under thecircumstances which are not favourable (to say the least) for the IWW-based intermodaltransport and regular container services on the waterway itself.Another important prospect for the Danube ports may be focused on specialisation, even inthe case of relative lack of spatial concentration of ports in certain areas. In general, two kindsof port specialisation may happen. The more obvious specialisation can be seen in theemergence of a small number of niche ports/terminals that specialise in handling specificcargo (including niche cargo) and perhaps a few other commodities. The subtler specialisationis the process whereby cargo shippers/receivers tend to concentrate the bulk of theiroperations in fewer ports. Ports can also tend to specialise their cargo handling operationsaround a smaller number of cargo owners.
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5.2 New role for seaports and inland ports in the Danube regionWhen seaports are in question, the only and the most important seaport participating in thisstudy is Constanta. In order to keep the competitive edge, the Port of Constanta as the mainsea gateway for the Danube inland ports should focus its efforts on providing the adequateinfrastructure and services in order to avoid bottlenecks in waterside handling, landoperations (yard handling, warehouse facilities, reception and delivery facilities, etc.) and itsroad, IWW and rail connections to the port’s hinterland.The new TEN-T Guidelines2 can be very helpful in achieving the above goals, as it provides theregulatory framework for the support to seaports to become part of a unified networkboosting growth and competitiveness in Europe's Single Market.On 23 May 2013, the Commission adopted an initiative3 aimed at improving port operationsand onward transport connections at the 329 key seaports (out of which 104 core ports)which belongs to the trans-European transport network. This initiative is progressivelyimplemented through a set of legislative measures and non-legislative measures as follows:
 Regulation (EU) 2017/352 of the European Parliament and the Council of Ministers

establishing a framework for the provision of port services and common rules on the financial
transparency of ports.The idea behind this Regulation is to provide the level playing field in the port sector, protectport operators against uncertainties and create a climate more conducive to efficient publicand private investments. The Regulation identifies the conditions for the freedom to provideport services, such as the type of minimum requirements that can be imposed for safety orenvironmental purposes, the circumstances in which the number of operators can be limitedand the procedure to select the operators in such cases. Moreover, it introduces common ruleson the transparency of public funding and of charging for the use of port infrastructure andport services, notably by making sure that the port users are consulted. It introduces in eachMember State a new mechanism to handle complaints and disputes between portsstakeholders. Finally, it requires all port services providers to ensure adequate training toemployees.

 Application and modernization of the State aid rules, in the context of the competition policy.This measure includes the case-law and decision database for the decisions involving ports.In May 2016 the Commission published the Notice on the notion of State Aid4, which explainswhen public investments are not considered State aid. An Analytical grid for portsinfrastructure was published on 2 December 2016 to provide further guidance on the rules
2 Ibid.3 https://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/maritime/ports/ports_en4 Commission Notice on the notion of State aid as referred to in Article 107(1) of the Treaty on the Functioningof the European Union (2016/C 262/01)
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and case practice applicable in the port sector. In June 2017, the Commission an amendment5of the General Block Exemption Regulation. The new regulation gives more flexibility toMember States to decide public funding of certain port investments without the obligation tonotify the Commission and request its approval.
 Promotion and support of the European social dialogue between port workers and their

employees and of training.The main aim of the Commission is to facilitate and encourage the EU Social DialogueCommittee in the Port Sector to work on health & safety, training and qualifications, genderissues and promotion of female employment and attractiveness to young workers.Representatives of port employees and port employers work together for instance to producecommon guidelines for training as well as national health and safety requirements.
 Support to better planning, financing and funding of port infrastructure and their connexions

in the trans-European network.The Commission has integrated ports in the corridor work plans foreseen by Article 46 of thenew TEN-T Guidelines for the development of the Trans-European transport network(Regulation 1315/2013) and provides targeted grants and other forms of financial supportsto port infrastructure projects by using the Connecting Europe Facility. More than € 1 billionhave already been awarded since 2014 to support rail or inland waterways connecting portswith the hinterland, basic port infrastructure, innovation and green port projects.
 Initiatives to simplify procedures in ports.Efficient turnaround time of ships in ports and cargo throughout require not only efficientinfrastructure, but also efficient information processing and administrative procedures. Forthis purpose, the Commission aims to establish a European Maritime Single Windowenvironment with technical and legal frameworks for the submission and re-use of regulatoryreporting information, including the e-Manifest information for customs.
 Initiatives to raise the environmental of ports by promoting the exchange of good practices.As part of its research and innovation agenda the Commission launched in 2016 the "Port ofthe Future" call as part of the Horizon 2020 programme to encourage innovation in ports andthe links with port cities.In addition, from the managerial and operational point of view, the role of Constanta seaportin the future could be that of the facilitator of the entire supply chain. This could be achievedby the integration of the port into the supply chain.
5 Commission Regulation (EU) 2017/1084 of 14 June 2017 amending Regulation (EU) No 651/2014 as regardsaid for port and airport infrastructure, notification thresholds for aid for culture and heritage conservation andfor aid for sport and multifunctional recreational infrastructures, and regional operating aid schemes foroutermost regions and amending Regulation (EU) No 702/2014 as regards the calculation of eligible costs
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Why would this be beneficial for the seaport of Constanta? Contemporary seaports, especiallythose off the busiest maritime trade routes (e.g. Far East – North Sea ports) are progressingtowards “more than just piers” operating philosophy. This means that, since their thirdgeneration,6 ports are extending their service portfolio towards wide array of logistics andvalue added services for vessels and cargoes.  By doing so, ports are integrating themselvesinto supply chains. Integration of ports into supply chains is done through intermodality andorganisational integration. Intermodality is known to simplify cargo handling and reducedamages, losses and dwell times, altogether leading towards faster, more reliable and morecost efficient transport. Integration of ports into supply chains is not an exclusive development
option for seaports, but it can also be applied in inland ports.Contemporary ports, from the 3rd generation on, are developing intermodal capabilities fortheir successful integration into supply chains. To be successful, ports (inland and sea) needto develop relevant organizational cooperation and efficiency7. Thanks to their function as aninterface between different transport modes, ports are ideal nodes for the interaction ofvarious stakeholders participating in different supply chains where they all converge and,inter alia, add value to cargo through various value added logistics services. Since ports addvalue to cargo, they are not just a part of the transport chain, but also an important node inthe overall production and logistic process in the world-wide supply chain8. Basiccharacteristics of a port well integrated in the supply chain are seamless communication,elimination of wastage, reduction of operation costs by applying the Just-In-Time concept,interconnectivity and interoperability of modal infrastructure and operations, provision ofvalue added services and customer satisfaction.There are four indicators which can be very useful in assessing the level of integration of portsin supply chains: port community systems (PCS), value added services (VAS, a.k.a. value added
logistics – VAL), intermodal facilities and operations (IFO) and supply chain integration services
(SCIS). These indicators (Figure 5) are largely in the function of port’s strategic developmentobjectives or port development vectors.

6 UNCTAD (1994) The trading port - the prospects of the ports of the third generation. Available athttps://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/tdc4ac7_d14_en.pdf Accessed 26 March 2019.7 Morash, E.A. and Clinton, S.R. (1997) “The role of transportation capabilities in international supply chainmanagement”, Transportation Journal, Vol.36, No.3, pp.5-178 Bichou, K and Gray, R. (2004) “A Logistics and Supply Chain Management Approach to Port PerformanceMeasurement”, Maritime Policy and Management, Vol.31, No.1, pp.47-67
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Port community system (PCS), according to International Port Community System Association(IPCSA)9, is a neutral and open electronic platform enabling intelligent and secure exchangeof information between public and private stakeholders in order to improve the competitiveposition of the sea and air ports’ communities. This system optimises, manages and automatesport and logistics processes through a single submission of data and connecting transport andlogistics (supply) chains. Information sharing among PCS represents a building block of asustainable supply chain relationship. Information share causes strong supply chainintegration as it enables participants’ organizations to improve reliability, interdependenciesand speed PCS in the supply chain positively affect supply chain performance from the costand service level point of view. The need for a standardised communication platform in orderto improve the systems in terms of punctuality, reliability or costs, as well as the need toincrease competitive position among ports are the key drivers of PCS.
Value added services (VAS), or value added logistics (VAL), represent the port’s capability toadd value to the services that the port provides so as to facilitate the objectives of the overallsupply chain. Ports providing VAS/VAL are part of a value-driven chain. Therefore, byproviding value added services, ports add value to the cargoes passing through them10. Thescope of value added services, including the necessary facilities determine the level of
9 https://ipcsa.international/pcs, accessed 5 April 2019.10 Robinson, R (2002) “Ports as elements in value-driven chain systems: The new paradigm”, Maritime Policy and
Management, Vol.29, No.3, pp.241-255
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integration of ports in supply chains. These value added services may include pre-assembly,procurement, distribution, constant stock replenishment, cross-docking, etc. The moreflexibility in service provision ports show towards the specific needs of different marketsegments and different customers, the better their integration into supply chains.
Intermodal facilities and operation (IFO) encompass physical facilities and organisationalactivities enabling effective and efficient intermodal and multimodal operations. Efficiency ofthese operations is of great importance, especially in container shipping. Since ports are bi-directional logistics systems (ship-to-shore and shore-to-ship cargo flows), seamlessoperations require a high level of coordination, interconnectivity and interoperability withinthe port. Naturally, this requires a physical presence of adequate port infrastructure.
Supply chain integration services (SCIS) encompass the “intensity” of activities, processes andprocedures beyond the borders of port area which the port plans, organizes and monitors insupply chains. These service are, for example, the participation of the port (port authorityand/or port operators) in shuttle train services to/from the hinterland together with terminaloperators, rail operators, forwarders, logistic companies and even shippers/receivers ofcargo. Furthermore, this involves an active cooperation with all other actors in the supplychain for the purposes of identification of adequate logistic solutions that would enable thecost efficient and reliable cargo flows throughout entire supply chains.From the viewpoint of scope and complexity of services offered in ports, they can bedistributed into various port “generations”. In order to be able to analyse the prospects for theDanube region ports, these port “generations” should be examined.Ports represent strategic nodes facilitating cargo flows in international distribution of goods,as a part of an extensive logistic network which enables trade and information flows betweendifferent points. The ports have evolved in all possible aspects and scholars today differ fiveport generations according to the scope of the services provided in them. First three portgenerations have been defined by UNCTAD11, the fourth was elaborated by Alderton12, whilethe fifth port generation was proposed by Flynn and Notteboom13, and Lee and Lam14.
First generation of ports, before 1960, were rather limited to simple services of cargotransshipment from ship to shore and vice versa. There was no or very limited cooperationbetween the port and local authorities and the different port activities were isolated from eachother. Typically, such ports usually handled bulk, breakbulk or liquid bulk cargo.
11 UNCTAD (1994) The trading port - the prospects of the ports of the third generation. Available athttps://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/tdc4ac7_d14_en.pdf Accessed 26 March 2019.12 Alderton, P. (2008). Port Management and Operations, 3rd Edition, Informa, London.13 Flynn, M., Lee, P., Notteboom, T., (2011) The next step on the port generations ladder: customer-centric andcommunity ports, in: Notteboom, T., Current Issues in Shipping, Ports and Logistics, University Press Antwerp,Brussels 2011, p. 50314 Lee, P., Lam, J. (2016) Developing the Fifth Generation Ports Model, in: Dynamic Shipping and Port Development
in the Globalized Economy, ed. P. Lee, K. Cullinane, Palgrave Macmillan, London, p. 188
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Second generation of ports, after 1960ies, were somewhat more developed as atransportation hub and centres of industrial and commercial activities. Port services offeredin such ports still included primarily services related to cargo and ships, but in theirimmediate vicinity industries (manufacturing, processing, etc.) are settled and ports startoffering commercial services to its users which are not directly connected with simple cargohandling from ship to shore and vice versa. Port policies in such ports start including broaderconcepts and innovative management attitudes (commercialization, corporatization,outsourcing, etc.). Second generation ports develop closer relations with transport and tradestakeholders who start locating their cargo processing facilities in the port area or in theirimmediate vicinity. Still, only large companies take benefits from this management reforms.Last, but not least, connections and functional relations between ports and their host citiesbecome more developed and intensified.
Third generation ports, after 1980ies, include logistic services in relation to cargodistribution, data processing and increased use of telecommunication systems. In this period,ports are increasingly open to new operating possibilities and are open to private sectorparticipation in port operations. Services and activities become specialized, numerous butintegrated and more customer-oriented, while customs procedures are somewhat simplified.Thanks to these features, the ports start adding more value to cargo, apart from simpleloading/unloading, through cargo consolidation and deconsolidation, tracking and tracing,labelling, weighing, stuffing/unsnuffing containers, etc.
Fourth generation ports, after 1990ies, becomes affected by globalization, which, inter alia,causes standardisation of information and procedures, port networks formation and higherenvironmental impact on port planning and operations. In addition, such ports dedicate a lotof efforts to the increase of the service quality, use more automation, especially due to highershare of unitized cargo and employ trained workforce. Ports of the fourth generation paymuch more attention to intermodalism and integrated logistics services. Many seaports fosterregular rail or inland waterway lines to inland ports thus integrating both sea and inland portsinto international transport, logistic and supply chains and door to door services. Moreover,ports belonging to this generation, are strongly dedicated to improvement of their road, railand IWW connections (for seaports) to their hinterlands and the rest of the maintransportation networks. Further development of the logistic function of those ports includedcreating duty-free zones (special economic zones, freight villages, etc.) and logistic parkswithin or near the port areas.
Fifth generation ports started emerging after 2010, when ports started focusing even moreon customers and the local community offering deep IT integration with various stakeholders.IT solutions are increasingly used for prediction of different events and measuringperformance. Very important characteristics of the fifth generation ports is an activeinvolvement of the port and local community in planning and decision making processes. Inaddition, these ports are becoming full industrial centres (manufacturing, processing andlogistic industries) with comprehensive intermodal transport handling and high-tech logisticcentres as nodal and connecting points for intermodal transport, offering advanced specialeconomic zones related services and logistic park functions. The customer-centric orientationof fifth generation ports is reflected in thorough analysis of the dynamic customers’ needs and
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in being solution-focused in order to keep the existing and capture new port users. Fifthgeneration ports have a common vision of being “a commercial oriented, integrated transport,logistic and information complex network”15. It could be added here that adding a specialeconomic zone (industrial zone under special economic regime, free zone, logistic park, freightvillage, etc.) in or near the port area would only boost the realisation of such vision in a win-win situation for all stakeholders. The shift from the fourth to the fifth generation portsrequires networking (of all port and port related functions) where three key interfaces16 canbe identified:
 interface between the customer and the port system – customer focus needs to allowfor a both way approach, meaning that the customer needs to be enlisted as a partnerto change determined practices that can hinder an optimized network and capacitymanagement plan;
 interface between commercial and production teams;
 interface between the port and its intermodal connections.In order to successfully move towards the fifth generation port, port management needs towork on all three interfaces around the clock, setting the provision of services with best pricesand highest quality in the environment of finite resources as its prime objective.Basic characteristics of all five generations of worldwide ports are summarized in Table 9.

15 Flynn, M., Lee, P., Notteboom, T., (2011) The next step on the port generations ladder: customer-centric andcommunity ports, in: Notteboom, T., Current Issues in Shipping, Ports and Logistics, University Press Antwerp,Brussels 2011, p. 503.16 Ibid.
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Table 9: Main features of five port generations

First
generation

Second
generation

Third
generation

Fourth
generation

Fifth
generation

Timeline <1960 >1960 >1980 >1990 >2010
Main cargo: Break bulk andbulk Break bulk andbulk Break bulk andbulk, unitisedcargo Largest share ofunitised cargo All cargoes(not applicableonly tocontainerports)
Attitude and
strategy of port
development

Conservative.Simpletransshipmentpoint.
Expansionist.Transport,industrial andcommercialcentres

+Commerciallyoriented.Integratedtransport node& logisticcentre.

+ Externalnetworking.Moresophisticateduse ofautomation.
+ Customeroriented.Advanced freetrade zone andlogistic parkfunctions.

Activities array Loading/unloading + Cargotransformationand industrialactivities
+ Cargo & infodistribution.Full logisticpotential

+Standardisationof information + Eventmanagement,anticipationandperformancemeasurement.
Organisation
features

Independentactivities, nolinks betweenthem. Informalrelations.
Closerrelationship toport users.Limitedinterdependenceof port activities.Looserelationshipwith host cities.

United andintegratedrelationships.Private sectorparticipation inoperations.
Globalisation ofportcommunities.Greaterenvironmentalcontrol

Internal andexternalnetworking.Activeconsultation ofcommunity inplanning anddecisionmakingprocesses.
Production
features

Simple cargoflows. Lowvalue added. Cargo flows andtransformation.Combinedservices.Improved valueadded
Cargo & infoflow anddistribution.High valueadded.

Emphasis onquality of serviceand trainedwork force
+ Adaptabilityto demanddynamics,customersatisfactionmeasurement,customerinvolvement aspartners.

Decisive
factors

Labour &capital. Capital. Technology &know-how Informationtechnology Networkingand capacitymanagement.
(Source: iC, based on Flynn17, et.al. and Alderton18)

17 Flynn, M., Lee, P., Notteboom, T. (2011) The next step on the port generations ladder: customer-centric andcommunity ports, in: Notteboom, T. Current Issues in Shipping, Ports and Logistics, University Press Antwerp,Brussels 2011, p. 503.18 Alderton, P. (2008). Port Management and Operations, 3rd Edition, Informa, London.
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The fifth generation ports, thanks to the complexity of activities handled in them, have thelargest potential for creating value added, as demonstrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Evolution of port generations and their capacity for value added generation
(Source: Kaliszewski, Adam (2018), Fifth and Sixth Generation Ports (5GP, 6GP) – Evolution of Economic and Social Roles of

Ports)It can be concluded that the ports in the Danube region fit into categories from the second to the
fourth generations ports. Nevertheless, it needs to be noted that by far the largest share ofunitised cargoes in the Danube ports does not come from IWT but from rail and, to a certainextent, road transport. What is common for all these categories is the various level ofindustrial and logistic activities in or adjacent to port areas. The basic question to be answeredhere is how to attract more industrial and logistic activities to be either integrated in portactivities or to be very closely correlated in order to benefit from synergies, concentration ofvehicles and cargoes, intermodal options for cargo distribution, as well as from theconcentration of production, transport and logistic activities.
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Therefore, it is the common opinion of the study team that either creation of, or close andfunctional cooperation with hybrid logistic zones19, is the one of the key factors for the overallindustrial development of ports.That being said, inland waterways ports in the Danube region should have the following roles:
 Multimodal hubs with varying levels of intermodal facilities, serving at least as thebasic interface between the various transport modes.
 Port-centric and sustainable hybrid logistic zones attracting port-related services, and,wherever possible, industrial facilities for the manufacturing, processing and logisticindustries.
 Convenient regional business platforms for the trade and industry. Danube regionports have a vast but heavily underused potential to be the focal points of the regionaleconomy.
 Specialised centres for handling of specific cargoes, including not just ship-to-shoretransfer facilities and services, but also a full spectrum of logistic and industrialactivities for specific cargoes.
 Facilitators of supply chains.

In order to make this possible, the following tasks, inter alia, should be accomplished:
 Define a regional supranational strategy for the Danube ports as integral part of thefuture EU Transport and Regional Policies in order to meet the challenges of ports suchas digitalization, multimodality, security and climate change.
 Execute public investments in infrastructure of ports and terminals with a maximumuse of funds of the EU in consideration and close cooperation with the private sectorinvestment needs.
 Promote better distribution of available CEF budget among the transport modes,possibly securing a specific budget line for inland ports. In CEF I, only 52 IWT-relatedprojects were funded with a total amount of 1.65 billion EUR in comparison to 16.36billion EUR given to rail projects until March 2018.
 Apply National State Aid Schemes for ports and terminals investment as part of EUfunding schemes in order to ease national budgetary constraints and to ensure highleverage of public spending through parallel private sector investments.
 Improve public port governance in order to ensure fair competition, higherresponsiveness to market dynamics, to improve the service quality of port operatorsand to reduce red tape in public port administration.

19 By “hybrid logistic zones” we refer to any logistic zones, free zones, free trade zones, special economic zones,free ports, logistic parks, freight villages, distriparks, etc. combined with industrial zones where various goodsare manufactured or processed.
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 Strengthen the “co-opetition” with the rail sector, which turned to be of extremeimportance for intermodal transport in ports, especially in occupying capacities whichwould otherwise lay idle due to the lack of IWW-based intermodal traffic. In addition,the railways enlarge the geographical reach and scope for the inland ports. Thisincludes also the access by railways to local plants and distributions centres in orderto facilitate sustainable transport.
 Facilitate the planning and regulatory aspects so as to enable/simplify the establishingof hybrid logistic zones with logistic, processing and manufacturing contents in portsor in their immediate vicinity for the purposes of spatial concentration of activities andcargoes making possible the generation of critical masses of goods needed to triggerthe substantial and stable demand for inland waterway and intermodal transport.
 Facilitate the integration of ports to supply chains.

It is very important to avoid comparing the Danube ports with the Rhine ports while trying toelaborate a proper development strategy for the port industry in the region. Differencesbetween the trade and shipping situations in the Rhine and in the Danube basins are huge andare beyond the scope of this study. The very geography, accompanied varying levels oftransport infrastructure of various modes, including the capacity of the hinterland access havea crucial role in development of inland ports. Different regional markets have their ownpotential requiring different transport services. Therefore, no Europe-wide one-size-fits-allstrategy for inland ports development could be really useful since the differences in regionaleffects, geography and trade patterns remain fundamental. In more developed regions, suchas Western Europe, the level of trade of containerized goods is very well developed andintensive. For this reason, a large number of inland waterway ports have been developed witha clear and logical focus on inbound/outbound logistics of containers (intermodal transport).For a number of reasons mentioned earlier, only a few of the Danube region ports are focusedon container logistics. Even these ports handle containers flowing in and out of the port by, inthe most cases, rail transport to/from North Sea and Adriatic ports, while currently no Danubeport handles containers flowing in/out of ports using regular liner IWT services on theDanube. Consequently, at least as a first step in tackling the described situation withintermodal transport flows, the Danube port authorities should adapt their planning and landuse in such way to secure enough space to attract and accommodate intermodal terminalswhich are primarily (and currently) rail-road intermodal (bi-modal) terminals, offering themthe necessary space and a direct access to the waterway. However, in order to prevent theoccupation of the berth line with the cargo which uses only rail and road transport, suchterminals should be equipped for (and capable of) handling any compatible type ofconventional cargo at the same berth line. Facilitating the intermodality in such way isexpected to trigger the spatial concentration effects and thus attract containerized cargo intoports and thereafter, when/if the critical mass is reached, to trigger the demand for inlandwaterways transport of containers in those ports from/to which such transport iseconomically justified.
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Conclusion: concentrate, specialize and go value added!

Globalization and the modern age have put a tremendous pressure on port authorities. Inorder to survive and thrive, port authorities should become less static and think “out of thebox”. This means that port authorities should widen their scope beyond that of the traditionalfacilitator with the centuries old focus on the provision of basic and operational infrastructureand, in some cases, facilities for transshipment and even storage. Modern waterbornelogistics, transportation and port operations dictate that ports (port authorities and/or portoperators) should have a new strategic role to play in land use planning, facilitation of therelocation of production, manufacturing and logistic facilities in or near port areas, supplychain integration, information systems and intermodality/multimodality. This role requiresnetworking, not just between ports, but also between ports and other nodes, operators andmarket players. Although it may not be a universal panacea for ports, going beyond the limitsof the port area in terms of physical interventions and organisational capabilities along supplychains stands good chances to gain competitive advantage for ports in the medium and longrun.New roles for Danube ports can be facilitated through the adoption of the developmentstrategy and measures for its implementation developed in this study.
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6 Methodology for identification of strategic objectivesBased on the SWOT analysis elaborated in previous sections, various strategies can be made.Depending on the input elements of the strategy (what do we want to do?), four basicstrategies (types of strategic objectives) can be identified, as shown in Table 10.
Table 10: SWOT-based four types of strategiesInternal factorsExternal factors Internal strengths Internal weaknesses

External opportunities SO STRATEGY(Maxi – Maxi) WO STRATEGY(Mini – Maxi)External threats ST STRATEGY(Maxi – Mini) WT STRATEGY(Mini – Mini)
(Source: iC consulenten)Actionable strategies are formed combining information from two quadrants of the SWOTmatrix in the following way:• Strengths–Opportunities (SO): Use your internal strengths to take advantage ofopportunities.• Strengths-Threats (ST): Use your strengths to minimize threats.• Weaknesses-Opportunities (WO): Improve weaknesses by taking advantage ofopportunities.• Weaknesses-Threats (WT): Work to eliminate weaknesses to avoid threats.Current situation in the ports of the Danube region was diagnosed in detail within the D.6.1.1Danube Ports SWOT Analysis. Once identified on both cumulative (country by country) andcommon (common aspects of the entire region’s port industry) levels, all strengths,weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the port industry of the Danube region form thebasic elements of the port development strategy. All objectives of such strategy need to bebased on these elements.Nevertheless, before setting the stage for the objectives of the Danube ports developmentstrategy, a few guidelines for the nature of the objectives must be given. In order to be realisticand reachable, development objectives should be “S.M.A.R.T.”. The acronym stands for:• Specific (simple, sensible, significant).• Measurable (meaningful, motivating).• Achievable (agreed, attainable).• Relevant (reasonable, realistic and resourced, results-based).• Time bound (time-based, time limited, time/cost limited, timely, time-sensitive).
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S - SpecificWhen setting an objective, we need to be specific about what we want to accomplish. This islike the mission statement for desired objective. This is not a detailed list of measures neededto be undertaken in order to reach an objective.
M – MeasurableWhat metrics will be used to determine if the objective is met? This makes an objective moretangible because it provides a way to measure progress. If it is a project that is going to take afew months/years to complete, then some milestones need to be set, by considering specifictasks needed to be accomplished along the way.
A – AchievableThis focuses on how important an objective is and what can be done to make it possible(reachable). This may require developing new skills and changing attitudes, even national orsupranational legislation. The objective is meant to inspire motivation, not discouragement. Itis necessary to think how the objective could be accomplished and if the right tools and skillsare available. If such tools and skills are currently not available, options of attaining themshould be investigated and weighed (worth or not).
R – RelevantRelevance refers focusing on something that makes sense with the broader developmentgoals. For example, if the objective is to launch a new project, service, terminal, technology, itshould be something that is aligned with the overall development objectives.
T – Time-BoundIf an objective lacks realistic timing, probability of reaching it is low. Providing a target date(s)for “deliverables” is imperative. If the objective will take, say, three months/years to complete,it is useful to define what should be achieved half-way through the process or to establishmilestones, as explained earlier. Providing time constraints also creates a sense of urgencyand prevents taking implementation “for granted”.Table 11 below provides more details on how to work on four different types of strategies andformulate the port development objectives. All these strategies can be combined into onesingle strategy composed of all four or just one or of any convenient combination.
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Table 11: Inputs for the setting of objectives within four types of strategies

Opportunities(external, positive)O1:O2:O3:O4:…On

Threats(external, negative)T1:T2:T3:T4:…Tn
Strengths(internal, positive)S1:S2:S3:S4:…Sn

Strength-Opportunity strategiesWhich of the port industry strengthscan be used to maximize theopportunities that were identified?E.g.S1O1O3:S2O4:…SxOy:

Strength-Threat strategiesHow can the port industry’s strengthsbe used to minimize the identifiedthreats?E.g.S1T1:S2S3T4:…SxTy:
Weaknesses(internal, negative)W1:W2:W3:W4:…Wn

Weakness-Opportunity strategiesWhich actions can be taken tominimize the port industry’sweaknesses using the opportunitiesthat were identified?E.g.W1O3O5:W2O1:…WxOy:

Weakness-Threat strategies

How can the port industry’sweaknesses be minimized in order toavoid the threats?E.g.W1T1T3:W2T1:…WxTy:
(Source: iC consulenten)For the setting of the strategy objectives, any number of, say, strengths (S1, S2,…Sn) can becombined with any number of, say, opportunities (O1, O2,…On), so combinations like “S2 S5 S7O2 O4” or “S1 S3 O1”, or any other (strength-opportunity or strength-threat) can be made. Thesame principle is applied for weaknesses.Putting it simply, the strategic development objectives define what we want to do, while thenecessary development measures explain how we intend to achieve it.
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7 National port industry strategic objectives and measures

7.1 Austria

7.1.1 MissionMission of the Austrian port industry can be formulated as follows:
“Austrian ports work as efficient trimodal logistic centres for the industrial site Austria with
connections to the most important seaports”.Since Austrian ports are different legal entities with very different ownerships there aredifferent mission statements of these companies as part of their own business papers. Thisleads to the fact that the 4 missions of Austrian public ports cannot be condensed to onecommon wording. Therefore, we use for the above mission statement the IGÖD-claim (IGÖD= Interessensgemeinschaft öffentlicher Donauhäfen Österreichs / which is a looseorganization of the 4 public Austrian ports regarding combined activities).
7.1.2 VisionThe common vision of the Austrian port industry can be stated in the following way:
“To Become Business Excellence nodes in Austrian Logistics”.Austrian logistic in general is well developed and a very important part of the high leveleconomy. Since the local industry is highly export oriented the need of well-organized logisticcentres (ports and terminals) is a great demand; In the future some improvement work isnecessary for ports to keep the high standard alive and reach out for further improvements intheir own processes and management procedures. The orientation along the principles ofEFQM model (EFQM: European Foundation of Quality Management) for business excellenceis the standard the ports are looking for in the future. This means high performance in the twosectors “enablers” and “results” and consequent orientation on the needs of the five partnersof organisations: clients, owners, employees, vendors and the society – but in a well-balancedsystem.

7.1.3 Objectives and measuresOn the basis of the cumulative SWOT analysis (Annex I) of the port industry in Austria, as wellas the methodology described in Chapter 7.1, Table 12 demonstrates various strategies(strategic objectives) of the Austrian port industry.
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Table 12: Strategic development objectives for port industry in Austria

Opportunities(external, positive)O1: decarbonisationO2: new marketsO3: eco-footprint philosophyO4: new city logisticsO5: alternative fuelsO6: real estate industryO7: e-commerceO8: physical internetO9: rail cargo attractivenessO10: agricultural focusO11: regionalization of supplychainsO12: one belt – one roadO13: containerization of cargoO14: short distance alternativesO15: modal split shiftO16: infrastructure flexibilityO17: new industrial clusters

Threats(external, negative)T1: problems with DanubenavigabilityT2: stricter environmentalregulations for portsT3: road and rail competitionT4: containerization of cargoT5: vessel owner communityT6: bureaucracyT7: emigration of industryT8: relation with theneighbourhoodT9: outdated lawsT10: decentralized productionT11: public economyT12: lack of skilled workforceT13: international/ globaleconomyT14: overcapacityT15: rail bottlenecks
Strengths(internal, positive)S1: economic SituationS2: good LocationS3: heart of Europe (TEN-Tnetwork)S4: bridgehead functionS5: logisticcompetenceS6: hinterland hubsS7: modern standardsS8: trimodality / intermodalityS9: local traffic connectionsS10: transnational connectionsS11: qualified personnelS12: containerized businessS13: experience in demand drivendevelopmentS14: Austrian Danube NavigabilityS15: via donau as successfulwaterway administration

Strength-Opportunity
strategies

Which of the port industry strengths
can be used to maximize the
opportunities that were identified?S3O12: connecting of Danube(+ports) with BRI
S12O15: development of emptycontainer management on theDanube

Strength-Threat strategies

How can the port industry’s strengths
be used to minimize the identified
threats?

S14T1: international lobbying fornavigability of the Danube withbest practice example of Austria
S7T2: environmentalmanagement systems in the portsas part of new standards

Weaknesses(internal, negative)W1: low capacity utilizationW2: capital intensityW3: business modelsW4: lack of expansion spaceW5: public economic situation

Weakness-Opportunity
strategies

Which actions can be taken to
minimize the port industry’s
weaknesses using the opportunities
that were identified?

Weakness-Threat strategies

How can the port industry’s
weaknesses be minimized in order to
avoid the threats?
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W6: railway infrastructureW7: railway bottlenecks in AustriaW8: low investment capacity ofvessel ownersW9: small market sectorW10: insufficient lobbying forports and IWTW11: dislocation of heavy industryW12: small strategic dimensionW13: slow business development

W1O1: increase transhipmentfigures by new products regardingdecarbonizing strategy
W6O12: improvement of railwayconnections for futureconnections of the ports with BRI

W6T3: development of futuresynergies through improvementsin rail cargo business
W4T4: new cooperation with thesurroundings in order to makebetter utilization of portinfrastructure without new areas

(Source: EHÖO)

Below table summarizes the strategies (strategic objectives) and their correspondingdevelopment measures necessary to reach the objectives and implement the agreed strategy.
Table 13: Strategic objectives and necessary development measures for Austrian ports

Country Strategic objectives Necessary development measures

AT

Connecting of Danube (+ports) with BRI • elaborate concept with Austrian ministryDevelopment of empty containermanagement on the Danube • check grant possibilities with ministry• contact to shipping companies to develop models• implement pilot operationsInternational lobbying for navigability ofthe Danube with best practice example ofAustria • enhance activities of promotion and lobbying• broad enhancement (via EU/EFIP/TEN-Tworking group) to copy Austrian systems orbring similar measures in Danube countries• more involvement of owners of Austrian ports tocreate broad approach for international lobbyingEnvironmental management systems in theports as part of new standards • start/enforce initiatives of the ports• development of a new brand via DPN• reach certificates through projectsIncrease transshipment figures by newproducts regarding decarbonisationstrategy • investigate new options or develop new grantswith national and local ministries and agenciesImprovement of railway connections forfuture connections of the ports with BRI • standalone projects of the portsDevelopment of future synergies throughimprovements in rail cargo business • start combined meetings of IGÖD/PDA with railindustry• develop combined productsNew cooperation with the surroundings tomake better utilization of the portinfrastructure without new areas • development of marketing inventory andprograms for specific company settlement(tailor-made for port usage)• realize the concept guidelines for industrialdevelopment in ports
(Source: EHÖO)
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Objective 1: Connecting of Danube and its ports with the “Belt & Road Initiative”Asian economic development is quite successful and is promising future increasing activities.The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI, formerly known as “One Belt – One Road initiative” - OBOR)coming from China is not only concentrating on logistic points but is aiming in thedevelopment of new business corridors with company settlements in a new level. Therefore,it is necessary to have a good look to this initiative and try to connect the existing businessregions along the Danube region in best ways to these new developments. Otherwise, therecan come a big threat to existing regions and todays booming zones when not being connectedto new developments in the future. The existing ports and multimodal cargo centres have tolook carefully for new connections to these developing lines and corridors to survive in highlevel business activities.Implementation measures
Elaborate concept with Austrian ministryThe national strategy of Austrian government has still covered this item of new developmentsin the Eurasian continent, especially for rail connectivity (broad gauge). Even the goodconnection to waterways has to be considered to connect the existing terminals to the newlines. Therefore, the Austrian ports started discussions with relevant partners in transportministry which will be an ongoing business for the next future. Since there are no fixedtimelines or concrete milestones of the BRI in the relevant Danube region no furtherdeployment of milestones or other activities is possible now. The midterm target should be agood connection of Austrian ports (and so for this Danube section in general) to thedeveloping zones in the next years (iterative ongoing process).

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of infrastructure and 4 Austrian portsProposed duration: 72 monthsProposed time frame: 1-72
Objective 2: Development of empty container management on the DanubeThere are no permanent regular container freight lines on the waterway Danube like on theriver Rhine. Some ports have got spot business of empty container on demand. The aim of thisobjective is to establish a structured logistic of empty containers in the next years in order tosupport and complete the railway lines and handle increasing cargo transport in the Danuberegion and comply with decarbonizing targets in total in the next decade (combined solutionof truck, railway and waterway). A first interesting zone in the Danube region was identifiedwithin the container study of DAPhNE between the sections of Regensburg down to Budapestwhere a lot of container cargo is handled today and promising approaches in switching emptycontainers more and more to waterway solutions really exist.Implementation measures
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Check grant possibilities with ministryThe mentioned container study showed that there is a special founding system in Austria forempty containers on rail in order to bring them away from street. There is no correspondingprogram for waterway so there is a disadvantage in the market for the ports now. Therefore,Austrian ports will try to find an approach with relevant people in ministry. Start ofnegotiations will be in the first half of 2019, further milestones cannot be fixed now as thesenext steps depend on the results of the first meetings.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): ministry of infrastructure und Austrian portsProposed duration: 24 monthsProposed time frame: 1-249

Contact to shipping companies to develop modelsAs empty container business is a common interesting topic for all container terminals the firststep is try to find a combined approach in the Austrian port agency IGÖD to organize somekind of “structured contacting of the relevant players”. In these contacts with shippingcompanies the situation should be analysed with the aim to develop further steps to improveempty container business on water according to the findings of the Daphne container study.In the first half of 2019 a clarification within IGÖD should be reached either to do it togetheror not. In case of a positive common approach all other steps have to be defined in thefollowing months after decision (probably in 2019). In case a singular approach will come outfrom the decision (due to competition reasons within the terminals) then every port will makehis own contacts with his business partners and will further develop his own strategy andtimeline.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Austrian portsProposed duration: 48 monthsProposed time frame: 1-48

Implement pilot operationsAfter the decision of the above items and positive feasibility & further preparation in best casea pilot operation shall be planned and implemented according to the findings of the DAPhNEcontainer study. This means that some tests should be started within the most prospectivearea as identified in the study – the region between Regensburg and Budapest should beevaluated because of the still existing huge container business in these business zones andwell equipped ports for processing empty containers. No further milestones can be fixed todayfor this steps.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Austrian portsProposed duration: 36 monthsProposed time frame: 13-48
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Objective 3: International lobbying for navigability of the Danube with best practice
example of AustriaIn the last decade Austria took a very active role within the Danube region strategy regardingimprovement of navigability of the Danube and permanent maintenance. Based on thesepositive experience the activities should be strengthened and a roll out of the sameperformance should be reached in the final in all riparian countries.Implementation measures
Enhance activities of promotion and lobbyingThe activities of the Austrian players via donau, PDI, PDA (Pro Danube Austria, Pro DanubeInternational) should be prolonged and multiplied to other countries. Therefore, the existingactivities and program lines within the Danube region strategy should be carefully processedin the future and realized. IGÖD will continue in supporting of these activities and improvelobbing activities (permanent process - no further milestones fixed at the moment).

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): DPNProposed duration: 96 monthsProposed time frame: 1-96
International “broad enhancement” (via EU/EFIP/TEN-T working group) to copy
Austrian systems or bring similar measures in all countries along the DanubeThe improvement of fairway conditions along the whole Danube is one of the most urgentthings in order to improve IWW and waterside transhipment of port business in the wholeDanube region in the future. Therefore, in   the outcomes of the DAPhNE project a work planfor the Danube Ports Network (DPN) is one of the core elements and promising instrumentsfor the future. In this work plan the item of “improvement of fairway conditions” is one of themost important tasks. Ports would have no good future if the connecting lines between themwill show bad performance. This items becomes more serious in reflection to the problemsderiving from climate change.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): DPNProposed duration: 96 monthsProposed time frame: 1-96
More involvement of owners of Austrian ports to create broad approach for
international lobbying for navigabilityOne additional supporting activity regrading international lobbying for navigability of theDANUBE should come from the owners of the Austrian ports. So the elaborated core elementsof DAPhNE (core outcome) should be presented from the port managers to their different
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owners in order to make them aware of this critical topic for good development of the portsin the future.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Austrian PortsProposed duration: 96 monthsProposed time frame: 1-96

Objective 4: Environmental management systems in the ports as part of new standardsDecarbonizing targets are a core element of today´s EU-strategy and the nationalgovernments. Since water transport and port business have got very sound environmentalfigures there could be a considerable part for decarbonising traffic in the future by shift cargoto the waterway and improve the transport figures in this direction. This means a lot ofmarketing work of the ports and other stakeholders to convince market players for this newapproach. The own environmental management systems of the ports shall support theseprocesses in the future.Implementation measures
Start/enforce initiatives of the portsIn the different strategies and business plans of the Austrian ports there are several initiativesand targets with regard to decarbonising strategies and environmental performanceimprovements. These activities will be pushed to different ports by themselves and followedmilestones and steps will be fulfilled.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Austrian PortsProposed duration: 96 monthsProposed time frame: 1-96
Development of a new brand via Danube Port NetworkDPN was realized in the framework of DAPhNE project. One of the targets of DPN for the nextyears is to create some kind of “new brand” for Danube ports of the new establish network.This new brand shall bring better visibility and identification of the members asenvironmental friendly centres of regional economic development – both on the national ason the international level. DPN will guide this measure and the regional ports of the Danuberiparian countries will try to comply with this new approach.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): DPNProposed duration: 36 monthsProposed time frame: 1-36
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Reach certificates through projectsAustrian ports have discussed within IGÖD their different situations regarding environmentalcertificates. A basic approach was that each port will develop his own way but in generaleverybody has realized to improve the situation and reach a certificate within the next yearsor still has got a certificate and will look for prolongation of this. So the relevant milestonesand concrete steps are on the level of each port. IGÖD will have a combined look on the generalsituation as well.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Austrian PortsProposed duration: 36 monthsProposed time frame: 1-36

Objective 5: Increase transshipment figures by new products regarding
decarbonisation strategyEurope and the national states of Europe (e.g Austria) have defined strategic targets fordecarbonizing in the deployment works of COP (Paris-targets, etc.). This means that specialtargets have to be defined for the great emission sources. Transport in general is one of thegreat emission source of CO2 and new approaches should be developed in order to reach thereduction limits and targets. This can mean a good chance for increasing water transport forcertain goods as water transport offers very sustainable and low level ecological footprint ingeneral. In order to meet customer demands some new combined processes should bedeveloped to meet a carbon-targeted transport situation. This must lead to modal shift in thenext decade to low emission modes – e.g. water transport. Perhaps even new “transportproducts” have to be developed in order to fulfil customer demands for time, quality, etc.Therefore, new “transport process products” have to be developed with both water and othermodes (truck, train) in order to fulfil new CO2-targets.
Implementation measures
Investigate new options or develop new grants with national and local ministries and
agenciesMany cargo owners (shippers, receivers, etc.) would like to switch to most friendlyenvironmental transport mode but are forced by low cost of competitive routes (via trucks)to use other modes. Each new development has better position by serving pushing & pullingelements especially in the first years of implementing.Therefore, a forcing of new deals by grants or other official products (e.g. tax instruments)shall be discussed in order to bring customers to switch to water transport. These initiativeswill be discussed via IGÖD with the relevant Austrian ministry in 2019. All other steps andmilestones cannot be fixed now as there are a lot of other circumstances outside the ports /e.g.national climate strategy and its action plans – still in elaboration in Austria).
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Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of transport and Austrian portsProposed duration: 96 monthsProposed time frame: 1-96
Objective 6: Improvement of railway connections for future connections of the ports
with “Belt-Road-Initiative”In the future ports in general have to focus more on rail cargo and the relevant transhipmentdue to actual developments of the corresponding markets and actual climate influences. Evenwhen looking for best fairway conditions on the Danube there will be a very great bottleneckremaining for the future decades – the section of Straubing-Vilshofen in Germany whichcannot be calculated for water transport for a lot of weeks of a year. On the other hand, thereis a permanently improving pressure from the developing strategy “Belt and Road Initiative”focussing the land-land transport way and accompanying business development corridorbetween Asia and Europe. These corridors of BRI are not only targeted on the core Danuberegion and waterway. Therefore, it is worth do investigate and develop strategies in order tosecure direct connections to this developing corridors for the future. These connections canonly be realized by rails as cargo traffic shift to roads will absolutely counteract the goals ofdecarbonizing logistics in Europe. So it is necessary to follow this strategy to improve railconnections from the existing ports / logistic areas / business zones to the upcominginitiatives otherwise there might come up a real huge threat for the “old centres” to loosecargo to new growing centres or transhipment in the future which are not allocated on theDanube as the new corridors may be situated on the land-optimized points.Implementation measures
Standalone projects of the portsEach port (together with the existing terminals in the Austrian ports) has to look for his ownsite connection of railway lines on the national level. As these activities are so different andneed tailor-made approaches there could not be described a general implementation processfor whole Austria. Performance indicators are singularly project realization of the ports (e.g.the actual CEF-project of Linz).

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Austrian portsProposed duration: 96 monthsProposed time frame: 1-96
Objective 7: Development of future synergies through improvements in rail cargo
businessThe last two decades have shown that Austrian ports have done a diversification strategy intoa great railway business due to erection of container terminals. The original focus of theselogistic points on cargo transhipment from water to land has changed to both water andrailway (and the last miles via trucks). This is a dynamic ongoing development.
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In the future, ports have to focus more on rail cargo and the relevant transhipment due toactual developments of the corresponding markets and actual climate influences. Even whenlooking for best fairway conditions on the Danube there will be a very great bottleneckremaining for the future decades – the section of Straubing-Vilshofen in Germany whichcannot be calculated for water transport. On the other hand, there is a permanently improvingpressure from the developing strategy “Belt and Road Initiative” focussing the land-landtransport way and accompanying business development corridor between Asia and Europe.So it would be a good approach to go proactive into this challenge and try to get the best ofthis option otherwise this can run into a great threat for ports only sticking on the waterbusiness. The focus should be on “getting into more cooperation with rail business and not tostick on the bad competitor picture”. This sector is too big as to win a hard competition in theend. So it is quite better to start cooperation and perhaps find together better solutions for thedecarbonizing challenges of the next decades.Implementation measures
Start combined meetings of IGÖD/PDA with rail industryIGÖD started in Q4/2018 within the regularly quarterly meeting and invited thecorresponding national rail partner organization. This can be the beginning of a permanentprocess of deeper cooperation meetings. At the moment no further milestones can be fixedsince this approach has to be developed very carefully.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Austrian portsProposed duration: 24 monthsProposed time frame: 13-36
Develop combined productsA midterm target could be the establishment of “combined products (perhaps CO2-footprinted products” for the market for the next decades. This idea is on a very low precisionlevel at now and has to be developed in accordance with upcoming targets of the nationaldeployment plans for fulfilling CPO-targets.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Austrian ports, Ministry of infrastructureProposed duration: 60Proposed time frame: 25-84
Objective 8: New cooperation with the surroundings to make better utilization of the
port infrastructure without new areasPorts shall go on with opening their activities towards to surroundings (as they have still doneit in the past in Austria) and think with all relevant partners about how to make more usageof existing infrastructure in the future and permanent changings around. This is a core interestof each port or port company because it is the basis for business and incomes from market.Market situation (local, regional and global) is in a permanent developing and changing
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process and permanently brings up options and threats for every partner in the dynamicmarket, so for the ports too. Therefore, it is necessary to set up a permanent continuousimprovement process for everybody in order to survive in these dynamic circumstances.Especially in Austria port infrastructures have been erected in the past and a lot of capacitiescame out of these development decades, infrastructure which has still free capacity in somedimensions which should be more used from wide market processes. As Austria is a well-developed country free space (“greenfield”) will get rarer and rarer for the future. Therefore,a good focus should lay on how to become more efficient and bring more output of the existingareas and infrastructures because there is simply no additional space to grow.Implementation measures
Development of marketing inventory and programs for specific company settlement
(tailor-made for port usage)Each port in Austria makes an evaluation and update of his own marketing inventory (internaland external) regarding company settlement in the (nearer) port areas and its surroundings.Due to existing competition of the ports regarding company settlement this is a two-levelprocess: level 1 is public and is interchanged in relevant boards, meetings and combinedactions of IGÖD. Level 2 is internal for each port company due to confidential and completionreasons. Level 1 will be done in a twice-year interval according to the combined 1-week-eventin the “Munich Transport logistic” fair; preparation for this event is done together and updatedinstruments (brochures, films, homepage inventory) are checked by everybody to be up todate in those intervals. The cooperation in IGÖD triggers a combined “picture” of Austrianports to the open market. Level 2 activities are done by every port company on his ownstrategy. So this measure is not a singular activity but a permanent process – even done in thepast but now more focussed for the future.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Austrian PortsProposed duration: 96Proposed time frame: 1-96
Realize the concept guidelines for industrial development in portsThe “guidelines for industrial development initiatives in ports” elaborated within the DAPhNEproject (deliverable D.5.1.3) are recommended as follows:

 Consider privatisation of excess port land – where possible – while reserving enoughland slots for own port development
 Enforce various PPP models for Hybrid Logistic Zone (HLZ) establishment anddevelopment
 Create functional modalities for cooperation of all involved and interestedstakeholders, e.g. a port or HLZ development board or commission
 Adaption of legislation in such way to enable the port authorities to establish hybridlogistic zones, alone or in cooperation or joint ventures with other public and/or
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private entities (in certain cases only municipalities or other governmental tiers canestablish logistic, industrial or free zones)
 In order to prevent various abuses with the land, the land should be owned by thepublic sector (state, municipality, …) or, if privatized, the land should be dedicated forlogistic and/or free zone purposes only
 Improve the integration between modes in ports in order to achieve not justmultimodality, but real intermodality in ports
 Develop attractive conditions for the settlement of industries in or adjacent to portareasThe above guidelines will be presented and discussed in the frame of an output disseminationprocess of DAPhNE for Austrian ports / stakeholders especially in two steps:1) regularly IGÖD-meetings (4 times a year): planned for the scheduled 2019-meeting (aswas done in 2018 with focus on PCS-pilot action)2) meeting with Austrian ministry (port department).Each port company will take the input and will decide on himself either to reflect on theseitems in accordance with his own business strategy and ownership or other circumstances.Because this is part of (mostly confidential) business strategies of the different ports a regularprocess and description of time frame, resources, milestones, … cannot be fixed here. Allcombined Austrian measures (which are considered by all ports as combined and necessaryaction) will have a follow up treatment in the frame of IGÖD / 4 regular meetings each yearand will be followed within the period of the next years.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Austrian PortsProposed duration: 96 monthsProposed time frame: 1-96
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7.2 Slovak Republic

7.2.1 Mission

“To increase the efficiency of transport infrastructure in the area of public ports in the interests
of the development of water transport in the European context”River ports and related transport of goods and passenger have been integral part of cities ofBratislava and Komárno for centuries, as old sources, pictures and photos show. However, inthe last few decades, waterway transport has been associated with underfunding, economicstagnation and even with idea of reallocation of port or even termination of activities. The roleof public ports in the territory of the Slovak republic is to act as modern hubs for sustainableand eco-friendly transportation of cargo and passengers, to play the role of considerablealternative for rail and road transportation and to be relevant partner in terms of national andinternational development projects in cooperation with private and public sector.
7.2.2 Vision

“To create conditions for the development of combined transport, including the handling of
combined transshipment units.”Area of public ports in Slovakia have the potential to become modern logistic and industrialzones as multiple studies and researches have shown. It is up to port authority in cooperationwith relevant private and public stakeholders to embrace this potential in the national andEuropean (CNC) context. Development strategy of public ports of Bratislava and Komárno willbe defined in Master plans, that are currently being prepared. Mentioned Master plans will befollowed by Feasibility studies, where particular measures and actions will be defined. CostBenefit Analyses, SEA and EIA will be included as well. Current status of legislation andfunding opportunities available for financing port development activities were summarizedin previous stages of DAPhNE Project. The most important milestone ahead is the futuredefinition of ownership relations in the area of public ports in Slovakia and eventualimplementation of full Landlord Model.
7.2.3 Objectives and measuresOn the basis of the cumulative SWOT analysis (Annex I) of the port industry in the SlovakRepublic, as well as the methodology described in Chapter 7.1, Table 14 demonstrates variousstrategies (strategic objectives) of the Slovak port industry.
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Table 14: Strategic development objectives for port industry in Slovakia

Opportunities
(external, positive)O1: Growing trend in logistics andinternational goods transportO2: Increase production of carsand consumer goods in SlovakiaO3: Orientation of the economy ofthe SR mainly on exportO4: Potential for improvement ofport servicesO5: Allocating of funds for thedevelopment of the Bratislava portwithin Operational Program 2014-2020(hereinafter “OP II”)O6: Eventual extension of portservices providedO7: Expiration of long-term leasecontracts with port operator(s)O8: Finding new funding sourcesfor port development

Threats
(external, negative)T1: Direct competition of rail androad transportT2: Dependence of the use ofwater transport on weather andhydrological conditionsT3: Main port (Bratislava) is closeto historical town center, whichlimits an industrial development

Strengths(internal, positive)S1: Strategic geographic locationin relation to the location ofpotential customers’ connection toa network of inland waterways ofinternational importanceS2: Competitive shipping costsS3: Supporting the development ofwater transport by the EuropeanUnionS4: Possibility of absorption of EUfunds for developmentS5: All public ports are owned byone subject (VP a.s.)

Strength-Opportunity
strategies

Which of the port industry strengths
can be used to maximize the
opportunities that were identified?S1O1: Long-term strategy ofgeneral development of portsS304: Improvement of existingport servicesS2O3: Attracting new companiesand customers into portsS2O4: Improvement ofcommunication with publicauthorities on planned activitiesS205:  Public Private Partnershipprojects with private sectorS4O5: Proactive initiation ofinternal projects

Strength-Threat strategies

How can the port industry’s strengths
be used to minimize the identified
threats?S2T1: Increase of competitivenessof public ports

Weaknesses(internal, negative)W1: Long transport times in watertransport low transport capacitiesof an existing fleetW2: Weak awareness of thepossibilities of use of watertransport by logistics operators inSlovakia need for multipletransshipment

Weakness-Opportunity
strategies

Which actions can be taken to
minimize the port industry’s
weaknesses using the opportunities
that were identified?W5O7: Trade negotiations withport operators

Weakness-Threat strategies

How can the port industry’s
weaknesses be minimized in order to
avoid the threats?W2T1: Improvement ofmultimodality to promotecombined transportation
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W3: Limited use of EU funds due toNon-standard property relationsin public portsW4: Current technical state of portinfrastructure and superstructureW5: Port transshipping capacityinsufficiently usedW7: Assets managed by VP, a.s.under the Act No. 338/2000 Coll.described as “Priority InvestmentAssets”W8: Long-term lease contractswith port operator

W7O6: Extension of servicesprovided by VP a.s. W3T1: Increase of reactivenessrelated to public fundingopportunities

(Source: VPAS)Below table summarizes the strategies (strategic objectives) and their correspondingdevelopment measures necessary to reach the objectives and implement the agreed strategy.
Table 15: Strategic objectives and necessary development measures for Slovak ports

Country Strategic objectives Necessary development measures

SK

Strategy of general development of ports  Elaboration of the Master Plan and FeasibilityStudies for ports in Bratislava and KomárnoImprovement of existing port services  Waste management
 Eco-friendly solutions (alternative fuel)Attracting new companies and customersinto ports  Lease of currently not used property (land,storage capacities)Improvement of communication withpublic authorities on planned activities.  Regular coordination meeting with relevantpublic stakeholders / authoritiesProactive initiation of internal projects  Trainings and education of internal staffIncrease of competitiveness &Improvement of multimodality to promotecombined transportation  Increasing the transshipment capacities using thepreviously unused area owned by Public ports, jscTrade negotiations with port operators  Setup of current non-standard division ofownership relations
 Renegotiation after expiration of existingcontracts
 Determination of minimum transhipmentperformance of port operator(s)
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Country Strategic objectives Necessary development measuresIncrease of reactiveness related to publicfunding opportunities  Continuous monitoring of information sources ofpublic support in order to provide a promptreaction by the company in case of suitable calls
(Source: VPAS)

Mapping of StakeholdersPotential stakeholders involved:
 Verejné prístavy, a.s. / Public ports, jsc
 Ministry of Transport and Construction of the Slovak Republic
 Ministry of Environment of the Slovak Republic
 The Railways of the Slovak Republic
 Slovenská plavba a prístavy, jsc
 Dalby, jsc
 Port services, jsc
 Slovenský plynárenský priemysel, a.s.
 Transport Authority
 Slovak Water Management Enterprise
 Municipalities of Bratislava and Komárno
Verejné prístavy a.s. / Public ports, jscPublic Ports, jsc was established on 21 January 2008 under the Act No. 500/2007 Coll.,Amending Act No. 338/2000 Coll. on inland navigation. The founder of the company is theSlovak Republic, in which the Ministry of Transport and Construction of the Slovak Republicacts. Public Ports, jsc is responsible for:
 ensuring the preparation and realization of the construction of public ports in the SlovakRepublic, together with the elaboration of long-term and short-term concepts of theirdevelopment,
 ensuring the operation, maintenance and repairs, as well as the registration of facilitiesand facilities in the territorial districts of public ports,
 renting land in the territorial districts of public ports and other activities directly relatedto the loading of property in the territorial districts of public ports,
 collecting payments for the use of public ports,
 creating the conditions for the development.
Ministry of Transport and Construction of the Slovak RepublicThe Ministry within the scope of the defined relevant area of competence
 defines the concept of the development of inland navigation of ports and waterways andin cooperation with the Ministry of the Environment of the Slovak Republic ensures itsimplementation in accordance with the intentions of the state transport policy,
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 provides the development of inland waterway transport, determines its needs andrepresents its interests in the construction and modification of waterways and ports,
 helps to involve waterborne transport in intermodal transport,
 represents the Slovak Republic in matters of inland navigation in contact withinternational organizations operating in the field of inland navigation,
 supports international cooperation on the transport of dangerous goods by inlandwaterways,
 monitors the development of the capacity offer of vessels engaged in the transport ofgoods in water transport recorded in the register of vessels, evaluates the intensity ofwaterborne transport in relation to vessel capacity, waterway navigability and theircondition, and monitors whether the development of vessel capacity and water transportintensity do not lead to serious disturbance the financial capacity of carriers,
 imposes sanctions
 submits to the European Commission a request for recognition of the classificationcompany and shall send all the information and documents necessary to meet therecognition criteria,
 agrees to establish ports and defines their territory,
 determines the territory of the public ports after negotiating with the competent local self-government authority,
 grant and withdraw the authorization to carry out the technical inspection of the vessel,
 grants and revokes a certificate of belonging to the Rhine,
 grants and revokes permission for the participation of foreign carriers in nationalwaterways,
 grants and revokes a license for the operation of public water transport
 issue a certificate of professional competence of the carrier,
 Issues a binding position in proceedings in which the relevant building authority isinvolved in the establishment and operation of temporary buildings serving public portusers on a priority
 investment property or construction that enters a waterway or is part of a waterway,
 expresses its views on the planning of land-use planning documentation for the interestsof inland navigation,
 grants and revokes the mandate to carry out the training of applicants for the issue of acertificate of professional competence of the Safety Advisor and for the training ofapplicants for the issue of a certificate of special knowledge in the field of the transport ofdangerous goods by inland waterways,
 approves the charging rate for the use of public ports
 refers to lease agreements for priority investment property in public ports where theMinistry's approval is required,
 issues a permit for third-country transport,
 expresses its views on the registration of priority capital assets,
 provides the transporter with a subsidy.
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Ministry of Environment of the Slovak RepublicThe Ministry of the Environment was re - established as of 2 November 2010 to function asthe central state administrative authority and supreme inspection authority in environmentalaffairs. To guarantee an inspection activity of the Government of the Slovak Republic, theMinistry of the Environment co-ordinates the activities of all Ministries and other central stateadministrative authorities of the Slovak Republic in environmental matters.
 nature and landscape protection
 waste management
 protection of water resources and the quality of groundwater and surface water
 fisheries and forestry in national parks
 environmental impact assessment of activities and their consequences
 air protection,
 geological works,
 genetically modified organism.
 national environmental policy
 unified information system on environment and area monitoring
Slovenská plavba a prístavy, jscSlovenská plavba a prístavy a.s. (SPaP a.s.) has been a dominant company in the field oftransport, transhipment and warehousing of goods, forwarding services, repair works andbuilding of new vessels on the territory of the Slovak Republic. The company offers logisticsservices, being connected with transportation of all kinds of goods on the river Danube as wellas on the whole network of West European waterways between the North Sea and the BlackSea.  The company SPaP a.s. with its technical equipment, high-quality services and skilledworkers, has an interesting geographic and logistic location in the field of warehousing,transhipment and transport of cargoes.The SPaP a.s. is directly involved in:1. Railway transport2. Road transport (highway junction)3. Internal pipeline from the SLOVNAFT-refinery
Dalby, jscSpecialized transhipment operations with operation at a newly-built transhipment equipmentat the Port of Bratislava in the area of the Pálenisko basin with technology unique in theterritory of the Slovak Republic, guaranteeing the minimization of the risk of leakage ofpetroleum substances and maximizing operational safety.Transhipment of mineral oils (diesel and gasoline) under the export regime - filling of tankersof inland waterway transport on two platforms designed for the translation of diesel fuel andone platform for the transhipment of petrol.The operation is ensured by modern transverse arm technology with a tear-off closure whenthe craft is thrown away from the platform, shuttle technology, decommissioning in crashsituations of various types, as well as an automatic bubble curtain and trapping wallprotecting the Danube and the Little Danube from oil spills.
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Port services, jscIndependent, private handling company was founded in 1992 by Fin-Mark und MierkaDonauhafen Krems. Port Service Bratislava develops reliable handling and logistics servicesespecially for agricultural products and fertilizers from the extremely well positionedSlovakian port of Bratislava.
The Railways of the Slovak RepublicŽeleznice Slovenskej republiky in abbreviated form "ŽSR" were created on 1 January 1993 bya decision of the Government of the SR on the establishment of a state enterprise followingthe division of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and thus to the division of CzechoslovakState Railways into two separate entities. The decision of the Government of the SlovakRepublic was elaborated by the Act of the National Council of the Slovak Republic no.258/1993 Coll. on Railways of the Slovak Republic of September 30, 1993, as amended. SinceJanuary 1, 2002, the ŽSR has been divided into two separate entities - ŽSR and Železničnáspoločnosť SK (ŽSSK), according to the Transformation and Restructuring Project of the ŽSRwith ŽSSK. Subsequently, on January 1, 2005, ZSSK was divided into the Railway CompanySlovakia, a.s. providing passenger transport and Cargo Slovakia, a.s. ensuring freight.The ŽSR provides transportation and transport services that correspond to the interests ofthe state transport policy and market requirements, including related activities.
Slovenský plynárenský priemysel, a.s.Slovenský plynárenský priemysel, a.s. (SPP) is the largest energy supplier in Slovakia, which,in the area of gas supply, directly follows the more than 160-year tradition of the Slovak gasindustry and has been successfully operating on the electricity supply market since 2012.Overall, more than 1.3 million customers use reliable energy supplies and other energyservices from the SPP. Through its subsidiary SPP CNG, s.r.o., which currently operates 9public filling stations in Slovakia, supports the development of compressed natural gas (CNG)transport as an ecological alternative to traditional fuels. Social responsibility activities areimplemented through EkoFond, n.f. and the SPP Foundation. Since 2014, it owns 100% of theshares in the Slovak Republic, which exercises its shareholder rights through the Ministry ofEconomy of the Slovak Republic.
Transport AuthorityTransport Authority was established by the Act No. 402/2013 Coll. on Regulatory Authorityfor Electronic Communications and Postal Services and on Transport Authority and onamendments of several acts, coming into force on 1 January 2014 as a state administrativebody with nationwide operation in the area of railways and other guided transport, civilaviation and inland waterway transport. Transport Authority is a legal successor of theRailway Regulatory Authority, Civil Aviation Authority of the Slovak Republic and StateNavigation Administration. Inland Waterway Division undertakes the tasks and activities inthe area of inland waterway navigation in accordance with Act No. 338/2000 Coll. on InlandNavigation and on Amendments to Some Acts as amended by later regulations.
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Slovak Water Management EnterpriseSlovak Water Management Enterprise, state enterprise (shortened SVP) is an authoritymanaging watercourses and river basins in Slovakia. It belongs among strategically importantstate-owned enterprises with a modified management method, as it also has assets which,according to the Constitution of the Slovak Republic (Article 4), are exclusively state-owned.Provides care for water courses and tangible fixed assets built on them, cares for the quantityand quality of surface and groundwater. Part of the activities of the Slovak Water ManagementCompany has the character of performance in the public interest - it is primarily floodprotection and the creation of navigation conditions.
Objective 1: Strategy of general development of portsDespite the rich heritage of port industry in Slovakia, there is currently no clear and definedstrategy for development of inland ports in the country. This acts a major constraint forplanning and financing ideas and projects and consequently causes underfunding andeconomical and technical stagnation of inland ports.Further development of inland ports must be based on key strategical documents elaboratedwith enough level of expertise reflecting particularities and specifics of covered areas.Documents must be available and accessible for relevant stakeholders, whether public orprivate. Elaboration of documents Master Plan Bratislava and Master Plan Komárno is a keyfor eligibility of other development projects. The main goal is to establish a framework forfuture development of public ports Bratislava and Komárno (cargo and passenger ports), todevelop a business plan, marketing strategy and to define the future functionality of the portin the context of the international/national and regional/logistic chain.According to Act No. 500/2007 Coll., Amending Act No. 338/2000 Coll. on Inland navigation,Public ports, jsc were set up to ensure the preparation and implementation of the constructionof public ports, including the processing of short and long-term concepts of their development,as well as the provision of operation, registration, maintenance and repairs of facilities in thearea of public ports. Currently the infrastructure at public ports needs to reflect therequirements for port services and infrastructure. Feasibility studies described in Objective 1will develop the scope and objectives of necessary modernization.Implementation measures
Elaboration o Master Plan and Feasibility Studies for port of BratislavaThe main goal of document Master Plan II (Bratislava) is establishment of developmentframework for public port Bratislava, which will reflect all legislative and market needs inconnection to operate modern public port.  Demand for services in public port will beidentified by Master Plan II and on this basis will be defined strategy for development ofpassenger and cargo port Bratislava.  Goal for development of passenger port is to define portenvironment for cabin and cruise vessels on both riverbanks of Danube river in area ofpassenger port. The area of modernized passenger port will be used by operators of passengertransport, citizens, tourists and at the same will be providing the opportunity to direct contactwith river and historical town centre and connections with city tourist programs, and otheractivities. This will have impact to raising customers of passenger port Bratislava.
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For development of cargo port, Master Plan II will define the transshipping capacity of theport by the results of demand analysis. Master Plan II will design locations for transshippingpositions in area of public ports and will design relocations of existing transshipping positionsfrom Winter port to basin Pálenisko. The part of document will be the plan of storage capacity.Function of cargo port Bratislava, position of technologies and individual elements (e.g.transshipping infrastructure) of cargo port will be designed on basis of demand analysisresults. Necessary part of Master Plan II will be elaborating of demand analysis, which willreflect current and future market requirements.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Public ports, jscProposed duration: 25 months (study)Proposed time frame: 8.2017 – 9.2019

Elaboration of Master Plan and Feasibility Studies for port of KomárnoThe basic project structure reflects the needs and visions of the Komárno port. All activitiesare interconnected, and they are also intended to provide the analytical framework fordevelopment and subsequent investments into port development. The aim of the project is toencourage the feasibility and sustainability of the solutions proposed in the documents and tomultiply the synergies of the Komárno port activities in order to achieve.Both Master Plans consist of:
 Analytical part: analysis of the port´s relations, structure, its functioning, demandanalysis and comparison with similar ports, etc.
 Strategic part: models of developments and their advantages, conditions of theirimplementation and impacts, etc.Both Master Plans will be followed by Feasibility studies reflecting the Master Plan and isexpected to be a fundamental methodical (systematic) document for further development andinvestments into Port´s development. The studies will consist of the assessment of thefeasibility of different alternatives, analysis of the most suitable arrangement includingtechnical and financial analysis, cash flow, CBA, EIA, etc.Feasibility studies including the EIA and CBA will develop the most suitable solution formodernization of public port Bratislava. The project also includes technical study to define thetechnical solution of the modernization with preliminary budget.The scope of the modernization will be defined on basis of the available studies and MasterPlans, taking into account the current property-legal status of the port.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Public ports, jscProposed duration: 51 months (study)Proposed time frame: 9.16 – 12.20
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Key stakeholdersThe work on documentation will be supported, checked and considered mostly by Publicports, jsc. Other stakeholders will be defined after signature of contract with supplier. It isassumed that Ministry of Transport and construction of the Slovak republic, Transportauthority, Slovak water management enterprise, municipalities of Bratislava and Komárnoand Ministry of environment will be engaged in the elaborating process.
 Verejné prístavy, a.s. / Public ports, jsc
 Ministry of Transport and Construction of the Slovak Republic
 Transport Authority
 municipalities of Bratislava and Komárno
 Slovak Water Management Enterprise

Estimated timeline:Master plan Bratislava - 2019Feasibility study Bratislava – 2020-2021Master plan Komárno - 2019Feasibility study Komárno - 2020
Funding:Master plan Bratislava – own resourcesFeasibility study Bratislava- not yet confirmed (potentially OPII)Master plan Komárno – CEFFeasibility study Komárno - CEF
Objective 2: Improvement of existing port servicesMultiple historical transformations, split of property rights and responsibilities, many yearsof underfunding, all combined with lowering attractiveness of water transport causedstagnation in terms of provided services and compliance with modern trends, such as wastemanagement, eco-solutions etc. Port of Bratislava has the ambition to reach the level ofadvanced inland ports in the Rhine-Main region, where most of the Slovak industry's exportsare directed and thus provide an adequate alternative.  In freight transport in the context ofintermodal transport and complex logistics services, there is a high demand for the transportof piece goods (including containers) and Ro-Ro freight. However, the offer of the port infreight transport is over-sized in the field of bulk goods transport.   Currently there are nopublic facilities in public ports designed to provide ecological services related to the collectionof ship-generated waste, refueling and potable water for vessels. The facility is planned to bein the location of the cargo port of Bratislava and will be used by the landing of the vessels.Public port of Bratislava does not provide any organized waste collection from cargo vesselsand does not allow access to alternative fuels (e.g. LNG).The future intention is to make the port of Bratislava attractive through a wider portfolio ofport, logistics, support and ancillary services. The main development site is considered to bethe Pálenisko basin area. The reason for creation of Feasibility Study is the assumedavailability of the land located in this part, which will be possible to develop after the solutionof the port services.
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Implementation measures
Waste management / Construction of the background for vessels in public port of
BratislavaThe aim of the project is to elaborate technical and economic study to develop the mostsuitable waste collection and treatment solution in the public port of Bratislava, which willhelp to decrease the negative eco-impact of the public port and protect the environment. Theproject also includes the construction of infrastructure for the possibility of fuel supply tovessels in the public port of Bratislava.The aim of the project is to build a facility to provide services related to fueling, water supply,waste collection (waste water, used oils, garbage) as well as additional services for vessels.The facility is planned to be located in the location of the cargo port of Bratislava and will beused by the landing of the vessels.The technical and economic study will consist of the following parts:

 Demand analysis covering the needs of the market in the field of waste managementand fuelling on the Danube international waterway (together with the identification ofadditional services requested by the users)
 Technical study
 Environmental Impact Assessment - EIA
 Cost-Benefit Analysis – CBA
 Construction of background for vessels that will help eliminate the transshipment offuel on the free flow of the river Danube as well as discharges into rivers to prevent therisk of environmental accidents.On the basis of the results of the Technical and Economic Study and in the sense of theidentified technology of waste collection and processing, pumping of fuel and drinking water,the construction and installation of the floating facility in the locality of the cargo portBratislava will be ensured. Part of the implementation will be the processing of projectdocumentation.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Public ports, jscProposed duration: : to not yet concludedProposed time frame: 2020Potential stakeholders involved:
 Verejné prístavy, a.s. / Public ports, jsc
 Ministry of Transport and Construction of the Slovak Republic
 Slovenská plavba a prístavy, jsc
 Slovenský plynárenský priemysel, a.s.

Estimated timeline:Study – 2020
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Realization – not yet confirmed
Funding:Study – not yet confirmedRealization – not yet confirmed
Eco-friendly solutions (alternative fuel)The LNG terminal is planned to follow the wider distribution chain relationships, where thegas supplier supplies pipelines to the terminal in the port of Bratislava, which will then beprocessed and distributed by the waterway to the end user - other ports on the Danube, etc.As the LNG is not only a commodity traded, but also an LNG terminal is assumed to be used asan LNG. The terminal will contribute to the greening of the public port of Bratislava in linewith the requirements for introducing alternative fuels in public ports within the EU countriesas well as reducing negative environmental impacts. The LNG terminal will be a key logisticspoint for LNG tankers that supply petrol stations. At the same time, it can provide LNG-powered tanker services. The LNG terminal should have separate handling equipment forriverboats and motorboats. In addition, vessels and LNG tankers must have the option offurther logistics and take over the LNG for further LNG transport along the Danube.In addition, the planned alternative fuel terminal in Bratislava is already part of the EuropeanTEN-T corridor and is eligible for EU funding.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Public ports, jscProposed duration: : 15 months (study)Proposed time frame: : 4.19 – 7.20
Potential stakeholders involved:

 Public ports, jsc
 Ministry of Transport and Construction of the Slovak Republic
 Ministry of Environment of the Slovak Republic
 The Railways of the Slovak Republic
 Slovenská plavba a prístavy, jsc
 Slovenský plynárenský priemysel, a.s.

Estimated timeline:Study – 2020Realization – not yet confirmed
Funding:Study – GBERRealization – not yet confirmed
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Objective 3: Attracting new companies and customers into portsCompany, as the authority of Slovak inland public ports is burdened by the significant numberof long-term contracts concluded in the past. This is results of multiple transformations of portauthorities / operator in the past. Existing commercial relations, therefore, together with theprovision of insufficient funds, constitute one of the main obstacles to the furtherdevelopment of public ports in Slovakia.The present state of ownership of the Bratislava port has, therefore, a negative impact on theexistence of an optimal market environment, internal competition and the relateddevelopment and quality of services offered to customers. The low level of competition meansthat there is insufficient motivation factor in the port to stimulate competitors to make effortsto increase demand and offer better quality services. Mentioned limitation has a major impacton the formulation of the long-term concept of the development of public ports in Slovakia.Long-term concept of the port development is defined by efficient use of land, real estate,infrastructure, superstructure, labour force, experience and funding.Modernization requires significant investment. Since property rights in area of port is sharedand activities are divided among multiple entities with different financial and fundingopportunities, any major investments and modernization is from time and legal and financialpoint of view significantly limited.Implementation measures
Lease of currently not used property (land, storage capacities)Taking into consideration previous studies elaborated in relation to development of publicports of Bratislava and Komárno, currently, Landlord model is recommended forimplementation. In view of the limited access to land, previous activities have been limited tothe letting of sites by the port authority. Technical parameters and design of infrastructureand superstructures and, in the case of non-dominant operators, access to engineeringnetworks and infrastructure are transferred to tenants / operators.  In addition, thehydrodynamic conditions of floating port facilities in the conditions of the Bratislava port alsorequire technical and technological knowledge that cannot normally be expected from smallertenants. Implementation of full Land Lord Model considered as solution the most compliantwith Public Ports, jsc from the financial and operational point of view. In order to ensuremaximum port facility control and decision-making powers, the owner's recommendedstructure is when the port owns all the land and port infrastructure.Ports that operate on this model include most of the ports in the EU, such as Hamburg,Rotterdam, Antwerp, but also New York and Singapore. This port model is currently dominantbetween medium and large ports. In the Landlord model, land and infrastructure are leasedto private companies or businesses such as logistics companies, refineries, tanker terminalsand chemical plants. Rentals that private companies pay for chartering land port is usually afixed amount per square meter and a year typically indexed at a certain rate of inflation. Theamount of the rent depends, among other things, on the costs of preparing and constructingthe infrastructure. Private entities operating in the port maintain their own technologies andbuildings (offices, warehouses, workshops), and procuring and installing their own
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equipment on the terminal grounds. Employees are mostly employed by private entitiesoperating in the port and in some cases part of staff may be selected from the internal marketfor employees within the port.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Public ports, jsc, ,Slovenská plavba a prístavy, jscProposed duration: not yet concludedProposed time frame: not yet concluded

Objective 4: Improvement of communication with public authorities on planned
activitiesCommunication with public partners is inevitable conditions for an efficient implementationof ongoing projects and search for new project ideas. Existence of functional communicationflow avoids misunderstandings, unnecessary delays and generally fosters trust andcooperation. Some measures have been implemented to strengthen communication among allpartners involved.Implementation measures
Regular coordination meeting with relevant public stakeholders / authoritiesPublic ports, jsc in in contact with public and private stakeholders involved in inlandwaterway transportation. Current status of relations in the area of public ports in Bratislavaand Komárno acts as constraint for many of potential development activities. Therefore,Public ports is in many areas limited to indirect actions only. One of them is to benefit fromdirect communication channel with Ministry of Transport and Construction of the SlovakRepublic. There the company receives current information necessary for implementation ofongoing and planning of new project activities.Meeting where representative of Public ports, jsc meet representatives of Ministry ofTransport and Construction of the Slovak Republic and together discuss current relevanttopics and present ideas and visions related to ongoing and planned projects take placeregularly. Communication of other stakeholders, mostly those that are involved in activitiesin the area of public ports of Bratislava and Komárno take place ad hoc, not on regular basis.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Public ports, jsc, Ministry of Transport and Construction of the SlovakRepublicProposed duration: ongoingProposed time frame: ongoing
Potential stakeholders involved:

 Public ports, jsc
 Ministry of Transport and Construction of the Slovak Republic
 Slovenská plavba a prístavy, jsc
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Estimated timeline:Ongoing
Objective 5: Proactive initiation of internal projectsAccording to Law on Inland Navigation the company Public ports, jsc has been established toensure the preparation and implementation of the construction of public ports, including theprocessing of short and long-term concepts of their development, as well as the provision ofoperation, registration, maintenance and repairs of facilities in the area of public ports.Currently the infrastructure at public ports needs to reflect the requirements for port servicesand infrastructure and the feasibility study will develop the scope and objectives of necessarymodernization. Public ports, jsc actively participates on multiple international projects.However, the modernization and future development of public ports is being covered byinternal projects in the full responsibility of the company with various funding schemes.Currently ongoing internal projects are described in more detail in Objective 1 and Objective2.Implementation measures
Trainings and education of internal staffPublic ports, jsc supports the increase of knowledge of its employees related to legislation,project management, documentation, project funding, port administration and internalexchange of know-how. Employees participate on conferences and trainings organized bypublic authorities.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Public ports, jsc, Ministry of Transport and Construction of the SlovakRepublicProposed duration: ongoingProposed time frame: ongoing
Estimated timeline:Ongoing
Funding:Own resources
Objective 6:  Increase of competitiveness & Improvement of multimodality to promote
combined transportationMajor milestone to achieve is modernization of services in public port Bratislava bysupporting the deployment of alternative fuel infrastructure and construction of the mostsuitable waste collection and treatment solution in the public port of Bratislava to contributeto reducing negative environmental impacts of the port activities. The implementation of thecurrent projects will contribute to the greening of the public port Bratislava in line with therequirements for the alternative fuels in public port within the EU countries.
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In case of dislocation of current transshipment of liquid and loose materials from the area ofthe Winter Port into the Pálenisko basin, it is necessary to build new reinforced surfaces andfollow-up access communications. At the same time, it is necessary to complete the marginsfor the landing of vessels for the purpose of loading and unloading goods and materials. Themodernization and completion of ports and reinforced surfaces should cover all the land usedin the past for transshipment, storage currently unloaded by lease agreements with otherentities. By building new reinforced surfaces, a space for transshipment of goods andmaterials will be created around the banks of the Pálenisko basin by new transshipmenttechnologies.Major challenge still lies in the non-standard division of ownership relationships betweenPublic ports, jsc, which owns land and major port operator (Slovenská plavba a prístavy, jsc)owning infrastructure and superstructure in public ports and long-term leasing the land fromPublic ports, jsc. This has to be resolved as the first step in any kind of modernization strategy.Implementation measures
Increasing the transhipment capacities using the previously unused area owned by
Public ports, jscLaw, under which Public ports jsc was established exhaustively lists its responsibilities. Thecompany is not directly involved in any kind of transportation or transhipment and it does nothold any cargo fleet. Such activities are exclusively provided by port operators and theircontractual partners. Transhipment technology in the area of public ports Bratislava andKomárno is not being used on 100% and transhipment equipment requires modernization.Construction of new facilities covered by Public ports, jsc next to existing transhipmentequipment owned by port operator would cause competition with no added value. Since oneof milestones for future development is renegotiation of future ownership relations, such typeof activities will be based on the future setup and cannot be planned in advance.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Public ports, jsc, ,Slovenská plavba a prístavy, jsc, Ministry of Transportand Construction of the Slovak RepublicProposed duration: not yet concludedProposed time frame: not yet concluded
Objective 7: Trade negotiations with port operatorsCurrent non-standard setup of ownership relations in the area of public ports of Bratislavaand Komárno has negative impact on internal competition between multiple port operators.Establishment of measures that enable and support internal competitions would widen thedevelopment activities and increase the level of provided services qualitatively andquantitatively.  Crucial milestone that has to be achieved is clear definition of future setup ofownership relations among multiple parties to the land, infrastructure, superstructure.Taking into consideration previous studies elaborated in relation to development of publicports of Bratislava and Komárno, currently, Landlord model is recommended forimplementation. In view of the limited access to land, previous activities have been limited tothe letting of sites by the port authority. Technical parameters and design of infrastructure
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and superstructures and, in the case of non-dominant operators, access to engineeringnetworks and infrastructure are transferred to tenants / operators.  In addition, thehydrodynamic conditions of floating port facilities in the conditions of the Bratislava port alsorequire technical and technological knowledge that cannot normally be expected from smallertenants. Implementation of full Land Lord Model considered as solution the most compliantwith Public Ports jsc from the financial and operational point of view. In order to ensuremaximum port facility control and decision-making powers, the owner's recommendedstructure is when the port owns all land and port infrastructure.Implementation measures
Setup of current non-standard division of ownership relationsBefore any considerable development activities in the port, it is necessary to resolve the non-standard relationships in the port and establish ownership rights to the port infrastructure infavour of the port authority, Public ports jsc. Existing commercial relations, therefore,together with the provision of insufficient funds, constitute one of the main obstacles to thefurther development of public ports in Slovakia. A key step to ensure optimal portdevelopment, as per multiple studies carried out in the past, is to acquire the ownership of theinfrastructure. In order to achieve this, four options for resolving the current non-standardsetting of port ownership relations in the port are considerable, namely:

 Acquisition of infrastructure from a private legal entity / current owner and majorport operator;
 Establishment of a joint venture with a private entity / current owner and major portoperator;
 Replacement of part of land owned by Public ports, jsc for infrastructure owned by aprivate entity and major port operator (SWAP);
 Expropriation of infra and super structure as last and the most extreme way toacquire an ownership.To solve the current situation, it must be respected that major port operator has not onlyundeniable ownership relationship with the property acquired in the privatization processbut at the same time provides the decisive volume of performances at the Bratislava freightport.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Public ports, jsc, ,Slovenská plavba a prístavy, jsc, Ministry of Transportand Construction of the Slovak RepublicProposed duration: not yet concludedProposed time frame: not yet concluded
Renegotiation after expiration of existing contractsCurrent relations in the area of public ports in Slovakia are derived from long-term leaseagreements with the current dominant operator, SPaP, enabling the lease of most usable land.In addition, formulation of some lease agreements makes it possible to lease land further to
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third parties. Such situation multiplies the number of involved stakeholders with no directlegal relation and obligations towards Public ports, jsc. This conflicting ownership structureand ongoing discussions between several parties over the past period led to a stagnation ofthe Bratislava and Komárno Ports. However, long-term lease contracts are concluded for thelimited time period and that opens the area for re-negotiation of mutual relations for thefuture. Public ports, jsc as port authority will follow the path specified in previous studies andthat is to provide steps necessary for implementation of full Landlord port administrationmodel in the area of public ports of Bratislava and Komárno. The fact that ports have theirstrategic importance and the vast majority of the land is clustered as Priority InvestmentProperty, such negotiations will require involvement of many stakeholders, not only fromprivate sector but also from Ministries and multiple public authorities.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Public ports, jsc, ,Slovenská plavba a prístavy, jsc, Ministry of Transportand Construction of the Slovak RepublicProposed duration: not yet concludedProposed time frame: not yet concluded

Determination of minimum transhipment performance of port operator(s)Law, under which Public ports, jsc was established exhaustively lists its responsibilities. Thecompany is not directly involved in any kind of transportation or transhipment. Such activitiesare exclusively provided by port operations and their contractual partners. Therefore, theinfluence of the company Public ports, jsc on the volume of transhipped goods is significantlylimited. It is then necessary to find another way to motivate subject in public ports to makeprogress in terms of quantity, quality, eco-friendliness and such. One of considerablemeasures to motivate subjects that are involved in activities related to transportation andtranshipment to increase their performance, more actively search for new transhipmentopportunities and expand in general is mentioned determination of minimum transhipmentperformance of port operator(s).The most important factor that limits the development of public port in general is currentsetup of ownership relation. This makes also impossible for new port operators to access thearea of public ports. Any kind of implementation of such measures is conditional upon re-negotiation of the whole model of port´s administration and management. Master plans forpublic ports of Bratislava and Komárno that are currently being prepared, in combination withsubsequent Feasibility studies will define the most suitable strategy with particular measuresto be implemented.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Public ports, jsc, ,Slovenská plavba a prístavy, jsc, Ministry of Transportand Construction of the Slovak RepublicProposed duration: not yet concluded :Proposed time frame: not yet concluded

Potential stakeholders involved:
 Public ports, jsc
 Slovenská plavba a prístavy, jsc
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 Ministry of Transport and Construction of the Slovak Republic
 Dalby, jsc
 Port services, jsc
 Slovenský plynárenský priemysel, a.s.

Estimated timeline:Not yet concluded
Objective 8: Increase of reactiveness related to public funding opportunitiesCurrent technical state of public ports, infrastructure and transhipment technologies is theresult of decades of transformations, non-standard property relations and underfunding. Oneof the most limiting factors during the past period was the (im)possibility to use publicfunding. Despite that the Operation Programme “Transport” implemented in the years 2007– 2013, was allocated almost 30% of the total volume of funds for the whole period, the inlandwater transport was not included in its scope. Obtaining of EU funds thus required revisingthe Operation Programme. Except from the EU sources of co-financing, neither the SlovakState budget did designate funds for infrastructural improvement of inland waterbornetransport. Lack of financial sources and opportunities for their obtaining was thus observedas one of the main obstacles of the Danube Ports development.Implementation measures
Continuous monitoring of information sources of public support in order to provide a
prompt reaction by the company in case of suitable callsSince inland water transport is not excluded anymore it is possible to apply for public fundingfor projects related to waterway transport. Unfortunately, this is not available for all ports.Operational Programme Integrated Infrastructure (OP II) enables support of inland watertransport but only in the port of Bratislava. The ports of Komárno and Štúrovo are not eligible.This is caused by the fact, that eligible beneficiaries have been pre-selected by the SlovakMinistry of Transport and Construction and, among other subjects, include the Public ports,jsc. The total volume of allocated funds for all types of transport is 3.139 billion EUR out ofwhich 137 million EUR is addressed for the water transport. OP II aims to support multimodalsingle European transport area by investments into the TEN-T network, including theimprovement of services provided in the public port in Bratislava. This budget is administeredby the Slovak Ministry of Transport and Construction of the Slovak republic. This ministry alsoacts on behalf of the Slovak republic as founder of the company Public ports, jsc.Public ports jsc in cooperation with external expert elaborated National state aid report underthe project DAPhNE in 2018 that summarized current opportunities for usage of publicfunding. Company as well actively participates on regular coordination meetings at theMinistry of Transport and Construction of the Slovak Republic where the status of ongoingprojects is discussed as well as future intentions for developments and increase of the level ofservices provided in the area of public ports in Bratislava and Komárno.
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Company implemented active monitoring of public / governmental / EU websites related tofunding opportunities in order to be immediately awarded in case of suitable opportunity.Within the subscription to governmental Partner search program under 3rdCall for Proposal(Danube Transnational Programme) company receives on almost daily basis overview of newproject ideas and calls for cooperation from the whole Danube region.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Public ports, jscProposed duration: ongoingProposed time frame: ongoing

Potential stakeholders involved:
 Public ports, jsc
 Ministry of Transport and Construction of the Slovak Republic

Estimated timeline:Ongoing
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7.3 Hungary

7.3.1 MissionThe common mission for ports in Hungary is:
“To deliver port services along the full Hungarian Danube section in a standardised good quality
in a transparent and cooperative market environment.”A common mission of the ports in Hungary to assure the accessibility of the Danube waterwaytransportation on the full Hungarian section of the Danube. Currently, the modal share andthe exploitation of the inland waterway freight transportation is far below the optimum. Therole of the ports is to make intermodal services available for market players. The Hungarianports make joint efforts to make the port services visible and transparent for the transportmarket, and standardise the service level in order to promote port services and IWWtransportation as a whole.
7.3.2 VisionThe vision of Hungarian ports is:
“To become highly efficient multimodal hubs integrating inland waterway transportation into
the complex intermodal transportation system of the region.”As cargo volumes increase and logistic chains and intermodal transport services are becomingmore and more complex, inland waterway transportation in the Danube region can only besuccessful if becomes fully integrated into the intermodal transportation system. In thisintegration, ports play the key role as multimodal hubs connecting IWW with road and rail.The efficiency and service level of the ports will make trimodal integration happen. For thisefficiency, the ports shall use the latest state of the art technologies in cargo handling, storage,IT and all other logistic services.
7.3.3 Objectives and measuresOn the basis of the cumulative SWOT analysis (Annex I) of the port industry in Hungary, aswell as the methodology described in Chapter 7.1, Table 16 demonstrates various strategies(strategic objectives) of the Hungarian port industry.
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Table 16: Strategic development objectives for port industry in Hungary

Opportunities(external, positive)O1: development of training andflexible working technologies (incl.e-learning, teleworking)O2: increasing container transportvolumeO3: increasing railway freightvolumeO4: increasing volume of potentialro-ro freightO5: higher efficiency inmultimodalityO6: the settlement of newindustries with intermodaltranshipment needs in HungaryO7: new funding sources for portdevelopment

Threats(external, negative)T1: limited Danube navigationconditionsT2: competition of neighbouringportsT3: increasing exposure to floodT4: old and limited vessel fleetT5: unmatured and unclarifiedregulatory system for state aid toportsT6: competitive disadvantage ofwaterborne transport intechnological developmentcompared to rail and road
Strengths(internal, positive)S1: strong networking ofHungarian ports (HFIP)S2: coverage of the Hungariansection of the Danube with inlandportsS3: optimal geographical locationof ports along the DanubeS4: significant reserves intranshipment capacitiesS5: strong market position in thetranshipment of cereals

Strength-Opportunity
strategies
Which of the port industry strengths
can be used to maximize the
opportunities that were identified?S1O1: cooperative networks in HRdevelopment between HungarianportsS3O6: attracting new companiesand industries into portsS4O2: increasing containertranshipment volume within portsS4O4: increasing ro-rotranshipment volume within ports

Strength-Threat strategies
How can the port industry’s strengths
be used to minimize the identified
threats?S1T1: agreement on self-regulatory elements of the marketto assure transparency and faircompetitionS1T5T6: representation of thecommon interests andcooperation with the governmentto improve the regulatoryframeworkS1S2S3T6: joint promotion ofIWW transportation for potentialusers

Weaknesses(internal, negative)W1: outdated and degraded portinfrastructure (both basic andaccess infrastructure)W2: low storage capacitiesW3: lack of experienced humanresource in port operationsW4:  limited scope of professionaltrainings in port management andlogisticsW5: limited multimodality inseveral portsW6: outdated and manual portlogistics systems, poor IT supportW6: exposure to seasonality

Weakness-Opportunity
strategies
Which actions can be taken to
minimize the port industry’s
weaknesses using the opportunities
that were identified?W2O6: improved storage facilitiesin portsW3W7O1: human resourcedevelopment of existing and to-beport staffW5O2: increasing containertranshipment volume within portsW5O5: introducing newtechnologies for transhipmentefficiency

Weakness-Threat strategies
How can the port industry’s
weaknesses be minimized in order to
avoid the threats?W1T1: assuring a minimum of 2,5draft along the Hungarian sectionof the DanubeW5T6: improving multimodalityto promote combinedtransportationW6T6: introducing port logisticsinformation system
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W7: limited foreign language skillsW8: lack of a comprehensive, long-term strategy for the port industry W2W3W5W6O7: introducing newfunding schemes for portdevelopmentW8O7: agreement on acomprehensive long-termstrategy
(Source: HFIP)Below table summarizes the strategies (strategic objectives) and their correspondingdevelopment measures necessary to reach the objectives and implement the agreed strategy.

Table 17: Strategic objectives and necessary development measures for Hungarian ports

Country Strategic objectives Necessary development measures

HU

Cooperative networks in HR developmentbetween Hungarian ports  sharing good practices
 introducing training and employment standardsof portsAttracting new companies and industriesinto ports  joint promotion and marketing
 cooperation with investment promotionagencies

Increasing container transhipment volumewithin ports
 development of technologies for moving andstoring containers
 joint promotion and marketing
 cooperation with investment promotionagenciesIncreasing ro-ro transhipment volumewithin ports  joint promotion and marketing
 cooperation with investment promotionagenciesAgreement on self-regulatory elements ofthe market to assure transparency and faircompetition  elaborating and introducing self-regulatorystandards by the Hungarian Federation ofDanube PortsRepresentation of the common interestsand cooperation with the government toimprove the regulatory framework
 continuous cooperation with relevantgovernment bodies (including the EuropeanCommission and the State Aid Monitoring Officein Hungary)Joint promotion of IWW transportation forpotential users  joint promotion and marketingImproved storage facilities in ports  building new storage facilities in portsHuman resource development of existingand to-be port staff  elaboration of training programmes
 implementation of training coursesIntroducing new technologies fortranshipment efficiency  RTDI projects for new technologies
 investing in new transshipment technologiesIntroducing new funding schemes for portdevelopment  cooperation with government bodies to developnew schemesAgreement on a comprehensive long-termstrategy  comprehensive industrial assessment
 strategy elaboration
 identification of key projectsAssuring min 2,5m draught along theHungarian section of the Danube  joint lobbying and cooperation with governmentbodies
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Country Strategic objectives Necessary development measuresImproving multimodality to promotecombined transportation  multimodality investments in portsIntroducing port logistics informationsystem  development of port specific IT systems
 development of a national port management ITsystem

(Source: HFIP)

Objective 1: Cooperative networks in HR development between Hungarian portsGood quality human resources represent a crucial factor for the efficiency and the service levelof the ports. Meanwhile, during the last years Hungarian ports have been facing newchallenges in the field of HR. Quality workforce is becoming less accessible, wages are growingdynamically – therefore the ports need to react and adapt their HR strategies accordingly.Implementing measures
Sharing good practicesThere are emerging good practices in HR management among Hungarian port operators asemployers. Sharing and adapting these good practices make all the ports more successful inthe employment market. Good practices cover typically:

 the introduction of flexible employment models in ports;
 introducing technological developments, automation and robotics solution to make theuse of live workforce more efficient;
 employer branding;
 corporate further training models;
 performance measurement and motivation models;
 re-designing business processes and work positions for better efficiency.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port operators, HFIP, specialized consultancy companies, DPNProposed duration: 36 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 48

Introducing training and employment standards of portsDeveloping training and employment standards for ports is the basis of any joint efforts in thefield of human resource management and development. It shall include the defining andstandardising the work positions and the respective competence requirements, that can serveas a basis for designing port-specific training and traineeship programmes (see also Objective9).
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Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port operators, HFIP, Ministry of Finance State Secretariat for LabourMarket and Training, universities, training institutionsProposed duration: 24 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 36
Objective 2: Attracting new companies and industries into portsThe best way to increase transhipment volumes and thus market share of the ports is to attractnew companies and industries into ports and nearby industrial parks. The target groupsinclude both logistics and transport companies and industrial plants. The local presence ofthese companies in ports will automatically promote their use of the ports’ services andexploit the opportunities of IWW transportation.Implementing measures
Joint promotion and marketingCurrently ports are poorly promoted as industrial investment sites, and also, thecommunication strategy of the nearby industrial parks usually does not emphasise theproximity of the port as an advantage. Through a well-designed and systematic promotion andmarketing activity, ports can be placed on the map of the investment sites, and also on themental map of the potential investors.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, HFIP, Minister responsible for nationalassets, DPN, local municipalitiesProposed duration: 84 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 96
Cooperation with investment promotion agenciesMost of the major industrial investments in Hungary selects the location for the investment incooperation with the national (HIPA – Hungarian Investment Promotion Agency) or one of thelocal investment promotion agencies. Ports will strongly cooperate with these agencies to usetheir network and capacities to attract industrial investors into Hungarian ports.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): HIPA, Port authorities, port operators, HFIP, Minister responsible fornational assets, local municipalitiesProposed duration: 84 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 96
Objective 3: Increasing container transhipment volume within portsTo reach market stability and underpin growth, ports need to diversify in cargo types.Container transport has a rapidly growing market share and represent a cargo type that ishighly intermodal. Waterborne container transportation on the Danube is although relativelymodest, but rapidly growing segment especially between Romania and Hungary. Beingpresent on the container transport segment is of crucial importance for ports.
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Implementing measures
Development of technologies for moving and storing containersThe ports need to become technologically prepared for efficiently moving and storingcontainers. This requires technological development in both equipment (e.g. cranes, reachstackers), infrastructure (storage facilities) and IT solutions (e.g. smart sensors, containermanagement systems).

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Selected port operatorsProposed duration: 72 monthsProposed time frame: Month 25 – Month 96
Joint promotion and marketingThe joint promotion and marketing measures described under Objective 2 shall also includecommunication messages positioning ports as multimodal container terminals.

Proposed responsible organisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, HFIP, Ministerresponsible for national assets, DPN, localmunicipalitiesProposed duration: 84 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 96
Cooperation with investment promotion agenciesThe cooperation with national local investment promotion agencies described underObjective 2 shall also include the collaboration in identifying investors seeking investmentsites for container logistics investments.

Proposed responsible organisation(s): HIPA, Port authorities, port operators, HFIP,Minister responsible for national assets, localmunicipalitiesProposed duration: 84 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 96
Objective 4: Increasing ro-ro transhipment volume within portsTo reach market stability and underpin growth, ports need to diversify in cargo types. Themarket developments of last years proved that there is an important and viable marketopportunity for ro-ro transhipment in Danube ports, especially for new cars as cargo, servingthe dynamically growing automotive industry in Hungary and Slovakia. Technologicalcapacities for ro-ro transhipment exist in Hungarian ports, however, there is a large room toincrease volumes.
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Implementing measures
Joint promotion and marketingRecent market analysis in the automotive sector show that an important factor for not usingIWW transportation (and therefore, ports) by certain manufacturers is the lack of knowledgeon the waterborne transport opportunities. Therefore, joint promotion and marketingmeasures described under Objective 2 shall also include communication messages positioningports as intermodal hubs for rolling cargo.

Proposed responsible organisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, HFIP, Ministerresponsible for national assets, DPN, localmunicipalitiesProposed duration: 84 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 96
Cooperation with investment promotion agenciesPractically all of the automotive industry investments during the last years selected heinvestment location based on the cooperation with the investment promotion agencies.Therefore, it is very important that these agencies should know and inform potential investorsabout the opportunities offered by IWW transportation. This shall become the integral part ofthe cooperation with national local investment promotion agencies described under Objective2.

Proposed responsible organisation(s): HIPA, Port authorities, port operators, HFIP,Minister responsible for national assets, localmunicipalitiesProposed duration: 84 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 96
Objective 5: Agreement on self-regulatory elements of the market to assure
transparency and fair competitionPorts need to cooperate to create and strengthen the transparency of the market of portservices, in order to promote the confidence of the consumers in the port industry as a whole.Implementing measures
Elaborating and introducing self-regulatory standards by the Hungarian Federation of
Danube PortsFor this purpose, Hungarian ports have already started to develop self-regulatory elements.The General Conditions of Contract (KÁSZ) for ports exists since 2015. The KÁSZ will beregularly updated and further self-regulatory standards will be elaborated.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): HFIPProposed duration: 96 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 96
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Objective 6: Representation of the common interests and cooperation with the
government to improve the regulatory frameworkThe law on inland waterway transportation of Hungary – also regulating the operation ofports – was adopted in 1999. The twenty-year-old regulatory framework needs to be updated,tailored to the current regulatory needs of the industry and harmonised with the latest EUlaw, including competition rules for the state aid to ports.Implementing measures
Continuous cooperation with relevant government bodies (including the European
Commission and the State Aid Monitoring Office in Hungary)The HFIP as the representative body of Hungarian ports shall closely cooperate with theMinistry of Innovation and Technology and the Hungarian State Aid Office to jointly design thenew regulatory framework for ports.

Proposed responsible organisation(s): HFIP, Ministry of Innovation and Technologyand the Hungarian State Aid OfficeProposed duration: 30 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 30
Objective 7: Joint promotion of IWW transportation for potential usersRecent market analysis show that an important factor for not using IWW transportation (andtherefore, ports) by cargo owners and freight forwarders is the lack of knowledge on thewaterborne transport opportunities. Therefore, targeted promotion is needed to provide thepotential users with reliable information.Implementation measures
Joint promotion and marketingPorts shall jointly act in order to launch a promotion and information campaign targeting allpotential users, positioning inland waterway transportation and port services. This campaignshall focus on key messages that would influence the modal shift decisions made by cargoowners and freight forwarders. This promotion campaign shall run in an integrated way withthe communication activities described under Objectives 2, 3 and 4.

Proposed responsible organisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, HFIP,Ministry of Innovation and Technology, DPNProposed duration: 84 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 96
Objective 8: Improved storage facilities in portsIn order to improve the competitiveness of the ports, vertical diversification in the field oflogistic services is also needed. Namely, the improvement of storage capacities for differenttypes of goods is necessary. Ports offering solely loading and unloading services are very muchdependent economically on the water level and navigability of the Danube. Meanwhile, ports
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offering various storage services not only provide higher added value, but they can rely on all-year-around incomes.Implementing measures
Building new storage facilities in portsBuilding new storage facilities such as warehouses, silos or open-air storages, according to thegoods already serviced in the respective ports, or for goods that are subject to futurediversification of the port.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port operatorsProposed duration: 96 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 96
Objective 9: Human resource development of existing and to-be port staffPorts shall cooperate in order to organise the training activities adequately answering the HRneeds of the ports. This has already been launched by HFIP and the University of Dunaújváros,by elaborating and successfully piloting a standardised training programme for portmanagers. This can serve as a model for further training programme development andimplementation.Implementing measures
Elaboration of training programmesDesign and elaboration of port-specific training programmes, according to the competencerequirements identified for the different standard work positions at ports (see Objective 1).This would include shorter (max 9 month) training programmes and courses to offermaximum flexibility and fast responsiveness to the human resource development needs of theHungarian ports. The possibility for the international recognition of the training programmesshall also be assessed.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): HFIP, University of Dunaújváros, training institutionsProposed duration: 24 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 36
Implementation of training coursesThe developed training programmes and training courses shall be implemented incollaboration with various training institutions, that are legally entitled to run acknowledgedtraining programmes, and operate a traineeship programme for the port industry.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): HFIP, University of Dunaújváros, training institutionsProposed duration: 72 monthsProposed time frame: Month 25 – Month 96
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Objective 10: Introducing new technologies for transhipment efficiencyLogistics and transport services are technology intensive and very responsive to technologicaldevelopments. Currently, several significant technological changes are influencing the life ofports, including new intermodal technologies, automation, robotics, smart and AI solutions,block-chain based systems, alternative fuels, energy efficiency solutions etc. In order toremain competitive, ports shall follow the pace, or even, become the forerunners of adaptingthe latest technologies.Implementing measures
RTDI projects for new technologiesResearch and technological development projects need to carried out in order to adapt andintroduce the latest technological development into the context of port operations. This wouldinclude several initiatives, e.g. smart sensor based internal traffic management systems forports, block chain based transport management solutions, use of LNG and electricallypowered equipment in ports, etc.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, MLSZKSZ. Ministry of Innovation andTechnology, National Office for RTDI, Budapest University od Technologyand EconomicsProposed duration: 72 monthsProposed time frame: Month 25 – Month 96
Investing in new transshipment technologiesManaging the modal shift of goods (loading goods from one transport mode to another) is thecore service of ports. Technological development shall focus on raising the efficiency –especially reducing loading time – of the modal shift. This requires investment in the latesttechnologies offering fast and efficient intermodal loading.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port operatorsProposed duration: 96 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 96
Objective 11: Introducing new funding schemes for port developmentMarket failures in the port industry – especially the unbalanced market competition betweenIWW and other transport modes – does not allow for a fully market-based financing of theport developments. State aid measures are needed to promote the necessary investments inports.
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Implementing measures
Cooperation with government bodies to develop new schemesThe HFIP as the representative body of Hungarian cargo ports is cooperating with ministriesand other government institutions, in order to design state aid schemes that are well reflectingthe development needs of the ports, while in full conformity with the competition policy rulesof the EU. These schemes are developed as part of the preparation for the post-2020 EUfunding period.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): HFIP, Ministry of Innovation and Technology, State Aid Office, specializedconsulting companiesProposed duration: 18 monthsProposed time frame: Month 7 – Month 24
Objective 12: Agreement on a comprehensive long-term strategyAll the above objectives shall be discussed and agreed by all relevant stakeholders includingthe ports, the Government, freight forwarders and logistic service providers, and the Danubemunicipalities. This is currently being implemented as part of the elaboration of the NationalMaster Plan for Port Development.Implementing measures
Comprehensive industrial assessmentA detailed analysis is carried out assessing the current status of Hungarian ports, the marketneeds and future expectations. The assessment uses various tools such as market studies,questionnaire surveys, statistical analysis and technological assessment of the ports.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of Innovation and Technology, MAHART, HFIP, EX ANTEConsultingProposed duration: 3 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 3
Strategy elaborationAs part of the National Master Plan for Port Development, a comprehensive developmentstrategy is being elaborated and discussed by all relevant stakeholders of the Hungarian portindustry.

Proposed responsible organisation(s): Ministry of Innovation and Technology,MAHART, HFIP, EX ANTE ConsultingProposed duration: 6 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 6
Identification of key projectsDeriving from the strategy, the most important key projects for port development are to beidentified and elaborated. The projects form organic part of the National Master Plan for PortDevelopment.
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Proposed responsible organisation(s): Ministry of Innovation and Technology,MAHART, HFIP, EX ANTE ConsultingProposed duration: 6 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 6
Objective 13: Assuring min 2,5m draught along the Hungarian section of the DanubePort industry, naturally, is very much dependent on the navigability conditions of the Danube.Currently the navigability of the Hungarian section of the river is in very bad condition: during2018, fully loaded vessels were unable to navigate for more than half of the year. For thebusiness stability of the port industry, a calculable and reliable navigability situation must bereached on the Danube.Implementing measures
Joint lobbying and cooperation with government bodiesIn February 2019, the elaboration of the National Master Plan for Danube WaterwayDevelopment was launched in Hungary. During the elaboration of the master plan, ports shallact jointly to represent the interests of the port industry regarding waterway development.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, HFIP, Ministry of Innovation andTechnology, DPN, Consortium preparing the Master PlanProposed duration: 36 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 36
Objective 14: Improving multimodality to promote combined transportationAs cargo volumes increase and logistic chains and intermodal transport services are becomingmore and more complex, inland waterway transportation in the Danube region can only besuccessful if becomes fully integrated into the intermodal transportation system. In thisintegration, ports play the key role as multimodal hubs connecting IWW with road and rail.This requires the high quality accessibility of ports via road and rail.Implementing measures
Multimodality investments in portsIn order to establish and improve the multimodal accessibility of ports, the missing links andlast mile connections shall be built or renovated, for both rail and road.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, Ministry of Innovation and Technology, NIF, localmunicipalitiesProposed duration: 60 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 72
Objective 15: Introducing port logistics information systemTechnological preparedness of Hungarian ports definitely requires the development andintroduction of IT systems effectively supporting the functioning of the ports.
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Implementing measures
Development of port specific IT systemsPort specific IT systems shall be designed and implemented in each Hungarian cargo port.These systems shall support the management of the everyday operation in the ports, includingtraffic management, vehicle recognition and access systems, internal communication betweenthe different port operators within the port, goods and cargo handling and security.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, HFIP, IT companiesProposed duration: 48 monthsProposed time frame: Month 7 – Month 54
Development of a national port management IT systemThe overall objective of this Action, currently implemented as part of a CEF funded project, isto develop an integrated inland port ICT application to streamline administrative formalitiesthrough better use of information, communication and positioning technologies. To deliver onthe overall objective, the Action will develop, test and validate an integrated inland portinformation system in line with the provision of Commission Regulation (EC) No 414/2007 of13 March 2007. It consists of four activities:

 project management;
 design of pilot system;
 pilot system implementation and testing, and
 exploitation of results.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): RSOE, HFIP, Ministry of Innovation and TechnologyProposed duration: 18 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 18
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7.4 Croatia

7.4.1 Mission

“To establish preconditions for providing efficient and high-quality port service”All inland ports in Croatia have one common thing, that is not sufficient and moderninfrastructure and subsequently superstructure. Same situation is with Vukovar Port, onlyCroatian port on Danube River. Infra and superstructure, together with service performanceinfluence directly on the Port’s work.Making the preconditions for good service providing means that port must have goodinfrastructure and superstructure in order to be able to obtain its job. One of the preconditionsis making a good basis for the port development in the sense of concessions grantingprocesses to be as less complicated as possible.
7.4.2 Vision

“To have one modern, state of the art port infrastructure and high-quality recognizable port
service public port on Danube in Croatia”.Future Vukovar Port development should be built on well planned and analysed strategicdocuments basis and mid-term plans together with concession granting plans. All thosedocuments should foresee realistic scenario for the port development and the role of the Portof Vukovar positioned on the international market that should have consequently high-qualityand recognizable port service.
7.4.3 Objectives and measuresOn the basis of the cumulative SWOT analysis (Annex I) of the port industry in Croatia, as wellas the methodology described in Chapter 7.1, Table 18 demonstrates various strategies(strategic objectives) of the Croatian port industry.

Table 18: Strategic development objectives for port industry in Croatia

Opportunities(external, positive)O1: Good position of port on theDanubeO2: Navigability during the wholeyearO3: Accessibility - goodconnectivity with main roadcorridors and railway connectionO4: Favourable geographicallocation on European transportcorridor VII

Threats(external, negative)T1: Lack of port capacitiesT2: Lack of the vertical quayT3: Limited space of the port areawhich is also in the process ofdecreasingT4: Various owners of the landwithin the port areaT5: Lack of financial means forbuying off the landT6: Long periods of realization
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O5: Establishing the port area as100% state owned and managedO6: Legal rules flexibilityimprovement in order to enablebetter market adjustments forport operatorsO7: Finding new financialinvestments opportunities(public-private partnership, EUfunds)O8: Building new capacities inaccordance with market demandsO9: Designating the railway(subject of the future railwaymodernization project) forindustrial purposes and returningthis part into port area010: Regulation of the port bankO11: Preparation of qualitystrategic and concession plans forportO12: Marketing activitiesimprovement

T7: Lack of strategic mid-termdevelopment plansT8: Part of the port area – landtogether with infrastructureprivately ownedT9: The entrance to the port is notadjusted – it is difficult to managethe port trafficT10: Lack of long term agreementsbetween port operators and portusers

Strengths(internal, positive)S1: State interest – investment andmanagement guaranteeS2: State interest protection byport authority – public serviceactivities defined by the lawS3: Port management – one bodyport authorityS4: Port area – mostly state ownedS5: Public port accessibility for allusers under same conditionsS6: Continuity of port servicesguaranteedS7: Long term experience of portservices providingS8: Marketing activitiesimprovementS9: EU projects experienceS10: Educated staff of portauthority

Strength-Opportunity
strategies

Which of the port industry strengths
can be used to maximize the
opportunities that were identified?S1S2S3S4S5O5: Defining the portarea of inland public ports 100%state owned and managed by thestate body (port authorities).S8S9O7O8: Using the financialopportunities for achieving thefunds for modernization & newport capacities.

Strength-Threat strategies

How can the port industry’s strengths
be used to minimize the identified
threats?S1S5S10T7T8T9: Preparation ofhigh quality port developmentplans which shall be basis forconcessions granting and PPPopportunities.

Weaknesses(internal, negative)W1: No stabile market and trafficfor port operators – insecurityW2: Costs of buying off the landW3: Long expropriationprocedures (when the ownerrefuses to sell his land)

Weakness-Opportunity
strategies

Which actions can be taken to
minimize the port industry’s
weaknesses using the opportunities
that were identified?

Weakness-Threat strategies

How can the port industry’s
weaknesses be minimized in order to
avoid the threats?W7W10T1T8T9: Strategicplanning together with quality
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W4: Project Canal Danube – Sava– realization uncertainty – reflectsdirectly on port developmentplansW5: Project Canal Danube – Sava– possibility of goods decreasesand current Port location changeW6: Railway – passenger traffic –instead of port developmentW7: Low quality of developmentplans which directly reflects onpossibility for EU funds applyingW8: Not fulfilling obligation ofconcession agreements by theoperators in the sense of cargoamounts and investment plansW9: Old equipment of portoperators and obsolescence oftechnologiesW10: Long procedure for portarea expanding

W8O6: Adjusting the special lawsin order to make legal rulesflexible as possible due to generalregulations (concessions).W1W7O7: Strategic plansadjusted for PPP opportunities.
concession plans preparation inorder to use port capacities to themaximum and make theconcession agreements real andfulfilled.

(Source: PAV)Below table summarizes the strategies (strategic objectives) and their correspondingdevelopment measures necessary to reach the objectives and implement the agreed strategy.
Table 19: Strategic objectives and necessary development measures for Croatian ports

Country Strategic objectives Necessary development measures

HR

S1S2S3S4S5O5: Defining the port area ofinland public ports 100% state owned andmanaged by the state body (portauthorities)
 Adjustment of the existing inland portsregulations to make preconditions for all portland within the public ports to be owned andmanaged by state port authorities
 Solving ownership issues model development
 Finding financial or other means to compensateto current land owners
 Involvement of the state body – Ministry of theSea, Transport and Infrastructure
 Defining the timeframe for activity completionS8S9O7O8: Using the financialopportunities for achieving the funds formodernization & new port capacities  Preparation of a high-quality development plans
 Education of the staff in Ministry of the Sea,Transport and Infrastructure and PortAuthorities for project preparation andimplementation
 Ensuring the financial means for preparationactivities
 Defining realistic priorities and sustainableprojects for financing
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Country Strategic objectives Necessary development measures

 Synergy between Ministry and portadministrations activitiesS1S5S10T7T8T9: Preparation of high-quality port development plans whichshall be basis for concessions granting andPPP opportunities.
 Preparation of the quality basis (master plans,feasibility studies) which shall be used fordevelopment plans of inland ports development
 Defining the roles and timeframe for basisdocuments makingW8O6: Adjusting the special laws in orderto make legal rules flexible as possible dueto general regulations (concessions).  Adjusting the current Law on Inland Navigationand Ports in order to maximize concessionsrules flexibility in inland ports especially in theterms for contract changing in accordance withmarket changes
 Foresee concessions granting upondemand/request when it is possible and not incontrary with principle of competition
 Defining the port area of inland ports 100%state owned as the measure for concessiongranting process be more efficientW1W7O7: Strategic plans adjusted for PPPopportunities  Take into account PPP regulations taken intoaccount when long-term and short-termstrategic plans preparing
 Ensuring the preconditions for PPPW7W10T1T8T9: Strategic planningtogether with quality concession planspreparation in order to use port capacitiesto the maximum and make the concessionagreements real and fulfilled.
 Strategic plans and the basis for them shouldconsist on realistic figures and possiblescenarios
 Strategic plans and concession plans should takeinto account market and economic environmentneeds and possibilities

(Source: PAV)

Objective 1: Defining the port area of inland public ports 100% state owned and
managed by the state body (port authorities)At this moment Law on Inland Navigation and Inland Ports defines public ports as ports ofspecific economic interest for the State. But the port land, in theory, could belong to differentowners what is an aggravated circumstance in port development processes. That means thatprocesses as concession granting and investments are difficult to obtain. Our opinion is thatall the port land should be owned by the State and managed by the Port Authority and thisshould be stated in afore mentioned Law.Implementation measures
Adjustment of the existing inland ports regulations to make preconditions for all port
land within the public ports to be owned and managed by state port authorities
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Existing Law on Inland Navigation and Inland Ports should be adjusted/changed in order toambiguously state that all the land within public ports must be State owned.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of the Sea, Transport and InfrastructureProposed duration: 6 monthsProposed time frame: June-November 2019

Solving ownership issues model developmentWhen the Law on Inland Navigation and Inland Ports is changed model for the ownershipissues solving should be developed. For the part of the land that could mean buying off theland, expropriation or even review of the privatization process for the part of the port land.Some of the State-owned land in the privatization process became privately owned.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of the Sea, Transport and InfrastructureProposed duration: 5 yearsProposed time frame: 2019-2024

Finding financial or other means to compensate to current land ownersIn order to achieve the goal and to have 100% land owned in the Vukovar Port, financialresources should be provided by the State and this might be the biggest obstacle in achievingthis Objective.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of the Sea, Transport and InfrastructureProposed duration: 5 yearsProposed time frame: 2019-2024

Involvement of the state body – Ministry of the Sea, Transport and InfrastructureMinistry of the Sea, Transport and Infrastructure should be involved in all activities, startingfrom defining the State policy regarding this objective and in realization of measuresdefined.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of the Sea, Transport and InfrastructureProposed duration: 5 yearsProposed time frame: 2019-2024

Defining the timeframe for activity completionOne of the inevitable parts of the process is the timeframe definition for the activities.Changing the Law is not demanding in the time sense. The most demanding part is financialresources which shall be crucial for the timeframe definition.
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Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of the Sea, Transport and Infrastructure and Vukovar PortAuthorityProposed duration: 1 monthProposed time frame: January-February 2020
Objective 2: Using the financial opportunities for achieving the funds for modernization
& new port capacitiesIn order to achieve and use good financial opportunities for port infrastructure building thereshould be good basis for that. That means good development strategies and realisticdevelopment plans. There are financial opportunities that can be used in order to achievegaining new capacities and modernization of inland ports.Implementation measures
Preparation of a high-quality development plansDevelopment plans and strategies are crucial for reaching this objective. Plans represent basisfor the sustainable and strategic port development. Every investment should be well plannedand foreseen in long and mid-term development plans. Having the Mind-term InlandDevelopment Plan is obligatory, and it is so stated within the Law on Inland Navigation andInland Ports. Previous Mid-term Development Plan had expired in 2016 and now the publicprocurement for the new one is ongoing. That means that there is a gap between 2016 and2019 which is not good for the inland navigation projects realization in Croatia.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of the Sea, Transport and InfrastructureProposed duration: For example: 12 monthsProposed time frame: July-December 2019
Education of the staff in Ministry of the Sea, Transport and Infrastructure and Port
Authorities for project preparation and implementationTo ensure this certain objective to be reached, staff from institutions involved in thoseactivities should be educated for project preparation and implementation. That means theyshould attend educations and seminars to be informed about opportunities and sources forfinancing and to be skilled for the implementation.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of the Sea, Transport and InfrastructureProposed duration: 1 yearProposed time frame: January-December 2020
Ensuring the financial means for preparation activitiesPreparation activities are important part for project realization. There are always some costswhich are needed in order to prepare the project well. It is important to foresee such costsand make them available for the Port Authority or Ministry.
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Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of the Sea, Transport and Infrastructure and Vukovar PortAuthorityProposed duration: 6 monthsProposed time frame: July-December 2019
Defining realistic priorities and sustainable projects for financingAs mentioned in measure 1 for this Objective it is very important to have high-qualitydevelopment plans and they should also be realistic and sustainable. That means they shouldmake sense in long-term period in the context of port development directions, maintenancecosts etc. They should be realistic in the terms of cargo volumes foreseen and overall needsand development perspectives.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of the Sea, Transport and Infrastructure and Vukovar PortAuthorityProposed duration: 12 monthsProposed time frame: July-December 2019
Synergy between Ministry and port administrations activitiesMinistry is, is in general, in charge for the port development policy defining together with portauthorities in each port. When preparing strategies and development plans there needs to bea close cooperation between those institutions in order to exchange information and to havea necessary feedback from port authorities and port operators.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of the Sea, Transport and Infrastructure and Vukovar PortAuthorityProposed duration: 3 monthsProposed time frame: July-September 2019
Objective 3: Preparation of high-quality port development plans which shall be basis
for concessions granting and PPP opportunities.Port development plans are derived from the State strategic documents (TransportDevelopment Strategy, River Traffic Strategy) and they are: Mid-term Port Development Planand port operator’s concession plans. All documents should be based on good basis andquality approached studies. Development plans should foresee future port development andfunding models for its realization. Funding models could be public (state) investments, portoperators’ investments in port superstructure during the concession grant period and public-private partnership.Implementation measures
Preparation of the quality basis (master plans, feasibility studies) which shall be used
for development plans of inland ports developmentGood planning on mid and long-term level must be based on high-quality studies which shouldbe done by qualified staff. They should consider all external and internal factors that influenceport development or could influence it. Master plans and feasibility studies should foresee
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different development scenarios and they should comprise all important informationincluding local government spatial planning, movement of goods, economic surrounding,environmental elements etc.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of the Sea, Transport and Infrastructure and Vukovar PortAuthorityProposed duration: 6 monthsProposed time frame: July-December 2019

Defining the roles and timeframe for basis documents makingIn order to have all necessary development plans which are up to date and relevant it isnecessary to divide the roles and responsibilities for each participant in documentspreparation and timeframe for its realization. It is not good that development plans go out ofdate or out of force and ports cannot do any serious investments.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of the Sea, Transport and Infrastructure and Vukovar PortAuthorityProposed duration: 1 monthProposed time frame: July-August 2019

Objective 4: Adjusting the special laws in order to make legal rules flexible as possible
due to general regulations (concessions).Legislative frame considering concession granting in ports implies general law on concessionsand special law including concession rules that is Law on Inland Navigation and Ports.Concession regulations are strict in general and Concession Law, partly, gives the opportunityto special laws to define some rules for concession itself. Law on Inland Navigation and Portsshould define concession granting rules as flexible as possible in order to concessionagreements can adjust to fast market changes.Implementation measures
Adjusting the current Law on Inland Navigation and Ports in order to maximize
concessions rules flexibility in inland ports especially in the terms for contract
changing in accordance with market changesLaw on Inland Navigation and Ports should, having in mind that concessions agreements last10 and more years, foresee that some concession agreement whenever it is in line with Lawon Concessions could be adjusted. Current rules are too strict and whenever the portoperators’ program is not realized the agreement should be terminated. Practice showed thatthis is not realistic and not good for the port development. Such situation gives certaininsecurity for the port authority and for the port operator and this should be avoided whenpossible.
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Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of the Sea, Transport and InfrastructureProposed duration: 3 monthsProposed time frame: June-August 2019
Foresee concessions granting upon demand/request when it is possible and not in
contrary with principle of competitionMain rule for concessions granting is public tendering procedure and it is so defined in theLaw on Concessions. In some cases, there is a possibility to grant the concession only uponrequest and to simplify the procedure. Our opinion is that such regulations should be includedin the specific law. For example, for “simple” port activities, as quality control of cargo, thereshould be concession upon demand when there is not rule of competition undermined.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of the Sea, Transport and InfrastructureProposed duration: 3 monthsProposed time frame: June-August 2019
Defining the port area of inland ports 100% state owned as the measure for concession
granting process be more efficientAs it was mentioned before, port land within the port area is mostly owned by the State, butin some percentage, it is owned by the private companies or persons. This represents anobstacle for concessions granting procedures which are already complicated. Law onConcessions does not demand for all the land where concession is to be given to be owned bythe State in 100%. It gives the opportunity that, before concession agreement is going to beconcluded, future operator resolves legal relations with port owner.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of the Sea, Transport and InfrastructureProposed duration: 6 monthsProposed time frame: June-November 2019
Objective 5: Strategic plans adjusted for PPP opportunitiesStrategic documents, together with the development plans, should be adjusted for publicprivate partnership in ports of public interest. Those documents should be a platform for portinvestment opportunities, not limiting factors. They should be based upon good analysis.Implementation measures
Take into account PPP regulations taken into account when long-term and short-term
strategic plans preparingPublic private partnership regulations should be considered when strategies anddevelopment plans are prepared. Rules for public private partnership should be a part of Lawon Inland Navigation and Ports as much as possible. Investments procedures should besimplified and clear to investors.
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Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of the Sea, Transport and InfrastructureProposed duration: 6 monthsProposed time frame: July-December 2019
Ensuring the preconditions for PPPTo have preconditions for public private partnership within the port, beside well-preparedstrategic plans there must be simplified procedure regarding the usage of the port land andport infrastructure. Rules for building within the port and maintenance rules (after theinvestment is realized) should be clear for the investors.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of the Finance, Ministry of the Sea, Transport and InfrastructureProposed duration: 18 monthsProposed time frame: July 2019-December 2020
Objective 6: Strategic planning together with quality concession plans preparation in
order to use port capacities to the maximum and make the concession agreements real
and fulfilled.Beside strategic documents, concessions granting plans are important for the portdevelopment. There is a three-years concession plan and a yearly concession plan which areprepared by the port authority in line with a Mid-term Development Plan. Concessions shouldbe given for the terms long enough for the investments to be cost effective for the investors.At the same time concession agreements should be possible to change if some big marketdisturbance happens.Implementation measures
Strategic plans and the basis for them should consist on realistic figures and possible
scenariosStrategies are always general documents, without many details. But they should be based ondetailed analysis external and internal port development factors as well as economicsurrounding analysis. They are based on pre-feasibility and feasibility studies. Concessionplans, proposed by the port operators, became a part of concession grant contracts once theyare signed. If the port operator plan is not realized concession contract must be terminated.This happens mostly because port operator plans are not realistic, and they are not based onreal figures and facts.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of the Sea, Transport and Infrastructure, Vukovar Port AuthorityProposed duration: 6 monthsProposed time frame: July-December 2019
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Strategic plans and concession plans should take into account market and economic
environment needs and possibilitiesAs already mentioned, all strategic and port planning documents must be based on all relevantfactors that could influence port development, although they do not have to be directlyconnected to port activities but could influence it someway.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of the Sea, Transport and Infrastructure, Vukovar Port AuthorityProposed duration: 6 monthsProposed time frame: July-December 2019
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7.5 Serbia

7.5.1 MissionThe common mission for ports in Serbia is:
“Raise the overall level of service quality in inland waterway transport through the provision of
competitive port services, and create business environment which will enable sustainable
development of ports as well as local and national economy.”Setting up the level playing field is of great importance for the sustainability and developmentof ports. Port sector reform was initiated with the new legal and strategic framework, whilePGA started the implementation defining port areas and licensing port operators. Wherepossible, extension of port areas will be elaborated through the spatial and other planningdocumentation, and eventually additional operators will be selected and licensed.Competition in and/or between ports raise the quality level of services provided in ports andkeeps the market competitive. Possibilities for the development of free and industrial zonesin the vicinities of ports are also in the focus of national and local authorities, as the level ofindustrial development and trade in the port hinterland is directly affecting the performanceof ports.
7.5.2 Vision
“A highly organized and profitable port industry that provides the highest level of service to
carriers and shippers, constantly advancing and raising the level of service in the ports of the
Republic of Serbia”.As facilitators of international trade, ports are considered as the driving force of the economyin their hinterland. This is the main reason why they are treated as goods of common publicinterest. Within the adopted regulatory framework landlord management model wasintroduced, enabling state to continue with major investments in construction of the new andmodernization of existing infrastructure.  Consequently, port operators/concessionaires willhave more flexibility for investments in port superstructure and equipment. Well regulatedbusiness environment will also contribute to the competitive port services market, where portoperators will attract customers with the high quality of provided services.
7.5.3 Objectives and measuresOn the basis of the cumulative SWOT analysis (Annex I) of the port industry in Serbia, as wellas the methodology described in Chapter 7.1, Table 20 demonstrates various strategies(strategic objectives) of the Serbian port industry.
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Table 20: Strategic development objectives for port industry in Serbia

Opportunities(external, positive)O1: Rhine Danube Core CorridorNetworkO2: One belt one roadO3: Redevelopment of industrialproductionO4: ContainerizationO5: Modal shiftO6: Ecological awareness

Threats(external, negative)T1: Danube navigabilityT2: Unstable market and demandfor port servicesT3: Road & RailwaytransportationT4: Different custom areaT5: Lack of qualified stuffT6: Global economy
Strengths(internal, positive)S1: Port management modelS2: Good strategic positionS3: Good connection with nationaland international road and railnetworkS4: Railway tracks along the quaywallS5: Experienced and flexible PortOperatorsS6: MultimodalityS7: Navigability of the Serbiansection of the river Danube

Strength-Opportunity
strategiesWhich of the port industrystrengths can be used to maximizethe opportunities that wereidentified?S1S2S5O1O2O3: High quality ofport services through the faircompetition and equal marketopportunities.S2S3S6O1O2O3O4: Industrialdevelopment in the portimmediate hinterland

Strength-Threat strategies

How can the port industry’sstrengths be used to minimize theidentified threats?S2S3S4S6T1T3T6: Becomesubstantial part of the logisticschainS1S5T5: Human resourcedevelopment
Weaknesses(internal, negative)W1: Port infrastructureW2: Old equipmentW3: Lack of equipment forwaterside handling of containersand heavy weightcargo.W4: Lack of storage space foragricultural products (silo)W5: Focused mostly onagricultural products or certainindustry in the hinterland

Weakness-Opportunity
strategiesWhich actions can be taken tominimize the port industry’sweaknesses using theopportunities that wereidentified?W1O1O2O3O6: Development ofthe new infrastructure andredesign of the old infrastructurein portsW2W3W4W5O1O2O3O4:Sustainable investments in portsuperstructure

Weakness-Threat strategies

How can the port industry’sweaknesses be minimized inorder to avoid the threats?W1W2W3W5T1T2T3:Improvement of multimodality

(Source: PGA)

Below table summarizes the strategies (strategic objectives) and their correspondingdevelopment measures necessary to reach the objectives and implement the agreed strategy.
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Table 21: Strategic objectives and necessary development measures for Serbian ports

Country Strategic objectives Necessary development measures

RS

High quality of port services through thefair competition and equal marketopportunities. • Licensing additional operators where possible.• Close coordination with other authorities (custom,police, inspection...) and creation of single windowprocedureIndustrial development in the portimmediate hinterland • Close collaboration with Ministry of Economy,Local self- governments and other Governmentalinstitutions in charge for industrial development.• Active role in the development of spatial planningdocumentation• Joint promotion activitiesBecome substantial part of the logisticschain • Include more ports in core/comprehensive TEN-Tnetwork• Develop user friendly tools for multimodaltransportation planning (logistics platform)• Joint promotion activitiesHuman resource development • Establish continuous education, from top andmiddle management to dockworkers andequipment operators• Organizing courses and trainings for theimplementation and use of new technology and IT• Share good practice with other ports (from thenetwork and external)Development of the new infrastructureand redesign of the old infrastructure inports • Assess founding possibilities• Promote PPPs – Port Concessions• Prepare technical documentationSustainable investments in portsuperstructure • Introduce new technologies• Construction of necessary (missing) port storagefacilities• Purchase of the new equipmentImprovement of multimodality • Construction of missing port access railway/roads• Purchase of the necessary equipment• Develop user friendly tools for multimodaltransportation planning (logistics platform)• Joint promotion activities
(Source: PGA)
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Objective 1: High quality of port services through the fair competition and equal market
opportunities.With the development of new legal framework for ports and inland navigation in 2010, portsector reform was initiated in the Republic of Serbia. Three years later Port GovernanceAgency was established, and five years later Strategy for waterborne transport development,which included ports and harbours, was introduced. Through the implementation of theadopted landlord port model and strategic framework, process of determination of port areasand licensing port operators started. The goal is to create the environment where competentport operators will provide competitive public services. Considering the natural monopoly ofports and gradual industrial development of port hinterland, the policy is oriented toward theintroduction of new port operators where possible. Healthy competition in and/or betweenports consequently will lead to the increase of the quality level of port services on the market.Implementation measures
Licensing additional operators where possibleThroughout the industrial transition process, some industrial ports have opened theircapacities for providing port services to a third party. By fulfilling legal terms and conditions,some of them have qualified for the permit to perform commercial port operations. To suchentities, PGA has, or will issue licence for providing port services. Currently there are 23licensed port operators.Also, for the type of services which are identified that are missing in certain ports, PGA will inline with the market requirements elaborate possibilities for licensing additional operatorsthrough the public tenders. Missing infrastructure/superstructure would be developedthrough the public private partnership on the available area in existing ports.On the other hand, for the large scale projects such as construction of the New Port ofBelgrade, or Terminal for general and dry bulk cargo in the Port of Smederevo, infrastructurewould be constructed and financed by the public side, while concession for construction ofsuperstructure and providing of port services would be awarded to a private partner throughthe public tender.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port Governance AgencyProposed duration: Continuous, in line with port development plansProposed time frame: Month 01 – Month 96
Close coordination with other authorities (custom, police, inspection...) and creation of
single window procedureMost of administrative procedures related to the border control, ensuring safe and secure flowof people and goods, are old and outdated. Currently, Serbia is the only country out of EU zonein the mid part of the river Danube. Despite the fact that all of the authorities involved areharmonising legislation and procedures with EU, there is lack of coordination andadministrative bottlenecks are still present.Working group, consisting of representatives of Ministry of Construction, Traffic andInfrastructure (Harbour masters’ offices, inspections etc.) Port Governance Agency, Ministryof Finance (Custom office), Ministry of internal affairs (Border police), Ministry of Agriculture
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(Food and other inspections), has been established.  By the end of the year (2019), workinggroup has to propose the bylaw to the Government, which will regulate the regime of bordercontrol on Inland Waterways. According to the plan, reporting, border control and otherinspections will be done at the first port of destination in Serbia (for the goods in import), orlast port of departure (for the goods in export), while check-up for the transiting vessels willbe done in Veliko Gradište and Bačka Palanka on the river Danube, Sremska Mitrovica on theriver Sava, and Kanjiža on the river Tisa. Border control will also be enabled at all internationalpassenger terminals as well.In the meantime, Ministry of internal affairs, in coordination with other relevant institutionsis updating decisions on border crossing areas in ports. Once the new framework is set,procedures and forms harmonised, further improvement can be achieved through thedigitalisation (use of Port Community System or similar tools).
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of Construction, Traffic and Infrastructure (Harbour mastersoffices, inspections etc.) Port Governance Agency, Ministry of Finance(Custom office), Ministry of internal affairs (Border police), Ministry ofAgriculture (Food and other inspections)Proposed duration: 12 monthsProposed time frame: Month 01 – Month 12

Objective 2: Industrial development in the port immediate hinterlandWorkload in ports to the great extent depends on the demand of the hinterland. Weather theyare the consumer goods and final products, or row materials for the industrial production,ports are the nodal points handling major flows of goods in regional and international trade.Today’s globalisation of trade is pushing logistics sector to be more flexible and efficient, thusone of the main requirements when industries are choosing new development sites is that itis well connected to major transport corridors. Laying along the largest inland waterwaycorridor in Europe, ports in Serbia have natural preference for industrial development in theirhinterland.Implementation measures
Close collaboration with Ministry of Economy, Local self- governments and other
Governmental institutions in charge for industrial development.Ministry of Economy is responsible for the development of industrial strategy and policy ofSerbia, as well as for its action plan. Next strategy will cover 10-year period, 2021-2030, andshould consider ongoing and future projects in the transportation sector, especially the Rhine-Danube corridor and development of ports in Serbia. Unlike the role which river ports haduntil recently, being dedicated only to certain industries, they are now becoming widelyimportant as logistic centres providing commercial services to variety of users and differentindustries.  In this way they are enabling even smaller producers to deliver their goods on theglobal market efficiently.Raising the awareness of local self-governments of Danube riparian municipalities is alsoimportant, and local industrial development policies should be updated and coordinated withthe one on the country level.
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Free Zones Administration has been established under the jurisdiction of the Ministry ofFinance. PGA has close cooperation with Free Zone Administration and act jointly when thereis interested company for the establishment of the new free zone or starting business inexisting one. In line with the proclaimed policy, establishment of free zones in the immediatevicinity of ports is preferred.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port Governance AgencyProposed duration: Continuous, in line with port development plansProposed time frame: Month 01 – Month 96

Active role in the development of spatial planning documentationPGA, together with the Ministry in charge for transport is contributing to the development ofspatial planning documentation on different levels. State, Regional and City/Municipalitydocuments are not changed often and correspond to the overall strategy for portdevelopment. Detailed planning documents for the areas where ports are located either aremissing, or are outdated. Having in mind today’s fast changing industry, and that some of thefacilities planned 20, 30, or even 10 years ago are not necessary any longer and ports havedifferent needs, plans have to be re-elaborated and synchronized with the new demand of theindustry. Through the process of determination of port areas PGA has identified missing andoutdated plans and pointed that out to the local self-governances. Elaboration of detailedplans for certain number of ports is under way, as it is necessary for the creation of furtherdevelopment plans and technical documentation.Detailed planning documents usually elaborate port area together with the industrial (or free)zone in the port hinterland.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port Governance Agency Ministry of Construction, Traffic andInfrastructure , Local Self Governances,Proposed duration: Continuous, in line with port development plansProposed time frame: Month 01 – Month 96

Joint promotion activitiesUse every opportunity to promote industrial development in the port hinterland, jointly withlocal and national authorities. Participate on conferences, fairs and other events, where portpromotion can create added value to the industrial development capacities of the certain areaor countrywide.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port Governance Agency Ministry of Construction, Traffic andInfrastructure, Ministry of Economy, Free Zone Administration, Local SelfGovernancesProposed duration: ContinuousProposed time frame: Month 01 – Month 96
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Objective 3: Become substantial part of the logistics chainNowadays, role of inland waterway ports has changed significantly. They are not dedicatedonly to specific industries any more, but are open to the variety of users, from production andtrading to the shipping and logistic companies. In order to be recognised as main nodal pointsof the logistic chain, ports need to be more “visible” to shippers and logistic service providers.Beside the fact that they have to be part of the global transport network and to be promotedas part of it, ports also need to be included in integrated IT platforms used in multimodaltransport chains. Goal is to enable fast and efficient administrative procedures, follow up onthe status of the cargo at every moment, to provide alternative transport routes and applicablecosts.Implementation measures
Include more ports in core/comprehensive TEN-T networkSerbia has 12 ports open for international traffic, nine on the river Danube, two on the riverSava and one on the river Tisa. Only ports in Belgrade and Novi Sad are part of the core TEN-T network. Having in mind the geographical coverage, commercial importance and the factthat some of these ports have annual transhipment volumes of more than 1 mil tons ofdifferent cargo, the goal is to include at least two or three more ports in the core orcomprehensive TEN-T network, on the occasion of the next extension of the network.  Beingpart of the TEN-T network would encourage new investments in the infrastructure, access railand rods, modernisation of port operations as well as industrial development of the porthinterland.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of Construction, Traffic and Infrastructure, Port GovernanceAgencyProposed duration: For example: 60 monthsProposed time frame: Month 01 – Month 60
Develop user friendly tools for multimodal transportation planning (logistics platform)Through the different projects and pilot operations various information technology tools havebeen tested and implemented in port management and operations. More and morefunctionalities of the River Information Services are being developed and deployed, enablingvoyage planning, safer navigation and traffic monitoring. Structure and Pilot operations ofthree modules of the Port Community System have been developed and deployed during theDaphne project. These modules are covering ship and cargo related activities in ports relayingon the AIS data and user inputs, but have also foreseen some other activities in the port.At the same time different platforms have been developed for the purpose of transportplanning and monitoring of other transport modes. Following the development of themultimodal transport chain, in due time many of these functionalities should integrate insingle logistics platform. Beside transport planning from door to door and anticipation of totalcosts, this user-friendly tool should suggest alternative routes and links in case of congestion,as well as expected transit times.
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Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port Governance Agency, Port Opertors, Shipping Companies, otherinterested partiesProposed duration: 18 monthsProposed time frame: Month 25 – Month 42
Objective 4: Human resource developmentAlongside the improvement of the connectivity and accessibility of ports, construction of newinfrastructure and application of new technologies, it is necessary to develop sufficient humanrecourses.Implementation measures
Establish continuous education, from top and middle management to dockworkers
and equipment operatorsChanged role of ports and multimodal transport segment expansion, requires different portmanagement approach and raised awareness on the importance of the global trade. Not onlyon the management level of the port operator, but also the port authority, border police,customs and other authorities in charge for safe and efficient operations of ports. Attendingdifferent international conferences and other thematic events and workshops should beamong priorities of the top management. Correspondent continuous training needs to bearranged for the middle management as well.Even though daily work routine makes good practice, safety and security procedures are ofgreat importance for safe and efficient performance of port operations. Occasional trainings,especially with dockworkers and equipment operators, are also important and are keepingstuff updated with the company/authority safety and security policy.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port Governance AgencyProposed duration: ContinuousProposed time frame: Month 13 onward
Organizing courses and trainings for the implementation and use of new technology
and ITBeside the process of digitalisation of port administration and border/custom procedures,significant time saving could be reached with the increased productivity of port operations.Major technology improvements are usually very expensive (change of cranes, heavyequipment etc.), but in the long this can make a difference in ability to provide services ofhigher quality and serve more clients. In addition to equipment performance, benefits couldbe derived from the same machinery with improved tools, work procedures and evenmaintenance schedule (i.e. predictive model for tracking the reliability of equipment parts toavoid unexpected stops of operations).Appropriate trainings for the staff should follow the introduction and implementation of newtechnologies.
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Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port OperatorsProposed duration: ContinuousProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 96
Share good practice with other ports (from the network and external)Traditionally, inside one region ports are competition to each other. However, the world tradeis significantly growing together with the transport sector market. In order to follow thesetrends and strengthen the position of inland ports in the transport chain, transfer of know-how between ports is very much encouraged. Conferences, common projects and differentevents are lately used for building strategic partnership not only between port authorities, butalso between port operators, logistic service providers and other port users. Knowledge andexperience sharing between ports are valuable part of these collaborations. Establishment ofDPN is an example of partnership based on these values. Eventually this cooperation will leadto the increased attractiveness of ports and bring more cargo on inland waterways.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): DPN, Port Authorities, Port OperatorsProposed duration: ContinuousProposed time frame: Month 01 onward
Objective 5: Development of the new infrastructure and redesign of the old
infrastructure in portsAfter the privatisation of port operations companies and later port sector reform, allownership issues regarding the port land, infrastructure and superstructure are finallycleared. In line with the law, port land and infrastructure are the property of the state, withseveral exceptions for the part of the port infrastructure owned by the operators (acquisitionthrough the privatisation process before the reform). Further development of ports and theirinclusion in the transport network, requires more investments in public infrastructure whichwill enable increase of port capacities, smooth and efficient port operations, safe and reliablepublic services.Implementation measures
Assess founding possibilitiesAt the moment, value of major IWT projects in Serbia is more than 200 mil euro. They arefinanced partly from state budget, partly from EIB loan and partly from WBIF. Also, someprojects are financed from IPA. Even though Serbia is not EU member state, 40 % contributionfor the reconstruction of the Iron Gate I lock will be received from CEF.After a long period, first larger investment in port sector is the construction of theinfrastructure for the Terminal for general and dry cargo in the port of Smederevo. Projectvalue is estimated to 47 mil euro and will be financed from the EIB loan (50%) and the statebudget (50%). Feasibility study with preliminary design has been completed and design forconstruction permit is under preparation. Construction works are planned to start in
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September 2019 after the completion of the tendering procedure, and to be completed byDecember 2021. Alongside the building of the port infrastructure, railway access to the portarea and link with national railway network are under construction. Once these infrastructureworks are completed, tender for the concession of the Terminal will be launched. Beside theservice providing tenderer will be responsible for the construction of the superstructure(estimated value 46 mil euro).New port of Belgrade is probably the most important port project.  As a Core network port itshould contribute to the connectivity of the whole region through the Rhine-Danube corridorand with other TEN-T corridors. Beside the dry cargo terminal and general cargo terminal,port will have specialised container and RO-RO terminal, as well as oil terminal together withthe LNG terminal. Total value of the project is 190 mil euro, out of which value of the portinfrastructure works is approximately 90 mil euro. Construction of the port infrastructure willbe financed partly from EIB and EBRD loans and partly from the state budget and WBIF.Spatial planning documentation, together with the EIA study is under preparation. Financingof the Feasibility Study with Conceptual Design is secured through WBIF grant of 800.000euro, and tendering procedure is expected to be launched in the second quarter of 2019.Construction works are expected to start by mid-2021, and to be completed by the end of2023. Concessioner(s) for the construction of the port superstructure and providing portservices will be elected through the tendering procedure.Apart from these two port projects, there is a possibility for additional investment in Port ofSremska Mitrovica on the river Sava. However, World Bank has started, in cooperation withEuropean Commission, project of the rehabilitation of Sava/Drina river basin. Estimated valueof the construction of the new infrastructure is 20 mil euro. Tender for the preparation ofFeasibility Study with Conceptual Design has been launched and PGA has secured thefinancing for the technical documentation.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of Construction, Traffic and Infrastructure, Port GovernanceAgencyProposed duration: 60 monthsProposed time frame: Month 01 – Month 60

Promote PPPs – Port ConcessionsApparently, majority of infrastructure in other ports will have to be (re)constructed throughthe alternative financial models. Legal framework has been prepared, since the Law on portand navigation on inland waters has been harmonised with the Law on PPPs and Concessions.Beside the investments in port superstructure, one of major requirements for the successfultenderer for the privatisation of the Port of Novi Sad (the last state owned port operator) wasinvestment in redesign of the port quay wall. Namely, outdated and inefficient sloped quayshould be replaced with the vertical quay wall.In other ports, the situation with existing infrastructure is similar. Port operators are awarethat investments in the improvement of the infrastructure will enable higher quality of portservices, which they consider important when competing for the market share.
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Same goes for the financing of the construction of new terminals in existing ports. After theelaboration of the development project and its sustainability, and later preparation oftechnical documentation, investments can be provided through Concession model.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port Governance AgencyProposed duration: 60 monthsProposed time frame: Month 01 – Month 60

Prepare technical documentationIn order to have projects ready for financing, whether through different funds, loans, statebudget or PPP, technical documentation needs to be prepared.As per above mentioned, these activities also can be financed from different sources. For largescale projects documentation is usually financed from the same source which will be used fora part or the whole of the project.On the other hand, for PPP project public part is usually stepping forward with the preparationof the documentation.In its work plan and financial plan for the 2019, PGA has anticipated two public procurementsfor technical documentation, for expansion of the Port in Sremska Mitrovica and Dry bulkterminal for the Port of Belgrade (sand, gravel and stone aggregates).
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port Governance AgencyProposed duration: 60 monthsProposed time frame: Month 01 – Month 60

Objective 6: Sustainable investments in port superstructureIn line with the proclaimed strategy and legal framework, construction of the portinfrastructure is/will be financed from the public sources (state). These investments areusually made for the long term, and they are essential investment in the initial phase of portdevelopment. On the other hand, investments in port superstructure can be made through theaward of concessions. If awarded as separate concession for each terminal and/or service,investments could be divided between several operators. Depending on the business plan,private parties can make these investments through the phases and in line with the marketdemand. Considering the unstable market of port services and still unreliable navigableconditions of the river Danube, investments made in this manner are more flexible andsustainable,Implementation measures
Introduce new technologiesTechnology development is usually referred to the acquisition of the new equipment andtools. These measures are typically expensive, and very much depend on the economy of scale.If the market requirement and/or potential flow of goods in the port hinterland correspondto the need for the new crane, reach stacker, forklift, pneumatic equipment etc, port operator
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should have fast respond. However, higher productivity and lower operational costs could bealso achieved by implementing the new knowledge, skills, techniques and organisationalupgrade of the work processes.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port OperatorsProposed duration: ContinuousProposed time frame: Month 01 – Month 96

Construction of necessary (missing) port storage facilitiesThrough the gap analysis, it was concluded that some storage facilities are missing in ports ofthe Republic of Serbia. This is especially notable in Vojvodina region. Agricultural productsare major type of goods loaded in Vojvodina’s ports. Even though there are silos in severalports, most of the loading is being done directly from the truck over the ramp. This procedurehas lowest costs for the operator, but it is the least wanted for the client. Beside the fact thatthis loading technology is harming the goods (“breaking” the seeds), it makes seasonalcongestions in ports. Missing silo capacity does force owners to sell the goods when they can,not when the price is highest.Therefore, development plans of ports in Novi Sad, Bačka Planaka and Bogojevo shouldconsider construction of additional storage facilities. Ongoing privatisation process of the Portof Novi Sad is considering the investment of the future operator in the port superstructureamount of 14 mil euro. Value of the superstructure investments in construction of the newterminal in the Port of Smederevo will be approximately 43 mil euro. Estimated total value ofthe construction of the new port of Belgrade will be 190 mil euro, out of which 100 mil is thevalue of superstructure.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port OperatorsProposed duration: 60 monthsProposed time frame: Month 01 – Month 60

Objective 7: Improvement of multimodalityBy its nature, ports are multimodal. They are designed to connect at least two modes oftransport. But most of them developed differently and in line with the needs of the industryin the narrow hinterland. In order to reach their full multimodal potential, ports need goodconnection with the TEN-T network corridors and they need to be well equipped to deal withall sorts of cargo, especially with multimodal units.Implementation measures
Construction of missing port access railway/roadsMajority of ports in the Republic of Serbia is connected with national rail network, and all ofthem have good connection with national road network. Some of them, like Port of Novi Sad,are positioned in the vicinity of the road/rail corridor X. New port of Belgrade will also have
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direct connection with the road/rail corridor X. Port of Smederevo was for a long time withoutthe rail connection. Ongoing project of the construction of railway link from the Port ofSmederevo with the railway track Mala Krsna – Smederevo, is expected to be completed byJune 2019. Value of the project is 9,5 mil euro and financing is secured from the budget of theRepublic of Serbia.Due to bad or complete absence of maintenance, some of port rail connections are of very lowcapacity. In order to support raising level of industrialisation, Republic of Serbia is constantlyinvesting in transport sector, mainly in road/rail corridor X, but also in reconstruction of themain railway connections. Rehabilitation of the Nis-Zaječar railway is of great importance forthe port of Prahovo as it will strengthen the connection of the port with the corridor X.However, some ports, like Bogojevo or Bačka Palanka are still missing the railway connection.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of Construction, Traffic and Infrastructure, Port GovernanceAgencyProposed duration: 60 monthsProposed time frame: Month 01 – Month 60

Purchase of the necessary equipmentRiver ports are mostly equipped as multipurpose terminals. It takes large throughput ofcertain type of goods in order to divide port by specialised terminals, and stay sustainable interms of costs. However, most of ports do purchase necessary parts of the equipment to beable to deal with multimodal units. At the start, these aren’t large investments and usually aretools for the existing cranes or forklifts, if they are of sufficient capacity (spreaders and similartools). Depending of the market requirements, part of the yard will be dedicated to the storagefacility and supporting operations. Maintenance of these tools should be also arranged in duetime, as it could significantly affect the smooth operations of the multimodal transport chain.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port OperatorsProposed duration: ContinuousProposed time frame: Month 01 – Month 96
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7.6 Romania

7.6.1 MissionThe mission20 of the Ministry of Transport of Romania is:“To develop an integrated transport system that effectively and equitably serves the people and
economy while protecting the environment.”Specifically, for ports, the port administrations having a corporate management, establishedtheir mission as follows:
Compania Nationala Administratia Porturilor Dunarii Fluviale S.A. (APDF) has the mission:“To provide a network for the access at the Danube river by developing a high quality TEN-T port
infrastructure in Romania in optimal economic conditions”.Compania Naţională “ADMINISTRAŢIA PORTURILOR DUNĂRII MARITIME” SA (CN APDM SA),acting as a port authority for ports in the “maritime section” of the Danube has the mission:
“To develop and promote ports in the maritime sector of the Danube, to integrate them into river,
sea, road and rail transport routes, to promote river-maritime trade through providing
competitive port services that respect the community and the environment.”Mission of the NC "Maritime Ports Administration" SA Constanta (MPAC), having the role ofport authority for the Romanian ports of Constanta, Midia and Mangalia:
“To provide quality and competitive services to the ports customers, to offer a developed
transport infrastructure, as well as security, safety and environmental port conditions, thus
encouraging the cargo traffic and transforming the Port of Constanta into an important transit
centre - by offering the shortest transport alternative to the centre of Europe and becoming a
regional distribution centre - the leader - for its hinterland.”Its core values are efficiency, safety & security, sustainability, integrity, reliability andprofessional excellency.
7.6.2 VisionThe strategic vision for the Romanian ports is defined in the General Transport Master Plan(GD no 666/2016) and is linked to a basic network of ports, called The Primary Economic
Network:

20 Report on Strategic Planning, elaborated by the Word Bank in 2012 and General Transport Master Plan forRomania – GD no. 666/2016).
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“Ports of the Primary Economic Network will strategically serve Romania with secure
infrastructure, modern and efficient logistic equipment and practices.”These ports were chosen based on specific criteria such as their inclusion on TEN-T network,location and size, current and potential operation of the goods.

Figure 7: Ports of the Romanian „Primary Economic Network“
(Source: General Transport Master Plan for Romania)

The vison will be achieved through:
 Improvement of the conditions for navigation on the Danube;
 Improvement of the road and rail links to the Danube, in order to reduce costs andtravel time;
 Removing the administrative barriers for operational efficiency;
 Better coordination at the Government level and investments in infrastructure;
 Increasing the volumes of cargo transported on the environmentally – friendly andsustainable transport means;
 Efficient utilization of ports and their facilities;
 Increasing the use of multimodal transport.The Port of Constanta has the specific ways to realize, as follows:
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 Ensuring the efficient use and development of the public infrastructure;
 Providing the best access conditions to/from the administrated ports;
 Ensuring a healthy investment climate;
 Attracting international logistics chains;
 Promoting competitive prices, offering quality services to all its clients and creating asafe and secure environment to attract a bigger goods & passengers traffic;
 Building new facilities, generating the optimization of the port infrastructure and theintermodal links with the hinterland and fulfilling its role as Europe’s Eastern gate;
 Promoting Romania, building economic relations with other countries, interacting andconsolidating Romania’s position in the hinterland.

The ports on Maritime Danube (APDM) have the specific ways to realize, as follows:
 Ensuring the functionality of shipping infrastructure by repairing and maintenanceactivities that lead at least to maintain minimum technical characteristics;
 The realization of investments using APDM resources and/or attracted resources inview to modernize the existing infrastructure and realization of new portinfrastructure;
 Providing adequate and competitive port services, respecting legal provisions and theprinciple of equal treatment and non-discrimination;
 Promotion of ports located on the maritime Danube sector and their integration intothe transportation routes by river, sea, rail and national and international road;
 Optimizing the consumption of material and financial resources, in accordance withthe activities and services offered to clients;
 Maintaining financial balance through a proper budgetary control;
 Implementation of effective management practices in the field of human resourcesmanagement within the company, by improving the professional competencies andmotivating the employees of the company, ensuring a correct and pertinentoperational performance assessment system;
 Reducing the negative environmental impacts caused by river transport activities andimplementation specific measures aimed to improve the quality, environment, safetyand health aspects of work.The ports on River Danube (“fluvial” section – APDF) have their own specific ways to realizethe vision, as follows:
 Maintenance and modernization of port infrastructure;
 Providing adequate and competitive services, respecting legal provisions and theprinciple of equal treatment and non-discrimination;
 Promotion of ports located on the river Danube sector and their integration intomultimodal transportation routes;
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 Maintaining financial balance through a proper budgetary control;
 Implementation of effective management practices in the field of human resourcesmanagement within the company;
 Reducing the negative environmental impacts caused by river transport activities andimplementation specific measures aimed to improve the quality, environment, safetyand health aspects of work.

7.6.3 Objectives and measuresOn the basis of the cumulative SWOT analysis (Annex I) of the port industry in Romania, aswell as the methodology described in Chapter 7.1, Table 22 demonstrates various strategies(strategic objectives) of the Romanian port industry.
Table 22: Strategic development objectives for port industry in Romania

Opportunities(external, positive)O1 Port location on the Silk Road -Europe - Asia Freight RouteO2 Location on a major Europeantransport corridorO3 Existence of European fundsfor the development oftransport infrastructureO4 Regional European policiesregarding the Danube andBlack Sea
O5 Exploitation of theopportunities for cooperationwith the port of Constanta

Threats(external, negative)T1 High delays in thedevelopment of the roadinfrastructure in RomaniaT2 Insufficient attractivenesslevel to invest in RomaniaT3 Additional costs generated bythe transit of the Danube-BlackSea CanalT4 Low levels of Danube watersduring periods of droughtT5 Navigation restrictions on theDanube during the periodswith negative temperaturesT6 Low predictability legal andeconomic frameworkT7 Decline in industrialproduction on the regionT8 Critical conditions ofnavigation on the LowerDanube, and on the RiverDanube
T9 Competition with other ports

Strengths(internal, positive)S1 The use of corporatized portmanagement model, whichallows for development inaccordance with marketrequirements

Strength-Opportunity
strategies

Which of the port industry strengths
can be used to maximize the
opportunities that were identified?S2S10S12S13O1:  attracting roadand rail freight traffic from theAsia-Europe route to the Danube

Strength-Threat strategies

How can the port industry’s strengths
be used to minimize the identified
threats?S4T1: improving navigability onBG/RO common sector
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S2 Diverse connections withhinterland area (road, rail)S3 The availability of a widerange of ship and freightservicesS4 An active member ininternational and EuropeanorganisationsS5 Conditions for the safeoperations of shipsS6 The existence of modernwaste reception facilitiesS7 Developing partnershipsbetween port operators andthe local authorities for portdevelopmentS8 Port development projects inprogressS9 Maritime and river portsS10 Rail connection: bothEuropean and RussianstandardS11 Strategic position at theEastern border of the EUS12 Located on the Pan-EuropeanCorridor VII Rhin – Main –Danube waterway, of the TEN-T network plantS13 Existence of Free ZoneS14 Proactive management forpromoting the developmentprojects and applying theprinciple of partnership at thePort Community level

ports (Pan-European CorridorVII/TEN-T)S4S9S12S13O1:  attractingmaritime cargo traffic from theAsia-Europe route to the Danubemaritime ports (Pan-EuropeanCorridor VII/TEN-T)S14O3:  accessing the Europeanfunds for the development of portinfrastructureS11O4: enhance the value of thestrategic position at the Easternborder of the EU within regionalEuropean policies (EUSDR etc.)S12O5:increasing containertransshipment volume from/toConstanța port

S1T2: port strategy developmentin accordance with marketrequirementsS12T3: joint promotion of inlandwaterway transportS1T5: HR strategy

Weaknesses(internal, negative)W1 The lack of a port community-integrated IT system whichwould allow for the fast andefficient exchange ofinformation between thecompanies and the public andprivate sectorsW2 The lack of a coherent portcommunity, capable to answer

Weakness-Opportunity
strategies

Which actions can be taken to
minimize the port industry’s
weaknesses using the opportunities
that were identified?W1O4: Implementation of ITsystemsW2O4:  implementation ofinformation exchange platforms(eg. DPN)W4O3: improving portinfrastructure

Weakness-Threat strategies

How can the port industry’s
weaknesses be minimized in order to
avoid the threats?W8T3: Improving multimodality
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promptly to the marketrequestW3 The lack of logistics centres inthe port areaW4 The port infrastructurerequires significantdevelopment investmentsW5 Lack of a masterplan for theport developmentW6 Limitations on conditions ofnavigation in the commonsector Romanian-Bulgarian atcertain times of the yearW7 Limited supply of logisticsservicesW8 Insufficient connections tohinterlandW9 APDM does not have access tothe RoRIS systemW10 Insufficient dredgingsystem for keeping waterdepth in port

W5O4: Master Plan elaboration

(Source: MT, ILR, APDM, MPAC)Below table summarizes the strategies (strategic objectives) and their correspondingdevelopment measures necessary to reach the objectives and implement the agreed strategy.
Table 23: Strategic objectives and necessary development measures for Romanian ports

Country Strategic objectives Necessary development measures

RO

Attracting road and rail freight traffic fromthe Asia-Europe route to the Danube ports(Pan-European Corridor VII/TEN-T)  Developing cooperation with internationalmultimodal transport operators in the context ofinternational agreements on large combinedtransport lines;
 Multimodality investments in ports;
 Cooperation with western port authorities anddevelopment of Danube ports logistics systemproviding multimodal transhipmentinformation;
 Development of port infrastructure andsuperstructure
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Country Strategic objectives Necessary development measuresAttracting maritime cargo traffic from theAsia-Europe route to the Danube maritimeports (Pan-European Corridor VII/TEN-T)  Joint promotion within the Black Seainternational organizations (e.g. BSEC - BlackSea Economic Cooperation);
 Investing in transhipment logistics;
 Participation in EU Integrated Maritime Policyprojects;Accessing the European funds for thedevelopment of port infrastructure  Implementation of projects included in themaster plan, in line with port communitystatements and market requirements
 Strong cooperation between beneficiaries,government bodies, managing authorities etc.Enhance the value of the strategic positionat the Eastern border of the EU withinregional European policies (EUSDR etc.)  Involvement in trans-border cooperationprojects
 Maximize the potential of the EU Danube RegionStrategyIncreasing container transhipment volumefrom/to Constanta port  Constanta port joint promotion
 Development of containers port facilitiesImproving navigability on BG/RO commonsector  Joint lobbying and cooperation with bothgovernment bodies and European organization
 Allocation of the necessary budgets for themaintenance by Bulgaria and Romania
 Implementation of projects for assuring thegood conditions for navigation on long termPort strategy development in accordancewith market requirements  Enhance the value of corporatized portmanagement modelJoint promotion of inland waterwaytransport  Joint promotion of TEN T Corridors and IWTtransport including ports facilitiesHR strategy  Elaboration/implementation of trainingprogrammes/courses
 HR strategy as part of the contractualobligations to concession to port operators
 Identification of new competencies generated bythe market development and delivering oftraining able to provide/ develop suchcompetenciesImplementation of IT systems  Proactive in EU digitalization policies  andimplementing multimodal IT Systems
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Country Strategic objectives Necessary development measuresImplementation of information exchangeplatforms (e.g. DPN)  Coordination and cooperation betweenstakeholders guided by regional Europeanpolicies whose measures are supported from theresources already available according to anintegrated approachImproving port infrastructure  Accessing the European funds for thedevelopment of port infrastructureMaster Plan elaboration  Ports master planning taking also into accountthe overall guidance specifications provided bythe regional European policiesImproving multimodality  Multimodality investments connecting thehinterland
(Source: MT, ILR, APDM, MPAC)

Objective 1: Attracting road and rail freight traffic from the Asia-Europe route to the
Danube ports (Pan-European Corridor VII/TEN-T)Romania is situated at the East boarder of the European Union and it is considered as the EUEastern Gateway. The geographical position of the country represents an opportunity toattract freight traffic from the landlocked countries situated in Caucasus area, bat also trafficfrom the Far East countries. In the last years, Romania has intensified its political dialoguewith the states of the Caucasus, Central Asia and South Asia. A priority in the relations withthe states of Central Asia is to promote transport corridors, both corridors linking Central Asia- Caspian Sea - South Caucasus - Black Sea and Central Europe through Romania, usingprimarily the facilities provided by the Romanian seaports of Constanta, Midia, Mangalia andGalati, which although is a river port, it allows the access of ships with a tonnage up to 25,000dwt (deadweight tonnage) and has rail infrastructure standard gauge  1,435 mm and broadgauge 1,520 mm.Implementation measuresThe objective can be achieved by constant and focused dialogue for developing cooperationbetween public entities and international multimodal transport operators in the context ofinternational agreements on large combined transport lines. In the dialogue will be involvedthe port authorities as well as the private operators in order to find the effective solutions forsetting up the connections for the cargo. The cargo coming from Asia – Europe routes will notstop only in Romanian ports and it is intended to be transported further to the Central Europe.So, it must be established a cooperation with western port authorities and must be developedthe Danube ports logistics system in order to provide multimodal transhipment informationin real time. Also, this cooperation and the platform containing multimodal transhipment
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information it is necessary also for cargo going back from Europe, Danube ports, to Asia routs.Advancing in these dialogues, further investments in port infrastructure and superstructurecould be necessary. For these investments it is necessary the involvement of the state, portauthorities, private operators and providing financing.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Economy, MPAC, Constanta PortBusiness Association - private operators, Railway companies CFRProposed duration: 48 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 61

Objective 2: Attracting maritime cargo traffic from Asia – Europe route to Danube
maritime portsThis objective is in line with the first one and puts more emphasis on the available railwayscapacities of the port of Galați and available capacities of the ports of Braila and Tulcea.  Theport of Constanta has demonstrated its competitive advantages resulting from the connectionwith the Danube, offering a shorter, clean, cheaper transportation alternative and a reducedtransit time for goods from Central Asia, the Caucasus Region and the Far East, having asdestination the states of Central and Eastern Europe, representing a true "gateway to Europe".The maritime Danube ports lost during the last two decades an important share of traffic dueto the political and economic changes that happened in the Eastern Europe. Attracting cargotraffic from Asia – Europe route is an important objective for the ports administrated by theMaritime Danube Ports Administration (APDM).Implementation measuresThe objective can be achieved by a joint promotion of the Danube maritime ports within theBlack Sea international organizations, as BSEC - Black Sea Economic Cooperation. The BlackSea Economic Cooperation (BSEC) came into existence as a unique and promising model ofmultilateral political and economic initiative with the signing of the Istanbul SummitDeclaration and the Bosporus Statement by the Heads of State and Government of thecountries in the region, on 25 June 1992. BSEC has a wide area of cooperation, includingtransport and trade and economic development.Investing in transhipment logistics will definitively contribute to this objective and alreadystarted in the port of Galați, implementing the project Galati multimodal platform, stage Ifinanced from CEF.Participation in the EU Integrated Maritime Policy projects it is another measure identified byAPDM, which will follow the latest developments on this issue, in relation with its objectiveand mission. The integrated maritime policy seeks to provide a more coherent approach tomaritime issues, with increased coordination between different policy areas. One of thefocuses is on the “blue growth” (economic growth based on different maritime sectors). BlueGrowth is the long term strategy to support sustainable growth in the marine and maritimesectors as a whole. Over the last 5 years, the Commission has ordered a series of studies to
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identify areas for enhanced cooperation at sea-basin level and to explore the potential formaritime clusters.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Economy, APDM, Ship Owners and PortOperators Association - private operators, Railway companies CFRProposed duration: 48 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 61

Objective 3: Accessing the European funds for the development of port infrastructureThe infrastructure of the Romanian Danube ports is quite old, the operation is done at slopedquays in many cases and it is affected by the water levels. The programmes shaped at EU levelrepresent a good opportunity to improve the situation and to modernise the portinfrastructure in order to be more attractive for the economic operators. The budgetsavailable at the ports administration are not enough for large investments.Implementation measuresThe objective can be achieved by the preparation and implementation of projects included inthe master plan, in line with port community statements and market requirements. A strongcooperation between beneficiaries (port administration), government bodies (in terms ofpromoting the investments and getting approvals) and managing authorities is necessary.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Maritime Danube Ports Administration (APDM); River Danube PortsAdministration (APDF), Navigable Canales Administration (ACN),Maritime Ports Administration (MPAC)Proposed duration: 60 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 60

Objective 4: Enhance the values of the strategic position of the Eastern border of the EU
within regional European policies (EUSDR, etc.)Being at the border of EU, as well as having access to the sea, it is seen as a strength becausethe ports, especially the port of Constanta, represent a gateway for the entry/exist of cargoin/from the EU. So it is important for Romanian ports to promote their capabilities and toimprove them as part of the regional European policies, like is the EU Strategy for the DanubeRegion (EUSDR). Setting up common procedures, common strategies, increasing cohesion inthe region, sharing best practices will improve the performance of the ports.Implementation measuresTo achieve this objective, the measures identified are the trans-border cooperation projectsand the potential of the EUSDR. A series of projects like Watermode and GIFT made possiblea cooperation of ports and put the basis of new investments or areas to be more explored in
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this fields. The macro-regional strategies are a quite new cooperation formula between states(EU and non-EU) and promote common actions and targets.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Danube Ports Network, Maritime Danube Ports Administration (APDM);River Danube Ports Administration (APDF), Navigable CanalesAdministration (ACN), Maritime Ports Administration (MPAC), Ministry ofTransport, private port operators,Proposed duration: 48 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 61
Objective 5: Increasing container transhipment volume from/to Constanta portContainer volumes transhipped is one indicator that classifies the ports worldwide but also inEurope. Increasing this indicator for the port of Constanta is a constant preoccupation and animportant aspect of its business. There are already four terminals handling containers andsome of the facilities were extended by the private operators. It is known that thecontainerization facilitates the movement of cargo, but in the same time to be costly efficientneed large volumes to be transported / operated.Implementation measuresThe objective can be achieved by a joint promotion of the facilities within the port as well asthe connections, a joint promotion of the port administration and the private operators. Thedevelopment of containers port facilities is another measure that can contribute to theincrease of the container transhipment volume. The port of Constanta has plans to developthe infrastructure for container terminals, but this will strongly depend on the marketrequirements.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Private container operators & MPACProposed duration: 60 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 73

Objective 6: Improving navigability on BG / RO common sectorThe Romanian – Bulgarian common sector of the Danube (470 km) is a difficult sector fornavigation, because of the low water levels during dry seasons on some critical locationswhere the minimum recommended depths and widths on the fairway cannot be ensured.  Thissituation affects mainly the traffic along the Danube as well as the cargo volumes operatedwithin the ports. The problems of navigation on the Romanian-Bulgarian common sector werebrought, by several transport companies, to the attention of the Romanian and Bulgarianauthorities, but also to the attention of the Danube Commission and the EuropeanCommission.Implementation measuresThis objective can be achieved by joint lobbying and cooperation with both government
bodies and European organization, allocation of the necessary budgets for the
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maintenance by Bulgaria and Romania and by implementation of projects for assuring
the good conditions for navigation on long term.According to the provision of art. 3, from Convention regarding the regime of navigation onthe Danube (Convention), signed in Belgrade on 18 August 1948 (ratified by Decree No298/1948), riparian States have the obligation to maintain their Danube sections in navigableconditions and to carry out the necessary works to ensure and improve navigation conditionsand not to hamper or hinder the navigation on the waterway. Considering that, in certainsections, the Danube is also border between two states, the Convention provides, in art. 39,that the execution of the works and the distribution of costs must be settled by agreementbetween those States.In implementing the provisions of the Belgrade Convention, the Governments of Romania andBulgaria have concluded on November 29, 1955, in Sofia, an Agreement on the maintenanceand improvement of the fairway on the Romanian – Bulgarian common sector of the Danube(Agreement from 1955). In addition, according to the Agreement from 1955, the Romanian -Bulgarian Joint Commission for the maintenance and improvement of the fairway wasestablished.In addition, several meetings between the European Commission, Romanian and Bulgarianauthorities took place in order to identify short, medium and long-term solutions.Regarding the allocation of the necessary budgets for the maintenance, this is the permanentconcern of the states involved.  Since the Declaration on effective waterway infrastructuremaintenance on the Danube and its navigable tributaries (Luxembourg, 7 June 2012) and the
Fairway Rehabilitation & Maintenance Master Plan for the Danube and its Navigable
Tributaries, currently the needs and the budgetary allocations are monitored by Priority Area1a within the EUSDR through the National Action Plans, which are updated twice per year.Implementation of projects for assuring the good conditions for navigation on a long term iscarried out mainly through the Fast Danube project which is on-going with the objective ofidentifying the appropriate technical solutions to address the critical sectors.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): River Administration of the Lower Danube (AFDJ - Romania), ExecutiveAgency for Exploration and Maintenance of the Danube River (APPD –Bulgaria), Ministry of Transport of Romania, Ministry of Transport,Information Technology and Communication of BulgariaProposed duration: 60 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 60
Objective 7: Port strategy development in accordance with market requirementsPort represents an area whereas different actors are performing activities related mainly tothe cargo. Port development should define what competencies it needs to develop, in order toimprove its competitiveness in regards to the hinterland and the different supply chains.Further, the competencies are based on capabilities, and these capabilities have anorganisational rooting. The development of core competencies should be viewed from a portsystem level to include port authority and companies involved in the supply chains.
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Implementation measuresThe objective can be achieved by enhancing the value of corporatized port management
model. Corporatized port management means that the port administration acts as a privatecompany, although the government still retains ownership on the port infrastructure.  Acorporatized management means the setup of specific indicators and targets for a period oftime. The targets should be in line with market requirements and all the resources should bealigned in order to fulfil them.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Maritime Danube Ports Administration (APDM); River Danube PortsAdministration (APDF), Navigable Canales Administration (ACN),Maritime Ports Administration (MPAC)Proposed duration: 12 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 12
Objective 8: Joint promotion of inland waterway transportFor a long period of time Danube ports were promoted and were developed individually.Starting with 2013, ports were included in multimodal corridors and, in this way, there is amore comprehensive vision on the necessity of their development. Danube ports cannot bedeveloped without having into consideration the Danube fairway. The European Commissionpolicies, including NAIADES, considers ports as part of inland waterway transport.Implementation measuresThe objectives can be achieved by a joint promotion of TEN-T Corridors and IWT transport
including ports facilities. The transport operators are interested to find the most efficientway to deliver the goods to their customers. By a corridor approach, the operators can see allthe developments at the level of a corridor. In the same time, a corridor approach can be a toolfor the governments and the port authorities in order to take decisions for their furtherinvestments.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of Transport , DPN, Maritime Danube Ports Administration(APDM); River Danube Ports Administration (APDF), Navigable CanalesAdministration (ACN), Maritime Ports Administration (MPAC)Proposed duration: 60 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 60
Objective 9: HR strategyPorts should be seen as “socio-technical” systems because, in practice, operations in portterminals are carried out by a partnership between human beings and technology. Thispartnership, however, can only be successful if appropriate emphasis is given to humanresource management and particularly the training component, an often over-looked areathat can have a significant impact on port performance. Port operations presents some risksand the proper qualification of the personnel is needed at the level of port operators as wellas the level of port administration. In addition, the technology for port operation is inevolution and human resources must keep up with these developments.
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Implementation measuresThe HR strategy at port level can be achieved by the elaboration of specific training
programs dedicated to port personnel.  Professional training is significantly important for asecure and efficient operation of ports. However currently there are no specific rules on theprofessional training of port workers. In this regard, one regulatory option might beconsidered. But there are general EU rules on health and safety of workers and compliancewith those standards is extremely important and should  be  carefully monitored.  It is alsonecessary to provide more flexible employment and social dialogue can and not least toimprove the public image of ports.As mentioned above, as there are specific EU rules on health and safety of workers, the HRstrategy should be part of the contractual obligations to concession to port operators.Taking into account the rapidly changing environment of technological innovation and of theincreasingly sophisticated demand, the economic transition to market-oriented practices isneither easy nor smooth. Moreover, the required time for a gradual assimilation of transitionand evolution to economic and social conscience is lacking. On the other hand, it should notbe neglected the possible pressure which is not uncommon however, from various interestedgroups, often even justifiable, which is designed to protect the environment, ethics, traditions,culture. Identification of new competencies generated by the market development anddelivering of training able to develop competencies is needed at the port level and should bepart of the HR strategy.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Maritime Danube Ports Administration (APDM); River Danube PortsAdministration (APDF), Navigable Canales Administration (ACN),Maritime Ports Administration (MPAC)Proposed duration: 18 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 18
Objective 10: Implementation of IT systemsPort Community Systems (PCS) are electronic platforms that connects multiple systemsoperated by a variety of organizations within a port area. PCS is increasing port operationeffectiveness because optimises and automates port and logistic processes through a singlesubmission of data. In the same time connects transport and logistic chains. Key drivers forthe establishment of Port Community Systems were, on the one hand, the need for astandardised communication platform in order to improve the systems in terms ofpunctuality, reliability or costs and, on the other hand, the need to increase competitiveposition among ports. PCSs have a long tradition in the Western Europe countries, but was notdeveloped in the Eastern maritime ports and on the Danube River ports.Other IT systems are already in place on the Danube as is the case of RIS and it is underdevelopment RIS at the corridors level.
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Technology and innovation, such as the Internet of Things, are said to be a driving force behindsmart port productivity. This type of technology, in the form of physical and IT infrastructurecould be the best way to see benefits in a smart port environment.Implementation measuresThe objective can be achieved by PCS development in ports. For the implementation of sucha system, the port administration should conduct a feasibility study in order to establish theeconomic operators involved, the model architecture and the resources.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Maritime Danube Ports Administration (APDM); River Danube PortsAdministration (APDF), Navigable Canales Administration (ACN),Maritime Ports Administration (MPAC)Proposed duration: 12 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 12Digitalization in combination with the evolution and advancement of existing tools givesimpetus for the shipping industry and related transport and supply chain infrastructure andcreates an opportunity for development and innovation. This is an important issue on the EUagenda and the final goal will be probably the implementation of multimodal ITSs and
national management of ITSs. So it is necessary that the port administration and theGovernment to be proactive in EU digitalization policies.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Maritime Danube Ports Administration (APDM); River Danube PortsAdministration (APDF), Navigable Canales Administration (ACN),Maritime Ports Administration (MPAC)Proposed duration: 36 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 49Together with the digitalisation, the number of cyberattack cases rises. Targeted attacks,aimed at certain companies and organizations, are becoming commonplace and it can happento the ports and IWT transport systems too. Development of cybersecurity measures is apermanent concern and will accompany the implementation of such systems, in order toprotect the information that are gathered there.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Maritime Danube Ports Administration (APDM); River Danube PortsAdministration (APDF), Navigable Canales Administration (ACN),Maritime Ports Administration (MPAC), Ministry of InteriorProposed duration: 60 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 60
Objective 11: Implementation of information exchange platforms (e.g. DPN)Development of information exchange platforms is in line with digitalization policies andbecome a tool for the working environments, including ports.  Such platforms were developedfor dissemination of information related to IWT projects in the Danube region(https://www.danube-navigation.eu/projects), for obtaining information related to ports(http://www.danubecommission.org/dc/en/danube-navigation/danube-ports-map/), forinformation related to financing programs (https://www.danube-region.eu/funding/private-
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sector-2 ), for information related to water level and other information necessary fornavigation (http://www.danubeportal.com/?pageid=waterlevel_water_level&display=no)The Danube Ports Network (DPN) concept has emerged within the framework of the DAPhNeproject in response to a real need for a unified, coordinated message of the Danube Region’sinland and sea ports community in Europe and beyond. Danube Ports Network is a new actorin the Danube Region port governance system. With the support and collective effort of itspartners, the Network shall become a long-term, sustainable structure contributing to goodport governance and cooperation strengthening in the Danube Region.Implementation measuresAs the information exchange platforms represents a tools they shall be continuous developedand updated (maintained). The objective can be achieved through a coordination and
cooperation between stakeholders, guided by regional European policies whose
measures are supported from the resources already available according to an
integrated approach.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Danube Ports Network, Maritime Danube Ports Administration (APDM);River Danube Ports Administration (APDF), Navigable CanalesAdministration (ACN), Maritime Ports Administration (MPAC)Proposed duration: 60 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 60Related to DPN, the objective was partially achieved by the creation of the bylaw, the websiteand the financing model, but the consolidation of the role of DPN and its related informationexchanging platform shall continue with the involvement of DPN members.
Objective 12: Improving port infrastructureImproving of port infrastructure is an obligation of the port administration and in the sametime a necessity for the Danube ports. Port infrastructure in Romania is quite old, Danuberiver ports have mainly sloped quays that decrease port productivity, rails and roads withinports needs improvement. Improving of port infrastructure is considered that will attractcargo traffic as well as private investments within ports.Implementation measuresThe objective can be achieved mainly with accessing the European funds for the
development of port infrastructure. The budgets of the port administration and sometimesthe state budgets are far to cover the investments necessities. European programmes andfunds are available for IWT and ports and in order to be accessed is needed a good preparationand the maturity of the infrastructure projects.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Maritime Danube Ports Administration (APDM); River Danube PortsAdministration (APDF), Navigable Canales Administration (ACN),Maritime Ports Administration (MPAC)Proposed duration: 60 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 60
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Objective 13: Master Plan elaborationA Master Plan is a document that establish future policies, goals, investments in a certain area andperiod, usually on a long term. Having in view the market requirements, it is recommended toupdate this strategic document at 5 – 10 years.Implementation measuresIn order to achieve the objective, the ports master planning should take into account the
overall guidance specifications provided by the regional European policies, which usuallychanges at 10 years. Port master plan are frequently elaborated within the framework of widerport policy or port strategies or port strategic planning, encompassing a larger variety of aspectsthan a single port master plan.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Ministry of Transport, Maritime Danube Ports Administration (APDM);River Danube Ports Administration (APDF), Navigable CanalesAdministration (ACN), Maritime Ports Administration (MPAC)Proposed duration: 12 monthsProposed time frame: Month 49 – Month 60
Objective 14: Improving multimodalityAnother important aspect of the port industry and, with extension, of the internationalcooperation is of multimodal transport systems, made the most of the transhipment hub at thejunction of corridors. Railways and roads connections to the Danube ports are in poor conditionin Romania. Development plans are included in the General Transport Master Plan and the plansshall be put in actions.Implementation measuresThe objective can be achieved by investments in multimodality connecting the ports with
their hinterland. The port administration is in charge for developing the multimodalityconnections within the ports, while the development of railway and road infrastructure in thehinterland is the tasks of the railways / roads administration companies.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Maritime Danube Ports Administration (APDM); River Danube PortsAdministration (APDF), Navigable Canales Administration (ACN),Maritime Ports Administration (MPAC), Railway Company CFR SA,National Company for Highways and Road InfrastructureProposed duration: 60 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 60
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7.7 Bulgaria

7.7.1 MissionThe mission of Bulgarian Ports Infrastructure Company (BPICo.) is:
“To ensure the efficiency of the port infrastructure managed and the services provided by the
Company, taking into account the balance of interests for the development of the national port
system, the needs and expectations of customers, stakeholders and society as a whole.”The above mission is implied by the responsibilities set out in the Maritime spaces, inlandwaterways and ports in the Republic of Bulgaria Act and the Statutes of the Company.Achievement of this ambitious goal bears national importance and is constantly followed bypreparation and fulfilment of programmes for construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation,maintenance, development and management of the infrastructure of public transport ports ofnational importance.
7.7.2 Vision

“Through appropriate business planning, in compliance with national and international
regulatory requirements, and taking into account the available human and material resources,
contribute to the effective and efficient development of the overall transport system of the
Republic of Bulgaria.”Bulgarian inland ports are part of the national transport system. Their development is part ofa wider national strategy. BPICo. has to adjust its plans and activities according to strategicdecisions taken on national level.
7.7.3 Objectives and measuresOn the basis of the cumulative SWOT analysis (Annex I) of the port industry in Bulgaria, aswell as the methodology described in Chapter 7.1, Table 24 demonstrates various strategies(strategic objectives) of the Bulgarian port industry.

Table 24: Strategic objectives and necessary development measures for Bulgarian ports

Country Strategic objectives Necessary development measures

BG

1. Attract transit cargo by using theadvantages of the BG transport systemand location  Marketing measures (promotion materials, TVcommercials, conferences, meetings, activecommunication with target groups) taken byport operators;
 Taking strategic decision on higher level – forcooperation between different types oftransport, for effective logistic schemes;
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Country Strategic objectives Necessary development measures

 Active communication with port authorities forpurposeful strategic efforts2. Improve and modernize port services  Actions taken by the government to finish theprocess of concession of BG river ports;
 Keeping concessions in force on good level offulfilment;
 Encourage port operators to introducemodernizations by implementing incentives andsystem for evaluation;
 Feedback from clients;3. Identify the most needed, appropriate& cost effective modernization in ports  Identification of modernization measures bycollecting expert opinions from the qualifiedport personnel from each port;
 Elaboration of financial, technical, marketingresearches and forecasts;4. Keep highly qualified personnel withinport companies (before and afterconcession procedures)  To introduce/ improve HR measures in thecontracts with concessionaires and state ownedport operators with regard to personnel: moreattractive measures for motivation and low staffturnover – social benefits, good workingconditions. For highly qualified staff – higherpayment conditions, constant vocationaltraining5. Attract private investment in portsthrough successful concessions  Actions taken by the government to  finish theprocess of concession of BG river ports;6. Increase the share of intermodaltransport  By taking measures for improvement of thenavigability of the Danube river;
 Boosting national and international economiesthat generate intermodal cargo;
 Working on higher level (government,intermodal organizations and companies) tostimulate intermodality;7. Improve port infrastructure in order tokeep current cargo flow and attractnew types of cargo/ new clients  Actions taken by the government to finish theprocess of concession of BG river ports
 Keeping concessions in force on good level offulfilment
 To follow quality oriented approach on portconcessions
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Country Strategic objectives Necessary development measures

 Granting joint concessions by the state andmunicipalities to assure investment in projectsof bigger scale8. Rise the role of the private sectorthrough concession of ports that arenot already granted  Actions taken by the government to  finish theprocess of concession of BG river ports9. Introduction of an integrated transportsystem to increase competitiveness  To integrate the River information system(BulRIS) with existing and new information/management systems in the field of railway andautomobile transport, control bodies, etc.
(Source: BPICO)

It must be stressed that these objectives and measures are derived through the process of
collection of information and analysis of the current status of the river port system in Bulgaria
within the DAPhNE project and by the project team of BPICo. Most of them are not linked with
deadlines and budgets, because they affect organizations and institutions out of the direct
influence or competence of BPICo. Some of the objectives are already identified by the
Government through strategies and policies. BPICo. does not aim at unique or “miracle”
measures. Current analysis is intended to bring the most important issues at the attention to the
interested parties.

Objective 1: Attract transit cargo by using the advantages of the BG transport system
and locationAs stated in Deliverable 6.1.1 Danube ports SWOT analysis, Bulgaria has a good geographicallocation on a crossroad between Western and South-eastern Europe, the Middle East and Asia.
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Figure 8: Pan-European Transport Corridors crossing the Republic of Bulgaria
Source: www.industrial-zones.com

Port terminals serve as convenient connections for import and export traffic. Currently, thereis free capacity with regard to handling and storage of cargo in river ports. As the Bulgarianeconomy cannot generate significant trade flows, that could boost port development, it isreasonable, efforts to be concentrated on attracting transit cargo traffic. Thus, the cargoturnover will rise, bringing higher incomes directly for port operators and indirect benefits tothe entire transport sector.The above possibilities are included in the “Opportunities” part of the SWOT analysis in theintegrated strategy for transport development up to 2030 - Opportunities for development
of transit traffic along the direction of transport corridors crossing the country and
providing good conditions for connecting Western and Central Europe with the Middle
East, Western and Central Asia. Failing to attract transit traffic is identified as a threat by thisSWOT analysis. On the other side, the transit traffic generated by cargo trucks throughBulgarian roads is very intense with high level of congestion and accidents. There is anecologic and economic reason to divert cargo trucks from roads to combined rail – watertransport.
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Bulgaria’s favourable geographic location by itself does not provide guarantees for the
development of international transit transport. Substantial investments are required first for
improving and maintenance of the existing infrastructure, and – to a lesser extend – for the
construction of missing infrastructure components. In this aspect, the proper identification of
priorities in the short, medium and long term is of a paramount importance in order to maximize
expected benefits by efficiently utilizing the limited available funds and by taking into account
the priorities of the EU and of the neighbouring states.21Implementation measures
Marketing measures (promotion materials, TV commercials, conferences, meetings,
active communication with target groups) taken by port operators;Promoting the favourable geographical location of the country and its transport (includingriver) connections has to be a high priority. Port operators, which perform the every-day portactivities – transhipment, storage, manoeuvring, technical and administrative services, etc. –should be involved in joint actions to offer their specific commercial conditions to potentialclients. Currently there is not much public information on the efforts of port operators todevelop their business, probably due to the commercial secret existing and the relativelyconservative industrial sphere. Marketing measures would help river ports to “come out” tothe public and declare their intentions to provide quality services. Spreading marketingmaterials and information on specialized events is a relatively low-cost method to attract newclients. This bottom-up approach could help institutions (such as ministries, administrations)spread more useful and focused information.An example on how this measure could be achieved is to have a new organization – port union,which could be responsible for targeted marketing campaign, or to have this measurecoordinated by the Ministry of transport, information technologies and communication. Thebudget needed depends on the type of promoting materials/ events. It could vary dependingon how much the operators or the Ministry is ready to allocate for this purpose. Results of thefocused campaign (for example after a year) could be reported either by marketing researchor by the percentage of the increased cargo volume, if this is the case. Targeted potentialclients could be asked why they have chosen to work/ not to work with the ports promoted.After that, further measures may be outlined. For example – if clients insist on havingspecialised storages – new ones could be built, if economic conditions on governmental levelhave to be clarified or changed – steps could be taken for amendment of the legislative frame,etc.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): new organization structure – Port Union, MTITCProposed duration: 24 monthsProposed time frame: 2020- 2022

21 Source: Strategy for the development of the transport system of the republic of Bulgaria until 2020
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Taking strategic decision on higher level – for cooperation between different types of
transport, for effective logistic schemes;Ports do not exist separately. They are important part of logistic schemes and transportroutes. In order to attract transit cargo, efforts have to be put in building an effective networkfrom the starting point of the cargo transferred to its end receiver. That includes most oftencooperation between rail, automobile and water transport players. Such cooperation couldeasily be reached if the government defines in a clear way which transport links are of highestimportance. Furthermore, synchronization is needed between all modes of transport onnational and international level in a competitive and effective way.In the current case, strong support for Danube inland waterway transport is needed.Responsible actors for this measure should be the Ministry of transport, railway, port andautomobile operators, cargo owners and forwarders, transport organizations. They have theability to define the real needs and adequate measures. For instance, certain transit cargoflows could be identified immediately by forwarders and cargo owners. Any gaps anddisadvantages have to be discussed with the transport ministry, ministry of economy, etc.On the picture below, the ongoing projects under Operational Program Transport andInfrastructure are shown. That is the “image” of the real work, resulted from such strategicdecisions on governmental level. The red lines represent road initiatives, green – railwaydevelopment, plus intermodal terminals and the projects of BPICo. are marked with radar andcommunication towers. Strategic documents for the development of the Bulgarian transportinfrastructure have already noted that:- “Large part of the railway facilities (bridges and tunnels) is at the end of the life cycle

such as the routes Ruse - Varna. Much of the security, telecommunications and energy
supply systems are outdated (put into operation in the period 1965-1985) and do not
meet modern requirements for interoperability.- Coverage of the country’s territory with motorways and first class roads is uneven.
The east - west direction is much better developed than the north - south direction, which
is largely determined by the topography of the country.- Most of the Bulgarian ports have been built in the beginning of the past century and
their current technical condition is unsatisfactory. The main problems related to ports
‘development are lack of investment for maintenance and backlog in development of port
infrastructure in past periods, obsolete basic mechanical equipment and facilities for
transshipment, poor condition of the piers.- There is no national network of modern intermodal terminals meeting the needs of
railway and inland waterway freight transport. Intermodal operators are not well
equipped with specialized rolling stock and there are only a few direct
operational/logistic intermodal connections.22

22 http://www.optransport.bg/upload/docs/OPTTI_ENG_17112014_verision_1.pdf
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Figure 9: Transport infrastructure projects in Bulgaria
Source: http://maps.optransport.bg/Further projects must be accomplished for development of the railway and roadinfrastructure of Northern Bulgaria. Also, improvement of the Danube fairway is expected tobe implemented by the Executive agency for maintenance and development of the Danuberiver.The planned measures are expected to address the following needs of the sector:- Development of a network of terminals meeting the requirements for modern freight-transport services, aimed at ensuring of better coordination between individual modesof transport in relation to the intermodal services development, and establishment ofreliable and fast railway connections between terminals. The needs assessment shows
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a necessity for construction of terminals in Sofia, as well as in the South-East PlanningRegion, North-East Planning Region and North-West Planning Region.- Development of intermodal connections between ports and railway network, withregard to the promotion of potential growth in trade and transit transportations,- Expansion and development of storage areas at several freight terminals.Regarding the timeframes, 2019 will be of crucial importance due to the fact thatinvestment for the next planning period will be planned.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Responsible actors for this measure should be the Ministry of transport,railway, port and automobile operators, cargo owners and forwarders,transport organizationsProposed duration: permanentProposed time frame: from 2020 on
Active communication with port authorities for purposeful strategic effortsThe role of port authorities is to check and ensure that all the necessary regulatoryrequirements are kept. BPICo. and port operators plan their investment in port infrastructurein advance. If there is a decision and a serious well-grounded intention to attract transit cargo,such plans for development could include pre-defined measures. Such measures could be onthe basis of the cargo volume and type expected – whether food products, dangerous goods,or other. Except the infrastructure, port operators could easily plan their management, HRand marketing policies.
Objective 2: Improve and modernize port servicesBy port services BPICo. means the complex combination between vessel traffic management,formal border and customs procedures, cargo handling and storage in ports, andcommunication between stakeholders within the port area. Improving port service willrespond to the clients’ demand for higher quality and will transform in improved workingenvironment. The importance of this objective lies in the business logic for less bureaucraticmovement of cargo, saving time and money for the cargo owners. Improvement andmodernization is also the common goal of every business entity.Modern information systems for the Danube river transport are already introduced by BPICo.(BulRIS, Single window) and are in process of further improvement. Another dimension ofthis objective could include actions taken by port operators to implement up-to-dateinformation systems in their everyday port activity. Such systems may include electronicdocumental exchange with regard to the vessel arrival and departure, cargo documents,forwarding documents, storage management, customer relationship management etc.The personnel directly involved in port servicing may analyse the results achieved and takecertain measures on the basis on their own practice and on already elaborated documents.Such document for example enlists some disadvantages that have to be watched for:
“The other main criticisms of quality of service, which are more organizational, focus on:- Availability: range of services provided within the port area;- Speed: time taken to service ships and cargo;
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- Reliability: consistency of port performance; and- Flexibility: ability to provide alternative solutions when things go wrong
***
This can occur for various reasons:
 Legislation defining what ports can and cannot do in each Member State;
 Narrow political or management perceptions about the role of ports;
 Lack of space, investment funding or management expertise;
 Aversion to risk; and
 Inertia, lack of vision, or resistance to change.”23Implementation measures

Actions taken by the government to finish the process of concession of BG river ports24.Concessionaires risk their own resources and efforts. Providing quality port services in a verycompetitive environment is a necessity for them. In other words, successful concessiondepends strongly on improvement of port services and modernization.There are five river port terminals that are being prepared to be given on concession:1. Port terminal Winter shelter, Ruse;2. Port terminal Vidin-center, part of port for public transport of national importanceVidin;3. Port terminal Ruse-west, part of port for public transport of national importance Ruse;4. Port terminal Ruse east 1, part of port for public transport of national importance Ruse;5. Port terminal Ruse-east 2, part of port for public transport of national importanceRuse;The concession of a port is for management of a service of public interest (the port servicesunder Article 116 (3) p.2 of the MSIWPPRBA) at the risk of the concessionaire, by keeping theport services available and ensuring their continuity and quality level in compliance with theterms of the concession contract, against the concessionaire's right to operate the service,receiving revenues from consumers and third parties, etc.The Bulgarian state has consequently granted 7 (seven) river terminals with nationalimportance on concession. The above 5 (five) cargo terminals are to be granted in the future.Successful port concession to a private operator was defined as a good practice because it hasproved its positive influence on the performance of the ports that have already been granted.Concession is applied for Bulgarian ports with national importance – Ruse, Lom and Vidin.Most common practice is granting a separate port terminal on concession, as the entire portof national importance most often includes several terminals which are usually located indifferent cities.
23 https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/modes/maritime/studies/doc/2013-07-ia-port-services.pdf24 Source for description of this measure: BPICo, D. 4.2.4. Good practices report on port management models
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Application is provided by motivated decisions of the Council of Ministers, where the Ministryof transport, information technologies and communication have a major role. Control isensured with the help of Executive Agency Maritime administration and Bulgarian PortsInfrastructure Company.From the viewpoint of the state – over 380 thousand euro/ year are collected from fixed feesand the total private investment should amount to over 67 mln. BGN. The income for the statefor 2014 is 32,8 mln BGN., and for 2015 – 34,7 mln. BGN. The transport ministry reports atotal investment from the side of port concessionaires /15 sea and river terminals/of almost64 mln. BGN for 2014 and 58.2 mln. BGN for 2015. 25Measuring methods that can identify successful port concessions are given in Table 25.
Table 25: Concession performance metrics in Bulgaria

Method of measurement examples1. Investment according to type – number of new machinery and facilities,number and square meters new storage facilities2. Collected concession fee3. Cargo volume4. Income per person5. Income per ton6. Annual profit of the concessionaire7. Surveys with regard to clients’ satisfaction
Source: BPICo

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Application is provided by motivated decisions of the Council of Ministers,where the Ministry of transport, information technologies andcommunication have a major role. Control is ensured with the help ofExecutive Agency Maritime administration and Bulgarian PortsInfrastructure CompanyProposed duration: permanentProposed time frame: started 2007 and still ongoing
Keeping concessions in force on good level of fulfilmentFinishing the procedure for granting a port on concession is not a success by itself. Monitoringhas to be implemented in order to check whether the concessionaire fulfils his obligations,which mainly include:- Payment of the concession fee by the concessionaire;- Successful performance of the envisaged port services, with focus on the cargoturnover by the respective port terminal;- Successful coverage of the investment programme, planned by the concessionaire;
25 Source: https://www.publics.bg/bg/news/17594/
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- Keeping the contract conditions with regard to all financial and non-financialobligations of the concessionaire;The task for observation and evaluation of the level of concession fulfilment is given to acommission for each port. This commission includes the participation of competent officialsfrom the Ministry of transport, information technologies and communication, BPICo. andExecutive Agency Maritime Administration. If violation of concession conditions negotiated isfound out, measures have to be proposed and implemented.This measure has a permanent effect and should last until the expiry of the concessioncontract.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): MTITC, port concessionaires, EAMA, BPICo.Proposed duration: depending on the concession contractProposed time frame: permanent
Encourage port operators to introduce modernizations by implementing incentives
and system for evaluationCurrently there is not a scheme or mechanism on encouraging port operators to modernizetheir activity. It seems that keeping the legislative requirements is of biggest importance,combined with the limitation of the old fashioned equipment, infrastructure and technologies.It is of crucial importance to introduce a system for stimulation of port modernization throughidentifying the most significant priorities for the port sector.Some examples for stimulation could be tax preferences, partial financing of themodernization investment by the state, or other – on individual base dependent on the needsof the port operator. Final result of the improvement expected should be measured by rise inthe cargo turnover, reduced time for ships’ or vehicle, or wagons stay in port, improved safetyand working conditions, etc.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): MTITC, BPICo., port operatorsProposed duration: 5 – 10 yearsProposed time frame: 2020-2030
Feedback from clientsExcept the professional opinion of port related administrative bodies and port operators,dealing with the everyday port management, clients are very important factor to beconsidered when taking decisions for port services improvement.For BPICo. the meaning of the term “clients” for this particular analysis is: port users, such ascargo owners, ship owners, forwarders, ship agents, railway and automobile companies, other
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companies, providing logistic and technical services connected with the port. Most often portusers either have contract relations with the operator, or with the cargo owner. They are theconsumers and payers of port services received, and that is why, their position has to be takeninto account.Regular researches, both formal (letters, surveys, questionnaires) and informal (discussions,negotiations, informal meetings) on the opinion of the clients are a must for the successfulport management. This measure is and should be implemented by port operators with noneed for considerable resources. The higher management (executive director, deputydirector, commercial manager) could perform direct conversations, negotiations andmeetings, resulting in specific contract conditions. One or more marketing experts (dependingon the scope of the operator) could be responsible to collect written surveys and to analysethe answers.Clients’ feedbacks define the strengths and weaknesses of a port terminal, which could be agood base for improvement actions. Furthermore, they have the ability to compare ports, asthey most often use the services of national and foreign port terminals along the Danube riverfor instance.This also is a measure with constant significance and has to be performed regularly.Performance indicators could include, but are not limited to: number of clients’ feedbackreceived, percentage of clients’ satisfaction service by service, number of proposed measuresby clients and number of their real fulfilment, evaluation of the opinions focused on prices andthose, focused on technical issues, profound evaluation of the negative feedback received,which may also include improvement of human resources management, etc.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port operators, BPICo. EAMAProposed duration: permanentProposed time frame: permanent

Objective 3: Identify the most needed, appropriate & cost effective modernization in
portsCollecting information on needed investment in ports will most probably result in a long listof proposals. Taking decision on the, so to say, correct investment, especially whenconsiderable finance resources are required, is a hard process. A complex combination isneeded between national and international priorities, marketing based decision and thespecifics of each port terminal.As it was already stated above, the technical condition of ports in Bulgaria is not on therequired level in comparison to their Western European counterparts. Due to the big scale ofefforts and resources needed to be invested, certain prioritization must take place, in order tokeep port services on a good level and in according to the legislative frame in force.
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Implementation measures
Identification of modernization measures by collecting expert opinions from the
qualified port personnel from each port.Lack of modernization has long time been a disadvantage for the Bulgarian river ports sector.In order to identify and implement the most important measures with the most significantpositive expected effect, opinions have to be collected by the personnel directly involved withthe cargo handling and customers’ relations. Port operators – private or state-owned –elaborate their own programme for investment and development. Often operators themselvesdo not have enough resources to fulfil a needed modernization investment. That is why,specific actions have to be foreseen in order to set up an expert group, that could involveexperts from the MTITC and BPICo., that could directly interact with the responsiblepersonnel in order to make a list of the proposed modernizations, to collect data on thefinancial resources and time-frames. Currently there certainly are processes of coordinationbetween BPICo. and port operators with regard to the Annual Program for construction,reconstruction, rehabilitation, maintenance, development and management of theinfrastructure of public transport ports of national importance. This measure foresees morestrategic approach with long-term planning perspective. The needs for modernization aredifferent for each port terminal and are dependent on the economic condition of the operator,condition of the port infrastructure and equipment, potential of the staff to create andimplement investment solutions.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port operators, BPICo. MTITCProposed duration: 12 monthsProposed time frame: 2020 - 2021
Elaboration of financial, technical, marketing researches and forecastsAfter the process of investment identification and its overall definition, the next step is tofurther elaborate in detail:- Financial parameters, such as costs, type of financial resources (own or attracted),payback period, expected revenues if any;- Technical implementation – description of the area/ sphere of introduction of themodernization, productivity parameters expected, specific requirements related to theport terminal, permits needed, other specific requirements with regard to thelegislative framework;- Marketing justification on the current situation and the expected results afterimplementing the modernization, relevance and significance for the port activity of theoperator, different scenarios of development before and after the investment tookplace, past and current researches on the modernization envisaged, forecast on theexpected improvement (rise in the cargo flow, new types of cargo attracted, new clientsattracted, improved speed of handling etc.).
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Elaboration on these analyses should be assured by the port operator for their most importantinvestment plans, and by BPICo. for investment, planned by the company. Most probably suchdocuments would be given for execution to specialized companies against certain payment,after the corresponding normative procedure.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): port operators, BPICo., MTITCProposed duration: 12 monthsProposed time frame: 2021-2022

Objective 4: Keep highly qualified personnel within port companies (before and after
concession procedures)The quality of port services depends on the combination between technical equipment andhuman resources performance. A highly qualified personnel of ports is an important asset,that has to be kept and developed. Currently, the percentage of staff reaching the age forretirement is relevantly high. Assuring continuity of the accumulated knowledge must be donesmooth with no negative impact for the company. Additional factor that creates uncertaintyand stress is the process of transition from working for a state-owned port operator to aprivate concessionaire.The observation of the ongoing and past concessions of river ports in Bulgaria, show that oftenhuman resources are object to changes almost from the beginning. Starting from the highermanagement, which becomes entirely new for the port staff, and usually reduction of the totalemployee number, or turnover of human resources as a whole follow. This critical process hasto assure that the best professionals are kept within the company, because they areresponsible for the performance of the port. This objective should be included in thepreparation and implementation process for future concessions.Implementation measures
To introduce/ improve HR measures in the contracts with concessionaires and state
owned port operators with regard to personnel: more attractive measures for
motivation and low staff turnover – social benefits, good working conditions. For highly
qualified staff – higher payment conditions, constant vocational trainingThese measures speak for themselves and have to be taken into consideration by the Ministryof transport, information technologies and communications (MTITC). In the moment there areno detailed conditions in the existing contracts for the status of human resources in the portoperators with 100% state ownership of the capital. Such conditions could be introduced byamending the contracts between these type of operators and the Ministry of transport.On the other side, concessionaires have contract conditions related to employees, but they arenot announced publicly. What is known is that the concessionaire has to ensure healthy andsafe working conditions, and training of the personnel involved in port services, and not tohire sub-contractor companies for execution of the port services in the terminal granted.
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It is easily seen that human resources are not within the priorities of contractual relationsbetween port operators and the MTITC, being the representative body of the State. That givescertain freedom of the operators to decide on their HR policy, but such measure has to beimplemented for ensuring provision of high-quality services.Firstly, port operators have to make an assessment of their employees, to identify those withthe highest contribution for the successful operation, and then – measures for keeping highlyqualified and valuable employees have to be introduced.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): MTITC, port operatorsProposed duration: 12 monthsProposed time frame: 2020-2021
Objective 5: Attract private investment in ports through successful concessionsPrivate investment in Bulgarian river ports of national importance is possible only aftergranting the respective port terminal on concession. Until this happens, port operators withstate ownership are responsible for port management and investment.
As per the data stated in D 4.2.4. Good practices on port management models, the reportedfigures on private investment is as follows:
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Table 26: Concession features in selected Bulgarian ports

Port terminal26 Fixed concession
annual fee,27 EUR

Variable concession annual
fee, EUR

Total investment for
development, mln.

BGN

Svishtov (concession
in 2007) 207 000 25% of the total gross revenuegrowth for the current yearcompared to the base year 19.227
Oryahovo 5 112,92 10% of the growth in grossearnings compared to the baseyear 2.4
Somovit, 2009
conditions 31 200

7.2% of the increase in totalgross earnings of all activities,or a coefficient of EUR 0.348per ton, multiplied by theincrease in annual turnover,relative to the basic annualfreight turnover
7

Vidin-north&
Ferryboat complex
Vidin

41 000
8.40% of the increase in totalnet revenue versus the basenet income or an amount ofEUR 0.16 per ton multiplied bythe increase in annualturnover

16,039
Lom, 2013 conditions 95 612 Not less than 5% of annualrevenue growth or not lessthan € 0.20 per ton of increasein freight 22,4
Ferryboat terminal
Nikopol 1 500 n/a 0,06

Source: BPICoThe overall belief is that investment in this scale cannot be expected by state-owned operatorsand that private financial resources would be invested with the best marketing andmanagement logic.Implementation measures
Actions taken by the government to finish the process of concession of BG river ports;See description of this measure for Objective 2
Objective 6: Increase the share of intermodal transportIntermodal transport is the combined use of more than one mode of transport during theprocess of cargo transfer from the starting point to the receiver. As for the Bulgarian riverports, intermodality is performed by the ship – railway scheme. Some ports also offer the land-based intermodal complex between trucks with containers/ trailers and railway transport.Similar to Objective 1, increasing intermodal cargo is beneficial for the total cargo volume and
26 Source: www.nkr.government.bg27 The fixed part is indexed every 5 years of the concession period with the cumulative consumer price index.
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generated incomes by port terminals. Unfortunately, for now Bulgarian river ports are notpart of many intermodal logistic schemes. That is due to the fact that river transport isrelatively slow and insecure for the high-demanding intermodal cargo traffic. Containers, asthe widest spread intermodal unit, are transported via high-speed routes on a regular base.Assuring cargo for the empty containers is also a big challenge for the local economy. The mostpossible version of increasing intermodal cargo in river ports is by using the existing railwayconnections. Ruse-east, Ruse-west, Svishtov, Lom, etc. have direct railway access undercranes. This is a prerequisite of handling intermodal cargo. Making investment in container/trailer handling facilities (reach stackers, repair shops, etc.) could make easier attractingintermodal unit operators.Implementation measures
By taking measures for improvement of the navigability of the Danube river.Improvement of the fairway of the Danube River and regular maintenance of the requireddepths would increase reliability of inland waterway transport. Critical hydro meteorologicalconditions which have led to interruption of navigation have already caused cargo outflowthrough the years. Taking measures to resolve the problem with the fairway is needed forincreasing intermodal transport.This measure should be performed by all riparian countries.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): EAEMDR, MTITCProposed duration: permanentProposed time frame: permanent
Boosting national and international economies that generate intermodal cargo.Ensuring cargo for empty containers has already been mentioned as a problem in bringingintermodal cargo to Bulgarian river ports. Bulgaria has to ensure favourable economicconditions for production companies generating export and intermodal cargo. During high-level official meetings with neighbouring and other countries, contracts may be commentedfor the mutual benefit of partners. This is a rather hypothetical measure, but in the end portshandle export and import cargo in compliance to the scale and condition of the nationaleconomy.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): forwarding and transport companies, port operators, BG government,MTITCProposed duration: 5 – 10 yearsProposed time frame: 2020 - 2030
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Working on higher level (government, intermodal organizations and companies) to
stimulate intermodality.Although lot of disadvantages exist that hamper intermodal cargo traffic through Bulgaria,permanent efforts have to be made to mitigate negative consequences. Meetings, analyses andresearches have to be regularly performed by affected parties. Professional organizations inthe field of intermodal transport, river port operators, forwarders and cargo owners have toidentify and propose measures to be taken by the ministries and the government in order toimprove the current conditions for intermodal traffic.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): ship, vehicle and railway carriers, transport organizations and unions,MTITC, port operatorsProposed duration: permanentProposed time frame: permanent
Objective 7: Improve port infrastructure in order to keep current cargo flow and attract
new types of cargo/ new clientsFollowing the existing weakness of the BG ports “Unsatisfactory condition of the portinfrastructure and the connecting infrastructure”28 BPICo. identified the strategic aim toimprove the existing infrastructure. By “port infrastructure” BPICo. means the complexcombination of quays, open and covered storages, administrative and technical buildings,supply networks, etc. Improvement may also be sought in the connecting railway and roadnetworks, but is not under the direct impact of BPICo.The big importance of Objective 7 is based also on the existing gap between ports from South-East Europe and their Western Europe counterparts. Any delay in improving portinfrastructure in Bulgaria may lead to irreversible negative impact on the national river portindustry.There have been a lot of researches on EU, national and international level done, proving thatthis is a widely known development factor.
“Many ports are unable to provide potential customers with the right mix or standard of services
because they do not have the right mix of infrastructure. Common complaints from shipping lines
and other port users relate to:
 Insufficient depth of water;
 Lack of quay space, resulting in vessels having to wait for a berth;
 Lack of storage space behind the quay, often caused by the “city centre” locations of older ports;
 Insufficient (or outdated) mechanical equipment:

For container ships the most common problems are too few cranes (preventing the ship from
working as many holds as the operator would like) or the absence of ship-to-shore gantry cranes
(resulting in slower handling rates). Yard congestion caused by lack of space can also slow down
crane handling rates on the berth.

28 Source: Group of authors (2018), Danube ports SWOT analysis, Daphne project, WP6, Deliverable D.6.1.1
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For bulk ships the most common problem is lack of automation (ship loaders and pneumatic or
screw discharge equipment linked to high speed conveyor systems to the storage area or plant);
and

 Poor interface arrangements for rail and inland waterway transport.”29

Implementation measures
Actions taken by the government to finish the process of concession of BG river ports.Measure already described for Objective 2.As a result of the successful completion of the concession procedure, it can be expected thatthe technical condition of the port infrastructure, facilities and equipment will be substantiallyimproved and the quality of the port services performed will increase. This will lead toshortening ship and cargo handling time, reducing freight handling losses, etc., which willincrease the overall level of competition between ports in the region.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Application is provided by motivated decisions of the Council of Ministers,where the Ministry of transport, information technologies andcommunication have a major role. Control is ensured with the help ofExecutive Agency Maritime administration and Bulgarian PortsInfrastructure CompanyProposed duration: permanentProposed time frame: started 2007 and still ongoing
Keeping concessions in force on good level of fulfilment.Measure already described for Objective 2.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): MTITC, port concessionaires, EAMA, BPICo.Proposed duration: depending on the concession contractProposed time frame: permanent
To follow quality oriented approach on port concessionsExcept evaluating fulfilment of certain figures, such as concession fee, amount of investment,cargo volume, etc. assessment has to be made on the quality behind these figures. It is verysubstantial not to have pro forma concessions with “hollow” implementation. Quality offulfilment may be determined by direct communication with the end users of the port terminalfrom the side of the MTITC or another authorised administration.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): MTITC, port users, BPICo., port operatorsProposed duration: permanentProposed time frame: permanent
29 Source: https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/modes/maritime/studies/doc/2013-07-ia-port-services.pdf
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Granting joint concessions by the state and municipalities to assure investment in
projects of bigger scaleJoint concessions have not yet been implemented in Bulgaria. This is due to the fact that theopportunity for such initiative was given by a relatively new legislative amendment.Joint concessions would bring a number of positive effects. Through co-operation between theconcession grantors significant infrastructure objects can be executed that go beyond theterritorial scope of a municipality, to allocate public resources required to make paymentsfrom the grantors for non-self-financing concessions, assets of the state and the municipalitiesto be used efficiently. This can reduce the uneven territorial distribution of concessions andthe economic differences between the regions.30Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): BG government, MTITC, BPICo. EAMAProposed duration: 18 monthsProposed time frame: from 2020 on
Objective 8: Rise the role of the private sector through concession of ports that are not
already grantedBulgarian port sector has long been managed by structures with state ownership. Therestructuring process or the river port sector is ongoing. The first concession of a river portwas implemented in 2007 for port terminal Svishtov. From then on, the Bulgarian stateevaluated the positive effect of such restructuring approach. The commercial risk of providingport services is borne by private companies - concessionaires, while the State is benefitingfrom concession fees received and investment made in port terminals that remain stateownership. Concession companies benefit from developing their own business initiatives andcontribute for improvement of the terminals under their management.Implementation measures
Actions taken by the government to finish the process of concession of BG river portsSee measure description for Objective 2.
Objective 9: Introduction of an integrated transport system to increase
competitivenessIntegrated information systems ensure coordination and communication between differenttransport participants and modes. Intelligent decisions help for the better organization of thetransport route, handling and storage management.In Bulgarian river ports there is no integrated information system functioning. Existingsystems function separately.
30 Source: National strategy for development of concessions in the Republic of Bulgaria 2018-2027
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Different modes of transport have differing technical and operational capabilities. Each modeof transport in the system has to develop its capacity to meet specific demand viewed withinthe total demand for all modes of transport in the system. In this way, as well as competingwith each other, they also supplement each other.A successful integrated transport system should result in higher demand for public transport,with a knock-on reduction in congestion and pollution31.Implementing Objective 9 would directly bring positive influence on Objectives 1 and 6.Implementation measures
To integrate the River information system (BulRIS) with existing and new information/
management systems in the field of railway and automobile transport, control bodies,
etc.The existing River information system, managed by BPICo., is well functioning and very welltechnically equipped. Measures could be planned to integrate the structure of the abovesystem with the existing ones of the Customs, Border control or other institutions whenneeded. Thorough discussions need to be done between related administrative bodies inorder to see exactly which functions and databases could be merged. There is possibility toimplement such an integrated system by the force of an entirely new legislative document. Inorder to achieve that, detailed proposition has to be made from the side of implementingadministrations to the corresponding ministries and the Government. Although it seems to bea complex procedure, the expected positive results deserve considering sooner actionstoward implementation of this measure.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): BPICo., Customs, Border controlProposed duration: 24 – 36 monthsProposed time frame: 2020 - 2023

31 Source: https://www.designingbuildings.co.uk/wiki/Integrated_transport_system
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8 Common port industry strategic objectives and measures

8.1 MissionThe common mission of the entire port industry of the Danube region is agreed to be definedin the following way:
MISSION

Danube ports are strategically important and efficient multimodal nodes of
the region’s transport network enabling the trade objectives, fostering job

creation, facilitating trade and sustainable economic growth, providing
competitive, efficient, reliable and seamless service, while at the same time
respecting the environment and the port governance diversity in riparian

countries.

Apart from being important regional transport nodes, Danube ports are located on themultimodal Rhine-Danube Core Network Corridor where the Danube River represents thebackbone of the regional transport network. Any network is composed of links and nodes. Theentire network is efficient only as its least efficient link or node. The same works for thecapacity of the network – the capacity of the link or node with the lowest capacity determinesthe capacity of the entire network. Therefore, the proper functioning of ports as nodes of bothtransport and economic networks is of crucial importance not just for the network itself, butalso for the economies of port cities and their wider hinterland.In order to make the common mission possible today and in the short-term future, Danubeports, accompanied by their seaport gate companion, have joined forces into a Danube PortsNetwork, an organisation sharing the common goals of the prosperity of the region’s portindustry and the region itself. Danube ports exert their utmost efforts in order to providemodern infrastructure and suprastructure, collaborate with stakeholders to deliver thebenefits of trade growth, manage environmental impacts of port operations and development,deliver effective commercial outcomes for customers and facilitate the functioning of supplychains.
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8.2 VisionThe Danube port industry has a common vision:
VISION

To become innovative engines of economic growth of the region, providing
competitive, sustainable, diversified, seamless and integrated services with

state of the art infrastructure and suprastructure, accompanied by the wide
array of value added services and facilitate the integration of the Danube
region and its inland waterway transportation into intra-European and

global supply chains.

Following a lore “United we stand, divided we fall”32 Danube ports recognized the benefits ofjoining their development efforts. Danube ports are determined to make the vision possibleand therefore are committed to implement the development strategy based on both commonand individual development objectives. Joining forces in knowledge sharing, technologytransfer, know-how management, law and policy making, lobbying and marketing are just afew of the aspects that are covered in the national and common (regional) port developmentstrategies. Each strategic objective is accompanied by at least one implementation measureintended to facilitate the achievement of the objectives.“Go logistic” is, in a nutshell, the most important element of the vision of the Danube ports.Danube ports are the only nodes in the transport network providing the facilities formultimodal transfer of goods in all three “land based” transport modes – rail, road and inlandwaterways transportation, offering their users the choice of using the most convenient modeof transport, depending on their needs. In addition, the concentration of different transportmodes, accompanied by physical facilities for cargo transfer and storage, can trigger thedemand for complementary and value added services for ships and cargoes. Consequently, inorder to cut costs and benefit from spatially centralised logistic activities, ports offering valueadded services can attract port users to relocate at least part of their facilities in or near portareas, contributing to the concentration of both logistic and manufacturing activities in theimmediate vicinity of ports. Spatial concentration of economic activities and cargoesfrequently leads to creation of critical masses of cargo quantities suitable for inland waterwaytransportation and for containerisation of adequate cargoes.

32 Vernon, J. (Tr.) (1912), “The Four Oxen and a Lion“, in: Aesop's Fables, William Heinemann, London.
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8.3 Core values of the Danube region port industryCommon core values of the Danube region ports focus on their excellence and commitment togrow and serve their communities facilitating the supply chains and economic growth.INNOVATIONDanube ports embrace change and opportunity to create and innovate pursuing new ideas toimprove governance, management and operations.SUSTAINABILITYDanube ports are responsible caretakers of all assets entrusted to them to build, use, respectand pass on to the next generations.COLLABORATIONEach port has particular expertise on its own. It’s collaboration that allows the collectiveexpertise to be well-leveraged in the common goals. Working together can only bring benefitsand win-win situations since “united we stand, divided we fall”.SERVICE EXCELLENCEGoing above and beyond to exceed expectations, keep the existing and attract new users.FLEXIBILITY AND ADAPTABILITYCustomers are in the centre of port activities and they are served efficiently, their changingdemands are met with flexibility and adaptability.EMPLOYEES SATISFACTIONKnowing that skilled workforce is in deficit and hard to find and form, Danube ports payutmost attention to the health, safety, satisfaction and well-being of the employees in portauthorities and port operators. Ports assist the continuous learning, training and developmentof port employees and encourage the creation of the work culture of collaboration andteamwork.GROWTH FACILITATIONUsing their potentials, wisely combined with strategic development objectives, their positionwithin the transport networks and the nature and scope of their activities, Danube ports striveto become magnets for both logistic and manufacturing companies. This is thanks to thefavourable settlement conditions, land planning policies, ability to exploit the benefits ofmultimodality and intermodality.
8.4 Objectives and measuresBased on a common goal of the Danube region port industry to make the ports attractive forbusiness and production, ports have to improve their efficiency, attractiveness for settlementof different logistic and manufacturing industries in and near port areas, and to integratethemselves into supply chains as much as possible. In the situation where the transport ofhigh-value goods (which are usually containerized) is virtually non-existent on the Danube
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and its tributaries, this may be a difficult task, but certainly not an impossible one. It, however,requires commitment, flexibility, endurance, persistence, a lot of hard work together, and,above everything, political will to change.On the basis of the SWOT analysis elaborated on a triple level (individual ports, national portindustries and regional port industries), Danube region ports have agreed the commonstrategic objectives and appropriate implementation measures for the development of theregional port industry. Following the process of merging the similar objectives andimplementing measures, the summary of filtered and fine-tuned33 common strategicobjectives and measures is given in Table 27 below.
Table 27: Summary of common objectives and development measures for Danube ports

Strategic objectives Necessary development measures1. Connect Danube ports with new routesand new markets (“Belt & RoadInitiative” - BRI)(SWOT Ref.: S1O9 )
 Investigate options of connecting the Danube ports to theBRI corridors
 Present the possibilities of Danube ports to the relevantChinese partners2. Increase competitive position in respectto road and rail by attracting newmarkets and fostering multimodality(SWOT Ref.: W13O3O10)
 Facilitate development of hybrid logistic zones in oradjacent to ports

3. Use experience in project preparation toimprove the situation by using publicand EU funds(SWOT Ref.: S7T10T11)
 Engage experts to assist in preparation of high qualityproject proposals

4. Use public, EU and private funds (PPPs)to renew infrastructure, suprastructure,equipment and hinterland connectionsand prioritize investments(SWOT Ref.: W3W4W14W15O2)
 Create inventory of projects and prioritize them
 Ensure the highest level of relevance, maturity and impactfor priority projects to be applied for EU co-funding
 Influence (lobby at) DG MOVE to secure sufficient budgetfor priority investments in inland waterways and ports5. Increase coopetition levels betweenports, and especially between ports inproximity(SWOT Ref.: S5O16)
 Investigate business & market segments in which ports cancooperate for common interest, while competing in basicservices6. Attract industrial facilities in or adjacentto port areas(SWOT Ref.: S9O3O5)  Create joint commissions of port authorities with spatialplanning institutions7. Move towards specialized markets(SWOT Ref.: S11O10)  Undertake specialized investigations, market research andstudies (e.g. for high & heavy, a.k.a. “project” cargo, LNG,biomass, vehicles, etc.)

33 For these reasons, the objectives and their implementation measures are slightly different from those listed inthe Deliverable 6.1.2 List of objectives and necessary development measures of the WP6 of Daphne project.
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Strategic objectives Necessary development measures

 Make use of the objective of the proposed CEF II “adaptionof the TEN-T network to military mobility needs”.8. Provide life-long training andspecialization in modern port operationand management(SWOT Ref.: S12O13O14)
 Organize annual courses on various topics of port industry

9. Proactive attitude towards “greening” ofports(SWOT Ref.: S7S11T12)  Regular calculation of GHG emissions in ports
 Environmental certification
 Compulsory shore-side electricity supply for vessels
 LNG supply and bunkering stations for vehicles and vesselsin ports
 Electrification of port internal railways
 Alternative powered handling equipment10. Focus on multimodality (by offering awide range of road and rail services inport areas)(SWOT Ref.: S6S10T3)
 Attract road and rail operators to use ports as their hubsby incentivizing them or through attractive pricingschemes
 Make infrastructure adjustments facilitating intermodaloperations11. Prepare mitigation measures to combatmarket volatility, seasonal effects andunpredictability(SWOT Ref.: S8T5T6)
 Diversify services and focus on multipurpose terminals fornon-sensitive goods
 Develop a concept of “flexible inland port”
 Develop a concept of “flexible” concessions
 Explore advantages of mobile cranes instead of quay-trackmounted cranes12. Use modern technologies anddigitisation to reduce bureaucracy andincrease efficiency(SWOT Ref.: S12T7)
 Use Port Community Systems
 Exploit RIS based technologies for port planning
 Harmonize ship and cargo document requirements
 Investigate possibilities for IWT/Port Single WindowSystems and paperless document processing13. Create redevelopment policies tooptimize the facilities and availablespace(SWOT Ref.: W1O3)
 Diagnose and locate overcapacities and optimize availablespace for diverse port and logistic functions
 Optimize and/or modernize handling equipment14. Create long-term port strategies usingskilled professionals andcooperation/networking possibilities(SWOT Ref.: W6O13O16)
 Formulate flexible strategies and provide regular updates

15. Join forces for common cause in port andshipping development(SWOT Ref.: W11W12O11O16)  Create functional and active association for portnetworking
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Strategic objectives Necessary development measures16. Optimize port development and capacitythrough pricing(SWOT Ref.: W1T3)  Investigate and assess the impact of different pricingsystems as tools for port and hinterland development andcapacity optimisation17. Rehabilitation of port facilities (in orderto lower the logistic costs and keep theindustries in or near ports)(SWOT Ref.: W3T8T9)
 Reconstruct sloped quay walls into vertical ones
 Facilitate of unused “second row” land for industrialand/or logistic use18. Matching the demand and developmentplans and seek for realistic investmentoptions(SWOT Ref.: W5T13)
 Match the port planning with transport infrastructure andregional economic plans
 Facilitate private involvement in port financing19. Increase awareness of port importanceand attract new skilled workforce(SWOT Ref.: W11T14)  Ensure wider social acceptance and awareness of ports
 Provide favourable working conditions in ports20. Improve and maintain the treatment ofports as public goods of strategicnational importance(SWOT Ref.: W13T16)
 Promote ports as strategic objects of national transportinfrastructure
 Protect public interest and public domain in ports

(Source: iC)

8.4.1 Objective 1: Connect Danube ports with new routes and new markets (BRI)The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), also known as the One Belt and One Road Initiative (OBOR),is a development strategy proposed by Chinese Government that focuses on connectivity andcooperation between Eurasian countries. It is short for the Silk Road Economic Belt and the21st-century Maritime Silk Road.
“One Belt” - The Silk Road Economic BeltThe silk road economic belt was also referred to as "One Belt" in short. It represents a regionaleconomic cooperation strategy proposed by China in 2013. One Belt aims to develop theeconomic partnership between China and countries and regions along the land silk road andplans to strengthen the infrastructure construction along the route. One Belt links the Asia-Pacific region and Europe, such as China, Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan andUzbekistan along the silk road as well as the other three five observer states and dialoguepartners. There are two main routes for One Belt, starting from China and ending in Europe.The first route goes to Europe via central Asia and Russia. The second route stretches throughcentral Asia and west Asia to the Persian Gulf and the Mediterranean countries.
“One Road” – The 21st Century Maritime Silk RoadThe 21st century maritime silk road is also known as "One Road" in short. It encompasses theeconomic cooperation between China and southeast Asia, South Asia, the Middle East, northAfrica and Europe along the maritime silk road.
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There are two main directions for One Road: the first is to reach the Indian Ocean from China'scoastal ports and extend to Europe. The second is from China's coastal ports through the southChina sea to the south Pacific.Overview map of the BRI is given in Figure 10.Currently, out of 16 countries of Central and Eastern Europe, seven countries in the Danuberegion are included in the BRI: Slovakia, Hungary, Croatia, Serbia, Bulgaria, Romania andBosnia and Herzegovina.

(Source: https://www.topchinatravel.com/silk-road/one-belt-one-road.htm)Investigation of options on how the Danube region ports and Danube IWT can benefit fromthe BRI is worth the efforts, taking into account the vast potentials for capturing the cargoflows in the BRI.
Figure 10: Belt Road Initiative and its main land and maritime components
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8.4.1.1 Implementation measures8.4.1.1.1 Investigate options of connecting the Danube ports to the BRI corridorsWithin the BRI mega project, which is one of the most ambitious, and probably the world’slargest infrastructure project, there is a so called “16+1 Initiative”. It is aimed at intensifyingand expanding cooperation with 11 EU Member States and 5 Balkan countries, whereas 7 outof 16 countries belong to the Danube region. The cooperation encompasses the fields ofinvestments, transport, finance, science, education, and culture. In the framework of theinitiative, China has defined three potential priority areas for economic cooperation:infrastructure, high technologies, and green technologies. Danube ports, including the seaportof Constanta as its main sea gate can be used as hubs for the goods flowing from/to Chinamainland not just using the waterborne transport but also rail transport. In this view, theDanube ports should seriously investigate the options of becoming the hubs of the BRI routesin the forthcoming period.In order to step from memorandums into implementation of opportunities arising from theBRI, Danube ports should propose concrete joint development projects on the one hand, andanalyse the possibilities of harmonization of the port development strategies withdevelopment strategies of the BRI priority areas.For the Danube countries, there is nothing unnatural or “anti-European” in multilateral orbilateral partnerships with Chinese counterparts. In the “rich West”, even though Chineseforeign direct investments (FDI) are on the decline in Europe since 2014 due to stricterprocurement rules and FDI screenings of the host countries, Chinese FDI in Europe reached17.3 bn EUR34 in 2018. The three largest EU economies, logically received the largest share ofinvestments. The United Kingdom (4.2 bn EUR), Germany (2.1 bn EUR) and France (1.6 bnEUR) continue to receive the most attention, followed by the “newcomers” such as Sweden,Luxembourg, Belgium and The Netherlands. Sectors of transport, utilities and infrastructure,and real estate received the lion’s share of the Chinese FDI.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, joint teams with rail and logisticoperatorsProposed duration: 48 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 48

8.4.1.1.2 Present the possibilities of Danube ports to the relevant Chinese partnersOne of the good examples of cooperation in transport infrastructure is the recent trilateralagreement on railway investment between Hungary, Serbia and China. The Budapest-Belgrade railway project is worth 2.65 bn EUR and 85% of the Hungarian share of the railwould be financed by a 20-year loan from China. This railway would be part of the Land SeaExpress Route which links Chinese-owned port Piraeus in Greece with Macedonia, Serbia andHungary and completes part of the European leg of the BRI. Possibilities for Serbian and
34 https://www.merics.org/en/papers-on-china/chinese-fdi-in-europe-2018 (accessed 21 April 2019)
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Hungarian inland ports laying on this route are numerous. Similar possibilities exist for otherDanube country’s ports capturing the cargo flows not only from the Danube IWT, but also fromother road and rail routes that are, or could be connecting branches of the various BRI legs inEurope.Once all integration and cooperation possibilities are analysed and agreed among Danubeports as a single “negotiating side” or port by port, these possibilities should be presented torelevant political level. Meetings of the “16+1 Initiative” are a good place to spark a discussionon projects involving the integration of Danube ports into the elements BRI project andorganize meetings on port investment opportunities at least on the margins of the next 16+1Summit which will take place in 2019 in Croatia, for the beginning. Members of the DanubePort Network should investigate partnership possibilities in more details in the forthcomingperiod.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, DPN, ministries of transport, ministries ofeconomyProposed duration: 59 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 72

8.4.2 Objective 2: Increase competitive position in respect to road and rail by
attracting new markets and fostering multimodalityDue to geographical distribution of trade patterns in the Danube region, where many overseastrade routes of the Danube countries use Adriatic, Aegean and even North Sea maritime ports,inland ports competitive potential is limited, if their focus remains only on Danube based IWT.For this reason, Danube ports should pay special attention to capture an important share ofroad and rail traffic needing logistic centres for various value added services for cargo. Bycapturing additional cargo from rail and road, and acting as real multimodal transport nodes,ports can benefit from the effect of spatial concentration of cargoes and related services whichleads to economies of scale. This, in turn, leads to the appearance of critical masses of cargoesconvenient for inland waterway transportation.  This objective is closely related to Objective6: Attract industrial facilities in or adjacent to port areas.

8.4.2.1 Implementation measures8.4.2.1.1 Facilitate development of hybrid logistic zones in or adjacent to portsIn order to attract more cargo from all land-based transport modes (IWT, rail and road), portsshould consider development of port-centric hybrid logistic zones35 (HLZ). HLZs enable theconcentration of manufacturing, processing, transport, logistic and trade activities in oradjacent to port areas, wherever and whenever physically possible. This can be realizedthrough creation of special economic zones which, in their nature, should be a hybrid ofindustrial zones, free zones and logistic zones.
35 Group of authors (2018), Guidelines for Industrial Development in Ports, Daphne project, WP5, DeliverableD.5.1.3
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Port-centric hybrid logistic zone encompasses three basic elements: an industrial zone, a freezone and a logistic zone. These three elements may all be within the limits of the port areas,but they can also be outside the official port areas and in this case they should be locatedadjacent to port areas whenever possible.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, ministries of transport, ministries of economy, logisticzones authorities/operators, Customs, Chambers of CommerceProposed duration: 83 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 96

8.4.3 Objective 3: Use experience in project preparation to improve the situation by
using public and EU fundsThe success of port related projects and their chances for obtaining funding from the relevantEU funds greatly depend not only on the technical quality and justification of projects, but alsoon the good preparation of the project proposals. For this reason, the preparation of theproject proposals strictly according to the requirements of the funding instrument is of highimportance and great attention should be paid in this respect.

8.4.3.1 Implementation measures8.4.3.1.1 Engage experts to assist in preparation of high quality project proposalsThis measure requires capitalization on successful projects funded by, for example, EU funds.Due to limited budgets, not all submitted projects can be financed, but have to withstand fiercecompetition from other projects from many EU Member States and, in certain cases,neighbouring states. If sufficient experience in writing of project proposals does not exist inthe port authority (or any other organisation in charge), applying port authorities have theoption to engage external expertise in project preparation. This measure has been appliedthroughout Europe for decades with notable success.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, DPNProposed duration: 71 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 84

8.4.4 Objective 4: Use public, EU and private funds (PPPs) to renew infrastructure,
suprastructure, equipment and hinterland connections and prioritize
investmentsSince investments in port infrastructure are considered as capital investments (capitalintensive), port authorities frequently cannot fund all port projects on their own. For thisreason, the use of public funds (municipal, national, supranational, etc.) is often inevitable.The use of such funds require strict rules in procurement and project screening. On the other
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hand, public funds are more and more accompanied by private sector investments in the socalled “public-private partnerships” (PPP). Even though port investments are, by scope andnature, significantly less capital intensive than, for example, railway investments, number ofport projects that received EU funding from the CEF funding instrument since 2014 is stillrather low36 (Figure 7). In this figure, port projects are “hidden” in the categories “Maritime”,“Inland waterways” and, to a certain extent, “Multimodal”. Projects in the category “Inlandwaterways” mostly refer to infrastructure interventions in rivers and canal and in locks, whileonly a few involve inland ports.

Figure 11: CEF transport funding per mode (in bn EUR)
(Source: Bernardi, B. Making implementation happen, presentation given at the Danube Ports Network conference Danube

Ports in the digital age: challenges & opportunities, Vienna, 11 April 2019)In addition to public funds, ports can benefit from private investments in the various forms ofPPP which are still not numerous in the Danube region. Therefore, it is necessary to makemore use of the available funds for the development of inland ports. Various measures areagreed for this purpose.

36 Bernardi, B. (2019), Making implementation happen, presentation given at the Danube Ports Networkconference “Danube Ports in the digital age: challenges & opportuities“, Vienna (see more at:http://www.interreg-danube.eu/uploads/media/approved_project_public/0001/30/0bd26f9facbaeb21cedc9721892a3c7d2388d16c.pdf )
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8.4.4.1 Implementation measures8.4.4.1.1 Create inventory of projects and prioritize themIn order to systematize the port investments, port authorities should first create the inventoryof port projects. This is usually done in national port development strategies and master plans.The latter can also be on the individual port level in order to increase the degree ofconcreteness. Projects planned to be funded by EU funds are also included in the so called“Operational programmes” of EU Member States. The programmes are prepared by eachMember State and/or region, and financed under the European Regional Development Fund(ERDF) or the Cohesion Fund (CF). In addition, the inventory of projects is also created in theCore Network Corridor studies37 and serves, inter alia, as an input for the budget preparationfor the next financing period. Each country or each port authority should prioritize theirprojects according to their importance, maturity or any other adopted criteria. This helps insecuring national or supranational funds for port development.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, ministries of transportProposed duration: 60 months (and continuous, prior to each financing period)Proposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 60

8.4.4.1.2 Ensure the highest level of relevance, maturity and impact for priority projects tobe applied for EU co-fundingWhen applying for co-funding from various EU funding instruments (e.g. CEF), portauthorities should ensure that only high quality projects with the highest level of relevance,maturity and impact are submitted. In this way, applying port authorities (or other relevantorganisations) will not only save time, efforts and resources, but will also stand better chancesto receive the necessary funds. Good projects need to be relevant for the programme andpriorities of the call for proposals and to be well advanced (mature) in terms of preparation.Mature projects are those projects which are ready for implementation, meaning, for example,projects which already have their preparatory and design studies, building permits alreadyobtained or soon to be obtained, contracting and procurement issues either completed or welladvanced, etc. Projects with high impact are those port projects justified by the existing orforecasted demand, projects resulting in important socio-economic gains such as capacityincrease, congestion reduction, modal shift, reduction of negative externalities, increase ofcompetitiveness, employment creation, etc. High quality project include well justified anddetailed cost estimation or cost breakdown and a good risk management.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, ministries of transportProposed duration: 60 months (and continuous)Proposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 60

37 https://ec.europa.eu/transport/themes/infrastructure/ten-t-guidelines/corridors/corridor-studies
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8.4.4.1.3 Influence DG MOVE to secure sufficient budget for priority investments in inlandwaterways and portsAlthough very limited as the EC takes inputs from Member States only (not any othergovernmental levels or public/private organisations), this measure is very important andrequires an indirect approach. This indirect approach calls for the national lobbying first, sincethe EC asks the Member States for call priorities in the CEF committee. Therefore, individualport authorities should be very active at national lobbying and can be assisted by joint effortsand knowledge sharing between the members of the Danube Ports Network.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, national governmentsProposed duration: 24 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 12 & Month 85 – Month 96

8.4.5 Objective 5: Increase coopetition levels between ports, and especially between
ports in proximityPorts are, or tend to be, and should be the engines of economic growth of their host cities andregions. The more successful ports, the more competitive cities and regions. For this reason,ports need to be governed and used properly, with high levels of efficiency and effectiveness,providing tangible values for money of their users. In addition, ports need to be capable ofadapting to dynamic needs of their customers and constantly work on the loyalty of existingcustomers and on attracting the new ones. All these new roles of ports require new assets,time, efforts, know-how and last, but not least, funds. On the other hand, ports wage a constantbattle to reduce costs and thus offer lower prices to their users. Space for providing additionalfunds for ports’ new roles is extremely limited, whether it comes from public funds or fromprovision of port services. All this have a critical influence on ports’ competitiveness, forcingports to be more exposed to the market and to collaborate with other ports in issues ofcommon interest or even national interests. The constant need for competitiveness and theneed to cooperate with other ports gave birth to cooperative competition baptised asneologism called “coopetition”. This practice occurs when competing ports in the same oroverlapping hinterland work together on parts of its business, in which they recognise theydo not have competitive advantages, thus sharing common costs.One of the most straightforward examples of coopetition is found in automotive industry.Many car manufacturers, which are fierce competitors, cooperate with each other in, forexample, shared development and production of certain automobile parts. Moreover, carmanufacturers enjoy economies of scale by sharing suppliers, distributors and evenproduction lines.
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8.4.5.1 Implementation measures8.4.5.1.1 Investigate business & market segments in which ports can cooperate for commoninterest, while competing in basic servicesIn port coopetition, ports must thoroughly investigate and clearly define in which businessand market segments they should compete and in which segments they can cooperate.Desirable competition should be a must in services, cargo, concessions agreements, leaseagreements, marketing strategies, pricing strategies, etc. Nevertheless, the room forcooperation between ports on the national and regional level is spacious and includeassociations, port community systems, legislation and regulation, security and safety issues,know-how sharing, exchange of expertise, training, lobbying for common interests, jointhybrid logistic zones, integration into supply chains, hinterland connections (the last threesegment are of special interest for ports in proximity) and research and development. Portsin proximity have another operating pattern they might want to consider – specialization incertain port services, such as specific bulk cargo handling or specific types of logistic servicesfor specific cargoes, etc. Two or more ports in proximity, specialized according to their ownagreement, can therefore join forces in many other segments thus practicing coopetition.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operatorsProposed duration: 30 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 30

8.4.6 Objective 6: Attract industrial facilities in or adjacent to port areasThis objective is in close liaison with the Objective 2 and thus should be tackled in parallel.Being centres of cargo distribution to/from their hinterlands via, in most of the cases, threetransport modes, ports are not merely transshipment points but hubs of various economicactivities related to cargo handling, including the widest possible array of value added servicesrelated to cargo, vehicles and vessels, including their crews. Being such dynamic centres ofeconomic activities, ports are ideal magnets for various manufacturing and logistic industries,provided that such industries are offered the right conditions for settlement in the port areaor in the areas adjacent to ports.Consequently, in order to cut costs and benefit from spatially centralised logistic activities,ports offering value added services can attract port users to relocate at least part of theirfacilities in or near port areas, contributing to the concentration of both logistic andmanufacturing activities in the immediate vicinity of ports. Spatial concentration of economicactivities and cargoes frequently leads to creation of critical masses of cargo quantitiessuitable for inland waterway transportation and for containerisation of adequate cargoes.
8.4.6.1 Implementation measures8.4.6.1.1 Create joint commissions of port authorities with spatial planning institutionsThis measure is needed in order to ensure that the port land is extended or reserved and thatthe land becomes available for industrial and logistic operators, not just port/terminal
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operators. In case of scarcity of land in port areas, available land slots in the immediate vicinityof ports should be considered for these purposes. Taking into account the fact that the landalong the river banks is a finite resource, and, in most of the cases, considered a public goodor public domain, its use should be very carefully planned and optimized. Instead of scatteringvarious logistic and manufacturing activities throughout a determined city or area, theirconcentration should be planned whenever possible, for a number of spatial, transport,logistic, economic, environmental and socio-economic reasons.Joint commissions with spatial planning institutions, assisted by logistic operators, shouldagree on the planning and regulatory aspects in such way to enable/simplify the establishingof hybrid logistic zones with logistic, processing and manufacturing contents in ports or intheir immediate vicinity. This will contribute to the spatial concentration of activities andcargoes, making possible the generation of critical masses of goods needed to trigger thesubstantial and relatively stable demand for inland waterway and intermodal transport.Alternatively, in case when the settlement of logistic and/or manufacturing activities withinport areas is not possible, or economically justified, port authorities should lobby that the landslots in the immediate vicinity of ports are reserved for logistic and manufacturing (industrial)zones.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, ministries of transport, ministries of construction,spatial/urban planning institutions & authorities, logistic operatorsProposed duration: 48 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 60

8.4.7 Objective 7: Move towards specialized marketsThe purpose of this objective is dual. First, inland waterway transportation, including inlandports, needs to attract more cargo for a great deal of reasons. In the conditions of relativelystable cargo flows of mass goods on the Danube for decades (even centuries in case of certaincargoes), room for substantial increase of traditional mass cargo quantities is limited.Therefore, the move towards new and/or specialized markets is seen as one of thepossibilities to bring more cargo to inland ports. Second, the specialization of ports is seen asone of the ways how to minimize the negative competition, or over-competition, especiallybetween the ports in proximity. Competition is regarded as highly welcome from the users’point of view as it brings lower prices of port services. However, fierce competition battlesfought only with constant price decreases can easily end up in either port operators’bankruptcy and in a decline of overall efficiency and competitiveness of ports and, through adomino effect, of their host cities and regions.  Specialisation can occur even in the case ofrelative lack of spatial concentration of ports in certain areas. In general, two kinds of portspecialisation may happen. The more obvious specialisation can be seen in the emergence ofa small number of niche ports/terminals that specialise in handling specific cargo (includingniche cargo) and perhaps a few other commodities. The subtler specialisation is the processwhereby cargo shippers/receivers tend to concentrate the bulk of their operations in fewerports. Ports can also tend to specialise their cargo handling operations around a smallernumber of cargo owners.
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8.4.7.1 Implementation measures8.4.7.1.1 Undertake specialized investigations, market research and studiesPotentials of niche markets and specialisation of ports have already been studied in a numberof studies. Such practice should continue but in far greater details. Good example of the depthof analysis can be found in the study on transport of biomass “Energy Barge”38 – an InterregDTP project, or in the CEF funded project “LNG Master Plan for Rhine – Main – Danube”39.Detailed studies and market investigation should be undertaken for Ro-Ro cargoes (e.g.automotive industry logistics), high and heavy (a.k.a. “project”) cargo, cement, LNG/LPG ascargo, etc. Of course, detailed investigation on any other specific cargo in inland ports is asubject of either individual or common needs.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, DPN, logistic operatorsProposed duration: 48 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 48

8.4.7.1.2 Make use of the objective of the proposed CEF II adaption of the TEN-T network tomilitary mobility needsMultiannual Financial Framework for the period 2021-2027 foresees, under the CEF budgetline for the transport sector, a new envelope dedicated to military mobility needs. EuropeanCommission has developed an Action Plan40 to improve military mobility within and beyondthe European Union. Concrete actions are proposed in the following areas: militaryrequirements, transport infrastructure and regulatory and procedural issues. When it comesto transport infrastructure, in 2019 “the Commission will identify the parts of the trans-European transport network suitable for military transport, including necessary upgrades ofexisting infrastructure (e.g. the height or the weight capacity of bridges). A priority list ofprojects will be drawn up. The Commission will take into account possible additional financialsupport for these projects in the next multiannual financial framework.” In addition, by 2020,the Commission will assess the need to adapt the trans-European transport networkRegulation to include upgraded technical requirements – possibly also covering militaryrequirements.In 2017, a pilot exercise was performed as a feasibility check for an EU wide approach foridentification of weak points in transport networks for military purposes. This pilot exerciseidentified that there are major opportunities for dual-use civilian-military infrastructure,amongst others in multimodal platforms allowing to quickly shift assets from ports andairports to rail and road, in improving the capacity of inland terminals and in adequate loadinggauges on freight rail lines.
38 http://www.interreg-danube.eu/approved-projects/energy-barge39 http://www.lngmasterplan.eu40 https://ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/2018-military_mobility_action_plan.pdf
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Although currently there are no clear indications on infrastructure requirements in inlandports in terms of military mobility, inland ports should be wary as CEF 2 budget will containsignificant funds for the purposes of military mobility on the transport network.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, ministries of transport, ministries of defence, ministriesof interiorProposed duration: 24 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 24

8.4.8 Objective 8: Provide life-long training and specialization in modern port
operation and managementSkilled workforce in port governance, port management and port operations is generally veryscarce. Only a few universities in the Danube region offer a curriculum involving detailedstudies on port and waterborne transportation. Until this situation is improved, Danube portsshould find a way to form their own skilled workforce, provide life-long training and on-sitetraining of existing and prospective employees in all segments of port industry. In this way,ports will ensure the steady flow of educated, trained and motivated employees which willprovide a foundation for the efficient and effective governance and exploitation of ports.

8.4.8.1 Implementation measures8.4.8.1.1 Organize annual courses on various topics of port industryIn addition to the efforts directed towards universities and vocational schools to include portspecific curricula in their programmes, Danube ports should organize their own annualcourses in various and practical segments of port strategies, port policy, port development,port governance, port management, port financing, port concessions, port planning, portoperations, port technology, port economics and any other port related topic that may beneeded for any particular port. These courses can be organized with or within universities,but not necessarily. Good example of university based course, which can be further developed,is found in Hungary. In 2017, for the first time in Hungary, 20 professionals successfullygraduated in port operator studies at University of Dunaújváros thanks to the cooperation ofHungarian Federation of Danube Ports, Ecotech Nonprofit Zrt. and the university. Thistraining program filled a niche according to port stakeholders, since port operation,administration and management competencies need to be harmonized along the Danube toupgrade the quality of services provided in inland ports. Future plans of the organizers includeraising the training program to international level, and it is foreseen in a joint effort.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, educational institutions, DPNProposed duration: 84 months (and likely to continue after the strategy period)Proposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 96
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8.4.9 Objective 9: Proactive attitude towards “greening” of portsGood environmental performance of IWT per transported ton of cargo was one of theimportant reasons for supporting the modal shift from road transport to rail and IWT fordecades. Consequently, the inland ports benefited from such initiatives. Nevertheless, anenvironmental impact of port operations and development started attracting attention in therecent years. In the past, this was more critical for seaports, but since the inland ports havealso entered into the focus of the attention, this issue becomes very important for inland portsas well. Ports leave their environmental footprint through operations with vessels and cargohandling equipment, various industrial activities in ports, construction, port expansion of portlands, infrastructure works on access roads and rails, waste disposal, etc. In order to maintainthe image of the “good guys” in terms of environmental performance, ports have to complywith ever increasing environment related regulatory and societal requirements. For thisreason, ports should try to minimize emissions of both current activities and planneddevelopment activities. All activities connected with the reduction of the environmentalfootprint of ports are frequently and colloquially called the “greening of ports”.For the reasons of achieving a positive environmental and societal “image”, ports should bemore proactive than reactive to environmental issues related with port activities. Ports withconstant and strong positive environmental records are more likely to be positively regardedby the society and, more and more, by users.Guided by this objective and by the recommendations from the report Green Port PolicyGuidelines41 developed within the Daphne project, several implementation have beendeveloped.
8.4.9.1 Implementation measures8.4.9.1.1 Regular calculation of greenhouse gasses (GHG) emissions in portsShips calling ports, as well as fossil fuel driven cargo handling equipment and vehicles leavethe strongest environmental footprint, in terms of air pollutants such as CO2, SO2, NOX, PM, HCand VOC (Volatile Organic Compound). Many ports in the world are using variousmethodologies and GHG emission calculators in order to have the quantitative estimation oftheir environmental footprint and set standards or determine benchmarks with other ports.There is a great number of ready solutions in form of GHG calculators and software aroundthe globe, especially for seaports. As an example, many Finish port authorities use thePortensys42, a Web-based inventory tool for Finnish ports to calculate their operationalemissions. The tool contains two modules, one for marine vessels and one for landside sourcessuch as cargo handling equipment, trucks and cars, and also includes fuel consumptionestimates. Many Finnish port authorities are required by their environmental permit todocument emissions on an annual basis. Seventeen (17) Finnish ports are using the system todevelop their emission estimates. Danube ports should also regularly calculate their GHG
41 Group of authors (2019), Green Port Policy Guidelines, Daphne project, WP 4, Output 4.3, Part 142 https://www.satamatieto.fi/portensys
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emissions in order to either respect the environmental regulations or to respect their ownstandards and benchmarks and, when necessary, take evasive or mitigating measures.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, environmental authoritiesProposed duration: 96 months (and likely continued after the strategy period)Proposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 968.4.9.1.2 Environmental certificationIn the recent years many ports started implementing environmental management system(EMS) which is a systematic approach to manage a port’s environmental programs forpollution prevention, protection and control. The most successful port (currently for seaportsonly) environmental initiative on European soil is “EcoPorts”43. EcoPorts is the mainenvironmental initiative of the European port sector. It was initiated by a number of proactiveports in 1997 and has been fully integrated into the European Sea Ports Organisation (ESPO)since 2011. The overarching principle of EcoPorts is to raise awareness on environmentalprotection through cooperation and sharing of knowledge between ports and improveenvironmental management. EcoPorts provides two well-established tools to its members:

 Self-Diagnosis Method (SDM)
o SDM checklist: identify environmental risks
o SDM Comparison: compare your SDM score with the European average
o SDM Review: receive expert's advice and personalized recommendations

 Port Environmental Review System (PERS, certificate assessed by Lloyds register)These tools fit ports of different sizes and at different stages in the development of theirenvironmental priorities.Danube ports should cooperate on the development of their own and harmonizedenvironmental certification tool and procedures, or investigate how the already availabletools (such as EcoPorts, for example) could be adapted for the specific needs of Danube portsand related legislation, where applicable.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, environmental authoritiesProposed duration: 84 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 96

8.4.9.1.3 Compulsory shore-side electricity supply for vesselsShore-side electricity supply for vessel is an issue regulated, in the European Union, by theDirective 2014/94/EU on the deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure44. Shore-side
43 https://www.ecoports.com44 Directive 2014/94/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 October 2014 on the deploymentof alternative fuels infrastructure
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electricity facilities can serve maritime and inland waterway transport as clean power supply,in particular in maritime and inland navigation ports where air quality or noise levels arepoor. Shore-side electricity can contribute to reducing the environmental impact of sea-goingships and inland waterway vessels, that is, to minimize their air polluting sources while atberth. It refers to the provision of shore-side electrical power through a standardised interfaceto seagoing ships or inland waterway vessels at berths. Article 4(5) of the Directive foreseesthat Member States shall ensure that the need for shore-side electricity supply for inlandwaterway vessels and seagoing ships in maritime and inland ports is assessed in their nationalpolicy frameworks. Such shore-side electricity supply shall be installed as a priority in portsof the TEN-T Core Network, and in other ports, by 31 December 2025, unless there is nodemand and the costs are disproportionate to the benefits, including environmental benefits.Currently, this article leaves the room for ports to determine whether the shore-sideelectricity supply is in enough demand or not, and if the costs are disproportionate to thebenefits. Taking into account the ever stricter environmental rules and requirements, Danubeports should be proactive and make the shore-side electricity use as compulsory.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, ministries of transportProposed duration: 84 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 96

8.4.9.1.4 LNG supply and bunkering stations for vehicles and vessels in portsUse of LNG (liquefied natural gas) as an alternative fuel in inland waterway transportation isalso regulated by the Directive 2014/94/EU on the deployment of alternative fuelsinfrastructure. This Directive states that a core network of refuelling points for LNG atmaritime and inland ports should be available at least by the end of 2025 and 2030,respectively. Refuelling points for LNG include, inter alia, LNG terminals, tanks, mobilecontainers, bunker vessels and barges. The initial focus on the core network should not ruleout the possibility of LNG also being made available in the longer term at ports outside thecore network. The decision on the location of the LNG refuelling points at ports should bebased on a cost-benefit analysis including an examination of the environmental benefits.Applicable safety-related provisions should also be taken into account. Even though there areno LNG fuelled inland vessels on the Danube at this moment, ports could anticipate the marketand follow the examples of ports of Enns and Ruse where existing LNG fuelling stations fortrucks are conveniently located along the waterside so that they could easily be used byvessels when a demand occur. Ports of Bratislava and Budapest have already commencedstudies on LNG refuelling points deployment.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, ministries of transport, LNG suppliersProposed duration: 96 months (and continues after the strategy period)Proposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 96
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8.4.9.1.5 Electrification of port internal railwaysIn order to contribute to the overall efforts of greening of ports, an investigation should beundertaken in order to assess the feasibility of electrification of internal railways in ports insuch way not to disturb the ship-to-shore operations and operations of other cargo handlingequipment in ports.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, rail operators, rail infrastructurecompanies, ministries of transportProposed duration: 72 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 84

8.4.9.1.6 Alternative powered handling equipmentPort authorities and port operators in the Danube region should assess the viability ofintroducing alternative powered handling equipment, in order to minimize the use of fossilfuels for the cargo handling equipment. Currently, the manufacturers of cargo handlingequipment offer LNG fuelled forklifts, electric forklifts, hybrid and LNG fuelled reach stackers,straddle carriers, terminal tractors, etc. Therefore, there are already available solutions andport authorities should consider systems of incentives for port operators willing to switch toalternative fuelled cargo handling equipment.Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, ministries of transport, equipmentsuppliersProposed duration: 84 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 84
8.4.10 Objective 10: Focus on multimodality (by offering a wide range of road and rail

services in port areas)“Ports are more than piers” philosophy is applied here. In order to boost multimodality andincrease their cargo throughput, ports need to put focus on extending the range of services forroad and rail transport. Moreover, multimodal terminals provide a buffer between thedifferent capacity and frequency of the transport modes they connect. For example, a steelcoils carrying ship can call at a port once a week to ship the coils for export, while truckscarrying coils can arrive at a port every hour or even more frequently. Facilities and servicesenabling a faster turnaround of trucks and wagons will attract more users towards amultimodal terminals located in ports.
8.4.10.1 Implementation measures8.4.10.1.1Attract road and rail operators to use ports as their hubs by incentivizing them orthrough attractive pricing schemesRoad and rail operators usually take over and deliver cargo in determined terminals, whichare, or should be multimodal by nature, so as to enable easy or direct transfer of cargo fromone mode to another or delivery of cargo for further processing. Moreover, cargo terminals,or cargo hubs are also used for the preparation of cargo for further use in the transportationprocess, supply chain and even production or distribution. In addition, creation of attractive
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conditions for road and rail operators is likely to increase the volume of land-to-land cargo inports. In this view, ports should investigate ways on how to attract more rail and roadoperators to use the terminals located in ports, even in cases when cargo is not transhippedto/from ships.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, road and rail operators, ministries oftransportProposed duration: 84 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 96

8.4.10.1.2Make infrastructure adjustments facilitating intermodal operationsInfrastructure requirements for intermodal and multimodal terminals vary from port to port,from terminal to terminal.  If a typical contents of an intermodal terminal could be defined, itwould be similar to the following45:
 one – or better double-sided rail access, where
 signalling allows for entry with momentum and direct departure of the train by themain line traction unit,
 three to five “train long” (length can vary between countries) handling or transhipmenttracks, with rail-mounted gantry cranes (RMG),
 two to three interim storage or buffer lanes,
 one loading and one driving lane,
 road side access with
 check-in / check-out area (gate) and sufficient parking space,
 4 transshipment tracks up to 700 m each,
 2 gantry cranes,
 1 road lane for trucks,
 1 road lane for loading and unloading of trucks,
 4 lanes for intermediate buffer of loading units,
 2-4 railway sidings to ensure multiple use of transshipment tracks.Nevertheless, the quoted source obviously took into account only road-rail bi-modalterminals. For this reason, the facilities for real intermodal (tri-modal) terminals to be addedto those listed above should include:
 at least one shore-side track for loading block trains (up to 700 m each),
 shore-side road lane for loading/unloading of trucks,

45 http://www.intermodal-cosmos.eu/content/intermodal-transport-in-south-east-europe/intermodal-basics/intermodal-terminals/index_eng.html
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 gantry cranes capable of handling cargo over the quay wall and between the span ofthe crane “legs”.Needless to say, the exact facilities need to be determined on a case to case basis by each port.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, ministries of transport, rail infrastructurecompanies, rail operators, road transport companies.Proposed duration: 84 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 96

8.4.11 Objective 11: Prepare mitigation measures to combat market volatility,
seasonal effects and unpredictabilityIt is a known fact that transport in general involves a great deal uncertainties and that issubject to volatility of different market segments, including seasonal effects. Ports are,naturally, no exception to this. All these uncertainties, unpredictability, market volatility andseasonal effects have a crucial negative influence on port effectiveness and efficiency.Consequently, the commercial success of port operators is also affected by these phenomena.None of these phenomena can be avoided or neutralized in its entirety, but adaptive ormitigating measures can be taken in order to minimize their negative effects.

8.4.11.1 Implementation measures8.4.11.1.1Diversify services and focus on multipurpose terminals for non-sensitive goodsService diversification is a usual practice, especially in small ports with low throughput ofspecific cargo, but a high throughput of total cargo quantities. In this view, entire ports orcertain port terminals in slightly larger ports, can opt to develop multipurpose terminals thatcan handle multiple types of cargos, usually the non-sensitive cargoes, like, for example, coaland ore, or general break-bulk cargo. This, of course, is an antipode to port specialization anddeserves due attention when such decisions are to be taken and when, for whatever reasons,port specialisation is not an option. Multipurpose ports/terminals are more fit for areas wheredistances between two adjacent ports is more than 100 km.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operatorsProposed duration: 84 monthsProposed time frame: Month 19 – Month 96

8.4.11.1.2Develop a concept of “flexible inland port”A flexible inland port is a port which has a high degree of adaptability to changing or changedmarket conditions and cargo forecasts that were used during the planning stage of a port orduring a preparation of its development plan after years of operation. In short, a flexible portis a port capable to successfully deal with uncertainties. A very interesting concept of flexible
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port is presented in a doctoral thesis defended at the Delft University in 201346. The authorpresented a framework within which the flexibility of port infrastructure systems wasidentified and incorporated. First, a port is presented as a three-layer infrastructure model.The model has three specific layers: a physical infrastructure layer, an operational layer, anda services layer.

Figure 12: Three-layer port infrastructure system
(Source: Taneja, P.)Thereafter, the author developed various flexibility options in each layer, listed in Table 28below.

Table 28: Flexibility options for different layers of a port system

Layer Sub-level FlexibilityLayer 1 Physical infrastructureProvide flexibility in design and layout  provide reserves for expansion
 design robust infrastructure
 design flexible infrastructure
 design mobile infrastructure

Decision making related to physical
infrastructureSeek alternatives to project  do nothing

 increase efficiency
 influence policy
 shape demand (campaigns)
 diversifyStart new project  invest
 abandon
 defer/phase/ speed upPlan (realize) new project  set up flexible specifications
 set up flexible selection criteria
 allow design alternatives during procurement
 set up contracts

46 Taneja, P. (2013), The Flexible Port, PhD Thesis, Delft University, The Netherlands
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Layer Sub-level FlexibilityLayer 2 Operations/proceduresInstitutional environment  set up a flexible organization
 set up flexible custom procedures
 set up flexible labour regulations
 set up flexible operating procedures
 set up flexible operating scaleProject configuration  set up flexible specifications
 set up flexible selection criteria alternative
 apply for subsidies and exemptions
 include incentive- or penalty clauses
 handle risk through allocation & transfer or hedgesinsurance
 involve financiers
 form partnerships with suppliers/contractors
 form alliances/coalition with operators
 form alliances/coalition with affected partiesConcessions  set up flexible specifications
 set up flexible port tariff structure
 include demand guaranteesLayer 3 Products and servicesCargo  diversify as to cargo type
 scale expansion/new investmentUser  multi-user facilitiesFunction  multi-functional facilitiesNew function  manager/real estate developer

(Source: Taneja, P.)Following the above example for seaports, Danube ports should investigate the options forthe conceptualisation for “flexible inland ports” from the planning stage of new ports to thephases of operation and concessions of existing ports. This investigation is very complex andrequires significant efforts in time and resources and thus is suitable for submission, as aproject, for co-funding from appropriate EU funds.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, ministries of transport, port operatorsProposed duration: 36 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 48

8.4.11.1.3Develop a concept of “flexible” concessionsRegardless of the type of the concession, the contracts regulating concessions should beflexible enough to maintain a win-win solution for both public and private party.
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With the changing environment, the need has arisen for concession agreements to adapt tonew societal, environmental and technical conditions that cannot be foreseen at the time ofcontract signature – moreover, concessions have to adapt to innovations and new trends inasset management.In many instances, the contracts are not flexible enough to allow their adaptation to reality. Inmany jurisdictions there are legal challenges to the concession because the legal frameworkin effect does not deter challenges and allow for their prompt resolution with unpredictableconsequences.The two main areas requiring flexibility in concessions are as follows:
• Technical: Adaptable performance-based indicators that incorporate mechanismspromoting innovation and well define the level of service in different phases of the asset,construction, operation and also at the end of the concession
• Regulatory: Regulation of concessions varies greatly throughout their duration anddepending on jurisdiction. A simple solution is to embed clauses of progress thatguarantee both value for money and the economic and financial balance of theconcession.Furthermore:
• Political: Concessions signed by previous governments creates uncertainties for theprivate operators – responsibility for executing concession agreements should beembedded with independent PPP units with know-how of infrastructure and is well-resourced – should be politically impartial.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, ministries of transport, ministries ofeconomy, ministries of financeProposed duration: 48 monthsProposed time frame: Month 25 – Month 72

8.4.11.1.4Explore advantages of mobile cranes instead of quay-track mounted cranesAs the useful life of many existing portal cranes in the Danube ports is nearing its end or has,theoretically, ended (cranes in some ports are more than half a century old, and some evendate back to pre-WWII period!), many port authorities and port operators need to considerreplacing such cranes. Since portal cranes’ autonomy is rather limited due to the fact that theyneed quay tracks in order to move along the quay, ports may consider procurement of mobilecranes due to their increased autonomy in mobility and their versatility. Mobile cranes (wheelmounted or crawlers) provide versatile and economical handling of any cargo, serving everytype and size of vessel in any kind of terminal. Thanks to their flexibility, they can be easilymoved from one terminal to another, without disrupting the operations of other cranes.
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Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operatorsProposed duration: 60 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 60
8.4.12 Objective 12: Use modern technologies and digitisation to reduce bureaucracy

and increase efficiencyEvolve or disappear – an ongoing process in nature is perfectly valid for ports as well. So called“old school” of thinking like “why would we change anything that has been functional fordecades, perhaps a century” is still a great burden to innovation and minimization ofbureaucracy. Inland waterway transport, along with inland ports, especially in the Danuberegion, is rather inert in taking up innovations. Just as an example, River Information Serviceswere successfully introduced in the Danube region to a large extent thanks to the so called EURIS Directive47, but not without resistance and subsidies for the equipment installed on board.Fortunately, that situation is, we dare to assume, changing. However, in order to keep the pacewith other modes of transport which take up innovations much faster, inland ports mustevolve or lose the race with ever advancing rail and road terminals. Thus, Danube ports shouldshare the know-how more openly and use or employ highly skilled professionals in order toreduce bureaucracy and consequently increase efficiency of the administrative part of workin ports which often has crucial influence on physical operations on quays or in handling yardsand storage areas.
8.4.12.1 Implementation measures8.4.12.1.1Use Port Community SystemsPort Community System, according to a definition48 of International Port Community SystemAssociation (IPCSA) is a “neutral and open electronic platform enabling intelligent and secureexchange of information between public and private stakeholders in order to improve theefficiency and competitive position of the sea and airports’ communities”. This definition isperfectly valid for inland ports as well.Port Community System (PCS) is aimed at optimisation, management and automation ofsmooth port and logistic operation via a single submission of data and by connecting transportand logistic chains. Advanced and fully operational PCS include the community which, in manycases, includes the shareholders of the PCS Operator. For this reason, it is said that PCS areformed by the community for the community. PCS greatly reduces inefficiencies in portbusiness processes, reduces delays in cargo movements through enhanced data exchange,facilitates the smooth flows of electronic data and enables compliance with the national andEU directives.
47 Directive 2005/44/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 7 September 2005 on harmonisedriver information services (RIS) on inland waterways in the Community48 https://ipcsa.international/pcs
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Port Community System deals with electronic communication in ports between the privatetransport operators (shipping lines, agents, freight forwarders, stevedores, terminals,depots), the private hinterland (pre- and on-carriage by road, rail and inland waterways incase of seaports), the cargo importers and exporters, the port authorities, Customs,Immigration and other involved authorities.Typical services of a Port Community System are:
 information exchange between transport operators in the port and for hinterlandconnections, the port users, Customs, port and other authorities,
 electronic exchange of Customs declarations and Customs responses, and cargoreleases between private parties and Customs,
 electronic handling of all information regarding import and export of containerized,general and bulk cargo for the port community,
 status information and control, tracking and tracing goods through the whole logisticschain, and
 processing declarations of dangerous goods with the responsible authorities.One of the most useful functions of a Port Community System is to automatically derive, frominformation exchanges between the private port operators, that information needed byCustoms, such as the Customs manifest or the Customs declaration. This information can thenbe sent to Customs without further manual intervention. Most Port Community Systems havetheir own internal standards but communicate with other Port Community Systems or TradeCommunities using international standards, in particular those developed by UNECE-UN/CEFACT49.The European Port Community Systems Association (EPCSA50) has also published a whitepaper EPCSA White Paper - Issue Date 15th June 2011-251, on national maritime SingleWindows, which need to be established in the EU, and which followthe IMO52 recommendations on maritime Single Windows. These recommendations are notdirectly transferable to inland ports (in fact, no standards or recommendations for inlandports PCS were found during the elaboration of this study), but can be used as good practiceguidance and adapted to specific conditions prevailing in inland ports and inland waterwaytransportation.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, ministries of transport, Port community system (PCS)operatorsProposed duration: 96 months (and continues)Proposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 96
49 http://tfig.unece.org/contents/unece-uncefact-recommendations.htm50 http://www.epcsa.eu/51 http://tfig.unece.org/pdf_files/A9R149C.pdf52 http://www.imo.org/en/Pages/Default.aspx
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8.4.12.1.2Exploit RIS based technologies for port operations planningRiver Information Services (RIS) can easily be used for more effective port operationsplanning. RIS for ports and terminals include, inter alia, the provision of Estimated Time ofArrival (ETA) updates and reliability time windows. Such RIS services support inland and seaports on e.g. berth operations, resource management as well as port dues collection. Danubeports should launch a project which would deliver a harmonized but modifiable/adaptableRIS based tool for port operations planning.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, RIS operatorsProposed duration: For example: 48 monthsProposed time frame: For example: 1 – Month 48

8.4.12.1.3Harmonize ship and cargo document requirementsShip, cargo, crew and passenger documents are needed in inland waterway transportationwhenever a vessel stops at border control point (border crossings) and at ports. Differentauthorities require different documents and most of them are in different forms, sometimeseven in free form every time a vessel calls a port or border crossing. Internationalstandardization and harmonization is much needed since the captains of inland vesselssometimes need to prepare and hand over to agents or authorities hundreds of copies ofdifferent documents throughout the voyage.Harmonisation of documents in inland waterway transportation in the Danube area is in itsinfancy. For now, only a few documents are being harmonized. The EUSDR joint workinggroup between Pa1a/Pa11 was established aiming to simplify (avoid duplication/multiplication of work for ship crews), harmonize (International standardisation of datarequests, forms and processes) and digitalize (Impulses for transparent, effective and efficientborder control procedures) of the required measures for improved border controls.DAVID forms - Danube Navigation Standard Forms – is the key output of the cooperation ofthe Pa1a/Pa11 joint group with regard to standardized and harmonized documents that areaccepted in all countries. The first set of DAVID forms (Danube Navigation Standard Forms)were already aligned.The DANTE project53 closely cooperated with the EUSDR Priority Area 1a – Pa1a (inlandwaterways) in order to continue and capitalize the works of the relevant working groups andhas a broader focus with more diverse topics, using a state-of-the-art reporting tool to collectinformation on procedural barriers directly from the stakeholders of the IWT and nationalworking table meetings as a platform to identify administrative barriers.The first set of DAVID forms (Danube Navigation Standard Forms):
• arrival and departure report;

53 http://www.interreg-danube.eu/approved-projects/dante
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• crew list;
• passenger list.Second phase of unified documents dealing with health, dangerous goods and nauticalcontrols (support the database concept) developed within the P1a1/Pa11 joint group.Already performed and planned activities within the framework of Pa1a/Pa11 joint groupregarding the standardized and harmonized documents mutually recognized and accepted bythe border control authorities shall be followed closely as their results will provide anenvironment for smooth and fast border controls.As a result, the standardized and harmonized documents for border controls will improvecompetitiveness of the IWT, having a positive economic impact and providing moreenvironmentally friendly services as a result of reduced time for border controls.In harmonization of the documents used in ports, a lot can be learned from the Convention onFacilitation of International Maritime Traffic (FAL)54. The Convention's main objectives are toprevent unnecessary delays in maritime traffic, to aid co-operation between Governments,and to secure the highest practicable degree of uniformity in formalities and other procedures.In particular, the Convention reduces the number of declarations which can be required bypublic authorities. In its Annex, the Convention contains "Standards" and "RecommendedPractices" on formalities, documentary requirements and procedures which should beapplied on arrival, stay and departure to the ship itself, and to its crew, passengers, baggageand cargo.The Convention defines standards as internationally-agreed measures which are "necessaryand practicable in order to facilitate international maritime traffic" and recommendedpractices as measures the application of which is "desirable".The Convention provides that any Contracting Government which finds it impracticable tocomply with any international standard, or deems it necessary to adopt differing regulations,must inform the Secretary-General of IMO of the "differences" between its own practices andthe standards in question. The same procedure applies to new or amended standards.In the case of recommended practices, Contracting Governments are urged to adjust their lawsaccordingly but are only required to notify the Secretary-General when they have broughttheir own formalities, documentary requirements and procedures into full accord.This flexible concept of standards and recommended practices, coupled with the otherprovisions, allows continuing progress to be made towards the formulation and adoption ofuniform measures in the facilitation of international maritime traffic.

54 http://www.imo.org/en/OurWork/Facilitation/ConventionsCodesGuidelines/Pages/Default.aspx
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Standard 2.1 lists the documents which public authorities can demand of a ship andrecommends the maximum information and number of copies which should be required. IMOhas developed Standardized Forms for seven of these documents. They are the:
• IMO General Declaration
• Cargo Declaration
• Ship's Stores Declaration
• Crew's Effects Declaration
• Crew List
• Passenger List
• Dangerous Goods declarationThe work of Pa1a/Pa11 joint group, accompanied with the necessary shipping and portexperts should be continued in any available form with the final goal of introduction of theshipping and port documents in a harmonized way. If the 12355 countries of the world, withcountless different legal systems and practices ratified the FAL convention, there should beno excuse for the Danube countries to do the similar for their own purposes. Quite logically,the initiative for such convention/agreement can also come from the EC, in order to cover theentire inland waterways network in Europe.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, national governments, customs, ministries of interior,DPN, ship operators.Proposed duration: 48 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 48
8.4.12.1.4Investigate possibilities for IWT/Port Single Window Systems and paperlessdocument processingIn order to ensure competitiveness and efficiency of inland waterway transport it is necessaryto reduce the administrative burden on ships and to facilitate the use of digital informationwith the aim of improving the efficiency, attractiveness and environmental sustainability ofthe inland waterway transport and contribute to the integration of the sector to the digitalmultimodal logistic and even supply chains.The issue of Single Windows Systems is far more advanced in the maritime transport, andthose developments can be a good guidance for the implementation of Single Windows in IWTand inland ports.First, an attempt to introduce the National Single Windows was made56. On 20 October 2010,the European Parliament and the Council adopted Directive 2010/65/EU57 on reporting
55 http://www.imo.org/en/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Documents/StatusOfTreaties.pdf56 https://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/maritime/digital-services/e-maritime_en57 Directive 2010/65/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 October 2010 on reportingformalities for ships arriving in and/or departing from ports of the Member States and repealing Directive2002/6/EC
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formalities for ships arriving in and/or departing from ports of the Member States. Thisdirective is more commonly known as the Reporting Formalities Directive (RFD).The objective of the RFD is to simplify and harmonise the administrative procedures appliedto maritime transport and it sets an obligation for Member States to establish National SingleWindows (NSW) for reporting formalities from ships arriving in and/or departing from portsby 1 June 2015 for the 14 reporting formalities listed in the Annex of the RFD. The informationshould be submitted electronically and only once thus removing the need of submitting sameor similar information separately to different authorities. Furthermore, the Directive requiresthat the reporting formalities are requested in a harmonised manner in all ports within an EUcountry.In order to assist in the implementation of the RFD, the Commission established an expertgroup on maritime administrative simplification and electronic information services - knownas the eMS group - with a mission to identify business processes and develop specificationsfor the NSWs. The group was composed of representatives from the national maritimeadministrations. Additionally, the industry representatives have been invited to the meetingsas observers. The European Maritime Safety Agency supported the Commission during theeMS group meetings and was actively contributing to the drafting of the functional, technicaland testing specifications.A number of different authorities and services such as transport, customs, border control,safety, security, health and environment have been participating to the work of the eMS groupto produce the single window definition, harmonised business rules and the unique NSW dataset aligned with regulatory requirements and existing standards. Over the time this work hasbeen merged to produce the National Single Window Guidelines document.In 2016, the Commission launched a REFIT evaluation of the RFD together with the VTMISDirective. The outcome of the support study leads to the conclusion that the objectives of theRFD were not (or only partially) attained:
 Paper reporting is still used to a certain extent in more than 50% of ports, often asduplication;
 Reporting is only fully digitalised and harmonised only in a few EU countries;
 True single window submits only-once reporting is available only in a few EUcountries;
 The information is seldom shared and re-used, notably between EU countries;Furthermore, not enough progress has been made on the EU level harmonisation - all NSWsimplemented are different. Therefore, the positive impact of National Single Windows is small,sometimes even negative for the shipping industry.The Member States and the industry are requesting the Commission to act urgently. On 29March 2017, the EU Transport Ministers underlined in the “Valetta Declaration” theshortcomings of the Reporting Formalities Directive and invited the Commission to propose
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a follow-up to the evaluation of the RFD, which would include a harmonised EuropeanMaritime Single Window environment. In their joint statement on 1 March 2017, major EUshipping associations urged the EU to launch a fundamental overhaul of the ReportingFormalities Directive with a view to create a true European Maritime Single Windowenvironment. The Valletta Declaration was endorsed by the Council of the EU on 08 June,2017.Considering the perceived limitations of the RFD and the NSWs, there is a need to movetowards a genuine and harmonised European Maritime Single Window environment,containing amongst others the following characteristics:
 Fully harmonised interfaces available to ship operators to provide information in thesame way and format across the EU.
 A standardised maximum data set including the information necessary for themanagement of port and port terminals in order to ensure true submit-only-once. Anyrelevant data already provided to authorities should be made available and not berequired again.Another initiative worth exploring in inland waterway transportation and inland ports is theso called “eManifest initiative”. This initiative refers to the idea of a harmonised and electronicmanifest and has received wide support in Member States.Following the Blue Belt initiative, the idea of a harmonised and electronic manifest hasreceived wide support.Early 2016, DGs MOVE and TAXUD, together with the European Maritime Safety Agency,launched the eManifest pilot project. The overall objective of the project is to simplify thesubmission of data elements required by both maritime and customs authorities using aharmonised cargo data set, with the aim to reduce administrative burden for ship dataproviders. Individual data elements should be submitted in a standardised format to therelevant authorities and not asked separately.A project group was established consisting of the Commission services, EMSA, representativesof maritime and customs authorities of 13 Member States and of the industry associations.The use of a harmonised eManifest should follow the principle established in the ReportingFormalities Directive that parties involved in trade and transport should be able to lodgestandardised information and documents via an electronic single Window to fulfil reportingformalities. EMSA has developed a European Maritime Single Window prototype to testfeasibility and possible technical solutions.The harmonised eManifest data set will be compliant with the EU Customs Data Model and aswell as with the World Customs Organisation (WCO) Data Model.
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It is worth noting that PCS has the ability to act as a National Single Window or to integrateinto a National Single Window which European Member States are developing in response torecent Directives and policy from the European Commission. Port Community System istherefore pivotal in the Single Window concept and will reduce duplication of data inputthrough efficient electronic exchange of information.Before proceeding towards the development of National Single Windows or European SingleWindows for inland waterways transportation including ports, Danube ports should sittogether with the shipping industry, cargo exporters and importers, shipping agents,forwarders and public authorities (such as Customs, immigration, police, harbour masteroffices, etc.) and agree on how to harmonize the ship, crew, port and cargo documents used ininland waterway transportation and inland ports.Already mentioned DAVID forms can easily be exchanged in electronic version and thusfacilitate the PCS or any other Single Window tools.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, customs, ministries of transport,ministries of economy, ministries of interior, ministries of finance, DPNProposed duration: 60 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 72

8.4.13 Objective 13: Create redevelopment policies to optimize the facilities and
available spaceOne of the aspects of “flexible port planning” is the ease with which a port master plan or aport development plan can be altered and adapted to new situations. Flexible land planning,coupled with flexible capacity planning, is one of the most important keys towards the efficientport. Historic trends (5-10 years) as well as regularly updated forecasts of cargo flows andcommodity trends are the crucial inputs for the flexible planning which is a basis forredevelopment and optimisation policies in ports. Some ports in the Danube region have vastspace for development, whereas others have very little or no space at all for development(Figure 13).
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Figure 13: Free space for development in sample Danube region inland ports
(Source: iC consulenten)Those ports with vast but development area which were not used for many years mayreconsider their development policies, optimize their land slots and assess the possibilities ofcreating the hybrid logistic zones in the excess space. On the other hand, there are ports whichhave virtually no development space. Seaports with similar problems often opt for “stealing”the land from the sea, but this option may be very problematic for inland ports which, by theirnature, have very limited waterfronts. In some cases, these ports need to recover the landfrom their own port basins, by reducing the water surface in the port basins and fill the areawith land (e.g. Linz, Vienna, etc.). By recovering the land from port basins, these ports havereduced physical space for vessel berthing, but they have modernized and optimized theirhandling equipment and provided the same vessel throughput with a lower number of berths.The land recovery from port basins in inland ports may also be a result of a growing traffic ona land-to-land side of the port. All these options need to be planned well in advance, but at thesame time to keep the flexibility to scale up or scale down the plans.

8.4.13.1 Implementation measures8.4.13.1.1Diagnose and locate overcapacities and optimize available space for diverse portand logistic functionsRe-engineering of port operations and analysis of utilization rates of any of the productiveelements of the port system (berths, cranes, handling yards, storages, warehouses,reception/delivery area for trucks and trains, loading/unloading spaces for trucks andwagons, etc.) is necessary in determined time periods. This re-engineering process forms apart of the so called continuous dynamic port planning and is in the core of the flexible portmodel. Danube ports should consider using this process either with internal or external
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sources every 3 to 5 years. This process can precisely identify deviations in capacities(undercapacities or overcapacities). In case of overcapacities, especially in surface areas, anyexcess spaces can be used for redevelopment and attraction of any of the elements forminghybrid logistic zones.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, ministries of transport, spatial planning authoritiesProposed duration: 48 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 48

8.4.13.1.2Optimize and/or modernize handling equipmentThis measure is in close relation with the measure “Explore advantages of mobile cranesinstead of quay-track mounted cranes” in Objective 11. The finite resource of port land maybe used in a more appropriate way if handling equipment is optimized or modernized. Mobileequipment with higher capacity and higher loading/unloading speeds can reduce the spacebeing used for waiting trucks or trains, and even for the transit storages. Logically, suchequipment can greatly increase the efficiency of port operations and reduce the turnaroundtime of vessels and vehicles in ports. In this view, the Danube ports should prepare a plan forthe overall modernization of the handling equipment together with the current or prospectiveport operators and seek for funding options from the community funds.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port operators, port authorities, ministries of transport, ministries offinanceProposed duration: 36 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 36

8.4.14 Objective 14: Create long-term port strategies using skilled professionals and
cooperation/networking possibilitiesThe lore “United we stand, divided we fall” has demonstrated its justification in the Daphneproject where ports stood together to protect their own interest and work for their commongood. Their voice was heard far, and is yet to be heard. Long-term strategies, especially thoseinvolving the entire Danube region ports, were scarce and rarely moved from paper to reality.The project Daphne, and the Danube Ports Network as one of its outcomes proved that thecommitment of ports and dedication of joint teams can provide real and tangible results, notjust paper projects that collect dust on shelfs. For this reason, the Danube ports areencouraged to continue working on their own strategies, both common and individual and usethem as a foundation for further development of the entire network of ports in the Danuberegion.

8.4.14.1 Implementation measures8.4.14.1.1Formulate flexible strategies and provide regular updatesDevelopment strategies, both on common and individual levels should be flexible enough tobe updated regularly, when old challenges are no more, and when new ones require attention
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and action. The Danube Port Development Strategy and Action Plan is elaborated in such wayto enable easy updates and addition or removal of objectives and implementation measuresin a modular way. Therefore, the current strategy, as well as the national/individual onesshould be updated bi-annually or less frequent, depending on the common agreement.Regular meetings with specific topics on port strategy and port development should be heldunder the auspices of the Danube Port Network. Meetings should be used for knowledgesharing on the latest news in the development of the Danube ports and supranational policiesand strategies affecting the governance, management and operation of ports, and,consequently, for the update of the strategy and taking adequate actions.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, DPNProposed duration: 48 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 36, Month 56 – Month 61, Month 79 – Month 84

8.4.15 Objective 15: Join forces for common cause in port and shipping developmentPast decades proved that the Danube region ports have similar and common challenges andissues to be solved in order to increase their efficiency, attract more cargo to ports and toenable ports to become irreplaceable nodes in the transport network and crucial elements ofthe supply chains. In addition, specific economic and geo-political situation on the Danubegave a special “touch” to the issues of interest for Danube ports, making them somewhatdifferent from the challenges with which inland ports in Western Europe are faced. For thisreason, a creation of a regional association gathering port authorities and port operators fromthe Danube region was agreed. The Danube Ports Network will be a new player in policyadvocacy, lobbying, information service provision as well as in project related activitiesespecially with regard to those which try to retrieve funding from European programs. In itsstart-up phase, the network has to gain awareness from the internal and external audienceswhich shall be target groups for various communication activities. Therefore, the structuredidentification and start of interaction with key stakeholders of the target groups will be amajor part of the work of the network
8.4.15.1 Implementation measures8.4.15.1.1Create functional and active association for port networkingFollowing the creation of the Danube Ports Network, a quick move from plans to action willbe needed in order to face the new challenges. Members of the network will have to turn theirattention to the development of joint projects and joint activities. This is the network gettingdown to daily business and marks a significant transition from a focus on network building toproject and activity development and implementation.Major next steps in this phase should include58:
58 Group of authors (2018), Financing model and Business plan of the Danube Ports Network, Daphne project,WP6, Deliverable 6.2.3
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• Initiate and implement projects of common interest for the DPN partners
• Identify available financial resources (EU funding, national sources etc.)
• Set-up of port statistics services (data collection, and production) in cooperation withnetwork partners (through the setting -up of dedicated Working Group) and via donau(Danube Ports platform).Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port operators, port authorities, ministries of transport, DPNProposed duration: 36 months (for full establishment, later continuous)Proposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 36

8.4.16 Objective 16: Optimize port development and capacity through pricingMany ports in the world, or at least those with flexible administration systems, are usingpricing systems to optimize their capacity or utilization. In certain cases, dynamic pricingsystems are convenient to solve the problem of congestion, when diverting part of the trafficto adjacent ports cannot do any long-term damage to port’s business. In other cases, whenutilization degree of the port’s facilities is very low and capacity is unused, dynamic pricingsystem can be used to attract additional traffic to port. Many ports are using the pricingschemes which are based on cost recovery principles or on marginal cost pricing.Unfortunately, the level of pricing innovation take-up in the Danube-based IWT in the regionis very low and the entire industry has been very inert for decades. For this reason, it isnecessary to investigate further the applicability of alternative pricing systems in in inlandports on the Danube. For example, dynamic and cost recovery pricing systems can be appliedboth in those fees charged by the public sector (port authorities and similar organisations),which usually refer to the infrastructure fees, and in those fees charged by the private sector(port/terminal operators, etc.) which include fees for most of the commercial servicesprovided by operators. Last, but not least, in an attempt to apply the “same river, same rules”principle in port pricing should be investigated for the reasons of better and smootherplanning of transport and supply chains.
8.4.16.1 Implementation measures8.4.16.1.1Investigate and assess the impact of different pricing systems as tools for port andhinterland development and capacity optimisationFirst, a detailed overview of pricing principles and schemes, with the focus on their applicationto infrastructure and commercial services needs to be elaborated. For this purpose, athorough review of relevant academic and professional literature will be made. Second, aninventory of existing costing and pricing practices in Danube Region ports should be prepared,accompanied with the questionnaires for port authorities, port operators and port users onthe flexibility and adequacy of currently applied pricing schemes and their opinion on anyalternative pricing schemes. Questionnaires should be accompanied with active involvementof port stakeholders (authorities, operators, users, etc.) through stakeholders’ meetings.Third, the impact of alternative (user-pays, cost based, dynamic, marginal cost, etc.) pricingschemes should be assessed and checked for applicability in Danube ports, as a tool for port
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and hinterland development and increase of the overall efficiency. Finally, a possibility of anapplication of a uniform pricing system in the Danube region will be investigated using thebottom up approach.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, ministries of transportProposed duration: 36 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 36

8.4.17 Objective 17: Rehabilitation of port facilities in order to lower the logistic costs
and keep the industries in or near portsThis objective refers mostly to the rehabilitation of the outdated quay walls. Operational quaywalls (those used for ship-to-shore cargo handling) in many ports are not always vertical. Inport operations technology, vertical quays are often seen as a preferred way of quay walllayout for inland ports, in spite of the higher costs of their construction when compared to theold fashioned sloped (inclined) quay walls. Although relatively cheaper to construct, sloped(inclined) quay walls operations are very dependent on water levels. The lower the waterlevel, the longer the reach of a crane loading/unloading a vessel. This flaw is especiallyimportant for portal or jib cranes as their lifting capacity decreases with the reach. Thissignificantly slows down the operation of loading/unloading. On the contrary, vessels berthedalong the vertical quay are always at the same distance from the crane vertical axis thusmaking the loading/unloading easier when the water levels are low. Based on these facts, itcan be reasonably stated that the ports with longer length of vertical quays are technologicallymore advanced than those ports still using the sloped quay walls and that their logistic costscan be lower. Figure 14 demonstrates the share of vertical quay length in total quay length inall ports under analysis in Daphne project. For this reason, the rehabilitation/reconstructionof sloped quay walls into vertical quay walls is an objective for all Danube ports not having100% of their operational quays constructed as vertical.Moreover, port areas in many ports reach deep inland, unlike those which are stretched alongthe river bank. Ports having sufficient land surface behind the operational areas (handlingyards just behind the quay walls) should consider facilitating the so called “second row” landfor industrial and/or logistic use, in order to optimize the land use in ports.
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Figure 14: Percentage of vertical quay length in total quay length
(Source: iC consulenten, based on inputs from project partners)

8.4.17.1 Implementation measures8.4.17.1.1Reconstruct sloped quay walls into vertical onesPorts wishing to participate in the rehabilitation/reconstruction activities should prepare theinfrastructure projects in such way they are mature enough (ready for the works phase) andhaving a substantial impact on the economy and society. Thus prepared projects should besubmitted for co-financing from relevant EU funds and/or through appropriate PPP schemes.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, ministries of transport, ministries offinanceProposed duration: 48 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 60

8.4.17.1.2Facilitate of unused “second row” land for industrial and/or logistic useLand use planning in ports should be adapted in such way to facilitate (from the legal andfinancial point of view) the so called “second row” land (usually the land slots more than 30-50 meters behind the quay wall and handling yards) for value added logistics and industrial(manufacturing) use. This measure could be implemented in close cooperation with themeasures related with the creation of hybrid logistic zones in ports.The parameter of optimised utilization of “second row” land can be the annual or monthlyquantity of goods stored, warehoused, distributed, customs cleared, produced, packed,
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labelled, logistically processed, etc. per each square meter of land used for such purposes. Thehigher the utilization, the more optimized land use of port areas. Nevertheless, great careshould be exerted here, since too high utilization can cause problems related to internal trafficand cargo handling which, in turn, could cause congestion and inefficiencies.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, spatial planning authorities, logistic operators, railoperators, rail infrastructure companiesProposed duration: 48 monthsProposed time frame: Month 37 – Month 84

8.4.18 Objective 18: Matching the demand and development plans and seek for
realistic investment optionsOverview of the relatively recent port master plans and development plans demonstrated thatthe national/regional economic development plans, and sometimes even spatial plans, did notinclude the port development plans or expansion needs, as well as the logistic and industrialbases for port activities. On the other hand, many port development plans did not take intoaccount the national/regional economic development plans sufficiently or at all. As aconsequence, an important gaps an occur in such cases. In the first place, this can causeinefficiencies in port operations, sub-optimal use of port lands and hinterland connection,sometimes even congestion. Second, national/regional economic development plans which donot properly include the port and transport development plans are virtually stripped off ofimportant aspects facilitating sustainable growth. These gaps between the port and transportdevelopment plans on the one hand, and national/regional economic development plans onthe other, also represent windows of opportunities for optimized growth and development onboth sides of the port fence. This is why this “matchmaking” is necessary.

8.4.18.1 Implementation measures8.4.18.1.1Match the port planning with transport infrastructure and regional economic plansMatching port planning with transport infrastructure and with Regional EconomicDevelopment Plans will deliver recommendations for their adaptations in line with sectorpriorities. National or regional economic development strategies, policies, programmes andplan will be analysed and compared with existing port planning documents. Overlapping andgaps should be identified and accompanied by relevant recommendations for matching.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, DPN, spatial planning authorities,regional/local development departments, chambers of commerce, railinfrastructure companies, rail operators, road transport authoritiesProposed duration: 36 monthsProposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 36
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8.4.18.1.2Facilitate private involvement in port financingFacilitation of private involvement in port financing refers mostly to the legal facilitation ofvarious public-private partnership (PPP) agreements. This measure involves the followingsub-measures, as defined by participating countries59:
 Port authorities should be corporatized so as to be allowed to work under companylaw, thus simplifying the B2B contracting procedures.
 Port authorities should be allowed more autonomy in decision making on PPPprocesses.
 PPP processes should be as simple as possible and flexible, and to include non-discriminatory features, public announcement, public procurement.
 PPP should be regulated by a clear, comprehensive, precise but not too excessive laws.
 For PPP projects, the time reserved for preparation of operational programmes shouldbe sufficiently long.
 PPP projects should be accompanied by comprehensive information system on PPPfunding opportunities.
 Individual PPPs should have a specific way of determining payments
 Land should be excepted from priority investment property.
 PPP “success stories” and its knowledge sharing should be boosted from the top level.
 PPP schemes, including legislation and/or contracts must specify or set clearinstructions on how the fees are paid, who pays what and who charges what fromusers.
 Property rights (from Grantor to concessionaire, and vice-versa) should be flexible andtransfer of (temporary) ownership should be made possible.
 Termination conditions, including early termination, of PPP contracts should be setwell in advance.
 Concessions on demand should be clearly regulated and facilitated in the legislation.
 Concession agreements should be made more flexible, allowing the easier respond tomarket dynamics.
 PPP agreements should last long enough so as to enable return of investment andreasonable profit.
 Land ownership issues, spatial planning issues, port area delimitation and propertyissues should be solved before entering any PPP venture or before the preparation ofConcession act, where applicable.
 Concession fees and all other chargeable types of fees should be clearly specified in thelegislation and/or concession contracts, transparent, non-discriminatory and fair.

59 Most of the sub-measures may involve legal interventions and changes of laws. Even though the study teamis of the opinion that no legal obstacle is really an obstacle if the will to change exists, it needs to be noted thatthese measures depend on the possibility to perform the legal interventions in different countries.
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 PPP schemes should be accompanied with guidelines on financial modelling and riskmatrices.
 Training should be provided for PPP.
 A regional institution for tracking and assisting PPP should be created.
 Transparency on PPP agreements and procedures should be maximized andcompulsory.
 Port governing bodies (port authorities and similar) should be entitled to determinethe concession fees and port charges and to collect revenues from concession fees andother fees payable to the port authority. In addition, port authorities should be directlyinvolved (if not leading it) in the concession process from the very beginning.
 Concession contracts must be fully in line with the existing regulation and controlmechanisms should be made for that purpose.
 Concessionaires should be stimulated to renew and maintain all assets granted foroperation.
 Concessions or any other PPP schemes should have control and monitoringmechanisms, such as performance metrics, so as to allow proper and timely reactionin case of problems.
 When new ports or terminals are constructed under BOT concessions, the Grantor canconsider giving the operator the exclusivity right for up to 5 years.
 PPP agreements should always involve lenders, so as to increase the quality of theagreement.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, financing institutions / lenders, ministriesof transport, ministries of economy, ministries of finance, developmentagencies, spatial planning authoritiesProposed duration: 36 months (for studies and legal preparation, thereafter continuous)Proposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 48
8.4.19 Objective 19: Increase awareness of port importance and attract new skilled

workforcePorts are needed to create economic value and to facilitate trade, which is the main blood lineof any economy. The question is, how many people outside the port industry are really awareof this fact? If ordinary people think about ports at all, do they see ports as engines of economicgrowth or simply as dirty industrial sites, often muddy, where old and rusty ships and bargesload and unload dirty, dusty, noisy and polluting cargoes, ruining the landscape of theriverside or downtown image? In order to avoid the latter view, ports need to act and improvetheir image or keep it as positive as possible. In addition, the positive image of ports will behelpful in operating the ports and especially in cases when ports need to develop and expand.The public support of ports that are seen positively by the wider society of host cities andtowns is likely to be stronger and thus more helpful in achieving ports’ goals. Moreover, sincethe skilled workforce is always in deficit, apart from creating new generations of port
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managers and port operators, Danube port need to pay utmost attention to the health, safety,satisfaction and well-being of the employees in port authorities and port operators.
8.4.19.1 Implementation measures8.4.19.1.1Ensure wider social acceptance and awareness of portsApart from the compulsory involvement of public (through public consultations on capitalprojects), the best way to ensure wide social acceptance and awareness of ports’ importanceis to involve the general public of the host cities and towns in the everyday life of ports. Thiscan be done in multiple ways: from actively interacting with the wider audience through socialnetworks, making short documentaries on ports’ life and importance of ports (keeping theboring statistics and commercial issues out of main focus), to organising events in, and visitsto ports. Social networks represent easily accessible platform where current or planned portactivities can be discussed. They are a convenient tool to emphasize the openness,accessibility, importance and sustainability of ports. Using this tool, port authorities and portoperators can strongly influence the public opinion on certain issues in and around ports, aswell as create positive image and reputation. Furthermore, people should be brought back toports in order to physically experience the port life and port operations and thus understandwhat a port is all about. Bringing people back to ports involves thematic visits, open port days,organisation of various events in ports, no matter how small ports may be.Although it was written for much larger and historically much older seaports, EuropeanSeaport Organisation’s (ESPO) Code of Practice on Societal Integration of Ports60 can be auseful guideline for inland ports. In fact, the Danube Ports Network as a new association ofDanube ports could adapt such code for the use in inland ports and make it a textbook forsocietal integration of Danube ports.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, DPN, local authorities, municipal/regional authorities,port operatorsProposed duration: 18 monthsProposed time frame: Month 21 – Month 39
8.4.19.1.2Provide favourable working conditions in portsPorts should have an impact on the supply side of the workforce market in order to attractmore educated workers to ports. This means that ports should find a way to connect ports toeducational institutes, as already elaborated in measures for Objective 8. While having animpact to education is one thing, attracting and keeping qualified workforce in ports isanother and requires due attention. This has been partly tackled in the report titled“Guidelines on Human Capacity Building in Ports”61, elaborated within the Daphne project,where various recommendations are given. In addition to this, ports should be more proactivein attracting skilled workforce through attractive remuneration schemes, additional benefits,
60 https://www.espo.be/media/espopublications/ESPOCodeofPracticeonSocietalIntegrationofPorts2010.pdf61 Group of authors (2019), Guidelines on Human Capacity Building in Ports, Daphne project, WP4, Output 4.3,Part 2.
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additional life and medical insurance, kindergartens for the children of employees, flexibleworking hours where possible, and other benefits that could clearly distinguish ports as workplaces more attractive than others.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, port operators, municipalitiesProposed duration: 84 monthsProposed time frame: Month 13 – Month 96

8.4.20 Objective 20: Improve and maintain the treatment of ports as public goods of
strategic importancePorts have been treated as public goods (a.k.a. goods of common interest), or public domain,for almost 2000 years, and for a good reason. First systematized regulations on ports as publicgoods date back to 6th century AD62, where Justinian wrote that “all rivers and ports are publicgood” (lat.: flumina autem omnia et portus publica sunt). Many other Roman emperors dealtwith ports as public goods63. Treatment of ports as public goods remains widely appliedthroughout the middle ages64, as well as in the 19th century monarchs65, all the way to themodern days. With the exception of just a few countries in the world (e.g. United Kingdom),ports are rightly treated as public or common good. Contemporary legal systems usuallyallocate strategic importance to ports (in addition to giving them the status of public goods)either explicitly or implicitly. This means that the construction and exploitation of portsreceive maximum attention from the public authorities (state, regions, municipalities, etc.). Inaddition to this, the treatment of ports as public goods protects ports from badly performedprivatisations. Serbian legal system, for example, recognizes ports as goods of commoninterest (similar to public good) and gives the works on construction and maintenance ofports the status of the “state importance”.

8.4.20.1 Implementation measures8.4.20.1.1Promote ports as strategic objects of national transport infrastructurePublic goods in ports are those that are fundamentally non-divisible and non-consumable,such as port safety, security, and a healthy environment on the one hand, and port land,lighthouses, buoys, coastal and river bank protection works, including quay walls, approachchannels and other hydro-technical objects necessary to create ports and port basins on theother hand. Significant share of the value of public goods cannot be recovered throughservices of private companies, and for this reason private companies have no or very little
62 Birks, P, and McLeod, G. (Tr.) (1987), Justinian’s Institutions,  Cornell University Press, New York.63 Jovanović, S. (2019), Public goods and public interest in ports, Lectures given at the World Maritime University,Malmö.64 “Las Partidas” (Spanish medieval codes, XI – XIII century), treat coastal areas, ports and even road as commongoods: “Rivers, ports, and public roads belong to all men together…” – Ley 6, título XXVIII, 3ª Partida. In: Jovanović(2019).65 Austrian Civil Code of 1811, Art. 287: “No one’s things are those which all citizens can posses. Those things,however, which they are entitled only to use, such as, roads, big and small rivers, ports and sea shores, are calledpublic good”. In: Jovanović (2019).
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incentive to produce them. The use of public goods, in addition, creates positive externalities.Moreover, the social benefits generated by public goods and their use are much higher thanthe charges a private operator might collect in return of producing such public goods.Therefore, taking into account all the positive externalities and socio-economic benefitscreated by ports, it is well justified that ports have been treated as public goods since ancienthistory to modern days.In this view, regardless of their governance (public service port, tool port, landlord port) andoperational mode (concessions, leases, management/operation outsourcing, operationallicenses, corporatized ports, etc.) ports should receive rightful attention in the legislation ofriparian countries and be treated as national transport infrastructure objects of higheststrategic importance, especially in the landlocked countries.
Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, ministries of transport, ministries of finance, ministries ofeconomy, municipal authorities, DPNProposed duration: 96 months (and continues)Proposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 96

8.4.20.1.2Protect public interest and public domain in portsThere is a strong public interest in ensuring that ports operate efficiently and safely, that fairand competitive services are provided, and that ports support and foster economicdevelopment locally and nationally. The public interest in ports stems from the vital role thatports play as gateways of economic trade and commerce for most nations. For example, over90% of European external trade relies on ports.  More than 43% of intra-European trade indetermined areas relies on inland waterway ports. There are ca. 1500 seaports and ca. 1000ports on some 40.000 km of inland waterways in Europe. Waterborne transport pollutes 13times less than road transport in terms of carbon-dioxide and 19 times less in hydrocarbonemission.  Ports provide means for loading/unloading of ships having the carrying capacityfrom 40 to 4000 times bigger than an average truck of 25 tons capacity meaning that each shipor convoy (on IWW) replaces 40 to 4000 trucks thus alleviating congestion and reducingpollution. Ports and port-related companies generate added value of over 20 billion EUR. Morethan 1 million people are employed in ports and port-related industry in Europe.Port activities of public interest are activities of interest for wider community and activitiesbeneficial for every single member of a community or for a part of community, while harmingno one.Taking into account the above facts, the following aspects of public interest in ports can beidentified:
 Market access and fair competition
 Nautical-technical safety
 Port planning
 Effective port land management
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 Quality and continuity of port authorities
 Positive modal shift and environment

Market access and fair competition. The public interest in this segment of port industry isfocused on facilitation of market access to port services under the equal rules for everyone.This means that the public sector and the lawmakers should instate the legal framework foradequate inter-port and intra-port competition, level playing field for port operators andmechanisms for price dumping control and prevention.When nautical-technical safety is concerned the public interest in this segment is centredaround the safe and secure functioning of the vessel traffic in the port zones and itsapproaches. Therefore, adequate laws should be adopted to deal with traffic control, vesseltraffic management systems, towing and pilotage (where applicable).
Port planning is another segment of port industry where the public interest needs to beprotected. Here, the wider public is interested in proper planning of new ports, re-development of old ports, coordination of various interests and stakeholders, transparency ofport financing issues, economic multiplier effects, job creation capability and economicdevelopment. For this reason, it is necessary that the adequate legal framework exists in orderto protect these interests.
Effective port land management is also a public interest as it deals with the rational use ofavailable space which is a finite and irreplaceable resource. In this view, the transparency ofland lease and/or concession procedures should be well safeguarded in the applicableregulation.
Quality and continuity of port authorities is important for the public interest as port authorities(in whichever form they exist) are responsible for maintaining and enhancing thecompetitiveness of the whole port system, as well as to monitor the efficiency of concessions,operating authorizations, land leases and secure efficient use of public money.Positive modal shift and environment is obviously a public interest in terms of both positiveand negative environmental effects ports can cause. Therefore, with the maximal assistanceof the regulatory bodies in the riparian states, ports should facilitate the use of waterbornetransport as the most environmentally friendly mode of transport. In addition, ports shouldhave a regulatory basis for the “greening” of ports and port operations.

Proposed responsibleorganisation(s): Port authorities, ministries of transport, ministries of finance, ministries ofeconomy, municipal authorities, spatial planning authoritiesProposed duration: 96 months (and continues)Proposed time frame: Month 1 – Month 96
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9 ConclusionsPorts in the Danube area are conveniently located along an important European multimodaltransport corridor, officially titled as the “Rhine-Danube Core Network Corridor”. Thisrepresents a strength which Danube ports should use as a basis of their future development.This also creates a significant number of opportunities for growth and for important financialinjections needed for infrastructure development through the European Commission funding(Connecting Europe Facility - CEF funding). All Danube ports are directly connected with theseaport of Constanta, acting as a gate, or the “Rotterdam of the East” for virtually all Danubecountries. This gives them a comparative advantage over other transport routes in terms ofcost efficiency, generalized transport costs and even cost of externalities. Many Danube portsare already connected with rail and road connections to the rest of the national and Europeantransport networks. This gives them the strength of intermodality which, indeed, needs to bebolstered with adequate modern equipment. Corporatization of port authorities is also seenas one of the strengths on which future development directions should be built, as this portmanagement model provides sufficient flexibility to port authorities to react on marketdynamics and changes in demand for different port operating services, including the valueadded services.Thanks to the growing reintroduction of industrial production in the ports or in theirimmediate vicinity, Danube ports have the opportunity to exploit this phenomenon and use itto their own advantage, by offering the industry a quick, competitive and reliable service andthe benefits of the economies of scale offered by inland waterway transportation. This impliesthat the ports efforts are combined with the efforts to improve the navigability, especially inthe critical sectors on the Danube and Sava, and thus increase the overall reliability of inlandwaterway transportation in the Danube area. Regional European policies regarding theDanube and Black Sea represent a very convenient opportunity which Danube ports shouldmake use of in order to create awareness of various stakeholders towards the businessopportunities and importance of transport options offered by ports. Additional opportunitiesat disposal of the Danube port industry are new markets, cargo flows that will emerge alongthe transport route from the Far East (“Belt Road Initiative”), as well as the growing interestof young professionals towards the port industry.Unfortunately, apart from the above mentioned strengths and opportunities, Danube portshave a number of weaknesses which will need to be neutralized, minimized or completelyeliminated when and if possible. Most notable weaknesses focus around the excess capacityor low utilization of the available capacities, as well as lack of resources for provision andimprovement of high quality road and rail connections of ports with the rest of the network.Insufficient lobbying for interests of ports is also seen as one of the common weaknesses ofthe entire Danube port industry. Many ports are in need of substantial upgrade of their oldinfrastructure and suprastructure, while the funds for maintenance of infrastructure are verylimited and are not provided from European funds. Moreover,Port industry in the Danube area is faced with a number of threats which are external to portsthemselves, but which call for measures to mitigate or remedy such threats. Most important
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threats for the Danube area port industry are still persisting navigation hindrances along theDanube, overall economic situation in Southeast Europe, fierce competition of road and railsectors feeding the industrial and commercial sectors along the Danube directly from nearbyseaports of Koper, Rijeka, Trieste and even from the farther ports in the Northwest Europe,like Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Antwerp, Hamburg and others. Volatility of the market alsorepresents a serious threat which will be very difficult to mitigate. Even though an increasingnumber of young professionals take interest in port business, a constant supply of skilledlabour, both on operational and managerial level, is still a threat, especially on the long run.All inland ports have (or aim to have) a triple function in the transportation chain and in theoverall transportation network. First of all, ports are (or at least they should be) efficienttransshipment nodes where cargo is transhipped from inland waterways (IWW) to landmodes of transport (road and rail) and vice-versa, as well as stored between two different legsof transport, or stored as stock. Second function of inland ports is of wider scope and involvesits nodal function both in the transport network and in the local/regional economy. Due to thefact that cargo and ships require and attract not only basic port services but also value addedservices, the ports can easily become a desirable location for settlement of port-relatedindustries, logistic industries and even manufacturing industries who want to be directly onthe most efficient inland waterway transport corridors and in or near ports as most importantnodes of the entire transportation network. Last, but not least, the third function of aninterface between long distance transport and the urban last mile, is, unfortunately, notsufficiently developed in the Danube region. Nevertheless, thanks to their location, ports canbring the urban freight within the port cities or near them, restricting the road transport tothe “last mile”, and thus reducing the road transport congestion.One of the most important roles of inland ports is their role in the multimodal transport chaindue to their location close to logistic centres, industrial or agricultural areas and largeconsumer markets such as large cities. Taking into account the fact that ports are nodal pointsfor at least two, and in the most cases three transport modes (IWW, road and rail), ports areattractive not only for their core transport modes (IWT or maritime transport), but also forrail and road transport companies because ports are important generators of their cargo flowsand businesses.Increasing the efficiency of management and operations of ports (governance, transshipment,storage, handling and value added services) as well as modernization of ports’ infrastructure,suprastructure and hinterland connections would enable a win-win situations for all portstakeholders, while doing absolutely no harm to anyone whatsoever. This is why the positionof ports is unique and represents an opportunity that should be taken immediately, for thebenefit of all actors in the transport and supply chains including maritime and inlandwaterway transport. Nevertheless, all these enhancements require funds, which tend to bescarce if only public sources are considered. In this view, an increased level of public-privatepartnerships (PPP) is needed in order to optimize investments not only on demand basis, butalso on business generating capabilities of ports and their operators. Apart from funding, portdevelopment requires multidisciplinary approach: engineering, management, education andtraining (human resources and skilled workforce) and efficient planning and land use. This is
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why strategic development objectives include all this aspects and measures needed to reachsuch objectives.In order to be sustainable, port development needs to reduce its environmental footprint. Inthis view, “greening” of port operations not only a must, but also within reach, thanks to thenew technologies (alternative fuels, energy use from renewable sources, shore-side electricitysupply, etc.). Objectives involving “greening” of ports are also included in the list of strategicdevelopment objectives.Danube ports have for long been “in the rear” in the battle for modernisation, in terms ofinfrastructure, technology, governance, management, organisation, intermodality, socialacceptance, integration into transport and supply chains and, last but not least, funding fromboth national and supranational funds. Suppressed by various geopolitical events in the lastcentury, many ports, especially those on the middle and lower Danube, have been largelyneglected and suffered in many ways: lack of investments, maintenance, subject to politicaleconomics rather than economic policy, no or negligible share in the overall transportstrategies of their host countries, inability of governments to understand the importance ofports as public goods, inability to clearly protect the public interest in ports, failure to separatethe governance and operational roles (e.g. port authorities and port operators) in ports, hastyprivatisation of ports in some countries forgetting the almost two millennia old rule that“flumina autem omnia et portus publica sunt” (all rivers and ports are public good66), lack ofpractical growth policies and actions, and many others.Fortunately, the time for changes has come and the Danube region ports have the opportunityto live their “finest hour” in the forthcoming period. The world has gone forward, the tradepatterns have changed, new trade routes are emerging, logistic industry is becoming more andmore important as an irreplaceable part of the process starting with production and endingwith consumption in the widest possible sense. On the way from its origin to its destination,logistic industry adds value to any cargo and that same logistic industry, being an integral partof the supply chain, needs ports as their nodal points where cargo is being loaded, unloaded,reloaded and, more importantly, processed. This cargo “processing” is what adds further valueto the goods transiting ports and this “processing” is what determines the success of a port.This cargo “processing” is a value adding process, and the scope and quality of value addedservices offered in a port situates that port “upper” or “lower” on the “ladder” of logisticchains. Furthermore, the services offered not just within the port boundaries, but beyondthem as well, determine the level of integration of ports into overall supply chains. Taking allthis into account, opportunities for growth and success of ports are numerous, but theyrequire action, will, knowledge and funds. The knowledge itself is available in the region, inand outside of the ports, actions require will and the will is up to port authorities and relevantgovernmental organisations. Clearly, funds are the necessary precondition, but not the self-sufficient one. On the one hand, some ports need first to catch up in terms of rehabilitationand modernization of their basic infrastructure, some of them need to solve the issues of landownership, jurisdiction of port authorities, concession management, corporatization,
66 Birks, P, and McLeod, G. (Tr.) (1987), Justinian’s Institutions,  Cornell University Press, New York.
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technological enhancement.  On the other hand, all of them need to stand together and workon the common challenges for the common good and interest.This document provides the fundamental starting point for the development strategies of theDanube ports, aimed to facilitate the above discussed preconditions for success and to facethe challenges. An inventory of objectives and needs of the national port industries and theport industry of the entire Danube region are presented, analysed and accompanied by themeasures needed to be implemented in order to achieve these objectives and needs. Ports can“grab out of the bucket” and use them according to their own needs. The “arsenal” of 87objectives and 172 measures (Table 29) represents an admirable source of ideas and the “holygrail” of knowledge sharing, benefits from co-opetition and a standing together for a commoncause.
Table 29: Summary results of objectives and measures

Country #Objectives #MeasuresAustria 8 16Slovakia 8 11Hungary 15 25Croatia 6 19Serbia 7 21Romania 14 22Bulgaria 9 17Total national 67 132Common 20 41Overall total 87 172
(Source: iC)Ports have the potential not to simply serve the economy, but to lead and boost the economy,to act as engines of growth in their host cities and regions. In order to reach this stage, Danubeports need to understand their role and impose it to the logistic industry in the region, throughhigh quality infrastructure, efficient and flexible operations, customer orientation, valueadded services, stakeholder involvement, flexible planning and less rigid regulatory barriersand obstacles for creation of real logistic and industrial zones, or clusters, in or near port areas.
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Annex I: Cumulative SWOT analysis
AT SK HU HR RS RO BG

Strengths  Economic situation
 Good location
 Heart of Europe(TEN-T network)
 Bridgehead function
 Logistic competence
 Hinterland hubs
 Modern standards
 trimodality/intermodality
 Local trafficconnections
 Transnationalconnections
 Qualified personnel
 Containerizedbusiness
 Experience indemand drivendevelopment
 Austrian Danubenavigability
 Via donau assuccessful waterwayadministration

 Strategic geographiclocation in relationto the location ofpotential customers’connection to anetwork of inlandwaterways ofinternationalimportance
 Shipping costs
 Supporting thedevelopment ofwater transport bythe European Union

 Good andguaranteed loadingand unloadingstandards
 Regular serviceoutside of workingtime (more flexiblethan in the westerncountries)
 The geographiclocation of the portsis logistically mostlyfavourable
 The majority ofports are trimodal
 Modern technologiesand high capacityloader machines
 Small staff
 General terms andconditions

 All of the InlandPorts (IncludingVukovar andSlavonski Brod) aredefined as of Stateinterest whichguarantees Stateinvestments
 Public interest isprotected in publicports by law andport authorities
 All port users havethe same terms inpublic ports (portdues andaccessibility)
 Experience in EUprojects
 Good networkingwith other inlandnavigation and portadministrationinstitutions alongthe Danube
 Association of InlandPort Authorities

 Port managementmodel
 Good strategicposition
 Good connectionwith national andinternational roadand rail network
 Railway tracks alongthe quay wall
 Experienced andflexible PortOperators
 Multimodality
 Navigability of theSerbian section ofthe river Danube

 The use ofcorporatized portmanagement model,which allows fordevelopment inaccordance withmarketrequirements
 Diverse connectionswith hinterland area(road, rail)
 The availability of awide range of shipand freight services
 An active member ininternational andEuropeanorganisations
 Conditions for thesafe operations ofships
 The existence ofmodern wastereception facilities
 Developingpartnershipsbetween portoperators and thelocal authorities forport development

 Very favourablegeographic locationof the country;
 Dense transportinfrastructure –ports, roads,railways;
 Good competitionlevel;
 Ongoing measuresfor portdevelopment;
 River informationsystem functioning;
 Traditional localcargo flow that couldnot be deviated tocompetitors;
 Free capacity forport services;
 Highly qualifiedpersonnel.
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AT SK HU HR RS RO BG
 Port developmentprojects in progress
 Maritime and riverports
 Rail connection:both European andRussian standard
 Strategic position atthe Eastern borderof the EU
 Located on the Pan-European CorridorVII Rhin – Main –Danube waterway,of the TEN-Tnetwork plant
 Existence of FreeZone
 Proactivemanagement forpromoting thedevelopmentprojects andapplying theprinciple ofpartnership at thePort Communitylevel

Weaknesses  Low capacityutilization
 Capital intensity
 Business models

 Long transport timesin water transportlow transportcapacities of anexisting fleet
 Road and rail linksare cumbersome inmost cases
 The amount ofloadable goods

 All of the InlandPorts (IncludingVukovar andSlavonski Brod) aredefined as of State
 Port infrastructure
 Old equipment
 Lack of equipmentfor watersidehandling of

 The lack of a portcommunity-integrated IT systemwhich would allowfor the fast and
 Unsatisfactorycondition of the portinfrastructure andthe connectinginfrastructure;
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AT SK HU HR RS RO BG
 Lack of expansionspace
 Public economicsituation
 Railwayinfrastructure
 Railway bottlenecksin Austria
 Low investmentcapacity of vesselowners
 Small market sector
 Insufficient lobbyingfor ports and IWT
 Dislocation of heavyindustry
 Small strategicdimensions
 Slow businessdevelopment

 Weak awareness ofthe possibilities ofuse of watertransport bylogistics operators inSlovakia need formultipletranshipment

depends on thewater level of theDanube; in very lowwater conditionsthere are loadingproblems
 There is a limitednumber of shelteredloads
 No equipmentsuitable forcontainer loading(only in Budapest)
 Need of dredging(some ports are notaffected)
 Decisive role of price

interest whichguarantees Stateinvestments even forports that have nodevelopment (orthat are of a lower)perspective
 There are no clearcriteria for inlandports developmentneeds and plans
 There are no clearcriteria of portcategories defining
 Infrastructuralprojects are notprepared for EUfunding
 Staff in Ministry andport authorities isnot educated for biginvestment projectspreparation andimplementation
 Land within theports has differentowners whichdemands lots offinancial means tosolve it
 Association of InlandPort Authorities

containers andheavy weight cargo.
 Lack of storagespace foragriculturalproducts (silo)
 Focused mostly onagriculturalproducts or certainindustry in thehinterland

efficient exchange ofinformationbetween thecompanies and thepublic and privatesectors
 The lack of acoherent portcommunity, capableto answer promptlyto the marketrequest
 The lack of logisticscentres in the portarea
 The portinfrastructurerequires significantdevelopmentinvestments
 Lack of a masterplanfor the portdevelopment
 Limitations onconditions ofnavigation in thecommon sectorRomanian-Bulgarianat certain times ofthe year
 Limited supply oflogistics services

 High handlingcapacity for cargotypes that areconstantlydecreasing;
 Intermodaltransport notdeveloped enough;
 Low percentage ofgoods transportedby river (bothdomestic andinternational);
 Unsatisfactorycoordinationbetween differentmodes of transportand lack ofintegrated transportsystems;
 Lack of satisfactorynumber andcondition of thecovered andspecialized portwarehouses;
 Limited role of theprivate sector interminals notgranted onconcession;
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AT SK HU HR RS RO BGneeds a redefinitionof activities  Insufficientconnections tohinterland
 APDM does not haveaccess to the RoRISsystem
 Insufficient dredgingsystem for keepingwater depth in port

Opportuniti
es

 Decarbonisation
 New markets
 Eco-footprintphilosophy
 New city logistics
 Alternative fuels
 Real estate industry
 E-commerce
 Physical internet
 Rail cargoattractiveness
 Agricultural focus
 Regionalization ofsupply chains
 One belt - one road
 Containerization ofcargo
 Short distancealternatives
 Modal split shift
 Infrastructureflexibility

 Growing trend inlogistics andinternational goodstransport
 Increase productionof cars andconsumer goods inSlovakia
 Orientation of theeconomy of the SRmainly on export

 EU resources areavailable for portinfrastructuredevelopment inHungary
 Increase storagecapacity
 Introduction ofbusinesses/industries into ports
 Development ofroad-railconnections
 Construction ofcovered loaders
 Designing modernequipment forhandling containertraffic
 Training of portprofessionals,training of labourforce suitable forany port

 Good position ofports Vukovar andSlavonski Brod andgood connectivitywith mail roads andrailways
 Good planning ofinland portsdevelopment
 Navigability inVukovar port for365 days a year
 Accessibility of EUfunds

 Rhine Danube CoreCorridor Network
 One belt one road
 Redevelopment ofindustrialproduction.
 Containerization
 Modal shift
 Ecologicalawareness

 Port location on theSilk Road - Europe -Asia Freight Route
 Location on a majorEuropean transportcorridor
 Existence ofEuropean funds forthe development oftransportinfrastructure
 Regional Europeanpolicies regardingthe Danube andBlack Sea
 Exploitation of theopportunities forcooperation with theport of Constanta

 Optimization of theDanube waterwayand increase indomestic andinternational rivertransport;
 Good opportunitiesfor attracting transitcargo from WesternEurope and theMiddle East, Westand Central Asia;
 Establishment ofeconomic zones.Development ofclusters to boostcompetitiveness;attracting foreigndirect investment toincreaseemployment;
 Concession ofterminals that arenot currently
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AT SK HU HR RS RO BG
 New industrialclusters  Taking advantage offree loading capacity

 Improving shippingconditions (Danubewaterway)
granted onconcession;

 Modernization ofthe handlingfacilities and portinfrastructure;
 Improving securityand safety systemsin ports

Threats  Problems withDanube navigability
 Stricterenvironmentalregulations for ports
 Road & railcompetition
 Containerization ofcargo
 Vessel ownercommunity
 Bureaucracy
 Emigration ofindustry
 Relation with theneighbourhood
 Outdated laws
 Decentralizedproduction
 Public economy
 Lack of skilledworkforce

 The directcompetition of railtransport
 Dependence of theuse of watertransport onweather andhydrologicalconditions
 Increased use of railand road transport
 the development ofPort of Koper as themain logistic hub forSlovak car factoriesin maritimetransport

 Lack of laboursupply
 Clients can avoidwater transport dueto uncertain waterlevels, and maychange to road / railtransport modes
 Development of roadinfrastructure(roads, bridges) nearthe ports can divertpart of the traffic

 Lack of the clearstrategies anddevelopment plans
 Investment projectsare not preparedand not ready for theEU funds
 Canal Danube – Savaproject feasibility
 Economic situationin the Eastern partof Croatia reflects onthe portdevelopment
 Some of inland portshave problems withnavigation andaccessibility forvessels
 Port operatorsdepend on economicsituation – they arenot stabile

 Danube navigability
 Unstable market anddemand for portservices
 Road & Railwaytransportation
 Different customarea
 Lack of qualifiedstuff
 Global economy

 High delays in thedevelopment of theroad infrastructurein Romania
 Insufficientattractiveness levelto invest in Romania
 Additional costsgenerated by thetransit of theDanube-Black SeaCanal
 Low levels ofDanube watersduring periods ofdrought
 Navigationrestrictions on theDanube during theperiods withnegativetemperatures

 Significant decreasein the overall rivertransport in Bulgaria
 Risks connectedwith the activecompetition ofneighbouring statesin which transportprojects are carriedout - alternative tothe routes throughBG river and seaports
 Outflow of qualifiedport personnel
 Potential new cost ofimplementationenvironmentallegislation, negativepublic attitudes ofthe population onthe territory of thearea regarding theconstruction of
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 International(global) economy
 Overcapacity
 Rail bottlenecks

 Low predictabilitylegal and economicframework
 Decline in industrialproduction on theregion
 Critical conditions ofnavigation on theLower Danube, andon the River Danube
 Competition withother ports

waste treatmentfacilities.
 Insufficientinvestment in portinfrastructure andnew handlingtechnologies
 Lack of resources formaintenance andrepair.
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Annex II: Proposed timeline for the common strategic objectives and development measures
Country: Danube region

Year

Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96

1.1 Investigate options of connecting the Danube ports to the BRI
corridors
1.2 Present the possibil ities of Danube ports to the relevant
Chinese partners

2.1 Facil itate development of hybrid logistic zones in or adjacent
to ports

3.1 Engage experts to assist in preparation of high quality project
proposals

4.1 Create inventory of projects and prioritize them
4.2 Ensure the highest level of relevance, maturity and impact for
priority projects to be applied for EU co-funding
4.3 Influence (lobby at) DG MOVE to secure sufficient budget for
priority investments in inland waterways and ports

5.1 Investigate business & market segments in which ports can
cooperate for common interest, while competing in basic services

6.1 Create joint commissions of port authorities with spatial
planning institutions

7.1 Undertake specialized investigations, market research and
studies (e.g. for high & heavy, a.k.a. “project” cargo, LNG, biomass,
vehicles, etc.)
7.2 Make use of the objective of the proposed CEF II “adaption of
the TEN-T network to military mobility needs”.

8.1 Organize annual courses on various topics of port industry

9.1 Regular calculation of GHG emissions in ports
9.2 Environmental certification
9.3 Compulsory shore-side electricity supply for vessels
9.4 LNG supply and bunkering stations for vehicles and vessels in
ports
9.5 Electrification of port internal railways
9.6 Alternative powered handling equipment

10.1 Attract road and rail  operators to use ports as their hubs by
incentivizing them or through attractive pricing schemes
10.2 Make infrastructure adjustments facil itating intermodal
operations

11.1 Diversify services and focus on multipurpose terminals for
non-sensitive goods
11.2 Develop a concept of “flexible inland port”
11.3 Develop a concept of “flexible” concessions
11.4 Explore advantages of mobile cranes instead of quay-track
mounted cranes

12.1 Use Port Community Systems
12.2 Exploit RIS based technologies for port planning
12.3 Harmonize ship and cargo document requirements
12.4 Investigate possibil ities for IWT/Port Single Window
Systems and paperless document processing

13.1 Diagnose and locate overcapacities and optimize available
space for diverse port and logistic functions
13.2 Optimize and/or modernize handling equipment

14.1 Formulate flexible strategies and provide regular updates

15.1 Create functional and active association for port networking

16.1 Investigate and assess the impact of different pricing
systems as tools for port and hinterland development and
capacity optimisation

17.1 Reconstruct sloped quay walls into vertical ones
17.2 Facil itate of unused “second row” land for industrial and/or
logistic use

18.1 Match the port planning with transport infrastructure and
regional economic plans
18.2 Facil itate private involvement in port financing

Ensure wider social acceptance and awareness of ports
Provide favourable working conditions in ports

20.1 Promote ports as strategic objects of national transport
infrastructure
20.2 Protect public interest and public domain in ports

Year 2 Year 3

Objectives and implementation measures
1. Connect Danube ports with new routes and new markets (“Belt &
Road Initiative” - BRI)

2. Increase competitive position in respect to road and rail by attracting
new markets and fostering multimodality

3. Use experience in project preparation to improve the situation by
using public and EU funds

Year 1

7. Move towards specialized markets

8. Provide life-long training and specialization in modern port operation
and management

9. Proactive attitude towards “greening” of ports

4. Use the public and EU funds, as well as private funds (PPPs) to renew
infrastructure, suprastructure, equipment and hinterland connections
and prioritize investments

5. Increase coopetition levels between ports, and especially between
ports in proximity

6. Attract industrial facilities in or adjacent to port areas

Year 8

16. Optimize port development and capacity through pricing

17. Rehabilitation of port facilities (in order to lower the logistic costs
and keep the industries in or near ports)

13. Create redevelopment policies to optimize the facilities and available
space

14. Create long-term port strategies using skilled professionals and
cooperation/networking possibilities

15. Join forces for common cause in port and shipping development

10. Focus on multimodality (by offering a wide range of road and rail
services in port areas)

11. Prepare mitigation measures to combat market volatility, seasonal
effects and unpredictability

12. Use modern technologies and digitisation to reduce bureaucracy and
increase efficiency

Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7

20. Improve and maintain the treatment of ports as public goods of
strategic national importance

18. Matching the demand and development plans and seek for realistic
investment options

19. Increase awareness of port importance and attract new skilled
workforce


